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:V our issue of r7th May we
rderred to the distressing inter]
ference with short w:lve reception caused by morse stations,
complaints of which from abroad wer('
reaching 11s in large numlwr::. In our
issue of 2flth April we also published
a letter from 2\:Tr. H. R Mercdith,
c1isc1Jssing conditions of reception in
Patna, India.
]\fr. :\leredith has now written further
to us on the subject :1ncl has forwarded
a number of cuttings from Indian
newspapers, showing how seriously the
matter is reganled there. It will he
remembered that in onr Leader we said
th:tt mere complaints of interference
scn'ed little pnrposc, as it was no help
in locating the source of trouble and
we appealed tr? readers to endeavour
to irlentify the interfering stations
wherever possible. It is, therefore, of
particular interest to learn that the
Dirertor-Ccner:-tl of Posts and Telegraphs in India is taking steps to this
end, for he has recently issued a statement saying that the matter has been
umkr observation for some timf', and
that it is rralised that considerable interference is exrwriencccl, usually from
telegraph stations. It is stated that
identification of the interff'ring stations
must first be made and then representations can he forwarded to the
administrations controlling them. The
Dqxutment of Posts and Telegraphs is
t:-tking this coursc of action.
We hope that this example will be
followed elsf'wherf'. If official bodies
join in :1 n effort to elf' a r short wave
broadcasting rhamwls and particularly
Empire transmissions from this interferf'nce, a very valuable improvement
in reception conditions may be ex-

pected to result. Listeners all over
the world should bestir, first themselves,
and then their proper authorities, to
action.
This does not mean that individual
efforts to identify interfering stations
should be sbckened because authorities
may be prepared to undertake the work
offlci:dly. In many places the authorities mav not have the necessary
facilitieS: an cl in any case, sncces<:hil
efforts on the part of listeners to
identify offcnders ancl report them is
the best possible evidence to the
authorities that the listcnirg communities view these interruptions of
the short ,,·ave programmes seriously.

Propaganda Wireless
Proposals for this Country
STA TEJ1 ENT has recently
been published to the effect
that a scheme is on foot and
approaching realisation for the establishment of a broadcasting station in
England. the avowed object of which
is to broadcast propaganda to counter
continental broadcasts \Vhich are inimical to the interests of communities here.
However sympathetically such a proposal might he received it can be stated
withont fear of contradiction that there
is not the remotest chance of a licence
hf'ing granted for the establishment of
such a st:.ltion here, and those who are
promoting the scheme are evidently
doing so in ignorance of the position.
The State has vested a monopoly of
Broadcasting in the B.B.C., and this
was done for the very purpose of
ensuring that stations should not be
set up by independent bodies.
It would be intolerable if concessions were made which pennitted independent propaganda broadcasting
when the very principle is offensive to
national opinion in this country.
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/~VG:E the requirement~ of select_i·vity and quality are . conflicting,

zs clear that the zdeal recezver would· be fitted u•tth variable
selecti·vity in order that the optimum conditions for any and e-very
station may be realised.
The attainment of z•ariable selecti·vitv has
hitherto proved difficult, but it is shown in .this article that it· 1s by
no means hard to obtain a wide range of control 1j the desz/;n be
carried out correctly.

r

a time when the attainment ot obtaining nriable selectivity. With the
the highest standard of quality first, the inherent selectivity is of such an
demands the retention of modu- · order that no serious degree of sideband
lation frequencies up to ro,ooo cutting occurs, and it is increased when
c j s and the requirements of selectivity necessary by the application of reaction.
necessitate the sacrifice of frequencies This method has betcn adopted in the
higher than 4.ooo c. s, it is clear that Single-Span receivers so far described in
some compromise between selectivity an•l The Wireless World, and it has the great
quality is r~ssential. The most pleasing merit of simplicity. It is, however, open
result to the ear is not secured by perfec- to the objection that the degree of selection of reproduction if this entails a large tivity obtainable is limited by the appeardegree of interference, nor is it given by ance of self-oscillation. \Nith the secon•l
complete absence of all interference if
method, the inherent ~electi,·itv is made
this leads to the absence of the entire as high as the designer judges. necessary
upper register from the reproduction. for the avoidance of interference, and it
Most listeners prefer a compromise be- is reduceable by some means for reception
tween the two extremes, for few will dis- under conditions of moderate or little inpute that a pleasanter effect is obtained terference. A much wider range of conwhen the quality is sacrificed only as far trol is possible in this wa)', and it is the
as is necessary to reduce interference ~., means to be adopted \Yhich we ha,·e now
the point at ·which it is not intrusive to consider.
although it may not be completely inaudible.
Methods of Varying Selectivity
It will be clear, therefore, that since th•~
Since the selectivity of a tuned circuit
interference conditions are different for
every station, and even vary frequently depends upon the Q( = wL R =reactance.:
for each station, thE' optimum degree of resistance) of the circuit. and the inductselectivitv must also va1y for every ance must normallv be fixed, an obvious
station, and will be different. for the recep- method of varying the ,;electivity is to
tion of the same station in different locali- vary the resistance. This ma)' be done in
The ideal receiver would conse- two wavs: a variable resistance of low
ties.
quently be ·fitted with continuously \'ari- value c~n be connected in ,;eries with tht~
able selectivity so that its characteristics circuit as shown in Fig. I (a), or one of
could be altered at will to suit the particu- high value in parallel as in Fig. I (b).
lar receiving conditions existing at any Where only a single circuit need be conmoment and in any district. This has trolled, either of these methods is sati,;factory, although open to the objection
that the sensitivity must vary also. \Vhen
we remember, however, that the IF amplifier of a modern superheterodyne may contain as many as six tnm·d circuits, we can
see that the. control of one circuit alone is
likely to have little effect. EHn if its
(a)
(b)
selectivity \\·ere completely destroyed, the
remaining circuit; would normally cause
excessive sideband cutting. Each circuit
Fig. I.--The selectivity of a single circuit can
be varied by means of a series variable
must be controlled if ·satistactory result.;
resistance, (a) of low value or a shunt
are to be secured, and the difficulties of
resistance, (b) of high value.
controlling six circuits by this means are
long been recognised, but it is surpnsingly obvious. for six ,·ariahle resistances, each
difficult to de\·ise a means of varying the independently screened, and ganged for
selectivity of a receiver which is satisfac- operation by a common spindle, would be
tory from all points of view, and it is only needed!
recently that any considerable degree of
Now, in IF amplifiers the- tuned circuits
success has attended the efforts of are umally arranged in coupled pairs, and
designers.
it is well known that the degree of selecThere are two distinct methods of tivity obtained depends very greatly upon
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the coupling. If a pair of tuned circuiis
be coupled loosely together, the re-sonance
cun·e takes the form shown bv curve A
of Fig. 2, while if ''optimum;, coupling
he used, the cun·e is broadened to th~~
shapr.• shown by B. If the coupling b·~
still further increased, two humps appear
(cun·e C) and the s\·stem becomes of the
band-pass type. c·nless the coils are of
[my Q it is inad\ isable to couple them
vetY tightly, otherwise the trou!.;h between
the peaks becomes very pronounced. On
the other hand, unless the circuits have ~•
largtc value of Q the selectivitv \\·ith loo"f'
coupling will be kl\\·.
·
Jdeally, therefore, the resistance of the

...
"'z
~
..,"'
a:

Fig. 2.~~ The resonance curve given by a
pair of coupled tuned circuits varies with the
degree of coupling. With loose coupling,
it is sharp (A) but with optimum coupling (B)
it is still single-peaked, while with tighter
coupling (C) two peaks appear,

circuits should be increased with th~
coupling so that the double-hump appears
onlv as a minor irregularitv in an otherwis~ flat-topped re,;ponse ct!n·e. So much
depends on the band-width required, or,
rather, the ratio of the resonance frequency
to the band-width, that it is impossible :n
lay down any hard and fast rule, and experience shows that \\ i th a fairly high
resonance frequency a variation of resistance is unnecessary for high quality sound
reproduction.
Before going more deeply into this question it is as \\·ell to consider methods by
which the coupling can be varied. The
chief systems of coupling arc sho\\·n in
Fig. 3· With common capacity coupling
(a) the band-\vidth is controlled bv the
capacity of the condenser C. and it ~vould
appear that this \\·ould offer a simph~
means of obtaining continuous!~· variable
coupling by the use of a variable condenser
for C. There are two objections to this,

JULY 5fh, I935·
Variable Selectivity-

to intermediate frequencies o[ the order of
465 kc Is, for it is not difficult to demonstrate that with a lower frequency of
some no kcls it is desirable to increase
the circuit resistance with the coupling in
order to prevent the appearance of exces-

however, and the first and h.>ss serious is
the difficulty of obtaining a cotldcnser ;lf
large enough capacity, since a variation of
some 0.005 pF. would be needed. The
second objection is that the response is not

1

(b)

(a)

(C)

OD
(e)

(d)

Fig. 3· --The chief methods of coupling circuits are shown he-re. At (a) the coupling is by
common capacity and at (c) by common inductance, whereas with (b) a top-end capacity
coupling is used. The link-filter is shown at (d) and mutual inductance coupling at (e).

broadened by an increase in coupling an
equal amount on either side of n•son:1ncc.
Heferring to Fig. 4. if A be the re-sponse
curve with loose coupling, tl1:1t with tight
coupling t:1kes the form of curve B. It can
be seen that if a change be made in the
coupling, the n·ceiver must be rrtuncd so
that the carrier frequency lies in the ccntr':!
of the resonance curve.
Filter Couplings
When top end coupling is used (b) the
capacity of the coupling co?denser _er is
of more manageable proportions, bong nf
the order of r ftpF. This circuit still
suffers from the objection that the pe-aks do
not open out symmetrically about the
resonance frequency. but to one side, :1s
in Fig. 4· The second peak occurs ~n
the othe:· side of resonance, however, and
this applies also to inductive coupling (c).
which has also the objection that a small
variometcr L would be needed to alter
the coupling. Another and at first sight
attractive circuit is link coupling (d), but
this again suffers from the same disadvantage in the manner in which the pt·aks
open out.
When \VC turn to the fifth circuit (e) in
which the coupling is provided by the
mutual inductance between the two coils,
we find that, as lDng as the coupling is
due to this alone, the peaks open out symmetrically. and we obtain the type of
curve exhibited by Fig. 2. This system
of coupling is thus the only one which
theoretically can give the desired results,
and, as practice amply supports theory,
it is accordingly the only method which
need be considered.
Before we can consider the precise
arrangement which we can adt'lpt, it is
necessary to decide on the coils which arc
to be used, for the degree of coupling
necessary will depend on their efficiency.
'Ne shall, moreover, confi_nc the discussion

sively prominent humps in the response
curve. l\loreover, the use of low intermediate frequencies is less prevalent than
forme-rly on account of the greater ease of
elimination of second-channel interference
with a moderately high frequency.
In designing a coil we have not only to
consider the efficiency of the coil alone but
its efficiency when connected in circuit and
used with ·its tuning condenser. At the
frcq urncics under consideration, dielectric
losses in the condenser, valve-holder and
valve base are by no means negligible,
and profoundly influence the choice of a
coil. Compactn<~ss is also a point of importance, and it is hardly practicable to
employ a coil with a larger overall diameter than one inch, nor one having a
length much greater than this figure. The
use of an iron-core of suitable type, therefore, becomes very desirable.
Owing to its comparatively low losses
an air-uielc-ctric trimming condenser is de-
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Fig. 4.-Certain methods of coupling give
an unsymmelrical opening of the peaks.
Curve (A) shows the results with loose
coupling, and (ll) when it is tight enough
for the two peaks to appear.

sirable, but types at present available of
suitably small dimensions have a capacity
no more than 65 fttLF. For resonance at
465 kc! s with this capacity an inductance

of 2,000 flH is needed. Coils having this
order of inductance and unscreened gave
resonance curves of the type shown in
Fig. 5 when used with a VMP4 valve and
having only the load of a valve voltmeter
on the secondary. Curve A is for the case
of untapped coils with optimum coupling,
and a stage gain as high as 300 times is
obtainable. The curve is not quite symmetrical, for it gives an attenuation of 7-5
times at ro kc/s off resonance on one side
as compared with six times on the other.
The gain, however, is rather high for
safety in a practical receiver in even one
IF stage, and \vith two stages it would
probably be impossible to maintain stability. It was reduce-d, therefore, by tapping down both primary and secondary,
to 91.5 times, and the resonance curve
then became B. A considerable improvement in selecti\·ity is evident, for the attenuation at ro kc Is off tune now becomes
16 times and 14 limes for the two sides,
and it is very clear that the losses in the
external circt1it arc playing an important
part.
When an attempt was made to screen a
transformer of this nature, however, many
difficulties arose. Owing to the large field
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Fig. s.-The results obtained with unscreened coils of 2,ooo pH. inductance with
air-dielectric trimmers are shown here for
two diffe-rent degre~s of coupling.

of the high-inductance coils, the screen
considerably lowered the efficiency, and
it also provl~d difficult to obtain sufficiently
loose coupling between the two coils in
a can of reasonable dimensions, while the
physical dimensions of the air-dielectric
trimmers added to the difficulties. Now
experience had shown that it was possible to produce a considerably more efficient coil, although of lower dynamic resistance, if its inductance were lower, for
in the given winding space it was possible
to employ greater sectionalisation. A coil
of 500 f!H inductance was found to be
about the op-timum when wound with Litz
wire in ten sections. It is out of the question with such a coil, however, to employ
an air-dielectric trimmer, for the capacity
required to tnne it to resonance is some
300 fl-ILF.

The question arose, therefore, as tc
whether the more efficient coil would still
be better if it were tuned with a mica-
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interlinking of the flux. In theory, coaxial mounting with one coil movable
would be ideal, for if the low potential
ends are placed towards one another capacity coupling 'is at a minimum. Experiment showed this to demand an excessively large can with the particular coils
employed, and it was soon found that the
best arrangement was to pivot one coil so
that it could be rotated from a position
nearly at right angles to the other towards
parallelism with it.
An n:perimental
model on these lines with both trimmers
placed at the top for convenience of adjustment ga,·e the series of curYes shown
in Fig. 7 with a Vl\IP4 valYC. The anode
of this \·aln~ was connected to a tapping
on the primary coil so placed as to give
a ratio of 3 :5, and the valve voltmeter

Fig. 6.-The improvement in selectivity
obtained by using low-inductance coils is
well brought out by these curves.

dit>lecttic trimmer. The curves of Fig. 6
were consequently taken, arid conclusively show that this is the case, the selectivity with the 500 ,,H coils being nearly
double that with those of high inductance.
Furthermore, on account of the smaller
stray field, the losses introduced by screening are smaller, and less difficulty is experienced in obtaining loose enough coupling. The stage gain is lower, it is true,
but this is an advantage rather than
otherwise, and it does not fall as much as
one would expect, since the external losses
are of less importance, and one need not
tap down the coils so far, if at all.
When the type of coil and trimming
condenser had been thus decided, the
question of providing a variable coupling
between two circuits arose. It was soon
found that the coils had to be more widely
separated when screened than when in air,
due to the restriction of the strav field of
the coils by the can causing an increased
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Fig. 8. -Symmetrical resonance curves are
readily obtainable when capacity coupling is
eliminated.
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Fig. 7.-The results obtainable with a
variable-selectivity transformer having excessive capacity coupling between the circuits. Note the lack· of symmetry with
tight coupling.

was joined to a secondary tapping giving
a ratio of 5:2.
This series of curves exhibits two defects. In the first place, the amplification
is rather low, for it never exceeds 32 times,
and, secondly, the peaks do not open out
symmetrically. This is a serious fault,
and is due to the coupling not being wholly
due to the mutual inductance, but partly
to stray capacities. In order to avoid this
it •.vas found necessary to move the trimmers to opposite ends of the screening
can and to bring the high potential leads
out also at opposite ends. The use of a
tapped secondary was also found unnecessary with these low inductance coils, and
the use of the full winding for feeding the
valve led to a considerable increase in
amplification.
The results then obtained are shown in
Fig. 8, and the gain at optimum coupling
has jumped to 67.5 times, which is probably as much as can be used with safety
in a two-stage amplifier. With the minimum coupling the gain is nearly half, but
the selectivity is yery good, the response
at ro kc / s off resonance being r6 times

1 935·

down on one side of resonance and 22
times on the other. The slight lack of symmetry in this curn is due to the trimming
not being perfectly accurate. With the
tightest coupling the peak separation is
about ro kc is, and the cmTe is very
nearly symmetrical.
At~ this frequency the peaks are not so
prominent that anv real difficult\· is felt
in the low selecti\·itv position of the control. It can be seen, hmve\·er, that at
r IO kc / s the peaks \\'ould be HTY prominent and the trough between them cxcessiw, so that a control of the circuit
damping as well as of the coupling would
seem to be essential. There are, of course,
many possibilities, for senora! transformers will usually be employed together,
and they need not all be controlled for
selectivity. It seems likely that the best
results will be secured b,· the combination
of two transformers ha v1ng variable coupling with one permanently set at optimum,
or slightly above optimum, coupling. The
precise arrangement acloptecl, however,
will naturally vary in different cases, depending upon the results required, the
number of transformers employed, and
the external damping imposed upon them.
It can be seen, howen•r, that there is
no essential difficulty in obtaining selectivity characteristics which can be varied
over a wide range, pro,·ided that the intermediate frequency employed is not too
low. The use of nriable selectivity is
likely to add nry considerably to the performance of a receiver, particularly in
quality of reproduction, and the importance of the dn·elopment can hardly be
over-emphasised. It is likelv to become
widespread in the future.
·

New Mullard Sets
DETAILS are IlO\\' available for publication
regan!JHg tiH<'(-" tlew l\Iullard rcCt'lVf:f~.
~\11 ar,. upright tailk mod<"ls, two b(·ing tor
ba1 i1·ry operation dlld en1bod.\·ing a singJe
ffF '1agc.
Screened prntodes are employed
in a verv r·fi<"c!ivP rnannf'r as detrectors in tioth
,,.ts whi!P JWiltode output is unp!o,·ed in the
1\llly\ and Class "B" in the :\IB4.Tlw third set. :\lode! :\IL'3.'i· is a superhet-

This new set, the first Mullard mains model,
is for universal AC-DC operation.
erod_ytH' lor univ('rsal n1ains oper:tiion, and
include:-: huiH-in tiltcrs to 111lninlise n1ains interIt f<'THT ' " wdl '" a continuouslv variable
i_cmc contnJl. Stations shown on the tuning
'icaJ,. ;q ,. grotTfwd geographically in a new and
ingt>nlnu~· n1ann{'r. This set costs I z guineas.
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Recording Telephone
A
Conversations
Speech Recorder
with
Delayed AVC
ow

often has the business man
sighed for some device which will
record his telephone conn·rsations-at any rate, the more important ones? The personal contact which
the telephone provides will often clinch
a deal, but unfortunately the fleeting ,-oicc
has gone and it is necessary to confirm
the conversation in writing, and for this
to be agreed by the other party.
A satisfactory record of the con versation saves all this bother, although if the
idea gains popularity it may be rlecessary
to preface one's telephone remarks with
the statement that nothing in the forthcoming conversation shall be considered
binding!
Let us look at another aspect of the
question. In the old days numerous messages were handed in and sent by telegraph. The transmission was by morse
key and the messages were taken down
at the other end by hand. This was not
fast enough, and automatic machinery
began to take its place, enabling highspeed telegraphy of one hundred words a
minute or more to be obtained. Side bv
side, however, with this development, th"e

H

Then there is also the advantage of recording a telephone conversation when the>
wanted subscriber i,; una voidablv absent.
Suppose you are waiting for some. information regarding certain business matter,;
which it is essential that you should have
accurately and correctly. At present you
have to wait for the call to come through,
cwn though you may ha,·e other work
which demands your attention. \Vith the·
Tclccord all you do is to tell your secn·tary to record the information as it
come,; through; you can then go away
with a comfortable mind, knowing that

THE

difficulty in rerording telephone con'l:ersations has ahca_vs
been to provide for the HIY large difference in le?•el between
the incoming and outgoing conversations. The trouble is now o·vercome by the use of delayed automatic 'l'olume control using 'l'ari-mu
'l'al·ves. The apparatus, zvhich is mains driven, is merely connected
across the telephone line
telephone made rapid strides, and the
greater convenience, coupled again with
the personal contact of the telephone, led
to the habit of 'phoning news stories,
which were taken down in shorthand at
the receiving end.
Minutes count in a long-distance telephone
conversation,
however,
and
although the quality of the transmission
has improved considerably in recent years,
it is still necessary to restrict the speed of
talking, to fifty or sixty words a minute if
satisfactory transcription is to be obtained.
This is by no means as fast as one can
talk, and the new "Telecord" attachment
enables telephone messages to be recorded
at 150 words per minute.

eYCry word will have been faithfully preserved.
This sounds rather a glowing account,
but it is, nevertheless, true. The apparatus has been developed by the DictaphonP
Company, for whom the writer had
pleasure of acting during the early stages
of development.
The clictaphone, of
course, is a well-known business adjunct
and has proved its efficiency over many
years. It would be as well, however, first
to consider for a few moments the dictaphone itself before dealing with the rccordmg.
In short, Hie dictaphone is a machine
which records spoken conversation on a
wax cylinder. This cylinder rotates about

1/ic nicla/J/•one Trlccord 111 lt.'f.
ndo:,' tf,._· t,"ar cvlindcr
a11d rccordlil!!, tut!a wcclw111.~111 :s the am,hl jicr 'it·itit auto·
malic le, d cu;:trol.
/'us/1 hu'ton control<; rue- jus! u1 [ro;U
0/ /.'11' lllS{I'lfUiCI!J

ninety revolutions per minute, and the recording is done by a sapphire point
attached to a mica diaphragm operated by
the sound waves produced by the voice
speaking into a mouthpiece. A hill-anddale cut is used which enables a vety fine
pitch of some r6o grooves t:> the inch to
be used, in consequence of which the dictaphone cylinder will run for ten minutes
continuously.
Normally, of course, the dictaphone is
used for dictation of letters, articles, etc.
-this article was dictated to the dictaphone-and the recorded speech is subsequently transcribed by a typist on a
similar machine in which the cutting
sapphire is replaced by a reproducing point
which re-conYerts the undulations on the
wax into air waves. The record can bP
played again and again, and any part
which is not quite clear can be repeated
ad lib. When the record has finallv been
transcribed the cylinder can be shaved and
used again, having a life of something like
one hundred shavings before it become:>
too thin for further use.
Now, in the Telecord the mechanical
cutting mechanism is replaced by an electrical cutter. The basic parts of the
mechanism are the same and the same delicate movement is incorporated, but the
stylus is operated electrically instead of bv
sound pressure direct. A suitable amplifier is introduced between the telephone
line and this recording head, so that the
speech currents are magnified sufficiently
to produce the necessary cut.
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Recording Telephone ConversationsAll this looks very easy, but there is one
serious disadvantage. The car is much
more accommodating than the record, and
some means has to
be found to take
care of the HT\"
large difference ii1
level between the
incoming and outgoing conversation,
particularly on a
distant line. The far
subscriber mav be
rather weak· although
perfectly
clear.
If the recorder is arranged
to give satisfactory
signals of this weak
signal it will blast

graph with this article shows a report in
progress. The recipient of the call listens
to the conversation in the ordinary way,
interjecting remarks \Yhere necessary or

A 24-hour Service
The late,;t models are provided with
two mandrels with an automatic control
between them. The first cylinder runs for
the normal ten minutes, but just befon~
the end the second mandrel is started up
ami for a period of some fifteen seconds
the two cylinders run together, giving an
overlap. The first cylinder then stop,;,
leaving the subsequent conversation to be
recorded by the second cylinder. 'While
this is in progress the first cvlinder is
removed, replaced by a freshly shaved
one and sent away to be tran:-,cribcd. In
this way a complete 24-hour service can
be maintained, and this is actually clone in
some news offices.
·
The Tdccord is not a toy for the
amateur. It cosb £195 complete, but its
cost is repaid time and time again when
it is put into use by big firms, news
agencies, etc. It is fully approved by the
Post Office and a nominal rental of rs. 3d.
per quarter is all that is required from the
Government. Any readers who are interested should go and see the models on
show at The Dictaphone Company's offices
in Kingsway, where they can hear for
themselves the remarkable clarity of the
recording.

A view of the
mechanism of the
latest type of Telecord, in which the
provision of two
cylinders allows for
continuous recording over an indefinite period.

very hea\ily on the near signal, while if
the amplifier is ana nged to suit the loud
signal the \Ycak signal is not received
satisfactorily.
It is necessary, therefore, to arrange
some form of control, and clearly this must
be automatic in character. It is quite impossible to do it manually. Consequently.
a form of automatic volume control was
devised using vari-mu valves for the lowfrequency amplification and controlling
the volume by the speech itself. It seems
at first that this would not be practicable,
but in point of fact if a reasonable delay
is arranged on the control it operates very
successfullv. In a recent issue of Wireless Worlcl (:\lay roth, 1935) an article
on Yolume expansion appeared. The process used in the Tdecord is the reverse of
this, being in fact a Yolume contractor,
and so effective is the arrangement that it
is possible to shout into the telephone and
immediately afterwards to whisper and yet
both records come out clearly and distinctly \\·ith only a small difference in
volume.

How Calls are Recorded
The apparatus is maius driven and is
merely connected across the telephone
line. As far as the ordinary telephone
conversation is concerned, no difference is
made whether the speech is recorded or
not. The call is put through in the normal
way, and, indeed, the distant subscriber
does not know he is being recorded
unless the calling subscriber chooses to
advise him of the fact. The title photo-

asking for a repeat if any phrase is indis·
tinct. Beyond this he has nothing to do.
The T elecord is faithfully ea pturing everything that is said at both ends.

Random Radiations
By "DIALLIST"
In the West Country
LAST week I spent some days in the
West Country in a: house where a firstrate AC mains superheterodyne was available, ami you can rest assured that I made
full use of my opportunities of discovering
what summer-time reception was like in
those parts. In case \Vest Country readers
would like to have an idea of the localitv
in which I was, let me say that it w;s
-some miles, though not a thousand miles,
from Okehampton. Rather to my surprise,
considering the adverse rq)()rts that have
appeared of poor reception of Droitwich in
the west, I found that this station was by
far the best of all. Its transmissions were
received to perfection, without the slightest
trace of fading or background from mediumwave stations. Next in order of merit was
the West Regional.
The \VC'st National
was impossible, the wobbling effect of
shared-wavelength working being very
much in evidence. The only other Regional
at all well received was London, though
this was apt to indulge in the kind of f<iding
with which automatic volume control cannot cope. Few foreigners were well heard.
The best were Radio Paris, Luxembourg,
the Poste Parisien, Rome, Breslau, Leipzig,
Brussels No. r, and Fecamp.

Local Interference
Another surprise was to find that i1~ the
little village in which I was staying there
was a considerable amount. of man-made

interference at times. It has rPcently been
connected up to the Grid system, and I
imagine that various residents have unwittingly installed domestic appliances of the
radiating kind. I was told that the amount
of interft:rence was increasing, and I instructed my host how to bring the matter
to the notice of the Post Office authorities.
In all proiJabilitv the trouble can be set
right with the a:"d of a few shillings-worth
of condensers in this home or that, but if
it isn't tackled soon it will assume serious
proportions. This leads me to repeat the
plea already made to readers of these notes:
Don't purchase any piece of domestic electrical apparatus until you have made quite
sure that it is non-radiating.
If wireless
users would adhere strictly to this rule the
pressure automatically exerted upon manufacturers would be far more eff,~ctive than
any amount of regulations.

......

A Sample of the Golden Voice
NOT so very long from now we shall be
able to learn the exact time by dialling
TIM on our tdephones, when there will be
an immediate response from an automatically operated gramophone record.
Everyone knew that there had been a.
country-wide competition amongst telephone girls to find the possessor of the ideal
voice for making these gramophone records ;
but it was a briiJiant idea on the part of
somebody in the Programme Departn:ent at
Broadcasting House to give listeners a
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sample of what is to come by bringing Miss
Ethel Cain, the winner of the competition,
to the microphone the other night.
For
forty-five minutes she acted as announcer to
Henry Hall's Dance Band, and I am sure
that everyone who heard her must have
agreed that the judges had made a wise
selection. Lots of people, I think, v. ill dial
TIM more for the pleasure of hearing that
delightful voice than because they are
uncertain of the precise time.

Radio Buses

......

Parish Council of_ Am~rsham has, I
T HEobserve,
expressed 1ts disapproval o[
radio sets in motor buses, and has instructed
its Clerk to write to the Ministry of Transport suggC'sting that these shou~d not lw
permittt·d. Their reason,; for cormng to th1s
Cf,nclusion seem to be twofold. They fear.
in the first place, that the driver might be
unable to hear signals from the conductor,
and, secondly, that his attention might hP
distracted from the work in hand at a
critical monwut by some particularly thrilling pas;;age. Against this it is urged that
the driver could not hear what came through
the loudspc'aker when the vPhicle was travelling, since he is completely isolated from
the intPrior of the bus in his own little corn·
partment. Somehow my sympathi~'S an•
r<tcher with the Parish Coun~il. I cannot
hl'lp thinking that the driver of a big buS"
has such a difficult job and must collCl'lltratc so much upon his task that anything
which might distract him is undesirable.
His position is, after all, very diffen·nt from
that of tlw driver of the much more pasily
manreuvred private car. Then, again, thc·rr·
are the passengers to be considered. Fond
as I am of lis[Pning to broadcasting, I
should look forward with a certain amount
of horror to a long journPy in the cour;;e of
which I had to listen to the outpourings of a
JoudspPaker whether I wanted to do so or
not. How do you feel about it?

.......

7
which 1\Irs. Arthur Webb delivers at the
hour just mentioned; but some of us have
already seen and tasted the results in the
form of quaintly named but delectable
dishes. Myself, if I were able to do so, I
would single out l\lrs. WPbb to receive some
high distinction in the next Honours List.
She is performing a noble service. All of us,
as we move about the country, have comv
across now and then the typical and ddight·
ful vi:mds of this district or that. 1\Irs.
\Vc,bb travels about delibPratdy seekim~
them out for our benefit. When she fmcl.;
some supPr-dish she wheedles the recipe out
of the fanner's wife who made it. And
many of these recipes, though centuriPs old,
have never bPen print"d. Thl'y are just
handed down through the generations from
mother to daughter. For collectin" them
and bringing them to the light of d;y l\Irs.
\Vebb, as founder of the science of cooken'
lore, deserves to take her place amongst
the grE"at historians and antiquarians.

......

Scraps versus Chunks
soMETIMES I wonder whether those who
build our programmes do not make a
mistake in allowing some of the items to

••••••
on a weekday m?rning mere man
A Tis10.45
usually engaged m earnmg 1 h<"
family's daily. bread, though his lwtter halt
mav he busv in devising palatable ways o[
ser~'ing it up. Compar~tively few male listeners hear the talks on farmhousp cookery

In the United States it is the exception
for any item, however good it may be, to
last for more than half an hour, and the
great majority of broadcasts are limited to
fifteen or twenty minutes.
This would
probably make the programmes too scrappy
from our point of view, though there is no
question that they are bright. A good play
can certainly run for an hour, though I
don't think that this time should be exceeded.

Frequency-Inductance-Capacity Problems Solved
APID and accurate calculation of the·
many circuit elements and characteri,;tics is a matter of importance to everv
experimenter and is essential to the set ancl
component designer. A form of slide rult·
has bePn produced by The American Radio
Relav Lmgne, Inc, which meets many re·
quirements in an admirable fashion. It consists of a card carrying four fixed scales. in
tlw cPntre of \\ hich are pivoh'd a hair-line

R

ONEhaveof

Broadcasts We Don't Hear

The American Way

LIGHTNING CALCULATOR

A Jolly Commentator

the best commentators that we
on sporting evl'nts is 1\Iajor
Faudel-Phillips, who, unfortunately, makes
his appearance before the microphone only
once a year. He describes the jumping in
the final stage of the King's Prize at the
Royal Horse Show at Olympia, and, whether
you are a horsey person or not, I am sure
that you can't help enjoying every word
that he says. His style of commentating
is entirely ·his own-little anecdotes about
the horsPs and their riders fill up anv odd
moments, and once a horse is in the ring
hP makes us almost see what is happening.
" Coming to the first jump now.
OvN!
But it was a lucky one. He'll crash somcthinrr in a momen"t. He's over the second.
hut I'll bet you he'll hP for it soon. There,
now, I told you so. Never rose an inch.
Took the wall by the roots."
Or when
some brilliant performer is at work: '' Over
the parallel bars. By Jove, he nPver P\·Pn
knew they were there. Over the stick heap.
Clt"ared it by about a fortnight."
The
B.B.C. should give us more of Major
Faudel-Phillips.

be too long. The other night, for instance,
we had a whole hour of Richard Tauber,
who is as fine a singer as one could wish to
hear. But it is exceedingly difficult for one
man to keep things going for as long a time
as this, and, much as they may have admired his performancr>, I'll wager that
many listeners turned to something else before it was over. Two h;:df-hours of Richard
Tauber on different nights would have been
magniJicent.
'
One of the ditlicultiPs in balancing programmes is to find ways of keeping them
bright without letting
them
become
scrappy. In other words, the happy mean
between chunks and scraps.

~

\.\G~G
CALC'!ATOR
rvre:.

A

indicator and two rotatable cards, of which
onP bears two scales and the other three.
By operating the scales in the manner
lucidly described in the instructions many
wireless problems can be rapidly solved, for
the calculator deals not only with the conversion of frequency to wavelength and vie<?
versa, but the capacity or inductance necessary to tune a given coil or condenser to
anv wa\·elength can be obtained in a few
seconds. This does not
exhaust the capabilities
of the instrument, however, for it may be employed for all manner
Df inductance calculations,
including not
Dnlv tlw determination
of the inductance of a
given coil but also the
design of a coil to have
a given inductance.
Tlw onlv defect from
a British- viewpoint is
that the wire scales are
for B & S gauge win·,
w lwreas Standard Wire
Cauge is universally
us<·d in this country.
This is not of great importance, however, for
these scales do not
enter into the direct
calculation, and are
added purely as a
matt<~r of convcnienc.-,
to show the largest
gang<' which can be
\\Ouncl into a given
space.
This information ea n be obtained
from wire tables.
The
Calculator is
handled in this countrv
by F. L. Postlethwaitc;,
of 41, Kinfauns Road,
Goodmayes,
Ilford,
Essex, and is priced at
4s. 6d. post free.
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By .M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Simple and
Ingenious Scheme
with
!' Numerous Advantages
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HAT amounts
employed with
method of operation
system ; it appears

W

almost to a new method of LF amplification zs
the new American 6Bs mains val-ve, although its
is in some respects reminiscent of the Class" B"
to offer important advantages in several directions.
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ROGRESS in output valve design is
of two sortS-improvement of particular types of valve, and development of new types. Thus, on the
one hand, the simple triode in use fifteen
years ago is still going strong in a vastly
improved condition; and, on the other,
several new types have meanwhile
r-----------~~-----+HT

OUTPUT

_.___________.__________~-HT

Fig. I.-The operation of the 685 valve is
best explained by dividing the various
electrodes into two separate valves.

appeared--pentode, QPP, Class "B,"
and some others.
None is completely satisfactory. The
triode is capable of giving quite good results where efficiency is disregarded.
Four-fifths or more of ·the power ·fed to it
is wasted before it reaches the loud
speaker. Because it must be worked with
the grid always negative the best parts
of the characteristics are '' out of bounds,''
and those available are far from straight
and distortionless.
The pentode has come into general use
except for the more expensive sets; the
admittedly poorer quality of reproduction
is tolerated for the sake of the greater efficiency-about double that of the triodeand sensitivity. Even so, two-thirds of
the power supplied is wasted when the full
output is being drawn; and, of course,
during programme intervals it is all being
wasted. Battery power is so extravagantly costly that QPP was introduced to
minimise this waste. QPP has fluctuated
in popularity and its stock seems now to
stand rather higher than it did when it
was hurriedly abandoned in favour of
Class "B." But it still demands careful
attention to details in order to give good
results. .
Class '' B '' originally dispensed entirely
with grid bias, and worked the valves very

efficiently. But it had serious drawbacks;
owing to the flow of grid current it was
necessary to use a small power valve as
driver; and because the grid current constituted an extremely variable load the
driver had to be worked very inefficiently
and this made heavy inroads on the power
saved in the output valves proper. Two
output valves (though usually in one
"bottle") are necessary, to cancel out the
worst of the distortion, but at best the
quality is not regarded as unimpeachable.
And unusually expensiYe input and output transformers are needed.
So the earlier Class '' B '' was modified
by a partial reintroduction of grid bias,
and some improvement was gained at a
slight sacrifice of simplicity.
This introduction will serve to direct
attention to the several merits of a new
type of valve now being produced in
America. It is extraordinarily simple,
yet ingeniously avoids most, if not all, of
the disadvantages just mentioned in connection with other systems. Although it
consists of two separate valves in one bulb
this union is entirely justifiable, as the two
form one. unit which must be designed as
a whole and which can actually be substituted for pentodes in existing sets. But
the 6B5 (as it is styled) can perhaps be
more rapidly understood if it is drawn as
two separate valves (see Fig. r).
Self-Biasing
The novel feature about Vr is that the
usual cathode biasing resistor R serves
also as the coupling resistor. The grid of
Vr, being negative with respect to its
cathode, takes no grid current, so any
ordinary coupling from the preceding valve
is legitimate. The grid of V2, however,
is obviously positive with respect to its
cathode by the same number of volts as
the negative bias on the grid of V I. There
is, therefore, quite a considerable grid
current; in fact, the grid-to-cathode resistance is so low that R, as a separate component, is not needed. The valve V2
serves the purpose. The output is taken
from the anode of V 2 in the usual manner.
The rather remarkable result, then, is
that no coupling or grid bias components
are required for the two valves. They are
designed in such a way that with a negative bias for Vr equal to the chosen positive bias for Vz the anode current of Vr
equals the grid current of V2 (Fig. 2).
One obvious question to raise at this
stage is what has become of the usual by-

1t _____________________________________________ _

pass condenser across R? The object of a
condenser is to prevent signal voltages
from appearing across the bias resistance
and being passed back in opposition to
the input signals. It is generally made
large-25 or 50 mfds.-so as to act as a
short-circuit to signals of all frequencies.
But if so,_ in the system shown, it would
likewise prevent any signal voltages from
being passed forward to V 2, thus effectually putting the whole arrangement out
of business. So the condenser is omitted
and the rPsulting reverse feed-back is
overcome by feeding some extra signal
volts to the input. It will be realised that
as V 2 is worked with the grid considerably
positive the valve has a very much higher
amplification factor than the ordinary output triode, so the signal voltage developed
across R is not enough to make an unreasonably high input necessary ; it is, in
fact, much the same as that of a large
pentode-about 15 volts for 4 watts output.
Not only so, but this.Jeverse feed-back
is actually the secret of"the exceptionally
small harmonic distortion in the valve; for
it acts in such a way as to balance out
most of the inherent curvature of the valve
characteristics.
Advantages under the heading of distortionlessness do not end at this point.
Although V2 works in grid current, and
thneby might be expected to be no better
off than Class '' B '' Yalves, the position
is rt>ally quite different.
Class "B "
valves have one foot in each camp; each
signal swing carries them from heavy grid
r---~--------+HT
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Fig. 2 . - The new valve and its connections.
Bias for each section of the valve is obtained
without external aid.
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current to none at all. In addition, the
anode characteristics are not even approximately straight, and it is necessary to depend on the two valves balancing one an-

good between 4,000 and ro,ooo ohms.
One cathode being " up in the air," indirect heating must be adopted, so it does
not look as if this type of valve can be
very readily adapted for battery opera-

..~---------------1--~-HT

~--------_.~~

Heater volts · . .
G.3
Heater amps
U.8
Output anode volts
:mo
Input anode volt<
:mo
Output anode milliamps.
45
Input anode milh-nls.
8
Crid bias (external)
0
l\lutual eonduetanee, milliamps. per volt
2.4
Amrril·an fi-pin base.
SinglePush-pull.
valve.
10.000 anode
Optim·nn load re~istanec. 7,00f)
to anode.
oh nu.
Power output, watts, for
r;o,
•> lu total harmonic dis·
4
10
tort.ion
volts, Hl\TS, for
Input
38 grid to
15
mted output
gr·i(L
2
17.8
7
Sensitivity, milli watts,' J"g
Etlieieney (indudin~ input
:~ l.fi~,~
anode feed)
25~,~

If run with external negative bias, or
reduced input anode volts, the output
voltage may be raised, giving these results
in a push-pull circuit:~

Fig. 3.-A pair of 6B5
valves in a resistancec o u p I e d p u s h-p u 11
circuit.

other exactly so that the resulting intolerable distortion does not appear. In practice it is very difficult to avoid a small
residuum of higher orders of harmonics
which give the characteristic fuzziness, on
piano programmes more especially.
The 6B5 has quite exceptionally straight
characteristics ; there is therefore no necessity for balanced push-pull working ; and
the grid of V 2 takes current all the time, so
there are no abrupt discontinuities.
Still another feature is that the grid of
V r does not begin to take grid current
until the input voltage far exceeds that
for full output. Instead of the usual
sudden severe distortion due to grid current when full load is exceeded even
slightly, distortion increases fairly gradually in the 6B5; so exceptional peaks can
be handled without "cracking."
The absence of coupling components
and the practicability of resistance-coupled
push-pull are yet further aids to highquality output. Fig. 3 shows how a pair
of 6B5s can be driven in push-pull from
a single valve with resistance coupling.
As the 6B5 does not share in the heavy
fluctuations of anode current of the Class
"B" systems, extra-good constancy of
HT voltage is not needed ; and push-pull
is quite optional, but on the other hand,
quite advantageous where large outputs
are required. It is claimed that a pair
of valves gin·s an output of 20 watts into
a load of ro,ooo ohms from anode to
anode, and the efficiency of the stage IS
nearly 50 per cent.
A ·good feature is that the output is
little affected by anode load within wide
limits ; unlike the pentode. The normal
load impedance for a single valve is J,ooo
ohms, but the performance is reasonably

The following are the leading data of
the 6B5 :~

tion (except car battery l ). Still, one never
knows; it would not be the first indirectly
heated battery valw if it were produced in
that form.

BOOK

4110
Output anode volts ..
-I:l
Extt>rnal grid bias volts
140
-or Auto-bias resistor, ohm<
270
-or Reduetion of input anode volts to
Output anode milliamps. (no signal), per
4()
valve
Input anode milliamps. (no signal), per·
6.5
valve
10,()()()
Load resistance. ohms, anode to anode
Power output, watts, for 5~~ total har20
monic distortion ..
Input volts, R!\18, for rated output, grid
60
tu grid
5.5
Sensitivity. m lV:Vg 2 ••
]<;ffieieney (induding input anode feed)
Effi,·ieney (output anode fE'ed only)

REVIEW

and those that may be applied by the
listener.
The general treatment is a
happy compromise between technical and
non-technical, the latter style having wisely
been adopted in dealing with remedies that
might be applied (much more often than
they are) by wireless users. In particular,
the fullest and clearest instructions are
given for fitting condenser suppressors at
the point of entry of the mains. Contribu- ·
tors to this journal have on more than one
occasion implied that no listener is entitled
to complain of interference until he has
tried this inexpensive and generally effective
palliative.
A good deal of interesting general information on the nature of interference itself is
given, and the differences between the
various
typesmains radiated, con·
ducted, direct radiated, and re-radia
ated-is clearlv explained.
·
Several pages arc
devoted to a n t iinterference al·rials
a n d
transmis,:ion
lines, particularly
to the well-known
'' HejPctostat '' system which is manufactured by KolsterBrandes, Ltd., in
m o d i f i e d form
One of the explanatory sketches from " Interference Suppression " ;
specially for Belling
in some cases equal immunity from interference and greater signal
and Lee, Ltd.
pick-up would result from mounting the aerial '' Rejectostat " at the
H. F. S.
foot instead of at the top of the mast.

Interference Suppression, 5th edition.

By
the Research Department of Belling and
Lee, Ltd., under the direction of E. M.
Lee, B.Sc., Assoc. l.E.E. 70 pp. with
numerous diagrams and illustrations.
Published by Belling and Lee, Ltd.,
Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield,
Middlesex. 1935. Price rs.
The latest edition of this useful publication is more ambitious thdn its predecessors,
and dedls cxhaustiYE·lv with man-made interfert·!lce and its Slli;prc·ssion from every
aspect.
A sharp line c,f demarkation is
drawn betwec·n 'urcs cff:·cted at the source
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CURRENT TOPICS
French Giants Testing

Snowdon 5-Metre Record

THE new French Regional
stations, writes our Paris
correspondent, are at I a s t
emerging from the '' land of
promises." Lille-Camphin and
Lyons-Tramoyes have begun
testing.

ALL amateur records for ultrashort-wave working appear
to have been broken by Mr.
Douglas Waiters, GsCV, during
his tests from the summit of
Mount Snowdon on Saturday
and Sunday last, when Mr. J.
Sharman picked up at the signals
at Stoke Pages, nearly r8o miles
away.
It had been arranged to erect
a beam aerial directed towards
London between 6 and 7 p.m. on
Saturday, but owing to delay
this was not in operation until
the second period scheduled for
its use--9 to IO p.m.
Reports were also received
from Bristol and Ormskirk. In
the case of the latter two-way
telephony working was obtained
with a car transmitter.
It is
possible that reception reports
from still greater distances may
follow within the next few days.
Mr. Sharman told The Wireless • World that he first picked
up GsCV's call sign at midnight
ou Saturday. At 1.30 a.m. he
appe'lred i.o shut down, but resumed transmission at 9 a.m. on
Sunday. These times were confirmed by Mr. \Valters in a telephone message on Sunday night.
The receiver at Stoke Pages
was a superhet, with three intermediate stages.
The antenna
consisted of eight half-wave
aerials, all in the same plane.
No reflector was used.

School Television
'' THE introduction of wireless and visual apparatus
will certainly be more profitable
than Latin," said Provost
Murray, commenting on the decision of Mr. W. B. Black,
headmaster of Drunmore School,
to install television apparatus
next term.

Tete-a-Tete
ANDRE TARDIEU,
famous French ex-Prime
Minister, returning from a night
sitting, got in a radio taxi and
switched on for a '' change of
ideas.''
Came the announcement : ·' You will now hear a
record of this evening's speech
by M. Andre Tardieu. The politician came home with a beam
on his face, exclaiming " how
much he had enjoyed listening
to a good speech."

M•

5-metre Field Days
THE s-metre field day habit is
spreading.
On Sunday,
July 14th, the Kentish Town
and District Radio Society will
conduct experiments in the open

·---------------------------------------------1

Events of the Week
rn Brief Review

R .A.F. Display
WIRELESS played a large
part in the R.A.F. Display at Hendon on Saturday
last. A full illustrated record
of the Display appeared in
yesterday's special number of
our associated journal, Flight.
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Japan Calling
WITH the object of keeping
Japanese residents abroad
in touch with home affairs,
Tokio is transmitting every
Sunday at 12.30 a.m. on wavelengths of 30.416, 22.208 anrl.
15.645 metres. It is hoped that
the transmissions will be easily
heard in Britain.

International Broadcasting
Union

M

MAURICE RAMBERT, a
• director of the Swiss broadcasting organisation, has been
elected President oi the Inter-

Huizen Closes Down
HUIZEN ceased transmission
on Monday last, July 1st,
and all programmes on the
1,875-metre wavelength are now
radiated by the 75-kilowatt
Kootwijk transmitter.
A
new
company, partly
owned by the Government,
called the " N ozema," is taking
over the control of Dutch
broadcasting. Eventually new
long-wave and medium-wave
stations will replace Hilversum
and Kootwijk.

German Amateurs Rejoice
GERMAN short-wave amateurs
staked a Press demonstration last week in the Berlin
suburb
of
Dahlem.
ViceAdmiral Gross, President of the
Association,
described
how,
until the advent of National
Socialism, transmitting licences
had been restricted to clubs.
Over three hundred licences
have now been issued to private
amateurs, ancl it is hoped to
double the number within a
very short time.

Truly Portable

with portable stations G6TV and
G2XJ on the 56-megacycle band,
using telephony and I.C.W.
On the same day the Golders
Green
and
Hendon
Radio
Society will conduct 5-metre
D.F. operations near Ivinghoe
Beacon, Bucks.

I
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x8o MILES ON ULTRA-SHORT WAVES.-Mr. Douglas Waiters,
G 5 CV, with apparatus rigged up in a small hut at the top of Snowdon,
3,6oo ft. above sea level. Morse signals were picked up on Saturday
and Sunday last at Stoke Pages.

I

REAL lightweight portable, small enough to be
carried anywhere or to be
slipped into a corner of a suitcase during summer excursions,
is announced by Handisets,
Ltd., of Bromley, Kent. Three
of the new Hivac midget valves
are employed, and the oak case
in which all the apparatus, including frame aerial and a
5ingle-earpiece 'phone arc contained, nwasures only 9!in.
high, sin. wide, and 4il1. deep.
The makers claim that six
stations are receivable under
normal conditions and that, as
anode consumption amounts
only to r mA., the miniature
Drydex HT battery f1tted has a
life of about four months. It is
hoped that a fuller description·
of this interesting set, which
costs £3 rss., will be published
next week.

NEW PRESIDENT.-M. Maurice
Rambert, of the Swiss Broadcasting
organisation, who succeeds ViceAdmiral Sir Charles Carpendale as
President of the International
Broadcasting Union. Sir Charles
had held the position for ten years.

national Broadcasting Union in
succt'ssion to Vice-Admiral Sir
Charles Carpendale.
At last week's annual mc:eting
thanks were expressed to Sir
Charles " for his high authority,
his invariable courtesy, his
breadth and high standards of
outlook, to which the Union
largely owes its present position
as an institution of power,
prestige, and utility."
The four new Vice-Presidents
are French, Gnman, Polish,
and Swedish respectively.

A Medal of Honour
THE Medal of Honour for
·1935 of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, New York, has
been awarded to Dr. Balth van
der Pol, head of the radio research department of Philips'
Laboratories, for his fundamental studies in the field of circuit
theory
and electro-magnetic
wave propagation phenomena.

Hotel Radio
RADIO is a necessity in hotels
catering for tourists, and,
using this argument, Italian
hotel owners have persuaded the
broadcasting authorities to reduce the hotel radio tax.

tr
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Feeders for Short~wave Reception
Lead .. in Connections for ''Wave" Aerials
By J. H.

REY~ER,

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
wave aerial is equivalent to a" free" halfwave aerial.
For ordinary medium-wave reception,
however, even a quarter wavelength is
much too long-the aerial would have to
be several hundred feet high-and in practice, therefore, we use a relatively short
length of wire 6o to roo feet long and
"load " it up to the required wavelength
by inserting a suitable inductanc~ at the
bottom end.
Under these conditions a length of ten
or twenty feet between the aerial lead-in
and the set is relatively unimportant.
Similarly, we can tolerate a longish earth
lead without serious ill effects. In fact,
though it is not strictly accurate, we
usually regard the aerial lead-in and the
earth lead as mere connecting wires, not
constituting part of the aerial system
proper.
This convenient assumption, however,

OR short-wave ·work, most transmitters nou:adays use aerials of
linear dimensions bearing some definite relationship to the waveF
length emitted. The advantages of corresponding arrangements for
reception are equally marked, and it is probable that ''wave aerials,"
connected by means of feeder lines to the receiver, will come into
general amateur use.
NE of the main differences between
ultra-short-wave reception and
the ordinary broadcast technique
is in the type of aerial employed.
Normally the natural length of the aerial
is small compared with the wavelength
being received. When we deal with short
waves, however, this is no longer true,
while with the ultra-short waves used for
television transmissions the ordinary type
of aerial may be considerably longer than
the wavelength in question.
This has an important bearing on the
design of the system, and in order to
appreciate the matter fully it is desirable
to review briefly the operation of aerials in
general. The essential point to remember
is that an aerial is merely a special form of
tuned circuit, containing inductance and
capacity just like the coil-condenser combinations used in the receiver itself.
•when a receiving circuit is tuned to the
incoming signal the current which flows
rushes backwards in an oscillatory manner.
At one instant the energy is stored up in
the form of a charge on the condenser.
This then begins to discharge, the current
gradually increasing until the discharge is
complete. But the impetus acquired by
the current is too great to allow it to cease
abruptly, so that it continues to flow,
charging the condenser in the opposite
direction, after which the whole process
reverses.
Now in a transmitting aerial our object
is to make the electrons travel a long way
in their oscillation from one condenser
plate to the other, because they then
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(a)

(b)

l c)

Fig. I.-A straight wire possesses inductance and -capacity, so that it will oscillate
at a natural frequency of its own. If one
end is earthed it behaves like a wire of twice
the length, due to the image in the earth.

produce an appreciable disturbance of the
ether, generating what we call wireless
waves. Since a good radiator of energy
is also a good collector, similar considerations apply in the design of a receiving
aerial.
We achieYe our object by separating the
plates of the condenser by a considerable
distance-many feet instead of a fraction
of an inch. Instead of actual plates we
use a network of wires or even just a
horizontal top, but it is not long before we
encounter a difficulty. We find that we
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Fig. 2.-Voltage and current distribution on oscillating dipole aerial at successive
(a) Aerial charged, no current ; (b) partial discharge ; (c) fully discharged, max.
(d) current collapsing charges aerial in opposite direction ; (e) full reverse charge, no
(f) start of reverse discharge ; (g) full reverse discharge ; (h) aerial charging in
direction again ; (i) full original charge, no current.

can no longer regard the capacity and
inductance as concentrated. The connecting wire possesses a certain self-inductance
and capacity, and a point is ultimately
reached where the wire itself provides all
the necessary inductance and capacity to
tune the aerial to the required wavelength.
This occurs when the wire is equal in
length to half the wavelength of the wave
being receiYed (or radiated), and a simple
straight wire such as this is called a halfwave aerial. Alternativclv, we can use an
aerial one quarter of a ~vavelcngth long
and earth the bottom end, when the
ground provides an '' image '' as shown
in Fig. r (c), so that an earthed quarter-
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instants.
current ;
current ;
opposite

no longer holds good on short waves, and
still less with ultra-short waves. Most
readers will be familiar with the difficultie:;
arising from a long earth lead on shortwave reception. Hand effects begin to
intrude because the earth terminal of the
set is no longer at earth potential owing
to the distributed capacity and inductance
of the earth wire. Points several feet apart
are no longer at the same potential, even
though they may be joined by a stout lead
far thicker than any normal connecting
wire.
To make this point quite clear, let us
consider a half-wave aerial, oscillating
naturally at the frequency determined by ·
its own seif-inductance and capacity.

JULY 5th, r 935 .
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Feeders for Short-wave ReceptionFig. 2 illustrates the distribution of current
an'd voltage at several successive instants.
We start with the aerial charged. The
·capacity, however, is not concentrated,
but is distributed throughout the length
of the wire. Hence the charge is not
located at any particular points, but builds
up gradually as we pr~g~ess frofl! !he
centre to the outer ends, givmg a vanatwn
of voltage as shown in the first diagran:.
When the aerial commences to discharge the voltage at every point begins
to fall so that we have a similar distribution ~f voltage along the wire but of
'smaller intensity, as indicated in t?e
second diagram. Ultimately the aenal
becomes completely discharged, with no
potential an)_'where: after which th~ ch~rge
begins to bmld up m the reverse direction.

Voltage Distribution
It is essential to appreciate the existence
of this space variation of voltage along
the length of the aerial, _as w~ll as the
rhythmic variation of ~nte?sity fr~m
instant to instant. Each pomt m the aenal
, (except the dead centre) is osc~ll.ating in
voltage, being alternately positive a~d
negative, but the actual value of the oscillation becomes greater as we progress
from the centre to the ends of the wire.
The current is also non-uniform. When
the aerial starts to discharge the chare;es
in the two opposite halves of the aenal
change places. Those in th~ middle have
only a little way to go, while those from
the farther parts have to pass the ~iddle
on their way. Hence the current m the
middle of the wire is much greater than at
the ends, where there is obviously no
current at all.
As before the instantaneous value of the
current is c~ntinually varying as the aerial
charges and discharges, so that both the
current and voltage are rapidly oscillating
at every part of the aerial, but to a different extent. The distribution of voltage
and current shown is obtained when the
aerial is oscillating naturally or is exac~ly
tuned to the incoming signal by bemg
made nearly half a
wavelength longactually
o .47A,
I'
which is a matter of
I
ten or twelve feet
I
with the ultra-short
I
wavelengths
just
I'
I
I
coming to the fore.
''
we
Sometimes
'\
make the aerial a
little shorter, as we
\
''
shall see, and tune
''
it by including a
suitable inductance
at the centre or in
Fig. J.-A full-wave
aerial provides no
some equivalent
greater voltage than
position, but this
the half-wave type.
does not seriously
affect the distribution of current and. voltage, which remains of a generally similar
character.
Now ultra-short waves suffer considerably from absorption by the earth and by
buildings and similar obstructions. Hence

it is desirable to keep the aerial clear of the regards it from a physical point of view.
ground by at least half a wavelength, and
Suppose we consider two parallel wires
to erect it, as far as possible, in an open as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
There will be a
situation.
To obtain the greatest signal capacity between the wires, and the wires
strength we use the largest length possible themselves will possess inductance. Both
-which is the half-wavelength arrange- these quantities are distributed over the
whole length of the wire. Let us, therement just considered.
Beyond this we obtain no advantage. for, for convenience, split up our feeder
It will be clear from Fig. 2 that beyond into a series of small sections in each of
half a wavelength the voltage on the aerial which we consider the inductance and
will begin to decrease again. In fact, an capaci!>' to be concentrated at a certain
Our feeder then looks like
aerial a wavelength long would merely point.
consist of two half-wavelength sections Fig. 4 (b.)
Suppose we have a voltage applied
end to end as indicated in Fig. 3· The
maximum value of the voltage and current across the input of the feeder.
Current
is no greater than
with the half-wave
aerial.
The o n 1v
remedy is to use ;i
" tiered " aerial consisting of a number
of half-wave sections
joined together by
(a)
phasing coils, but
these are beyond the
scope of the present
article, and are in
any case unnecessary
for ordinary purposes.
We will assume
therefore t h a t w e
(b)
have a half- wave
aerial suitably
Fig. 4.-A feeder can be represented by a network of series
inductances and parallel capacities.
located.
We now
have to transfer the
energy picked up by the aerial to the re- will commence to flow into the first conceiver. Unless we build the receiver denser at a rate determined by the inductround the aerial itself-a possible but not ance and capacity.
As this condenser
always convenient arrangement-we must charges up it will, in turn, begin to force
employ some connecting leads between the current through the second section chargtwo, and here we pause to think.
ing up the condenser Cz. This, in turn,
For the connecting wires themselves will will charge the next section, and in this
also be of a length comparable with the way, with a slight time Jag, voltage will
wavelength being received. In fact, they be transferred down the line.
may be even longer, and numerous unpleasant possibilities present themselves.
A voiding Reflection
The leads may act as aerials themselves,
either individually or in conjunction with
Let us now turn our attention to the far
the aerial proper, and the currents and end.
Several things may happen here.
voltages induced in the various parts may Let us suppose that the far end is open.
be mutually destructive.
The last section of the feeder has charged
If we are to be successful, therefore, we up, and will continue to charge up because
must arrange the feeders, as they are energy is still being fed in from the line.
called, so that they only transfer the A point is soon reached, however, at which
voltage picked up on the aerial, and do not the voltage on this end section becomes
add anything themselves. They are, ;n greater than that on the preceding section.
Under these conditions it will no longer
fact, radio-frequency transmission lines,
Instead it
and have been developed to a fine art in accept energy from the line.
recent years, as is exemplified by the large- will proceed to send current back again
scale arrays used in the beam transmitters where it will ultimately reach the transmitThere, according to the conwhere fifty to one hundred aerials are fed ting end.
simultaneously in the same phase, each ditions, it may be either absorbed or it
may build up and start to return.
through its own feeder!
This return of energy from the ends of
Our present problem is not so complex,
but a clear understanding of feeders will the line is known as reflection. A similar
prove of considerable value to the experi- effect occurs if the line is short-circuited
menter, particularly in the new field of at the far end, and, in fact, there is only
one condition under which no reflection
television.
The literature on the subject of feeders can occur. The impedance at the end of
is apt to be confusing. There is much talk the line must be such as to accept energy
at precisely the rate at which it is arriving.
of tuned and untuned types, reflection,
Suppose the line terminates iq a resistcharacteristic impedance, and so forth,
often accompanied by copious mathe- ance. This will discharge the end section
matics. Fortunately, however, the opera- condenser at a rate depending on the
tion of a feeder is fairly simple if one relative values of resistance and capacity.
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Feeders for Short-wave ReceptionIf the resistance is so chosen that it dis-

pedance is.
We find that it depends
entirely on the dimensions of the feeder
charges the condenser just as fast as it itself. At radio-frequencies the resistance
charges up and no faster, there is no of the wire is negligible in comparison
surplus energy at the receiving end and with the inductance, and the leakage is
no reflection. Practically the whole of the negligible in comparison with the capacitenergy sent out from the transmitting end ance, which gives us quite a simple expresis safely received and dissipated in t:w sion for the critical or characteristic imload at the distant end.
The only loss pedance, as it is called. It is simply
occurs due to the resistance and leakage of Z= ../L/C, which has the dimensions of
the line, and this is usually small.
a pure resistance. L and C are the inductance and capacity for a giwn length of
feeder-it is immaterial what the length is.
Matching the Line
Both these quaptities depend upon the
In practice we do not use a resistance radius of the wire used for the feeders and
for the load but a tuned circuit.
This the spacing between them. There are two
behaves like a resistance of value LjCR, types of feeder in common use, one the
when tuned, and by adjusting the values parallel-wire arrangement with the wires
we can make this equivalent to the anything from a few inches to a few feet
critical non-reflecting termination re- apart depending upon circumstances, and
quired.
Usually, of course, this is done the other concentric feeder in the form of
by tapping down the coil or using a trans- a hollow tube, which forms one connecformer, because the critical or character- tion, with a concentric wire running down
istic impedance of the usual transmission the centre.
line is quite low-a few hundred ohms.
We find that quite large variations d
If we match both input and output in
the mechanical dimensions have only a
The actual
this manner we then obtain a rigid link small effect on the result.
between the sending and receiving ends formulce for the two types of feeder are
(the aerial and the receiver in our case) given at the end of this article, but
which has the following important advan- roughly the parallel-wire feeder has a
characteristic impedance in the neighbourtages:(r) Neglecting losses, the voltage and hood of 6oo ohms, and the concentric
current at the sending and receiving ends type has an impedance of about 8o ohms.
Let us examine
one or two ways in
6 TURNS N!' 16 SWG BARE WIRE
ONE INCH DIA.
which this t ypc of
WIRE SPACED
feeder may be applied to ultra-shortwave reception.
TAP % TO 1 TURN
Fig. 5 illustrates
the application of
70-100
mmfd
the idea to a simple
half-wave aerial.
The wire should be
just under hali: a
wavelength in
length, and for a
parallel-wire feeder
the tapping points
should be o.r25.\.
apart, as shown, in
order to obtain the
Fig. s.-Half-wave aerial with untuned feeder ; very good for fixed
necessary 6oo ohms
wavelength reception. The aerial should be at least half a wavelength
impedance.
above earth.
At the receiving
are the same, as in fact they are all down end the feeder will be tapped part way up
A typical 7-metre coil of the
the line. The arrangement behaves as if the coil.
we had the receiver actually in the aerial type shown in Fig. 5 has a magnification
(Lro / R) of about r30.
The inductance
circuit.
(2) If the feeder is symmetrically will be about r microhenry and the HF
arranged any voltage picked up on one resistance about 2 ohms, so that the
wire is cancelled out by an equal and dynamic resistance of the circuit (Uw" I R)
is about 36.ooo ohms. Thus the correct
opposite voltage in the other.
(3) The operation is not affected by the tap for 6oo ohms is just under one turn
from the earth end.
length of the feeder. We can make it two
Incidentally, do not use tinned copper
feet or fifty yards. Except for a slightly
greater loss in the latter case the results wire for coils or feeders as the tin covering, which carries practically all the curwould be identical.
rent at the very high frequencies involved
(4) The feeder does not carry the full
(40 to 50 megacycles), has a much larger
oscillating current, so that absorption
resistance than the copper undereneath it.
losses due to the proximity of buildings.
The best material is polished copper which
etc., are minimised.
All these desirable features arise from a has been lightly lacquered.
This form of aerial is most efficient for
correct matching of the terminal impedances to the line. It therefore becomes of reception on a fixed wavelength, but the
importance to know what this critical im- effectinness falls off rapidly as the wave-
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length is changed. Tlie aerial matching is
not critical. A variation of tvvo or three
inches either way is permissible, but on
the receiving circuit at the far end the
adjustment is critical to a fraction of a
turn. As already explained, the length of
the feeder is unimportant.
An essential feature of the non-resonant
feeder is that the current is constant
throughout the length. In fact this forms
one of the simplest methods of checking
and even adjusting the matching.
If we depart appreciably from the
matched condition serious reflection is obtained.
Voltage travels down the line
from the receiving end to meet the voltages
already being transmitted in a forward
direction, and there will clearly be interference between them.
The energy fed
into the line is simply frittered away. If.
however, the length of an open-circuited
feeder happens to be an even number of
half-wavelengths, then the time taken by
the forward and reverse waves in their
travel i~ such that they are not mutually
destructive, but add together to form a
series of standing waves.

The Resonant Feeder
Fig. 6 illustrates such an arrangement.
The voltage at the far end of the line,
which is open-circuited, is naturally a
maximum, as it is also at the transmitting
end. In between the two we have a succession of maxima and minima. Similar
standing current waves will be obtained,
the current maxima taking place at the
~oi1_1ts where the Yoltage is zero, very
similar to the distribution in a simple halfwave aerial.
This variation of current
and voltage along the feeder is the essential characteristic of the resonant feeder
and distinguishes it from the untuned
type.
A similar arrangement can be obtained
with a short-circuited feeder, but in this
case it has to be an odd number of quarterwavelengths long, i.e., one-quarter of a
wavelength more or less than for the example just considered.
Now a tuned feeder of this type can be
used for connecting a short-wave aerial to
the receiver, particularly where the run i5
short. Moreover. this form of feeder 1s
useful where a range of wavelengths is to
be covered. The feeder, of course, must
terminate in a current node at the receiving end, while at the aerial end it must

Fig. 6.-An open feeder develops standing
waves of current and voltage as shown here
if the length is critically adjusted.

finish either in a voltage or a current node
according to the connection to the aeriaL
Fig. 7 shows two possible arrangements. In the first the feeder has a cut-
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Feeders for Short-wave Receptionrent node at the aerial end so that the
feeder must be an integral number of halfwavelengths long. The end is joined to
the current node of the aerial itself so that
the feeder acts as a continuation of the
aerial. The standing waves on the wire
are such that the current and voltage in

differences to be compensated.
In fact,
the whole system can be used to cover a
range of wavelengths above or below the
mean value for which the aerial has been
designed, and this is a useful property.
If we are receiving a wavelength a little
longer than the mean value the current
nodes do not occur exactly at the junction
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minimise the induced currents and consequent losses.
The untuned feeder requires critical
matching, which is best checked by
measuring or estimating the current at
various points and adjusting the matching
until this is constant over the whole
length.
Once this has been done the
length is unimportant, and the feeder
losses are much smaller than with the
tuned type.
It is, however, only practicable with a fixed wavelength aerial.
It would seem therefore that the untuned feeder, although the more satisfactory considered as a pure transmission
line, is more likely to be used for commercial equipment, leaving the tuned
feeder with its somewhat simpler adjustment to the amateur.

MEAN
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APPE:\DIX
Inductance per cm. of two parallel w1res
d

= 9.2 ;< ro-3 log 10y- microhenrys

(a)

Capacity per cm. between two parallel wires
d micromicrofarads

8.z8log 10

r

Characteristic impedance of parallel wire feeder
(b)

Fig. 7.-A tuned feeder with half-wave aerial as at (a) is an arrangement covering a wide range
of wavelengths. Diagram (b) shows an alternative form of tuned feeder known as a Zepp aerial.

the aerial itself are exactly the same as if
the feeder was not there.
It is also worth noting that the currents
in the two feeder wires are in equal and
opposite directions at any point, which
means that the feeder is non-radiating and
is also non-responsive to passing wireless
waves. All the pick-up is on the aerial.
The length of the aerial is made to correspond with the mean wavelength being
received which allows a latitude for receiving signals over quite a wide range.
Tuned feeders should not be bent at
sharp angles if this can be avoided.
For
this reason the Fig. 7 (b) circuit may
sometimes be found better.
Here the
feeder is arranged with a voltage node at
the aerial end which is connected to the
high voltage end of the aerial itself. The
other feeder terminates in mid-air, its
function being to maintain the correct
voltage and current relations in the feeder
itself, and also to render the feeder nonradiating and non-absorbing.
Incidentally, this form of feeder is often
referred to as a " Zepp " aerial.
It is not always convenient to adjust the
length of the feeder exactly to the value
required, while some coupling device is
necessary at the receiving end. Hence it
is usual to include a coil with two tuning
condensers, one in each lead, as indicated
The secondary circuit is
in the figure.
tuned accurately to the wavelength being
received, and the two aerial condensers
are then adjusted for maximum signal
strength. The coil and condensers act as
an extra half-wavelength section.
The length of the feeder must still be
approximately correct, but the presence
of the tuning condensers allows small

of the aerial and the feeder, but a short
way along the feeder.
The tuning condensers at the receiving end are thus made
larger than normal, giving the equivalent
of more than a half-wave section in order
to obtain the correct current node in the
coupling coil. Conversely with a shorter
wavelength the condensers are made
smaller than usual.
The adjustment is, of course, automatically brought about by tuning to
maximum signal strength in each case.
The inductance of the coupling coil is
made roughly equal to that of a half-wavelength section of feeder.
If d / r is roo
(see Appendix) the inductance of a
3!-metre length of feeder is 6.5 microhenrys which could be obtained with
r8 turns on a rin. former rin. long.
Similarly the capacity for the same
feeder would be 21.2 micro microfarads so
that each of the tuning condensers should
be about 70 micro microfarads to give a
comfortable tuning range.
Conclusion
We may sum up the situation therefore
as follows. The tuned feeder requires no
impedance matching, but must be reasonably adjusted as to length.
When used
with a half-wave aerial it gives a flexible
arrangement which can be used to cover
a. range of wavelength by adjustment of
the tune of the end section.
It is not
suitable for long runs because it is carrying the full oscillating current, and consequently the losses are appreciably heavier
than with the untuned type. In fact, it
is important to keep the run of the feeder
as free as possible from obstructions to
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log 10 ~
y

ohms

In all the above, r is th<' radius of the wire's
in cm., and d is the spacing between them
also in cm. For d;r ~' roo, L ,= rS.-f
ro-•f'H,
C = o.o6o5 1-'1-'F and l( = 552 ohms.
For a

concentric feeder the characteristic

impedance is given by 1{ ,- 138 log 10 '2

rr

where rr is the radius of the centre conductor
and
rz is the inside radius of the outer tube.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY
£Lf_~CTHADIX HADlOS, 218, Upper Thamt·s

:itre<"t. London, E.C..1, has just issut·d a
2-page sale list of scientific and radio apparatus.
lt IS descnbed as an appendix to the
72-page catalogue (which costs {d.). and inclucks many lttcms that will interest the home
constructor and experimenter.
The same firm has also issued a leafld describing heavy-duty Slider .I<esistances between 15
and JOO watts, both of the prott·cted and (l]ltll
types.
I

Brown Brothers, Ltd., the well-known whole'ale distributors. are opening new branclH-s at
Eastbourne and Carlisle early this month.
Change of address: Bald win Instrument Co.
to ., Brook lands," Dartford, Kent. Telf'phone:
lJartford g8g.
Car·radio in Paris taxis is apparently a success; mere than 5,ooo cabs have alrea(!y !wen
t•quipped, and a further large numb~Pr are
shortly to be fitted with Philips "1\Iotoradio"
sets.

Mr. D·. Gerard \Vakeham has rPcentlv been
appointed as the sol<' agent for the · Fuller
Accumulator Co. in Scotland.
His office
addrecs i·; 93, Hope Street, Glasgow, C.r.
Telephone: Central 872.
<._-.
«·
Advancf' particulars are now available regarding a new series of ambitious all-wave sets
produced by Halford Distributors. Ltd., 39,
S:1ckvilk Strt>et. Piccadilly. London, \\".I.
""'"

<2-

<2·

<'>

T1lr. G. Mayle, managing director of Cniversal Importers, Ltd., 24, Fitzroy Square. London. W.I, has recently left for the United
States, where he will spend some time at the
Ferguson factory preparing new models of
Ferguwn radio receivers for the forthcoming

season.
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BROADCAST
BY OUR SPECIAL
CORRESPONDENT
Recording Over 250-mile
Land Line
RARE feat of recording has
A been carried out in connection with Laurence Gilliam's
"Cable Ship" programme on
Jttly IOth.
The cable ship "Mirror" was
lying in Plymouth Harbour, but
the recording apparatus was
lyina at Broadcasting House.
I nst~ad of despatching Fletcher's Flying Squad (as they
call the new Mobile Recording
Unit) tht> officials decided to
pick up sounds on the cable slnp
by land line.

Lamp Flex to the Mainland
"The results are amazing,"
a man told me who took an
active part in the record~ng job.
"Listening to the d1sc m London ont> can hear the gentle
lap~ing of the waves beside the
boat the screech of the gulls
and ~ven the distant chime of a
church clock.
"The boat itself was 300
yards from land.
Vve used
ordinary flex-not even rubbersleevecl:_to connect the microphmws with the Post Offict' line
terminal point on the sea front.
Some of the time the flex was
trailing in the water."

BREVITIES
pool ' Regimt'nt, that for that
half-hour we were at home ourselves with our relations and
frilonds in Liverpool."
A former Liverpool municipal
official enclosed a cheque for five
guineas for one of Liverpool's
charities.
He was in a loneiv
spot in Rhodesia, twenty mile-;
from the nearest village, and
"thoroughly enjoyed his trip to
his native city."

American Visitor
WHEN Mr. Cecil Graves, Mr.
John \Vatt and Uncle Tom
Cobley and all go to America for
radio - ideas it is refreshing to
meet an AmtTican ovt'r here with
the same objt>ct in view.
Mr.
John F. Royal, who is virtuallv
Cecil Graves's opposite num!Jt>r
in America (lw is Vice-President
of the N.B.C. programmes), is
now in Europe seeking new ideas
in France, Germany, Russia,

A Veteran Speaks
An\· listener will be able to

Ribbon " Mikes " for the
Provinces
THE provincial stations appear
to have been a little hurt at
the Headquartt'rs decision not to
supply them with the new
ribbon microphont's, the inference being that these delicate
gadgets call for too much skill
in managing the pre-amplifiers.
I now hear that the provinces
may soon be given ribbon mikes
in consequence of some important simplifications in their
design.
Improvements in lint'S
connecting the microphont's with
the A amplifiers in the control
room makt' it possible to dispense entirely with pre-amplifiers.

Lost Music

I

WONDER how many tons of
original music MSS. are
buried in the B.B.C. archives,
never to be used again?
Almost every week one reads
that the music for a particular
production has been " specially
composed by So-and -So.'' Sometimes, perhaps, the music is best
buried as deeply as possible, but
very often it is a case of '' gt'ms
of purest ray serene " lost for
ever in those dark, unfathomed
caves of Portland Place.

In Passing

conft~m the truth of my friend's

IF

verdict on the recording by
tuning in '' Cable Ship '' on
Wednesday
next.
Captain
N. J. C. Lawson, who was Jl1
command of a cable ship for
thirty vears, contributes to the
programme.

the B.B.C. acted upon a
received last week
from
a
certain
Australian
listener, Handel's "Largo'" and
other slow movements would
never be heard again.
"Quick step music seems to
be the hest ht>n'," says our Australian, "because it has no time
to fade."

Tribute to Empire
Broadcast

reque~t

A. P. THORN, of East
CAPT.
Gnqualand, South Africa,

Dancing and Demolition

has written to the Lord Mayor of
Liverpool saying that the cheers
which rounded off the Empire
station broadcast of Liverpool's
recent "Silver Trumpets" Jubilee Pageant nearly broke his
loud speaker.
Letters have poured in from
listeners all over the world expressing delight at the clarity of
reception.

HENRY HALL has been "in
the wars" lately. First h<'
fell 20 feet in the Elstree film
studios, and now, although
keeping a stiff upper lip, i~
battling against an ever-encroaching ·army of picks and
shovels.
The scene ·is the
veteran
"No.
10
studio,
Waterloo Bridge-only "Waterloo Bridg<' '' will soon be a
meaningless addres,.

u

Trip" to Liverpool

A listener sitting in a lounge
at Nakuru, Kenya Colony, 4,000
miles awav, wrote: "So clear
was everything, even the commands to the King's 'Liver-

AT OXFORD.
Sir Herbert
Samuel and Sir John Reith
" snapped " at the University
last week after each had received the degree of Doctor of
Civil Law.

England, Sweden, Denmark,
Austria, Switzerland and Poland.
Mr. Royal wants to expand
American programmes, "particularly along the lines of cultural, ethical and academic
broadcasts."

Interference
The work of demolition is proceeding rapidly, and in the daytime the noises already penetrate to "No. Io." This is of

HENRY HALL is still unperturbed by the demolition work
on Waterloo Bridge, next to
"No. 10 " studio.

little consequence during rehearsals, but cannot, of course,
be toleratt'd during broadcasts.

Ejection Order ?
Before verv much more water
has flowed o under where the
bridge was the B.B.C. Dance
Band will have to go-probably
to Maida Vale, though the new
studio may not be ready in time.
For some mystPrious reason the
Banc! declines to play in Broadcasting House, so it may have tn
find a temporary abode in an
upper room near Oxford Circus
or in Bond Street.
Whv not a Hyde Park bandstand?
-

A Badger in the Studio
AN original contribution to
the Saturday sports talkwill be given bv \'\'alter Burv
oH July 13th
·
·
Mr. Bury has the uncommon
job of !Jadging racehorses. It i'
om· of the rules of the Jockey
Club that all stable lads in
charge of racehorses just wear a
specially numbered armlet as
they lead their horses round the
parade ring before a race ; and
it is Mr. Bury's rt'sponsibility to
see that the numbers on the
lads' arms correspond correctly
with the numbers of their horse:
as printed on the racecards.

Behind the Scenes
Mr. Bury, whose work takes
him " behind the scenes,"
has much of interest to tell
listeners
about
little-known
aspects of horse-racing. He will
speak of " Tattersall's Talk," fot
~:xample, which is the language
talked by stable lads among
themselves, and is as vivid-and
as incomprehensible to most
people-as thieves' slang.
Mr. Bury says: "My job of
badging horses ma v be a small
one in its way, but ·I don't think
you could call it a slow one, by
any stretch of imagination."
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Listeners' Guide fc
Outstanding Broadcasts

FOUR HANDS MAKE
LIGHT WORK.
Dori3 '
Arnold and Harry S. Pepper
snapped from an unconventional angle during a
" White Coons " broadcast.
MAINTAINING
DARD

THE

STAN-

FIREWORK MUSIC

HANDEL's "Royal FireTHE fears (or hopes?) of the works" music, which opens
pessimists are not being rea- the concert of the London
lised, for the B.B.C. pro- Symphony Orchestra, congrammes show unexpected ducted
by Sir Hamilton
vitality for the time of year, Harty, on Sunday evening,
despite the fact that several ·has a strange history.
popular features, including
It was intended to accom"In Town To-night" and pany a firework display in the
'' Soft ::..ights and Sweet Green Park, London, to celeMusic," have been tempor- brate the peace of Aix-laarily suspended. Perhaps the Chappelle. A great wooden
Corporation is 1.nxious to structure was erected with a
prove that, no matter what symbolic figure representing
television may have in store, the King in the act of handing
the sound programmes can peace to Britannia herself.
afford the maximum amount Unfortunately, the fireworks
were a fiasco, and before the
of entertainment.
end of the evening the wooden
erection was burnt down.
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS AGO

SIR THOMAS MoRE, recently
canonised by the Pope, is the
subject of a radio impression
to-morrow evening (Saturday),
which is being produced by
Laurence Gilliam from the
book by D. G. Bridson. It
was in 1535. on July 6th, that
Sir Thomas More, ex-Lord
Chancellor of England, was
beheaded on the warrant of
Henry VIII.
The framework of to-morrow's drama is based on three
episodes: the Trial, a dream
during which cameos of Sir
Thomas More's life are given,
and the Execution, followed by
an cpilogeo.
An imposing cast includes
Lewis Casson, Carleton Hobbs,
Harcourt
Williams,
Philip
Wade, and Gladys Young.

<;>

<;>

<i>

A LOST CAUSE

THE Battle of Sedgemoorthe last fought on English
soil-is the subject of a
dramatic broadcast on Tuesday next, July gth. - It concerns the Duke of Monmouth's
ill-fated attempt to seize the
throne of Englp.nd in r685 and
its culmination at Sedgemoor
on July 6th of that year. The
dramatisation has been written
and will be produced by Felix
Felton.
SIR THOMAS MORE. J. R.
Herbert's well-known painting
showing Sir Thomas More with
his daughter, Margaret, in the
Tower of London a few
moments before he was taken
out for execution. This episode
will be enacted in the B.B.C. 's
commemorative programme tomorrow evening.

The Duk~ cf THE SEARCH GOES ON
FornUNATELY, from an enMonmouth is generally considered to tertainment point of view,
have
been
ill- Tiger Standish was not sucadvised by local cessful in his quest for the
hot-heads, who per- criminals in the Montmartre
suaded him, with cafe last week, so the " l\I ystery of the Seven Cafes '' \vill
2,000 yokels armed
with
pikes
and be carried a stagr: farther in
scythes, to engage the Eegional programme at
in combat with the 8-45 on Tuesday next, when
regular forces of the we all land at the Cafe
Walford
Crown. When the Astoria, Warsaw.
battle was lost 1\Ion- Hyden and his orchestra will
mouth left the field be there, and ,- c shall run up
and was eventually against Selma Vaz Dias, Bruce
captured in one of Belfrage. and Dmitri Vetter.
This serial is turning out a
the nearby ditches.
He was executed at real success, so let us implore
the Tower of Lon- Norman Shelley not to catch
don by the notorious his man at \Varsaw.
Jack Ketch.
SINGERS OF THE PAST
In the B.B.C. production
COMPARISONS will not be
Robert Farquharson will play
the part of J ames II and Percy odious in the interesting
Perrins that of the Earl of gramophone programme which
Sunderland, the King's favour- Mr. P. G. Hurst is presenting
ite. Glen Byam Shaw appears on the Regional wavelengths
on \Vednesday next. He is reas the Duke of l\Ionmouth.
viving memories of such great
<-?
<?
<Z>
operatic prima donnas 0.s Patti,
ITALIAN POLICE BAND
EVEN in such frigid areas as Tetrazzini, and Jenny Lind
Aberdeen and Inverness, police in Rossini's
"Barber of
bands have a fire and verve Seville." In the "music lesdenied to all others; what an son '' scene of this opera it has
Italian
police
band
can become traditional for the
achieve in this direction those soprano in the role of Rosina
of us who have not already to sing an aria of her own selecheard one will discover on tion, rather than that written
Tuesday next, July gth, when by Rossini. Mr. Hurst's prothe B.B.C. will relay a concert gramme will include the
by the Banda del Corpi Agenti favourite
music
lesson"
di Pubblica Sicurezzi. This songs of these great singers of
will come direct from Turin.
the past.
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!HIGHUGHTS OF THE WEEK I
I

Lt Home and Abroad
"H..\SSAN"

"HASSA:\f," by James Elroy
'Fiecker, is to be broadcast for
the fourth time on Thursday
next, July nth.
The first
broadcast, in 1925. followed
its great success at '' His
Majesty's."
In the coming
broadcast Henry Ainley will
again play the part of Hassan,
the bazaar confectioner. The
cast includes Carol Goodner,
Gwendolen Evans, l\Ialcolm
Keen, Leon Quartermaine, and
Ion Swinley. It is interesting
to note that W. H. Flecker, the
father of the author, plays the
part of the Master of the Caravan.
MANY ORCHESTRAS

ORCHESTRAL concerts again
offer an embarrassing choice
during the next few days. On

Reg., 8, New Georgian T ria. 8.30,
Opera: " The Love for Three
Oranges," by Serge Prakaliev.
Abroad.
Toulouse, 9, Opera: "Le Grand
Mogol " (Audran).
SATURDAY, JULY 6th.
I
Nat .. Turner Layton in Songs at
I
l
the Piano. ~"Sir Thumas More."
I
I
'I!B.B.C Theatre Orchestra.
I
I
Reg., " Music Hall."
'I!B.B.C.
I
I
I
Orchestra. (G.), with Eileen .Joyce
I
I
(pianoforte).
I
: Abroad.
Hamburg, 8.1 0, Open-ait concert
I
I
from Hamburg, Bremen, HanI
I
over, Kiel and Stettin.
I
I
I
SUNDAY. JULY 7th.

Pho:o.

Curling Studzos.

"CABLE
SHIP" is the
title of Laurence Gilliam's
feature
programme
on
Wednesday next,
dealing with the
work of the
ocean " breakdown gang.' 'The
above
picture
was taken on a
Cable and Wireless vessei during the placing
of a marked buo .,
in the tropics.

Brussels Exhibition will be
given at 8 p.m. on Monday by
Brussels No. II, and at the
same time on Wednesday and
Thursday by Brussels No. I.

I

Sunday the Brussels No. I
Symphony Orchestra will give
a concert at 8 p.m. under the
direction of Professor Marsick ;
the following evening,
at
9 p.m., the Warsaw H.adio
Symphony Orchestra will be
heard, the solo pianist being
Sztompka.
The French National Orchestra and the Felix Raugel Choirs
will be conducted by Inghelbrecht and de la Presle in a
concert from the Salle Gaveau,
to be broadcast by Paris P. T. T.
at 8.30 on Tuesday.
Orchestral music from the

30-i.INE TELEVISION
Baird Process Transmissions.
Vision, 261.1 m. ; Sound, 2%.6 m.
MONDAY. JULY 8th.
11.15-12.0 p.m.
Indefatigable· Charley, the Gay
Viennese; . Freddy. Mittop, the
newest Spanish dancer ; Janet
Joy~.
imper;onator ; Sydney
Jerartre's Quintet.
WEDNESDAY. JULY lOth.
11.0-11.45 p.m.
Baliet Carnival, arranged by Lydia
Sokalova, directed by Eustace
Rabb.
Music by ' Schumann.
Lyqia Sokolava, Colu'mbine ;
ldzikovsky, Harlequin; Algeranolf; Pantalon; Diana Gardiner,
Papillon.
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STRAUSS OPERA

THE first performance of a
Richard Strauss opera is a notable event, and its first broadcast scarcely less so. On Monday evening at 7 p.m. Leipzig
is relaying from the State
Opera House, Dresden, Ben
J onson's three-act comic opera,
"The Silent Woman," with
music by Richard Strauss.
This was first performed in
June, but has not yet been
broadcast.
TITLES

" SEDGEMOOR." The last battle fought on English soil-250 years
ago-is the subject of a special broadcast on Tuesday. Our photograph
shows the stone on Sedgemoor field commemorating those who fell
and others who suffered transportation " pro· patria."

FRIDAY. JULY 5th.

I Nat., 8.45, " Round the Band- I
l stand," by Max Kester. 10, l
i Recital by Kathleen Moorhouse l
1 (vialincellal and Frank Merrick [
(pianoforte). 11, Harry Ray.
1

THE German broadcast programme directors have a
genius for apt titles. Here arc
three for the coming week : "Come Back-You Are Forgiven," a radio cabaret from
Berlin and Stuttgart on Tuesday at 9 p.m. ; '' A Love Story
with Difficulties,'' a special
dance programme by the
Munich Radio Dance Orchestra
on Wednesday at 8.45 p.m.;
and "Fishing in the Ether,"
another Munich programme to
be relayed by Frankfurt and
Deutschlandsender at 8.Io on
Thursday.
This last is described as a
musical investigation into the
curious geography of the variable condenser.
FAIRY TALE OPERA

ONE of the operatic gems of
the coming week's programmes
will be Lortzing's "Undine,"
to be broadcast in the early
hours of Sunday (12.30 to
2
a.m.) by Stuttgart and
Frankfurt. This opera is based
on a fairy tale and is singularly
tuneful.
THE AUDITOR. ·

Orchestra. ~Le si ie J elf. ies and
the Grand Hotel, Eastbourne,
Orchestra.

l Re~Ball;~d~.;cert~il~:~an ~h~!as

I
l
l

(soprano) ; Norman All in (bass).
'I!" First Hate," story by Algernon Blackwood. 9.20, London
Symphony Orchestra, conducted
• by Sir Hamilton furty.
Abroad.
l Kalundborg, 8, Opera Mus'c by
lI the Radio Orchestra.
I
MONDAY. JULY 8th.
I Nat., Commodore Grand Or1 chestra. '~]Regimental Marches
bv the B.B.C. Military Band.
:
Will C. Pepper's " White Coons."
1 'iiVirtuoso String Quartet
: Reg. Opera Bouffe, by the B.B.C.
I Midland Orchestra. ,lBrahms
l concert by the B.B.C. Singers
l Abroad.
Brussels, 11, 8, Orchestral concert
l from the Exhibition.
TUESDAY. JULY 9th.
I Nat., Henry Hall and B.B.C. Dance
1
Orchestra. 8, " The Battle of
Sedgemoor."
ritalian Police
1
Band.
Reg., New Georgian Trio. 8.45,
I The Mystery of the Seven Cafes.
I 'iiPianoforte Recital by Donald
I F. T ovey.
I Abroad.
Athlone, 7.15. Handel Commemoratian Concert.
1
I
~iEDNESDAY, JULY lOth.
Nat., 8, " Cahle Ship." ,Handd
I Concert by soloists B.B.C.
I Singers and Bayd Ncel String
Orchestra. ~" Terpsichore," a
I ballet for singing and dancing by
l Julian Herbage.
Reg., Reginald King and His Or1 chestra. ~" The White Coons."
I Abroad.
l Leipzig, 8.45, Serenades relayed
1
from the famous Dresden
Zwinger.
I
THURSDAY; JULY IIth.
I Nat., Walford Hyden Magyar Or1
j
chestra. 'I]B.B.C. Military Band.
1
~Ramsay's Rhythm Symphony.
1
Reg., Herbcrt Howell' s concert:
I Dorothy Webb (contralto); HerI,
~crt How~ll's (pianoforte). 8.30,
Hassan.
j Abroad.
l Kalundborg, 10.45, " China and
J
Japan in Music," by the Radio
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Design of Output Chokes
The Effect of Introducing an Air Gap
(Concluded from p. 643, June 28th issue.)

N the first part of this article it was shown how a large undirectional
Iwinding
magnetising force due to a feed current through an iron-cored
caused an appreciable reduction in the flux density ·variation
due to an alternating component superposed on the steady flux.
With any gi'l'e!l chol?e the inductance depends directly upon the
variation in flux density due to alternating potentials across its
terminals.
JVhen the AC flux density is reduced by polarisation,
so also is the inductance

Hl, so we obtain the relationship Blg=
Hl, or as it may also be written,

The physical interpretation of this formula
is that the ratio of the flux density to the
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Fig. 8.-Direct-current magnetisation curve
for Radiometal alloy.

air gap in the core and still desire to
maintain the same value of magnetic flux
it is necessary to increase the magnetising
force due to the DC. This can be done
by increasing either the current or the
number of turns on the coil. In practice
it is obviously more expedient to increase
the current, since this is accomplished by
merely reducing a rheostat in circuit. The
problem we have to solve is this: if in a
core of known dimensions and material
having a winding of a certain number of
turns we insert an air-gap of specified
length, what is the additional value of
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Fig. Io.---A series of curves, based on that
of Fig. 8, showing the effect of introducing
an air gap.
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T has already been suggested that a
short air gap in the magnetic core
material would reduce the effect of
polarisation materially, but the reduction in the alternating flux would be proportionately less. The effect of putting
an air gap in a magnetic core can be illustrated quite nicely by a simple graphical
process. In fact, owing to the peculiar
shape of the magnetisation curve of any
ferro-magnetic material, problems of th1s
nature are to an extent outside the bounds
of reasonable mathematical analysis, so
one must rely on a graphical process
sooner or later.
In Fig. 8 is shown the ordina~y B-H
curve for Radiometal. By assummg that
the core metal of a choke is of the same
cross-sectional area throughout, or that it
is designed to give an equivalent unifonn
section as in the type of stamping shown
in Fig. 13, the method used to obtain the
effect of an air gap is simplified. We
have also to assume that the magnetic flux
across the air gap is in the gap alone and
does not leak out at the edges.
This arrangement is shovvn schemati~
ally in Fig. g. Suppose we have a certam
value of B the steady flux density in the
core, and let this be 4,000 lines per sq.
cm., as at P on the curve, Fig. 8. Then
the value of the magnetising force, which,
in this case is due to direct current, to
send the flux through the core is approximately 0-4 gauss as read off on the
horizontal scale. If we put a very short

~ =l/ lg.

IU!III<I

~~~==-=-====~===~~}
~RE

OF CONSTANT
CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA

Fig. g.-Schematic diagram of gapped core.

magnetising force H required to preserve
the same flux density B.
Obviously, the additional value of H is
that required to make the flux density in
the air-gap equal to that in the metal prior
to the introduction of the gap, i.e., B =
4,000 lines per sq. cm.
Now, if l is the
mean length of the core and lg is the
length of the air gap, which is only a very
small fraction of l, the product Hl is
known as the magneto-motive force. It
is equivalent to the electromotive force in
an electrical circuit, and is responsible for
sending the magnetic flux round the core.
Just as from Ohm's law we have E=Rl,
so in the magnetic circuit m.m.f. =
reluctance x flux or F=Sijl, where F=
magneto-motive force, S =magnetic reluctance and ljl =total magnetic flux in the
core section, this being the product of the
flux densitv Band the area A, i.e., ljl=BA
(the batchelor of arts formula).
The magneto-motive force necessary to
give a flux density B in an air gap of
length lg is Blg. But the m.m.f is also

magnetising force must be equal to the
ratio of the length of the core to that of
the air gap. The next step is to incorporate this in Fig. 8. If in Fig. ro (where
the curve of Fig. 8 is reproduced) we draw
a line 0 R so that the ratio OM/ RM = l / lg
then this is also B /H. Thus the value of
H necessary to send a flux of 4,000 lines
per sq. cm. through the air gap is DC=
OQ. But the value of H to send this flux
through the core is ON, so the total H
is ON+ OQ. Thus we set off CB equal to
DA and DB= ON r which is the requisite
value of H. By applying this graphical
method to other points on the B-H curve
we get a combined curve shown dotted.
This giws the relationship between H and
the flux density it causes with an air gap
in circuit.

Air Gap Added
The diagram of Fig. ro is drawn with a
ratio lilg=4,00ojr, so that if the mean
core length is 10 cm. the width of the air
gap is only one thousandth of an inch. It
is \'ery clear, therefore, that a tiny gap
can cause a profound effect on the magnetic property of the assembly. As in the
first article, if we now take the ratio of
B / H on the dotted curve, the effective
permeability of the complete circuit, including the air gap, is obtained. By way
of comparison the reader can easily plot
the curves showing the permeability oi the
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circuit with and without the air gap, from
which the reduction, due to the gap, can
be readily seen. By drawing a line OR in
which MR has several times its present
value the effect of increasing the air gap
on the permeability can be found.
The preceding problem relating to the
influence of an air-gap usually presents itself in a different way. We have a wound
core and the current is fixed at a certain
value. What is then the flux density in
the core when an air gap of 111,oooth in.
is inserted? The magnetising force H is
ON, so the flux density is KN, which
means that the air gap has caused a
reduction from AN to KN, i.e., about
5 to r.
To find the magnetising force on the
core alone, apart from the air gap, we
project from K to the left, then the value
ON2 is that which is required. This,
therefore, is the polarising magnetising
force now acting on the core. The alternating magnetising force is superposed upon
this when the core winding is used to carry
the anode feed current of a valve.
In
Fig. rr we draw a verticall_ine at H = 0.4,
and the working permeabll1ty of the core
is somewhere on this line. To find this
point we have to know the AC magnetising
force spent on the core. This necessitates
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Fig. n.-Incremental permeability curves,
to illustrate determination of the point of
working permeability.

a curve showing the incremental values of
Band H, i.e., B6. and H6., for the given
polarising magnetising force.
Since such a curve is not available we
take our cue from the first article and get
the alternating magnetic flux somewhere
in the region where H = 0.05 gauss. This
gives a value of B6. = 100 lines per sq. cm.
When the B6.-H6 cur\·e is available for
the required degree of DC magnetisation
it is drawn as in Fig. 10, and the same
method applied as before. The value of
B6 is then obtained for a given alternating current through the winding.
Although we were foiled on the last
lap owing to absence of the desired data
respecting B6 and H6, there is another
method of approach to the problem of
designing air-gap chokes which is possible
if we have an incremental permeability
curve corresponding to the frequency of

to be inserted in a core composed of stampings of the type illustrated in Fig. 13,
given that an inductance of 20 henrys is
required, with a unidirectional current of
25 milliamperes, and an alternating
magnetising force H = 0.05 gauss or
thereabouts.
Let us take sufficient
stampings to make the total cross-section
at the centre of the core approximately
square. The cross-sectional area of core
material is then about 1.95 sq. cm. Th0
flux, whether unidirectional or alternating,

r

l;-18cm

Simplified Design
The theory of the method about to be
described is somewhat beyond our present
purpose.
Although the mathematics is
quite elementary, some of the underlying
physical concepts are rather specialised.
The reader who desires further information, however, can refer to Journal Am.
Inst. E.E., p. 128, Vol. 46, 1927.
Using the mathematical formulre in this
paper, the curve of Fig. 8 and either of
the curves of Fig. rr (according to the
value of H6 required), a curve of the form
shown in Fig. 12 can be deduced. Vertically, the values are LI' IV. where Lis the
inductance of the choke when the AC
magnetisation on the c~re is 0.05 gauss,
I is the anode feed current in amperes and
V the volume of the core material (excluding insulation between the laminations) in cubic centimetres. The effective
cross-section of the core is assumed to be
.
ni,
uniform. The honzontal va1ues are -lwhere n is the number of turns of wire on
the core, and l its ·mean length in centimetres.

500

11

:::t

operation and the current the choke will
carry.
At this point we must explain that in a
radw set both of these vary.
The frequency may have any value within the
range 40 to g,ooo c Is in an average set,
whilst the current depends upon both frequency and signal strength. It is greatest
at the low frequencies. Choosing 50 cycles
as a standard frequency and taking the
alternating magnetising force on the core
material alone, apart from the air gap,
to give a value of 0.05 gauss, we can plot
curves which are useful for design purposes.
The same procedure can, of
course, be applied to any value of ~lternat
ing magnetisation provided curves of the
type illustrated in Fig. rr are available.

That is to say,

~I

is the number

of ampere turns per cm. length of the core.
The numbers at intervals on the curve are
the ratios of lg j l. Between consecutive
numbers the value can readily be assessed
by eye. The best way of showing the
use of the curve is to take an example.
Suppose we require to know the air-gap
o·ooos
0"0005

/
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;;;--- 0"0003
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/
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I

~ LgjL=o·ooo1
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Fig. 13.-Core of uniform cross-sectional
area.

traverses the core rather in the manner of
Fig. g, but as the two sides are in parallel,
since the flux from the centre limb divides
into two equal parts, the net effect is
that of a core of uniform cross-section as
shown in Fig. g. The object of the ~in
dow type of core, however, is to reduce the magnetic leakage. The mean
length of the core l is 14 cm., so the
volume V= 14 x 1.95 = 27 cubic centimetres. Thus, LFIV=2ox(o.025)'l27
= o.00047·
Incidentally, we may remark
that when this is multiplied by 107 it
represents twice the electromagnetic
energy which would disappear if the DC
though the choke were reduced to zero.
It is for this reason, i.e .. stora~e of electromagnetic en~rgy, that sparks and arcs are
obtained if the lead is pulled off an electromagnet.
Length of Gap
Having computed the vertical component on the curve of Fig. 12 we can now
get the horizontal one and the value of
the air gap. The number of ampere turns
per cm. is read off as 11.3, and this corresponds to a ratio of lg I l = o. 002, nearly.
Since 1 is 14 cm. the length of the air gap
is 14x0.002=o.oz8 cm. or 0.28 millimetre, which is very small. To get the
number of turns on the coil we have
ni
11.3/
-l =1I.3 or n= I

/0"001

o·ooo 1

l~o·714cm.

8

AM?ERES TURNS PER

10

cm

12

LENGTH

Fig. 12.-Curve fro:;n which the necessary
length of air gap may be estimated.

11.3 X 14
6 330
'
0.025
There is no difficulty in accommodating
6,330 turns on the core shown in Fig.
13, but as the thing we are designing
must act as a choke of low resistance it is
essential to calculate the latter. If the
resistance were high there would be an
appreciable drop in DC volts on the choke,
which is very undesirable, since one aims
to get as much as possible on the valve
anode. Allowing for a circular former on
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which the coil is wound the total crosssectional area including insulation is
approximately 3.6 sq. cm.
The turns
being 6,330 means that there are to be
this number of squares available, each
containing a circular wire. Thus the area
of each square is 3.6j6,330=0.ooo57 sq.
cm., so the length of the side of each
square is J 0.00057 = 0.0239 cm.

Adapting the Design
From a wire gauge table we find that the
nearest size of enamelled wire is No. 35·
Now the mean length per turn is about ro
cm., so the length of the whole coil is IO
x 6,330 cm.= 633 metres. The wire table
gives 0-474 ohms as the resistance per
metre, so the coil resistance is 633 x 0-474
= 300 ohms. Since the feed current is 25
mA. the steady voltage drop is 300 x 0.025
=7·5 volts, which is quite harmless. It
appears therefore that this choke ought to
be able to do duty satisfactorily under the
conditions laid down at the beginning.
Also, it will be evident that these conditions could be made more stringent. For
example, it would be quite easy to increase
the air gap and wind the bobbin with more
turns, thereby obtaining a higher inductance with a larger feed current.
To do
this it would be necessary to get more
points on the curve of Fig. I2.
The choke problem might occur in
another form. Since it is seldom practicable to have special stampings for every
choke required (owing to the high cost of
dies for punching out the stampings,
which in themselws are relatively cheap),
it may be necessary to fit a certain type of
stamping to a particular job. Thus, if we
have to design a choke with the stampings
of Fig. 13, but using a gap 0.28 millimetre,
where do we find ourselves?
Assuming that the alternating magnetis-

ing force on the iron is 0.05 gauss, so that
we can still use the curve of Fig. I2 (otherwise a new curve is required for the value
of H.6.. in question) the worKing point is
IF
shown at X. This fixes both
=

V

o.ooo47 and n[ = rr.3, which are the same
as before. Hence, ni = II.3 x l = II.3 x
I4=rs8, and since V=25 c.c. LF=25x
0.00047 = o.ou8. From the first of these
we get l=I58/n, which on substitution in
L X I58 2
8 L
.
th e secon d gives
.,
= o.orr or--,--=
n-

o.ou8
I.')S" = 4·7 x ro-7 n 2 •

n-

In designing the

choke we have to comply with the conditions that nl=r58 and LP=o.ou8,or
what comes to the same thing. Suppose
that I= 30 mA. and the largest permissible volt drop is 20. Then the resistance
. d'
20 X I,OOO
of th e wm mg must not exceed---30
"= 670 ohms. Knowing the available wind
ing space it is now possible to calculate
the number of turns to give this resistance.
Since L=4·7 x ro-7 its value would be
47 henrys if n were ro,ooo. The exact
number of turns it is possible to get into
the available space to give a resistance
of 670 ohms is left for the reader to calculate if he feels like it.
Finally, if the reader carries out the
graphical construction in connection with
Fig. ro, using the air-gap 0.028 cm. obtained abm·e, where l / lg = 500 / r, he will
find that the direct current B-H curve of
the choke is substantially that of the airgap alone.
Translated into practical
language~ a gapped choke is simply a
means of constructing an air-cored coil
with a gap whose length is extremely small
compared with that of the mean path
length of the flux round the winding.

A New Station Indicator
Spiral Scale for Legibility
RDINARY

station-calibrated

tuning

O dials generally suffer from the disadvantages of illegibility and overcrowding unless
unduly large and, in any case, the indication given is often ambiguous.
Improvements in all these respects seem
to be offered by a station scale designed by
a reader, Mr. G.
Chapman; a workmodel of this device
in one of its several
forms is shown in
the
accompanying
illustration.
Station names are
printed on a scale
A CLEAR STATIONNAME SCALE. As
the dial rotates it also
moves along its shaft
and so no space is
wasted. An effective scale length
of about 8 ft. is obtainable with
a drum of normal dimensions.

wound spirally round a drum which is
caused to move axially at the same time as
it rotates.
Thus the number o£ names
accommodated on the drum may be increased, or, for the same number of names
as at present, the spacing and size of type
may lw increased.
For instance, a drum

1 935 .

only 4in. in diameter with a pitch of !in:
am! eight turns will have a total scale
length of about 8ft.
Provided that the difficulties of calibration can be overcome, tuning is rendereq
easy and certain, as the names of stations
appear one at a time behind a long narrow
aperture. In the illustration the escutcheon
plate in which this aperture is cut has been
removed for clearn<"ss.

DISTANT
RECEPTION NOTES

T

RULY The Wireless World goes
everywhere!
The request that I
made recently in these notes for firsthand information about Motala brouaht me
a ~harming letter from a student "'at the
Umvers_1ty of Upsala. Its contents were
a surpnse to me, and I think they will be
to most readers as well. The new Motala
statwn, ra_ted at 150 kilowatts, came into
full operation, taking over the whole of the
Swedish long-wave programme service, more
than two months ago. Certainly one would
never have guessed it from the signal
strength obtainable-in the Midlands and
South of England, at any rate. Turning
back the pages of my Io_ng-distance diary, I
se~ that the last occaswn on which I received Motala with full loud-speaker volume
:-vas on May 25th. Since then the station
If heard at all, has come in very feebly'
So f~r, I have no record of reception of
Brasov s rso-lnlowatt station, and, since
~h~re has been no mterference with Huizen
1t IS apparently not using the r,Sr-metr~
wavelength, _whatever else it may
doing.
The Rumaman statwn IS going to find it
difficult enough to secure a place on the lon
waves. \Vhat will happen when' \Varsa!
goes up to 200 kilowatts, the De!Itschlandsen~er to rso, and the big Madrid long-wave
s~atwn rated at 150 kilowatts asserts it 5
nght to an individual channel?
The plans for the new \Varsaw station
have already been passed, and I believe that
the co~struction of the bigger Deutschlandsen~er 1s ~mder way. Madrid's rso-kilowatt
station w1ll probably not be ready until the
autumn of next year.
It really s~ems as if the position on the
long waves m1ght end in a kind of stalemate
for there are certainly not sufficient chan:
ncls to accommodate all the stations that
w~nt them. I suppose that the big transmitters w1ll . "muscle in " by sheer force.
The rso-kiiowatt l\Iadrid station is not
superfluous.
Spain is a large and mountamous country, ~nd it needs a powerful
long-wave transmJttPr. This station forms
part of the Spanish Rcgion;Jl scheme which
was :-vorked out some time ago, though it
ha~ smc_e hung fire. The authorities are now
gomg r_1ght ahead with it, and within the
next e1ghteen months it should be com~leted. It includes six medium wave statwns at Barcelona, l\Iadrid
Valencia
Corun~a, Seville, and Vizc;tya: as well a~
rel~ys 111 o~her localities. The rating of the
mam statwns will be from 20 to 6o
kilowatts.
Portugal
also getting seriously to work
o_n h~r Regwnal scheme. The Lisbon statiOn 1s to go up to roo kilowatts, whilst
stations of smaller power will be erected in
other places. There is to be a 2o-kilowatt
short_-wave stc:tion to serve,the Portuguese
Emp1re-and 1f you examine a map of the
world you may be surprised to find how big
this is.
D. EXER.
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T

HE choice of a suitable range for the oscillator and
the practical methods of maintaining the interval
between the oscillator and signal frequencies are reviewed.
The section concludes with an explanation of the orzgin
of self-generated whistles on long and medium waves.
N the preceding instalment we discussed the fundamental principle of
the frequency-changer, and made the
acquaintance
of
two
practical
frequency-changing circuits.
One of
these used two valves (which may sometimes be included in one bulb to form a
triode-pentode), while the other used a
pentagrid. In the latter case the modulator portion of the valve may very well be
made up as a pentode instead of a tetrode ;
the valve is then called an octode.

I

Conversion Conductance
In the ordinary amplifying valve the
mutual conductance is expressed in terms
of milliamps of signal-current in the anode
circuit per volt of signal applied to the
grid. The same rating can be applied to
a frequency-changing val\'t', but it is not
of much help in receiver-design. In this
particular case we are interested in mi1liamps of current at intermediate frequency
per volt of signal (high-frequency) on the
grid. This is known as the conversion
conductance of the valve, and quite evidently depends on the efficiency of conversion as well as on the amplifying
abilities of the modulator.
It is found that the conversion conductance is approximately equal to half
the ordinary mutual conductance, provided that this is measured with the electrode by which the oscillation is introduced
(Gr in a pentagrid, control grid of Vr in
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Fig. I37.~Type of relationship between
oscillation amplitude and conversion conductance of frequency-changer. The oscillation amplitude is not critical so long as it
exceeds a certain indeterminate value in the
neighbourhood of A.

ihe two-valve changer of Fig. 134) at the
most positive voltage to which the
oscillation carries it. In the case of the
pentagrid, whose curves are given in Fig.
136, the conversion conductance will there-

I
I

Frequency- changer

i

:
:
L---------------------------------------------------------------1

if of higher frequency, the oscillator must
run from (1,500 +no) to (550 +no), i.e.,
from 1,6ro to 66o kcls. If, on the other
hand, the oscillator is of lower frequency
than the signal, it must run from (1,500
-no) to (550- no), or 1,390 to 440
kcls. The former range gives 2.44, the
latter 3.16 as the ratio between highest and
lowest frequency. Since even the signalcircuit range of 2. 72 is often quite difficult to achieve, owing to the high minimum capacities likely to be present in a
finished set, the oscillator range from r,61o
to 66o kc j s would always be chosen in
practice.

fore be about 2 mA I v., this being half the
mutual conductance, taken in the usual
way from the Eg- la curve, possessed by
the valve when EGr =0.
For this simple relation to hold it is
necessary that the amplitude of oscillation
should be sufficient ; in the pentagrid case
this implies that at the negative peak of
oscillation the modulator slope is reduced
to zero. Too much oscillation puts the
modulator anode current F======================91
down to zero for too long a
1, 700
l l
l I
I I
I I
time, resulting in reduced
1, 6
gain; there is, therefore, an
I~
optimum oscillation ampli~
1,
500
Cl
tude for every valve. Fig.
c i"S:
137 shows the type of
'\.
1\:
(a)
1,400
(b)
relationship between this
r\.
and conversion conduct:-..
"'~1,30
ance; it is evident that there
~
is less danger of losing gain
g..J 1,200
'\
by too powerful than by too
;2
,'\
weak an oscillation.
It is
?: 1,100
"\ 15 ' \ l'\
usual, therefore, to arrange
>
0
~ ~'\. ~>
that at no part of the wave~1,
~
1\.
::>
band to be covered by the
cJ
1'\. '\:
set shall the oscillation am"'...a: 900
1'\. 1\:
plitude fall below a value
'\.
8
corresponding to a point at
[\..
&,
or near A on the curve.
~
700
This is done by adjustment
of turns on the reaction coil
6
(L3, Figs. 134 and 135),
after which the oscillator
500
4
100 120 1' ~
160
180
80
can be left to look after
DIAL READINGS OF TUNING CONDENSER
itself.
We have seen that the
Fig. IJ8.~(a) Represents signal circuit, (b) shows the oscilintermediate frequency is in
lator circuit, in which the waverange has been curtailed
all usual cases equal to the
to the required extent by putting CI in parallel with C. Curves
show failure of ganging. A is signal frequency, B required
difference between the signal
oscillator frequency, and C, oscillator frequency actually
frequency and the oscillaobtained.
tor frequency. With an IF
It is evident, since the frequency differof no kc Is the oscillator must therefore
be tuned to a frequency either IIO kc Is ence between signal and oscillator must be
greater or no kc Is less than the signal. kept constant, that the oscillator must be
If tlie oscillator frequency fo is higher than tuned in a manner that is in some \vay
the signal frequency fs the intermediate different from thP tuning of the signalThere are three
frequency is (fo -- fs). If it is lower, the frequency circuits.
IF is (fs- fo). At first sight it would methods of tuning a superheterodyne.
seem a matter of indifference which of First, the signal-frequency circuits may all
these alternatives were chosen. There are, be made alike, and tuned by a multihowever, marked practical advantages in section gang condenser, leaving the oscillator to be tuned independently by
making fo higher than fs.
another knob. The modern insistence on
one-knob tuning is generally held to bar
Ganging
this method, though there is obviously no
Suppose the set is to tune from 1,500 objection to it on purely electrical grounds.
At first sight it might appear impossible
to 550 kcls (zoo to 545 metres). Then,
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Foundations of WirelessS1 increases the inductance of the tuned
circuit to enable the long-wave band (r5o
to tune the oscillator with a condenser secto 300 kcjs) to be covered by the set, at
tion identical with those tuning the signalthe same time decreasing the series confrequency circuits, because the required
ratio of maximum to minimum capacity is
denser to the resultant of Cz and C3. At
the same time Sz is opened to throw in the
different. This difference, however, can
be very readily adjusted by
putting a fixed condenser
1,7
either in series or in parallel
with the oscillator section C,
1,6
0~
as shown in the insets to
2
Figs. 138 and 139. The for1,5 00~;~..
kc 1:\mer will increase the tuning
c
1'\. '\f\.
(a)
(b)
1,400
capacity by C1 at all setting
1\.i'I'.
of the tuning dial, while the
1'.1\
~1,3 00
second will reduce the tuning
0
>
capacity by a small amount
0
g
1,2
when C is set to a low capa;;;:
city, but by a much greater
P:..'\ P' B
:!:: 1,1
amount when the capacity of
"i:'.. '\
>
0
l,)o; I\. I'\
C is large. Either, then, will
00
~ 1,0
c'\ 1\. I'\,.
reduce the ratio of maxi:;)
CJ
1\. 1\. 1\.
mum to minimum capacity
~ 9
1\.1\.1\.
...
in the' oscillator circuit beI'. K:
low that of the signal-fre8
1\. 1'\:
quency circuits, so that by
~
7
correct choice of extra capa~
city and of oscillator coil in- ·
1""11
6
ductance the oscillator may
be set to cover the exact fre5<<V
.
100 120 140 lll9 11
10
EO
0
quency range required.
OIAL REAPINGS OF TUNING CONDENSER
The curves of Figs. 138
and 139 show how the tunFig. 139.-(a) Represents signal circuit, (b) oscillator circuit,
ing runs in the two cases. In
waverange now contracted to the required extent by putting
both fo is removed from fs
Cz in series with C. Curves show failure of ganging, their
by the required amount at
meaning being as in Fig. 138.
the extreme ends of the tunextra reaction winding L4, and S3 is
ing scale, but errors of 45 and 66 kc Is
closed to add C4 to the minimum capacity
respectively occur towards the middle.
in the circuit. The arrangement as a
Owing to the sharp tuning of the IF ampliwhole is shown, for simplicity, with a trifier, the user of a set will always tune the
ode as oscillator, but it is equally suitable
oscillator so that the IF carrier produced
for use with a pentagrid or other specialhas the desired frequency ; the signal-freised frequency-changer.
quency circuits, therefore, will be distuned
There is an alternative method of perby the amount of the errors shown, with a
suading the oscillator-circuit to tune at a
consequent loss of amplification.
constant frequency-difference from the
signal circuits. It consists simply in using
Neutralising Ganging Errors
a special m~lti-section condenser, in which
the section tuning the oscillator has vanes
'It will be seen that the errors resulting
in the two suggested methods of ganging shaped to give exactly the required
results. Evidently this can be done only
are in opposite directions. It is possible,
for one wave-band; for the long waves,
by a suitable combination of both series
therefore, the auxiliary fixed condensers
and parallel condensers, to reduce the
must again be used. The circuit is that
ganging errors so far that at three points
of Fig. 140 with Cr and Cz omitted, it
on the tuning scale oscillator and signal
being understood that C is now no longer
circuits are tuned to frequencies differing
identical in capacity with its fellows tuning
exactly by the required IF, while at inthe signal circuits, but has specially
termediate points the worst error results
shaped Yanes.
in mistuning of the signal-frequency cirThe choice between this third method
cuits by no more than about one-fifth of
of tuning and the second shown in Fig.
one per cent.
140 is purely a matter of convenience.
This gives us the second method of tunThe third method can claim slightly
ing a superhet, where the oscillator tuning
higher accuracy of ganging, and a reduccircuit is that of Fig. 140. Bere C is a
tion of components. To set against this
section of an ordinary gang condenser,
and has at every dial reading the same there is some lack of flexibility in set
design, it being necessary to design the
capacity as its companion sections tuning
oscillator section of the condenser for one
the signal-frequency circuits.
With Sr
particular set of coil-inductances and a
and Sz closed, we have C1 to increase the
minimum capacity and Cz to decrease the predetermined intermediate frequency.
maximum, their relative values being With the second method any ordinary
Opening gang-condenser can be used, since the sole
critical for accurate ganging.'
requirement is identity of sections, while
1 For formuloo to compute values and residual
any choice of coil-inductance and interprror•, see The Wireless Engineer, February, 1932,
mediate frequency can be accommodated
p. 70.
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by recalculating the values of the auxiliary
fixed condensers.
Owing to the characteristics of the frequency-changer, a superheterodyne is susceptible to certain types of interference
from which an ordinary set is free. Of
these the commonest is ·second-channel or
image interference. How this arises can
be seen most clearly from an example.

Whistles
Let us suppose vve have a completed
superheterodyne, in which the intermediate frequency is, to take a round number,
roo kc / s. We tune it to Breslau, broadcasting on 950 kc Is. To bring in this
station the oscillator, always at a higher
frequency than the signal, will have to be
tuned to 1,050 kcjs to make (fo-fs) equal
to the roo kc Is required.
Stations
adjacent to Breslau (on 941 and 959 kcls)
will give rise to combination currents at
91 and 109 kcjs respectively, and we are
going to assume that the IF amplifier is
tuned sufficiently sharply to reject these.
But if any detectable signal at r,r5o kcls
reaches the grid of the frequency-changer
it will combine with the oscillation to produce (r,I50-I,050)=roo kcls again.
This signal will be accepted and amplified
by the IF stages, being heard as a whistle
varying in pitch as the set is tuned round
about Breslau's wavelength.
The whistle is formed at the second
detector, and has a frequency which is
the difference of that of the two carriers
supplied. The variation of pitch with
tuning can be followed from the table
below, in which it is assumed that the set
is tuned near Breslau's wavelength, and
that signals from London National (1,149
kc;s) are reaching the frequency-changer.
TABLE.

Set
Tuned
to:
kc, 1s.

I

I

IF Carrier
DillerOscil- IF Carrier 1 due to
ence.
lator
due to
London
(Pitch of
at : I Breslau
Nat.
ke,'s. (950 kcjs). (1149 kcls). Whistle).
l,0-4..)
1,046
1.047
1.048

\);)

kc/s.
104

!)(;
!li
!J8

103
102
101

1.04\l

!l!l

HHl

kc'/S.

9.i:)
946
!l47
!l48
!l4!l
!J4!Jt

-

!);')()

1.04!lt
l.OiiO

9.>1

].0.)[

}()[

!Ji):!

J.Oii:!
l.O:i:l
l.O:i4

10:1
104

9ii:J
9:i4

!J!J4

lOO
102

kef H.
11
7

r.

3
l

!J!I~
()!)

0

!J8
!17

3

!J(;
!)[)

1

r.

7
!l

Since the two stations both give rise tcl
carriers to which the IF amplifier is tuned,
this part of the set can give no protection
against interference of this sort. The only
possible way to avoid the whistle is to ensure that no detectable signal from London
National reaches the frequency-changer
when the set is tuned away from it by the
necessary zoo kc / s (twice the IF). ThP.
preselector is included to provide, before
frequency-changing, the selectivity necessary to discriminate between stations
separated by this amount. In most superhets. the preselector does not entirely sue-
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Foundations ol Wirelessceed in cutting out the local stations at
very short range, so that two whistles arc
found, one for each local station, when the
set is tuned to a station of frequency twice
the IF in kcl s below the frequt,ncy of
either of them.
Suppose now that, disgusted with
second-channel interference, we switch
over and try our luck on the long waves.
We are attracted by the programme from
Warsaw (224 kcfs), but as we tune in we
find~a whistle! How does this one arise?
Signal on 224 kc Is means oscillator on
324 kc Is; second-channel interference,
therefore, from a station on 424 kc Is.
Barring a low-power station in Russia, no
transmitter on or near this frequency is
listed. But there are oscillator harmonics
~an oscillation on 324 kc / s will contain
weaker components on 648, 972, r,2g6
kcls, etc .. which can give whistles from
stations on 548 or 748, 872 or r,072, r,rg6
or r ,396 kc / s. Clearly (if we are Londoners) 872 is the culprit, for 877 is the
frequency of London Regional. In this
case again the whistle is due to a combination frequency arising from a station
to which we are not tuned, but combining
this time with a harmonic of the oscillatorfrequency instead of with the fundamental.
We might, perhaps, design our oscillator for low harmonic content with the idea
of reducing the interference, but it is clear
that once· again more selective circuits
before the frequency-changer would prevent the trouble.
Since second-channel interference is due
to the arrival at the frequency-changer •Jf
signals spaced away from those desired by
twice the intermediate frequency, the
higher this is made the less stringent ar0
the demands made on the selectivity •Jf
the preselector. But while helping to suppress whistles, a high IF leads to increased

difficulty in obtaining high adjacent-channel
selectivity, owing to the fact that it be·
comes progressively more difficult to
maintain a high value of L I r in the IF

HT+

Fig. qo. -Complete dual waverange oscillator circuit, showir.g arrangement of series
("padding ") condensers C2 and C3, ana of
parallel ("trimming") condensers Cr and
C4. By correct choice of values for these,
ganging may be made practically perfect.

tuned circuits as the frequency is raised.
Experience indicates that the preselector should contain two tuned circuits
if the IF is about 120 kc Is, but that one
is just adequate for a simple set if the IF
is raised to 450 kc Is. With the still higher
IF (about r,6oo kcls) used in "SingleSpan" receivers an untuned filter, rejecting frequencies above about 2,000 kc / s,
provides sufficient preselection. But if a
stage of high-frequency amplification precedes the frequency-changer, it is usually
advisable to increase by one the number '1£
tuned circuits just suggested.

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

A High Quality American Receiver

JVIAY
I be permitted to point out one or
two discrepancies in the letter writteil
by l\Ir. R. E. Blakey 011 the " HowardGrand " recein·r in your issue of June 2rst.
I fail to see how the grid of the first 70
valve functions, as in Mr. Blakey's theoretical diagram the grid of this valve is
shorted to earth, as also is the lower resistance on the diode potential di\·ider. 1
Mr. Blakey asserts that if the frequency
range be ~plit up and fed into a lowfrequency amplifwr and a high-frequency
amplifier, and the output from each fed to
two separate speakers, it is highly advantageous, and I fully agree with this. However, I fail to see the advantage when the
combined outputs are fed into a common
amplifier as surely this is defeating its own
object. Mr. Blakey mentions that this re1 (A resistance should have been inserted in
the lead between the grid of the first 76 valve and
the earth line.-ED.)

cein•r has an undistorted output of 20
watts and I assume that this enormous output for a domestic receiver is obtained
through the. use of mains Class B amplification, which necessitates the use of a driver
transformer, thus introducing a -certain
amount of distortion. I fail to see, therefore, how this receiver is capable of giving
th" quality of that" Rolls-Royce " of amplifiers-Tile Wireless World Quality Amplifitr.
1\I. .MISTOVSKI, A.M.I.R.E.
:\fanchester.

Accumulators for H.T.

J\VILL not begin by telling you how many

centuries I have been reading our paper,
h('cause if you so wished you could tell.
from your own records.
In the design of radio receivers you adhere to two sharply defined classes~the
mains and the battery types. The latter is
always treated in the same general aspect
that the performance must be curtailed in
the interests of battery economy. As you

are well aware, in all the larger cities there
are numerous H.T. accumulator hire services, so that quite a goodly proportion of
readers have greater potentialities available
for an intermediate design of receiver.
I have omitted those who have their own
accumulators since it is a fact that they seldom give continued satisfaction because
they are rarely looked after properly, whereas a hire battery, besides being numerically
far more common, is maintained nearer the
manufacturer's ideal, and therefore capable
of performance far in excess of any dry battery.
Allowing a current drain of fifteen to
twenty-five milliamperes, and probably
omitting decoupling, which in this new type
alone is possible, our versatile designers
could do themselves much better justice.
After all, a man who builds any of your
excellent battery receivers, spending a very
considerable amount of money in the process, is scarcely going to spoil his maximum
benefit by so trivial a handicap when it is
not always necessary.
Many people are
looking forward to a revised version of the
Single Span biittery receiver, incorporatin~
more recent improvements and modifications, and this in preference to all others
would be an ideal receiver if unhampered by
strict battery economy considerations.
WALTER J. JOUGHIN.
London, S.E.22.
[It would be interesting to have the views
of other readers.~En. J

Crystal Reception
REGARDING the receptive range of
crystal receivers, in 1924 I kept a log
from ro p.m. until midnight GMT of the
5XX programme. It was begun the night
we left the U.K. on a Yoyage to Buenos
Aires. The receiver was 31A type and I
logged various items each night. The day
after we passed the Cape Verde islands 5XX
went off the dial. Greatest distance was
about 2,300 miles, and I subsequently smt
the, report in to the B.B.C. Another peculiar
instance was the reception o:1 CW of Monsanto weather report on a crystal, there
being no CW generator on board. A further
DX example~receiving in 1929 5GB in
Batavia on a straight 4-valve.
Highbury.
E. W. HARRIS.

Fluorescent Screens

JN

the issue of The Wireless World for
June 14th, 1935, you have a short reference to the subject of fluorescent screens,
in which a mixture of cadmium tungstate and
zinc phosphate :s recommended. According
to my measurements, such a mixture gives, it
is true, a fairly white light, but the efficiency
is only about 0.5 Hefner candle-power per
watt,* whereas with other materials which
I have written about in a recent paper, efficiencies of 5 to 6 Hefner candle-power per
watt arc attained, also with a white
fluorescent light. I should like to call your
attention to this paper, for I venture to
think that the test results, set out in a
rather illuminating way, are helpful in forming an up-to-date opinion on the subject of
fluorescent screens. The paper is in the
Zeitschrift fur Technische Physik, No. 3,
Vol. 16, 1935. t
Berlin.
M. VON ARDENNE.

* I Hefner candle equals 0.9 International
Candle.
t An abstract of the article in question appeared
in the June issue of The Wireleaa Engineer (Ab.
stl·act No. 1947).
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(This list is included in the first issue of each month. Stations with an aerial power of 50 kW. and above in heavy type}
Tuning

station.

kc/a.

Positions.

Metres.

Kaunas (Lithuania) . .
Bra~ov {Rom,•.m,1)
Ruizen (Holland). (Until3.40 p.m.)
Kootwiik (Holland) (Tmn8t11its Hilwr.mm
progrannnc after 3.40 p.m .)
Lahti (Finland)
..
..
Moscow, No. 1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
..
..
Istanbul (Turkey)
Berlin (DeutschlandsenderZeesen)(Germany)
Droitwich
Minsk, RWlO (U.S.S.R.)
Reykjavik (Iceland) . .
Motala (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
Novosibirsk, RW76 (U.S.S.R.)
Warsaw, No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland) . .
Ankara (Turkey)
Luxembourg
Kharkov, RvV20 (U.S.S.R.) . .
Kalundborg (Denmark)
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
Tashkent, RWll (U.S.S.R.)
Oslo (Norway)
Moscow, No. 2, RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
Tifiis, RW7 (U.S.S.R.)
Rostov·on-Don, RW12 (U.S.S.R.) . .
Budapest, .:'l!o. ·> (Hungary)
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
Geneva (Switzerland).(Relays Sotten&)
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.)
Voroneje, RW25 (U.S.S.R.) . .
Oulu (Finland)..
Ufa, RW22 (U.S.S.R.)
Hama.r (Norway) (Rela.ys O•lo)
.•
Innsbruck (Austria). (Relays Vienna)
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)
Viipuri (Finland)
Bolzano (Italy)
Wilno (Poland)
Budapest, No. 1 (Hungary)
Beromiinster (Switzerland)
Athlone (Irish Free State)
Pa.lermo (Italy)
Stuttgart (Miihlacker) (Germany)
Grenoble, P.T.T. (France)
Riga (Latvia) . .
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
Ra.bat (Radio :Maroc) (Morocco)
Sundsvali(Sweden). (RelayaStockholm)
Florence (Italy). (Relays Milan) . .
Cairo (Abu Zabal) (Egypt)
BruBBels,No. I (Belgium). (Frencl• Programme)
Lisbon (Bacarena) (Portugal)
Trondelag (Norway) . .
Prague, No. 1 (Czechoslovakia)
Lyons, P.T.T. (11\ JJOt<a) (France)
Cologne (Langenberg) (Germany)
North Regional (Slaithwaite)
..
..
Sottens (B.adio ~uisse I-tomande) (Switzerland)!
Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
Paris, P.'L'.T. (Eeole Superienre) (France)
Stockholm (Sweden) . .
Rome, No. 1 (Italy)
Kiev, RW9 (U.S.S.R.)
Tallinn (Esthonia)
Madrid, EAJ2 (B.adio Espaiia) (Spain)
Munich (Germany)
Marseilles, P.T.T. (France)
Katowice (Poland)
Scottish Regional (Falkirk)
Toulouse, P.'l'.T. (France)
Leipzig (Germany)
Barcelona, EAJI (Spain)
Lwow (Poland)
West Regional (Washford Cross)
Milan (Italy) . .
Bucharest (Romania) . .
Moscow, No. 4, RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R.)..
Berlin (Funkstunde Tegel) (Germany)
Bergen (Norway)
Sofia (Bulgaria)
Valencia (Spain)
Simferopol, RW52 (U.S.S.R)
Strasbourg, P.T.T. (France) . .
Poznan (Poland)

155
160
160
HiO

.. ........
..........
..........
.. ........

1935
1875
1875
1875

7
150
7
50

166
174
182
187.5
191
200
208
208
216
217.5
224
230
230
232
238
245
256.4
260
271
280
355

..........
..........
.. ........
..........
..........
.. ........
.. ........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
.. ........
..........
..........
..........
.. ........
..........
..........

1807
1724
1648
1600
1571
1500
1442
1442
1389
1379
1339
1304
1304
1293
1261
1224
1170
1154
1107
1071.4
845
834.5
800
748
748
726
696
688
578
578
569.3
569.3
559.7
559.7
549.5
539.6
531
531
522.6
514.6
514.6.
506.8 ·
499.2 i
499.2
491.8
483.9,
483.9
476.9 ·
476.9'
470.2:
463
455.9
449.1:
443.1.
437.3;
431.7
426.11
420.81
415.5
410.4'
410.4
405.4 1
400.5 j
395.8
391.1
386.6
382.2
377.4
377.4;
373.11
368.6;
364.5 ;
360.6
356.7
352.9i
352.9:
352.9
349.2 j
349.2:
345.6'

40
500
80
5
60
150
35
16
150
100
120
7
150
20
60
100
25
60
100
35
20
20
50
1.3
100
10
1.2
10
0.7
1
5
10
1
16
120
100
60
4
100
15
15
100
25
10
20
20
15
20
20
120
100
100
50
25
2.5
7
55
50
36
20
3
100
5
12
50
2
120
5
16
50
50
12
100
100
1
1
1.5
10
35
16

;{f>!-J.f> . • • • • • • • • •

375
401
401
431
436
519
519
527
527
536
536
546
556
565
565
574
583
583
592
601
601
610
620
620
629
-629
638
648
658
668
677
686
695
704
713
722
731
731
740
749
758
7n7
776
785
7!J5
795
RO-i
814
823
832
841
850
850
850
859
859
868

.......... !
.. ........
.. .. .. .. ..
..........
..........
..........
..........
.. ........
..........
.......... ,
.......... ~
.......... ,
.•........ !
.. ........
.. ...... ..
..........
..........
.. ........
..........
.........
......... ·I
··········'
..........
...........
..........
.......... !
.. .........
.. ........
.......... '
..........
..........
.•. . .. .. ..
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
••. •••••••
.. .. .. .. ..
..........
.. ........
..........
.......... i
..........
..........
.. . . . . . . .
........ ..
.. . .. .. .. .

·I

1

1

station.

kW.

1

1

London Regional (Brookmans Park)
Graz (Austria). (Relays Vienna) ..
Helsinki (Finland)
..
..
Hamburg (Germany) . .
..
..
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France)
Limoges, P.T.T. (France)
..
.•
..
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
..
Brussels, No. 2 (Belgium). (Flemi8h Prog'mme)
Algiers, P.T.T. (Radio Alger) (Algeria)
1
Goteborg (Sweden). (Relaya Stockholm)
Breslau (Germany) ..
Paris (Poste Parisian) (France)
Belfast . .
..
..
..
Genoa (Italy). (Relays Milan)
..
Hilversum (Holland). (7 kW. till 6.40 p.m.)
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) . .
..
..
Midland Ree;iona: (Droitwich)
..
..
Barcelona, EAJ15 (Radio Asociacion) (Spain)
~ Cracow (Poland)
..
..
..
..
Konigsberg (Heilsberg Ermland) ((lermany)
Pan:de (Radio Club Portugu<'s) (Portugal)
Lerungrad, No. 2, RW70 (U.S.S.R.)
..
11 Rennes. l'.T.T. (France)
..
..
..
•i Scottish National (Falkirk) . .
•.
..
i1 Bari (Italy)
Tiraspol, RW57 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
'!' Bordeaux, P.T.T. (Lafayette) (France)
, Zagreb (Yugoslavia) ..
:1 Falu~ (Sweden) . . . .
. ..
..
ji Madnd, EAJ7.(Uruon Radio) (Spain)
Madona (Latvta)
..
..
..
Naples (Italy). (Relays Rome)
..
1
jl Moravska-Ostrava (Czechoslovakia) ..
! Fecamp (Radio Normandie) (France)
1
11 Alexandria (Egypt) . .
..
..
jl Newcastle
'j\ Nyiregyha.za (Hungary)
..
..
i Hor.by (Sweden). (R3lays Stockholm)
,, Tunn, No. 1 (Italy). (Relaya Milan)
1: London National (Brookmans Park)
Ill North .Kational (Siaithwaite)
..
..
\Y eet N»tional (Washford CroRs) . .
..
1: Kosice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays Prague) ..
Monte Ceneri (Switzerland) . .
..
..
i Copenhagen (Denmark). (Relays Kalundbotg)
: Kharkov, No. 2, RW4 (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
11 Frankfurt (Germany)
..
.•
..
Prague, No. 2 (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
Jille,P.T.T.(France)
..
..
..
l Trieste (Italy)
..
..
..
1 Gleiwitz (Germany).
(Relays Breslau)
Cork (Irish Free State) (Relays Athlone) ..
Juan~les-Pins (Radio Cote d'Azur) (France)
Kuldtga ( Latvta)
..
..
..
..
Rome, No. 3 (Italy) . .
..
..
..
1 San Sebastian (Spain)..
..
..
..
i Niirnberg and Augsburg (Germany) (Relay
1
Munich)
! ChristianRand and Stavanger (~orway)
12.76
! Dresden (Germany) (Relays Leipzig)
1285
: Aberdeen
..
..
..
..
1285
: Austrian Relay Stations
..
1294
! Danzig.
(Relays f(onig.•berg)
1303
; Swedish B.elay Stations
..
1312
' :\la~-'-'"""'.'"" (Hungary)
1321
German B.elay Stations
1330
1\'lontpellier, P.T.T. (France)
1339
Lodz (Poland) . .
1339
Dubhn (Irish Free State) (Relay., At/dune)
1348
Milan, No. 2 (Italy) (Relays Rome) . .
1348
Turin, No. 2 (Italy). (Relays Rome)
1357
BaRle and Berne (Switzerland)
1375
"'arsaw, No. 2 (Poland)
1384
Lyons (Radio Lyons) (!<'ranee)
1393
Tampere (Finland)
1420
Paris, (Radio LL) (France) ..
142-i
Beziers (France)
1429
Miskolc (Hungary)
..
1438
Paris (J<::iffel Tower) !Fmnr~\
1 hi\
Pecs (Hungary)
.. , 1465
Bournemouth . .
1474
Plymouth
1474
International Common W<tve
14\l2
.. International Common Wave
150\l
!. Liepaja (Latvia)
1737

I

II

I!
1

1

li

i·
I!
'i
I

I

I

Tuning

Posiliono. ~ ~

.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..

.. . .... . ..
. .. .. . . . . .
.. .. .. .. ..
........ ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. . .. .. .
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
. . .. .. . . . .
.. . ...... .
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.. . .. .. .. .
.. .. .. .. ..
..........
.. .. .. .. ..
. . .. . .. ...

342.1
60
338.6
7
835.2
10
331.9 100
328.6 60
828.6
0.5
325.4 82
821.9 15
318.8 12
818.8 10
815.8 100
812.8 60
307.1
1
304.3 10
301.5 20
298.8 18.5
296.2 50
293.5
3
293.5
2
291
17
291
5
288.5 10
288.5 40
285.7 50

.. .. .. .. ..
..........

283.3
280.9

::::::::::1
..........

278.6
276.2
276.2
274
271.7
271.7
269.5
269.5

::::::::::
.. .... ..
I..
.. . . .. .. ..

..........
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.... ......
.. .. .. .. . .

:: :: :: :: : :I

:~:!

20
4
30

o.1

2
7
50
1.5

u.a

10

~.25

. . .. .. .. ..

267.4

.. .. ......
.. .. .. .. ..

265.3
263.2

10
7

.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. ... ...
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
. .. .. .. .. .
.. .. .. .. ..

261.1
261.1
261.1
259.1
2s1.1
255.1
253.2
251
249.2
247.3

20
20
20
2.6

..

. . . . . . . . I'

.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. . .. .. .

.. .. .. .. ..

245.5

........ ..
........ ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.. . .. .. .. .
. .. .. .....

243.7
241.9
24.0.2
238.5
238.5
238.5
236.8

6.2

u;
10
10

17
5
60
10
5
1
2
10

1
3

2

235.1
233.5
233.5
231.8
230.2
228.7
227.1
225.6
224

0.6
1.5
1
0.5
0.5
1.25
1.25

224

1.7

222.61
222.6
221.1
218.2
216.8
215.4
211.3
210.7
209.9
208.6
206
204.8
203.5
203.5:
1
201.1 \
200
173

0.5
4
0.2
0.5
2

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.5
5

5
0.7
0.8

1.5
1.25
5

1.25
1
0.3
0.2
0.25
0.1
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Extending Outside
Broadcasts
More Scope for the B.B.C.
HE

outside broadcasts, or
conducted bv the B.B.C.
nm:-;t certainly be given first
place amongst the programme
material from the point of view of
public interest. This is not merely
because
these
transmissions
are
generally events which han' a national
appeal ; it is also because they are
exceedingly well done. But, even if
thev sho11ld he trivial in themselves,
the\· would tak,~ on a special glamour
for· the Ii~tencr \Yhen l1e knovvs that
thn· arc iir~t-hand imprf's~ions in
which lu· is, so to speak, participating.
There are. cJf course. plenty of
subject~ for :-;nch items in the programme~ vdwre the material is easily
available in t!1is countr.v, but events
which take place abroad "provide a still
greater variation of subject which
mal·.:t·s them part icnlarly welcome.
We heliew that the B.B.C. should
make cl'forts tu extend O.H.s to include
narratives of en·nts abroad to a much
greater degree than at present. We
ha vc from t inw to time hacl some
excellent examples of O.H.s from overseas concluctecl bv the B.B.C., but they
ha vc been L r to:J infrequent and have
most lv been concerned with specialised

T

O.B.~.

subje~tc:.

c"ould we not have broadcasts of a
more intimate character which would
describe the everyday life of other
nationals ?
Empire broadcasts recording home
events arc popnlar in the Dominions
and Colonies. \Yhy not give us some
iirst-hand accounts of life from their end
and from foreign countries ?
It may be suggested that the cost
of such transmissions would be a

No. 2.

COMMENT
deterrent, but it must be remembered
that the subject matter for the programmrs is already available and no
large costs of production h;cn·e to he
met, and this consideration should
halancc the cost of hiring telephone
line~ for the purpose.
If America can fmd it vvorth while
to ha,·e agents in Europe who are
prepared to install microphones in the
crater of VesuYius for the sake of lccat
" colonr," surelv it is worth ,,·hile for
the B.B.C. to "follow suit with more
worth-while subject matter which need
not be so spectacular, but which would
be of far greater instructional Yalue.

The Ullswater Comntittee
Finance the Real Problem

T

HE
Government
Committee
appointed under the chairmanship of Lord Ullswater to
enquire into the future of the B.B.C.
on the expiration of the present Charter
is still at work, and no statements as
to its possible findings should be
accepted as anything but speculation,
since quite obviously the members of
the Committee are debarred from discussing their task until after their
report has been presented to the
Government.
Nevertheless, it is permissible to
speculate as to what the Committee
may recommend, and it seems highly
probable that the question of B.B.C.
finance will f1gure more prominently in
the recommendations than any proposals for tampering with the B.B.C.'s
constitution.
Few people would question the need
of the B.B.C. for more money for
programmes and development. Hours
of broadcast have been extended and
new requirements, such as Empire
broadcasting and Television, are constantly making fresh demands on
the Corporation's finances.
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Choosing the
Intermediate
By W. T. COCKING

The Pros and Cons
of Different

I

F the number of sets incorporating it
is any criterion, the superheterodyne
principle has established itself as the
only one capable of meeting the exacting requirements of modern broadcasting conditions.
Although no one will
deny that it is possible to build a straight
set which possesses the requisite sensitivity and selectivity for long-distance reception, the problems of obtaining
accurate gauging and of maintaining
stability are likely to prove serious, and
the resulting set is by no means simple.
This is especially the case when variable
selectivity is needed. It is by no means
difficult to include this in the fixed-frequency IF amplifier of a superheterodyne, 1 but the difficulties attendant upon

are several hundred miles away, but which
give a strong signal after dark ; and long
distance, where the signals are usually
very weak and emanate from transmittet:;;
of fow or high power many hundreds or
thousands of miles away. The degrees of
selectivity and sensitivity necessary rise as
we go through these categories in order,
and the quality of reproduction obtainable steadilv deteriorates. The minimum
degrees of selectivity and sensitivity
needed are set bv the demands of local
reception and are quite low and easy to
satisfy, while it is accordingly possible to
obtain wry high quality reproduction.
The maximum degrees of selectivity and
quality, hmYever, are set by the weakest
signal required and by the interference

HE author has shown in a previous article how poor a
T
compromise a fixed-selectivity receiver is in the matter of
quality when both local-station and distant reception is wanted.
In the present article it is explained how the choice of value
of the intermediate frequency stages of a superheterodyne is
linked with the question of providing for ~·ariable selectim'ty

fitting it to a straight set would seem prohibitive.
If we decide, as we must, that the
superheterodyne best meets the requirements of general reception, as providing
the simplest \\·ay of obtaining high sensitivity and selectivity, our decision is
confirmed by the comparative ease with
which variable selectivity can be included, for this has such a far-reaching
effect upon the quality of reproduction
that it is soon likelv to be deemed an
essential.
The superheterodyne, therefore, proves to be the best type of receiver not merely for distant reception but
for general use where a nry high standard of quality is demanded in local reception together with high selecti\'ity when
distant stations are required.
Now broadcast reception may be
divided into three distinct categories:
local, where the receiver is situated within
the service area of the vYanted transmitter ;
medium distance, where reception is
wanted from high-power stations which
1
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conditions, and the difficulties increase as
~he signal \Yeakens and the interference
mcreases.
Whatewr the frequency adopted for
the IF amplifier, it is not difficult to
obtain all the amplification \\·hich can be
used. A limit is set to the useful amplification by the noise generated in the receiwr and this is of seYCral kinds. Valves
contribute their quota of hiss, but the
limit is really set hv thermal agitation in
the conductors forming the first circuit,
and this applies \Yhcther the set be
straight or superheterodyne. For a maximum ratio of signal to internal noise the
input circuit should be efficient and resonant to the incoming signal.
Ginn this
condition and a correct choice of the first
vah'e, the frequency at "·hich amplification is carried out in unimportant.
In
practice, of course, one would tend to
choose a low intermediate frequency
rather than a high, since fewer stages are
then needed to achieve the amplification
with stabilitv.
Turning now to selectivity, provided
that the efliciency of the tuned circuits is

Frequencies
-------------- ... _-------------------------------- .
~

the same, the lower their opl"rating frequency the greater is their power of discriminating against um,·anted stations, so
that here, again, a low frequency would
seem advisable. For a gi\·en degree of
selection before the frequency-changer,
however, a low intermediate frequency is
far more likelv to lead to trouble from
second-channel interference than a high
We cannot, therefore, arbitraril v
one.
choose any frequency, and the pros an~l
cons must be carefully weighed bearing
in mind the purpose for which the receiver
is intended ; that is, whether it is to be
used for local, medium, nr long-distance
reception.
The broadcasting bands can be taken
accurately enough as 150-300 kc, s for the
long waves and sso-r.soo kc 's for the
medium, and for all ordinary purposes
these must be taken as prohibited bands
within which the intermediate frequency
cannot lie. \\'e have. therefore, three
possibilities for the intermediate frequency; it can be a low frequency of the
order of no kc ,;, it can be a medium
frequency of about 465 kc /,; between the
two wavebands, or it can be a high freC]Ut'ncy of sqme I .6oo kc / s.
We shall
confine the discussion to these three fre'quencies, and the question of amplification need not be considered since it is
C]Uite possible to obtain any degree we
may need at any of these frequencies.

The Demands of Selectivity
The question of selecti\·ity is very complicated. Although it is simple enough
to compare the selectivity of single circuits of the same efficiency at the different
frequencies, this tells us only a small part
of the story.
It is usually possible to
build more eflicient circuits at a high frequency than at a low, so that this offsets
the natural tendency of low frequency circuits to be more selecti\'C, while the necessity for tightly coupled band-pass circuits
at a low frequency still further militates
against it. Dielectric losses, however,
assume serious proportions at a high fre-
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Choosing the Intermediate Frequencyquency and the measures necessary to
combat them tend to increase cost.
It is, therefore, impossible to lay down
hard and fast rules, and experience indicates that there is not a great deal to
choose on the score of selectivity between
IIO kc / s and 465 kc Is.
Assuming that
the same number of tuned circuits be used
and the couplings adjusted for the sam~
degree of modulation-frequency response
at about 5,000 c/s, the selectivity can be
of the same order, but the higher frequency demands rather better coils. The
difference, however, is by no means great
enough to rule out the use of a frequency
of 465 kc / s even whE"n very high selectivity is demanded.
The case is different, however, when we
consider I,6oo kc j s, for it then prows
impossible to increase the efficiency of the
individual circuits sufficiently without the
use of regeneration, and to obtain the
same degree of selectivity many more
circuits are n:?cessary. It is generally
accepted that for long-distance reception
the response at 10 kc / s off-tunc must not
be more than one-thousandth of that at
resonance. It is easy to achieve this with
six tuned circuits at no kc Is, and not
unduly difficult at 465 kc Is, but quite out
of the question at I,6oo kc Is.
Turning now to second-channel interference, experience indicates that hm
signal-frequency tuned
circuits
giYe
adequate protection with an intermediate
frequency of no kc j s, except in cases
where the interference is caused by a
local transmitter; three circuits are then
needed or a special rejection system.
Over the band of I50-300 kc Is, secondchannel int2rference can occur only from
stations in the range 370-520 kc / s, and
this is outside the broadcast bands. On
the medium waveband, however, stations
between 770 kc / s and I, 720 kc Is may
cause interference, and the risk is serious
becau~e this is the major portion of the
medium waveband.
If \YC turn to an intermediate frequency
of 465 kc, s we gain considerably, for
each signal-frequency circuit gives roughly
the protection of two with the lower frequencv. In addition, the number of
broadcasting stations capable of causing
second-channel interference is much less.
On the long waveband only stations
bctw<,en I ,o8o kc / s and I, 230 kc / s can
cause trouble, and on the medium the
second-channel range is I>48o kc Is to
2-430 kc Is, of which only the I o48oI,jOO kc/s band coincides with a broadcast band.
·when we turn to I,6oo kc Is, the
second-channel band for the whole range
of IjO-I,500 kcls is 3·350-4,700 kc/s, and
interference of this kind from broadcasting
stations is impossible. With such an intermediate frequency it is, in fact, possible
to dispense with signal-frequency tuned
circuits and to employ in their place a
fixed filter. Ganging is then abolished,
and as the full range can be covered in
one sweep of the tuning condenser waveband switching is unnecessary. The single-

span system of tuning thus offers considerable advantages over the more conventional superheterodyne.

The Final Choice
The chief characteristics of the different
intermediate frequencies have been briefly
outlined, and we are now in a position to
make a choice, and this choice \vill
naturally dep::-nd upon the use to which
we wish to put the receiver. For a purely
local receiver one frequency is as good as
another, but the high frequency has the
advantage of permitting single-span
tuning, with <tll its simplification, to be
used. More often than not, however, the
straight set will be used, for neither selectivity nor semitivity is important.
TRIMMER

CONTROL
SHAFT

good results being obtained from the
stronger Continental transmissions. The
degree of sensitivity required for such
stations is not so high that background
hiss is likely to prove important, so that
there is no objection to the aperiodic aerial
system of a single-span receiver. When
account is taken of the simplicity of its
tuning arrangements, moreover, this type
of set will be seen to be ideal for these
particular receiving conditions.
The next class of listener requires a set
which will still be used largely for local
reception, but which will be used to a
much greater degree than before for
moderate distance reception, and occasionally for long-distance reception. Here the
single-span receiver is again suitable, but
its adjacent channel selectivity is lower
than that of a receiver with a lower intermediate frequency. The latter, however,
must have a more complex tuning system
if second-channel and kindred forms of
interference are to be avoided. A definite
ruling in this category is impossible, for it
is on the border line, on either side of
which one system seems definitely superior
to the other. Too many factors are involved to be discussed here, and they are,
moreover, factors which will vary greatly
according to circumstances.

Extreme Sensitivity
MOVING
COIL

The principle of a variable-selectivity IF
transformer is dearly shown in this skeleton
drawing. The upper coil is fixed in position,
but the lower can be rotated with respect
to it by the control rod projecting through
the screening can. Note that the trimmers
are mounted at opposite ends of the screen to
reduce unwanted capacity couplings.

For a very long-distance' receiver used in
a clish-ict remotL' from any powerful transmitte-r, a low intermediate frequency is
be,;t, for there is hardly any limit to the
degreE' of sclLTti,-ity which it is possible
to achin·e, and no more than two presdector circuits will be needed. If the set
is to be used within a few miles of a broadcasting station, three, or even four, signalfrequency circuits will be needed to avoid
all trouble from s:concl-ch:mnel interference.
In gL'Hcral, a receiver is not used exclusively for one purpose, however. The
local reccin•r must give occasional reception of the stronger Continental transmissions, and the long-distance receiver is
sometimes tuned to the local. We have.
therefore, to consider more than a single
requirement, and we must ever bear in
mind the in•porlant points of convenience
and cost. vVith an intermediate frequency
of I .6oo kc / s it is easy to secure more
th<1n adequate s.:·lectivity for local reception, and hv means of regen::ration it can
be increased sufficiently to permit very

When we turn to the more sensitive type
of set, however, which, although it must
be capable of high-quality local reception,
is intended not only for medium but for
long-distance reception, we shall find that
signal-frequency tuning and a moderate or
low intermediate frequency become necessary. The sensitivity of such a receiver
must be so high that internally generated
noise becomes of importance, and in order
to make the limiting factor the circuit
noise rather than the vatve hiss, the signal
applied to the first valve must be as large
as possible, and this calls for a tuned
signal-frequency circuit rather than the
aperiodic circuit of a single-span receiver.
If we use signal-frequency tuned circuits,
waveband switching becomes necessary.
so that there is no reason, sa vc that of
second-channel interference. against using
a moderate or low intermediate frequency.
Adequate selectivity for this type of
receiver cannot be obtained at I,6oo kcls
at the present time, so that this is an additional reason for reYerting to the standard
type of sup2rheteroclyne in cases where
both sensitivity and selectivity must be
very high. We have, therefore, to choose
only between no kc / s and 465 kc / s for
the intermediate frequency. A receiver of
this nature shoulLl be fitted with variable
selectivity if it is to be npable of giving
the best performailce as regards both distant and local transmissions, and it has
already been pointed out that this is more
readily arhitwd at 465 kc / s than at no
kc Is.· \Vh.:n ''"-' take into account the
sn;allcr ch·gree nf second-channel interference with the higher intermediate freqncacy, it is ch.ar that there is ample
justification ior its use.
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Measuring the Ultra Shorts
A Simple Absorption Wave ..
meter and its Calibration
By 11. B. IJE\T

This illustration
shows a handy
form of absorption waverneter
with d i re c t I y
calibrated scale
covering a range
0

f

4·5

t 0

7

metres.

lating. On a 25-foot pair of \\ires wan:lengths up to sen·n metn·s can be
measured.
Whilst Lecher wires SE'tYe th(·ir purpo,;c
as a calibrator, a more conH·nient ,,.a,·cmeter is necessaiY for future use, and thi~
might well take t'he form of an absorption
meter calibrated from the Lecher ,,·ires.
If a milliammeter is inserted in the HT
feed to the oscillator ,-aln·, it will kick up
when the wavemeter is brought near to 1ts
coil and tuned to resonance.
Thp
weakest coupling 'hat just moves th(,

T

HE constructor of a short-wave the local signal one is no nearer to knowing
where five-metres tunes in than without it.
receiwr has no difficulty in testing
the results of his handiwork, for
The calibration does not present much
there are plenty of signals to be difficulty, and can com·eniently be
heard from tweh·e metres upwards ; silencE'
effected by means of Lecher wires. These
in the headphones or loud speaker is indi- consist of two parallel wires erected about
cative of something amiss with the set,
four or five feet above the ground, spaced
and steps can be taken to trace the cause 3in. apart by insulating bars and coupled
to its lair. On the ultra-short waveband,
to an oscillator as aforementioned, hut
i.e., bdow ten metres, signals are few and
fitted with a power valve.
They arc
far between, for, apart from the amateur,
joined by a single-turn coil at the oscillator
the only other occupants of this portion of end but open at the far end. These will
have to be erected in the garden, for a
the radio spectrum are the experimental
span of about 25 feet is needed to give a
teJe,·ision transmitters.
Having therefore completed an ultra- measurement at se\·en metres. '.Yith these·
short-wave rPceiver for the five-metre
wires coupled to an oscillator, standing
band, one is faced with the problem of waves arc set up having current antinodes, i.e., points of maximum current, at
devising ways and means of testing it. Of
distances equal to a
course, listening in
half wavelength.
at intervals on what
HE paucity of signals of known
It on! v remains
one fondly assumes
frequency on the ultra-short waveto devi~e s o m e
to be five metres,
band is a handicap to testing a newly
means of determinmay bring its reconstructed receiver. It is suggested that
ing these current
ward in the form of
maxima to obtain
an amateur testing
a simple signal generator be used such as
an accurate
his transmitter •Jr
that described in this article. An abmeasurement
o f
working
with
sorption zva·vemeter is alw described with
the
\Yavelength,
as
another of the same
notes on how it can be calibrated.
the distance beorder. But it is a
tween them can be
t e d i o u s businE'S3
\Vaiting for the elusive signal, and e\'E'n scaled off with a metre rulf·. The simplbt
somewhat exasperating if one particularly indicator is a small low-consumption flash
wishes to get a set working at the eleventh
lamp bulb with short wires soldered to the
two contacts and bridged across the wires.
hour to take part in one of the special fivemetre tests occasionally organised by If this is mO\·ed along the bulb will light
amateur cxperimentPrs at thE' week-ends.
at each half-wave current antinode.
The first point \Yill appear a half waveThe only alternative to groping in the
length from the coupling point, but thi:-;
dark is to produce a home-grown signal,
distance is not alwa\·s reliable, and it is
and the simple form of oscillator in Fig. r
advisable to ignore !t and search for the
will suffice, for it need not even he modunext.
The first point should be marked
lated. It is, in fact, nothing more than an
before moving the lamp bridge, as from
oscillating detector stagE', though to lJe <Jf
any use it must be calibrated, if only this point to the next curn·nt antinodc,
approximately, for otherwise work on the measured in metres, will he t·xacth· ha If
the wavelength at which the nlve i~ oscilreu;iver will be wasted effort, for even with

T

LT
~----0+

Fig. I. Simple ultra-short-wave test oscillator circuit ; it could be used to energise
Lecher wires for wavelength measurements.
A two-turn coil, 2in. in diameter, is used.

meter needle should be used, as wry tight
coupling will give false results.
A wavemeter for this band can be constructed from an Ecldystone 2') mmfcb .
.Microclenser, a coil of fin· turns, spaced in
one inch, and a small parallel fixed condensn of about ten to twelve mmfcls.
Eddystone make a suitable component.
These can be assembled on a small squarl
of ebonite and mounted on a long handle,
a,; shown in the illustration. B~- fitting a
parallel fixed condenser, a mu re op<'ll
scale is obtained con·ring just that part
of the band needed.
·-

Calibrating
With the values giwn the range of the
mder will be 4·5 metres to 7 .o metres
approximatdy. A heavy gauge nf \Yire i::;
u:;ed for the coil, otherwise the !']ighie~t
knock will upset the calibration. In tlw
model shown the coil is ;lin. inside diameter, and wound \\·ith No. 12 SYVC
copper wire, 3/ 32in. diameter approximately.

JULY 12th, 1935·
Measuring the Ultra ShortsIf an approximate calibration will
suffice the Lecher wire business can be
dispc1;,;ed w1th and a wavemetcr roughly
calibrated from the receiver, using as an
indication of wavelength a resonant line
consisting of two wires fixed to a long
wood batten and spaced about r?!in.
apart. These arc joined at one end by 1
straight bridge but open at the other.
They are a little less than a quarter wavelength long, so that the \York can be
effected indoors, since for a seven-metre
reading the wires are about five feet long
only. The curve in Fig. 2 gives the length
required to resonate at wavelengths between 4·5 to 7 metres.

Resonant Line
vVhen the resonant line is coupled to
the grid coil of the detector and this stage
is lightly oscillating, the oscillations will
b~ suppressed at resonance.
Leaving the
receiver tuned to this position, the wavemeter is coupled to the coil and its condenser adjusted to suppress the oscillation
as before.
A click in the headphone;
indicates the resonant point.
Witli
super-regenerative sets the resonant point
is indicated by a diminution in tiH!
"n1ush" level.
\Vhen making the adjustments with the
resonant line care must be taken to ensure
that the suppression of oscillations of the
detector is due definitely to the absorbing
effect of the line and not to any other
cause, such as an HF choke or the likr.
It the local signal oscillator has been
built the wavelength can be adjusted by
rrsonant line and the wayemeter calibrated from the oscillator, as described

for the Lecher wire
rig.
It has been mentioned that the local
oscillator need not be
modulated, for when a
super-regenerative set
is used and tuned to
the oscillator the signal
makes a hole in the
'' mush,'' a strong
signal giving practically a silent background. To include
modulation
the
scheme adopted in the
test oscillator described
in The Wireless World
of May roth last can
be employed. This is
rdiable and gives a
good note.
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Fig. 2.-From this curve the length of a resonant line with wires
spaced I~in. can be obtained for wavelengths between 4·5 and
7 metres.

Through the Weathei' House*
Conducted Tour by a Practised Guide

I

N this charming book 1\Ir. \Vatson \Vatt

has given shape and _substance to our
atmosphere by reg;udmg It as a house
of many storeys complete w·ith floors,
heating, dectric light, h. and c. laid on,
v<·ntibtion, lifts; and furnished with stair
c<,rpets, mirror~. and picturPs.
It is a str~mge house in many ways, and
its tenants are stranger still
Thus tlw
fourth-floor tenant who is interested in the
n:anufacture of ozone has recently been discovered by detectJ\"Cs to have been living

oa the Iir~t Jloor all the time, and there is
a;J unusuallv beautiful creature clad in
f1lmy filagre~ who flits by night about the
se~ond-floor rooms.
Though hydrogen
might be expected to be abundant in the
upper regions, recent inquirers can find no
trace of thts tenant, and it is believed that
he has long ago made his escape through the
roof of the house at No. 3, Sun Street.
The_lifts, which transport hot air up and
cold atr clown, are of two kinds. The ordin~ry lifts are. r~liable and are much used by
b1rds and. ghdmg enthusiasts ; the express
ltfts !lre ltkely to get out of order and the
flashmg of fuses and the thunderous roar
of machinery are often observed. Occasionally, a glider pilot of stout heart seeks adVPnture in such a runaway lift.
T~lephony on the ground floor is chiefly
carn~d on by a communicating system extendmg ul? to the uth and 23rd floors and
down aga111. On each of these floors we
h?ve a Hall of Mirrors, discovered by Rea viside and Appleton. Sometimes one hall is
used, sometimes the other, depending on the
~avelength on which we are called. But
If the wavelength is too short it may never
come down again. Like Alice it may escape
th~ongh the looking-glass.
But even on
Sllltable wavelengths communication is often
made difficult by irresponsible residents in
the power house a l the end of the street
who keep throwing stones at the roof of th~
weather house.
Mr. 'Vatsou Vv"att was a meteorologist of
repute before he became a radio worker of
renown. 'Vhen we find that in addition he
has the imaginative power of a first-class
uovclist it is hardly necessary to say that
this book is one which should be read bv
everybody. It is a great achievement
have compressed the story of our atmosphere into 200 pages of entertainment.
R. T. B.

to

Ultra-short-wave oscillator used for Lecher wire measurements and for calibrating the
absorption wavemeter shown in another illustration.

* "Through the Vi'eather House." By R. A.
vYatson Watt, Pp. 192 (1935), 7/6 net. (Peter
Davies, Ltd., 30, Henrietta Street, London,
W.C.2.)
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UNBIASED
By
FREE GRID

Stereoscopic Television
HE latest television achievement is
true stert:oscopy, \Vhich has, I see,
been accomplished experimentally by a
German firm.
Most people are aware of the principles
of stereoscopy, in which two photographs
are taken with a special twin-lens camera
or two cameras side by side. When the
two photographs are stuck in the stereoscope a partition between the lenses causes
each eye to see only its appropriate photograph.
Numerous attempts have been made to
adapt the principle to the cinema and no
doubt perfect results could be obtained
if the audience were limited to one individual sitting in the middle of the
cinema theatre. with one eye on either

T

which was first put forward many years
ago. In this arrangement each member
of the audience is required to wear special
spectacles using different coloured eyeThere is no reason, of course,
pieces.
why a similar scheme should not be
adopted in connection with television,
and personally I think it would be preferable to the hooded arrangement as with
spectacles you could at least lean back
in comfort in an armchair.

Mid-channel Telephony
Al\I pleased that the powt'rs-that-be
have taken notice of my recent complaint about the absurdity (;f the fact that
when crossing the Channel you are completely cut off from all telephonic communication with the shore a few miles
away, whereas, on certain trans-Atlantic
liners, wrong numbers to suit all tastes
were continuously on tap.
Coming across from the Continent the
other day I was gratified to find that the
boat was fitted with a public call office, but
my gratification was tempered by sorrow
that the ship was not a British one.
Not that I was altogether surprised; it
is a great wonder to me that British crossChannel steamers have even wireless telegraphy fitted.
It cost me the equivalent of only two
shillings to converse with :\Irs. Free Grid
who, by the oversight of a porter, had accidentally got left behind on an alien shore.
Words failed me completely, however,
when my subsequent request for a London
number was met with a polite refusal. It
appeared from subsequent explanations
that i:he British Posl Office are not sufficient] y enterprising to provide a speciai
wireless station to link up with the midChannel telephony service, and it was explained to me that if I wanted to communicate with London I should have to pay for
getting myself connected up by wireless to
the Continent and thence by cable, even
though Dover was only a few hundred
yards' distant. l\Iy suggestion that the
boat should pretend to be a tr2ns-Atlantic
liner and call Rugby was not favourably
:.;cceived.
Even if we hawn't the gumption to fit
our own cross-Channel boats with a public
call office, surely we could at least offer
facilities to foreign steamers. And how
long, may I ask, are cross-Channel aeroplane passengers to be similarly deprived
of the opportunity of ringing up their
bookmakers?

I

" Preventing one eye from seeing what the
other is looking at.''

side of a vertical partition running from
the junction between the two photos on
the screen. Various attempts have been
made to get over the difficulty of preventing one eye seeing what the other eye is
looking at, but so far nothing has
appeared in the local hothouses of this or
any other country so far as I am aware.
The inventor from the Fatherland has
got over the difficulty by sending out two
entirely separate television " frames"
side by side in adjacent channels-a perfectly simple matter, for there are bags
of room round about the five-metre
region. Two entirely separate receivers
and scanning impedimenta are used, the
two cathodp-ray tubes being arranged side
by side behind a sort of hood, similar to
that of the machine on the average seaside pier, into which you stick your head.
The results are ob\'iously as perfect as
the still-life stereoscopic photographs of
very much onrdressed Brighton bathing
belles which so delighted our grandfathers. The only snag, so far as I can
see, is that people would object to spending the t'Wning peering into the eyepiece:
gadget. It might, however, be usefui for
hospital '' cyephone '' television which I
suggested some time ago.
There is, of cot1rse, a well-knmvn alternative scheme for cinema ~tereoscopy

Interesting Age
WOMEN are strange creatures and at
the best are fickle, false and hard
to plt>ase, as one of my fellow tradesmen
once remarked. I well remember that,
many years ago, when I first began
writing these notes, my post-bag used to
be bulging every morning with correspondence from women of all ages and
of all stations, ranging from Bond Street
to Bow Road.
About eighty per cent. of my correspondents begged me to send them a
photograph of myself or to publish one
in my weekly pages, for at that time my
classic features had not appeared in this
journal. Tht>ir importunity wore down
my resistance, and finally I reluctantly
agreed to my features appearing in the
various skdcht>s which adorn my contribution t'ach week. Immediately this
was dont' the lettt'rs of loYelorn adulation
from mv female charmers ceased abruptly ; fike a child with a new and !ongch·sired toy they had quickly tired of it
when they finally got it.
Aftl'r this I recl'ind Yt>ry few letters
from fcmalt: admirers, although one or
t\\·o faithful souls still stuck to mt' ; one
in particular, the wife of a na \·a] officer,
was a regular correspondent for some consiclera ble time, but ewn she has dropped
out now, and I can only suppose that her
hu~hand di:ocovETed our correspondence.

"Wore down my resistance."

Latterly, howt'ver, a slight trickle of
female corrt>spondence has recommenced,
and th<:> burden of their song is a request
for me to publish photographs of the little
Grid Leaks, '' more especially the male
ones who are of an interesting age." Now
it is the last remark which puzzles me, and
upon which I seek assistance. What on
earth is meant by "an interesting age"?
Interesting to whom?
I can assure
readers from bitter experience that none
of them has so far proved particularly
interesting to me, although they have, at
times, been a confounded nuisance. Perhaps some student of female psychology
will come to my aid with an explanation
of this strange demand, for I confess that
it has got me beaten to a frazzle.
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Events of the
Week in
Brief Review
Free Licences for German
Youths
FREE radio licences are now
issued to Hitkr Youth
Organisations for sets operated
in club-rooms.

Heilsberg Stronger

THE

Heilsberg transmitter i:·
about to resume operatimH
with a new anti-fading aerial.
The power has been raised from
uo to roo kilowatts.

c urrent
Broadcast Relays
Condemned

is not enthuD ENMARK
siastic in regard to wirdt'SS
rdav sen·ices.
At the rect>nt
nati~lllal met·ting of the Association o[ Electrical Manufacturers
the Chairman indicated that the
Association would unite with
th(· radio industry and television
companies to oppose radio distribution systems. It had been
found, he said, that wireless
relay ser\'ic·t·s were a source of
inconvenience to the authorities.

Nearly Two Million

R

EGISTERED
listmeB in
France up to May 1st last
numlwrccl 1,957,194· Tht· Pari-;
region heads the list with
871,032.

Announcers' Competition
HERR HADAMOWSKI, th,·
director- general of Gt·rman broadcasting, was asked to
give an official title to the
Prospective Announcers' Contl'st.
He chose "Rundfunksprec herwettlwwerlJs bezirksa uss ·
cheidungskampf."
Yt•t thl'n'
was a large entry.
Nearly three hundred persons
applied last week for a vacanc-v
on the announcing stafi of Radio
N ormandie.

World Broadcasting
Conference

WE understand that a defi.nitr·
move was made at tlw
annual meeting of the Interrwtional Broadcasting Union
at \'Varsaw tmvards extcndinl(
its scope over the whole world.
Arrangements are being made
to hold a world conference of
broadcasting organis:ttion" next
spring, probabl~· in Paris.
This widened outlook of the
U.I.R. must be accounted for
partly bv the incr<>asing importance of short-wav<> broad
casting and the extension of
inter- Contineutal
programme
l'Xchanges.

A

Tour de France

NE\;v' radit' rl'porting car is
!wing used in connecticnJ
with the famous cycling (·vc·nt,
the ''Tour de Franct'. · ·
Th,'
car, which is owned bv th,~
('\THing journal, L' Intransit;ecml,
contains two compartments, the:
one in front being the studio an::
the other contai1iing the record
ing apparatus.
A railt>d platform on the roof i-;
used as a vantage point by tlw
comm(·ntators.
Commentarie-;
an· recorded on discs or can >w
passed direct to the control room
for simultaneous broadcast.

A Danish Profit
T

kast 1h4 out of <·very
A thousand
inhabitants of
Ih·n mark
ha V(' ,,·irelesc;
receivers, ac-cording to the la test
report of the Danish broadcasting organisation, which clisclosl's
a net profit of more than om·
million kroner during tlw season
FJ34 i 5. as compar('d with threequartns of a million kroner for
the previous year.
The total
numlwr of Danish listeners is
503,000.

Topics

tion Devot,
\Vc·st Drayton,
Mirldlesex.
\Vireless instructors must be
capable of lecturing in applied
radio and dectrical theory and
of demonstrating in a radio and
electrical laboralorv. The commencing rate of pay for a radio
instructor is /4 a week inclusive, which may be increased
to £4 5s. after a short period of
satisfactory sen·ice.
ln addition
instructors
of
morse
capable of working at 25 words
a minute, st·maphore at 15
words a minuh', and lamns at
I 2 words a
minute, are. also
n,quired.

5-Metre Field Day
AS announced last week the
Golders Gret-n and Hendon
Radio Societv will hold a field
day on Sund;y next, Juiy 14th,
meeting at <).30 a.m. outside the
Old Mill House Tea Rooms on
the Berkhamsted-Kin!(s Langlev road. If the weather is
fa-vourable
the
transmitter,
G5CD (wavt·length, 5.2 metres),
will lw located near Ivinghuc
Beacon. Particulars can be obtaim·d from Mr. A. G. Griffith,
assistant hon. secretary "Hornlwams," Priory Dri~~. Stanmore, 1\Iicldh·sex.
Telephone:
Stanmore 373.

5-METRE SIGNALS AT 207 MILES

If and
is

!lOW ~isclosed

that 'phone
stgnals tr<"tnsmitted bv Mr. Douglas ·waiters
(G5CV)
from
the
top
of
Snowdon last W(·t,k wen' heard
bv Mr. A. J. Hall (G2NU),
near Romford, Essex.
The
distann, CO\Trt·d was 207 miles.
The report checks with the
transmission log.
I.C.\'V.

and 3oth). I. C. \V. signals wE· re
also nn·ivcd by Ivlr. J. Walkt·r
(G5]U) on a high hill near
Bristol ( r 40 mile-s away)
1\Ir. F. Charman 's receiver
was a supHhet., using separate
oscillator, 3 IF stages on about
4 m/ cs., and a second detector
operating into the 'phones.
The aerial system employed

Wireless Opportunities
in the R.A.F.
are required
T RADESMEN
for servict' in the R.A.F. in
a civilian canacitv for instruction work -in fitting, metal
rigging, armaments, and wireless.
The e!Pctrical and wirdes,;
school at Cranwell will have to
handle a greatly increased entry
of wireless operators. Civilian
instructors a;t. acc-ordinglv invited to apply for these ap[)ointrm·nts
to the Commanding
Ofticer, Royal Air Foret· Hecep·

Th(' aerial at Stoke
Poges (G5CJ) employs two rows of
four dipoles each,
one above the
c:ther. On the left
is G6CJ 's transmitter
comprising two 852 valves
in push-pull tunedplat~ tuned-grid.

The ftrst
long
cl ist;uJn•
r t' p o r t
came from .1\lr. F.
Charman (G6CJ), of
Stoke PogE·s (175
miles.!, who picked
up l.C.W. signals
O\'(•r a p('riod of
SE'vt•ral
hours
on
both Saturday and
Sunday (J un~ 29th

two rows of four dipoles each,
om· abon· the other.
l\Iodulated
I.C.\V.
signals
from
Snowdon
(writes Mr.
Charman) Wl·re Jirst discovered
about I 1.30 v.m. on Jnnl· 29th,
but were wdl bc·low the background noi:'e, ami it was some
tinw before the call sign was
iclt'ntifted. Signals were watcher!
till 1.30 a.m., when G5CV closed
down. Tlwy were held again at
9.30 a.m., when a readable signal was n·n·ivec\ for a few
minutes, and were held until
11 a.m. 1\Ir. H. L. O'Heffernan
(G5BY) has disputed the suggestion in our last issue that G5CV's
achievement constitutes a record, in view of his own 200mile transmission from Snowdon
in IC)33·
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of a

Input R.esistance

Diode or Triode Detector
Some Recent Investigations
HE loading effect of any type of detector has a considerable
influence on the behaviour of the receiver with regard to both
sensitivity and selectivity.
This article deals with the quantitative
estimation of detector input resistance (which determines the loading
effect). The problem is complicated by the fact that actual resistance
is largely dependent on input voltage.

T

X

y two-terminal detector, whether

of thermionic or contact (e.g.,
copper-oxide) type, consumes el.ec. trical power when an 2.\ternatmg
electro-motive force is applied to it. From
this point of view, the detector and its
associated load-resistance R, and by-pass
condenser C, as in Fig. Ia, can be considered as equivale'nt to a resistance Re,
as in Fig. Ib. For design purposes, it is
desirable to know the magnitude of the
equivalent effective input-resistance Re
and the way this magnitude depends on
the characteristic of the detector, the
amplitude of operation, and the magnitude of the load-resistance.
A number of theoretical discussions of
this subject have already bern published,
but most of these have been concerned
with the idealised rectification-characteristic shown in Fig. za, it being suggested
that for large amplitudes of operation the
curvature which, in fact, is invariably
associated with the foot of the characteristic, as in Fig. zb, is unimportant compared with the substantially rrctilinear
part of the whole characteristic. There is,
however, a fallacy in this assumption, as
will be immediately apparent from the
diagrammatic representation of the actual
rectification-process shown in Fig. 3· In
nearly all practical cases, where the load

may be unreliable.
Fortunately, this
fact has been realised by the authors of
the more recent publications on this subject, who have assumed, for the chiuacteristic, forms more m accord with
actuality.
One fact which has been firmly
established, both theoretically and expenmentally, is that in any efficient rrctifying arrangement-i.e., one in which the
rectifier passes practically zero current in
one direction, and in which the load circuit is suitably designed-the effectiw input-resistance Re approaches in value
half the magnitude of the DC load-resistance, i.e., R i 2, as the input-voltage
amplitude is increased. At the same time,
the output voltage V tends to equality
with Evz, i.e., to the peak value of the
input-voltage. Thus we have as a limit-

;:

Fig. 3· Showing the significance of the
curved foot of the rectifier characteristic.

VOLTAGE

VOI.TAGE __.,

--

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.-The ideal rectifier characteristic
would be straight, as in dia. (a); in practice, its foot is always curved (dia. (b) ).
"'E

Re

mediately apparent, i.e., the input radiofrequency power E" /Re is wholly converted into the output direct-current power
V"jR. From the general character of this
result it may be inferred that any rectifying arrangement, whatever the precise
form of its characteristic, will have an input resistance which tends to equality
with half the DC load-resistance, if it is
l'fficient in the above sense, i.e., if the
output voltage tends to equality with the
pt>ak value of the input-voltage. (It is
here assumed that the input-power is very
approximatdy given by E" /Re, i.e., that
there arc no very significant reactive components of input current.)

iag condition for efficient rectification at
large amplitudes : R

Though it is useful to have this general
rule it is still necessary to know how the
input-resistance approaches this limit, as
a function of the various variable elements
involved, more particularly the amplitude
of opt·ration. There have been two comparatively recent experimental investigations in this field, with results that appear
to be directly contradictory to each other.
The curves in Figs. 4 and 5 arc based
respectively on the results given by E.
Severini in the Italian Journal Alta
Frequenza (Oct., 1933), and by J. Marique
in the issue of L'Onde Electrique for Nov.,

Rc:=~--

2

and y z >< E·c-, V
or
zE 2 =V 2
These results arc fairly widely known,
but it is possible that their dynamic significance is not so generally appreciated.
Combining the two simple equations by
division gives
1

(a)

(b)

Fig. I.-In diagram (a) E = RMS value of
input voltage. V = direct component of
rectified output voltage. In the equivalent
circuit (b) Re = effective value of input
(radio-frequency) resistance.

resistance R is relatively large, such
radio-frequency conduction as occurs will
be determined almost entirely by the
curved foot of the characteristic, and conclusions drawn from a considrration of
the idealised straight-line characteristic

zE 2
Re
or

£2

•

2V 2

=R

vz

Re R
of which the dynamic significance 1s im-
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Fig. 4.-Measured values of effective input
resistance of a grid-circuit rectifier.
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1934· In each case Re tends towards the
limiting value R j 2, but in the one case it
decreases from a much higher value towards this limit, and in the other it rises
from a somewhat lower value.

Theoretical Analysis
The apparent inconsistency can, however, be resolved on theoretical grounds.
If the initial grid-voltage corresponds to a
point such as that marked Pr in Fig. 2b,
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A MS VALUE OF" INPUT

VOLTAGE

Fig. 6.-Calculated value of the effective
input resistance of a rectifier with zero
conductivity in one direction and '' squarelaw " conductivity in the other.

be assumed for all practical design purposes.
It must, of course, be remembered that
this input resistance is that corresponding
to the radio-frequency power absorbed by
the rectification process alone.
In the
case of grid-rectification in a triode valve
there will, in general, be an additional
small load, representable at a resistance in
parallel with Re, arising from the coupling between grid and anode circuit
through the grid-anode capacitance. In
practice, therefore, the input-resistance
mav be found to be somewhat lower than
the- theoretical limiting value R/ 2, but
this effect, with its consequent lowering
of rectification-efficiency, can be minimised by providing a low impedance
radio-frequency path in the anode-circuit.

R
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Short-wave Broadcasting

I I 14I

12

VOLTAGE

Fig. s.-Measured values of effective input
resistance of diode rectifier.

then a theoretical analysis shows that the
input-resistance Re decreases towards the
limit R / 2 as E increases. The curve of
Fig. 6, ·for example, based on data calculated by S. E. A. Landale' illustrates
this behaviour, and serves also to give
some idea of the rate at which this limit
is approached in a representative case. If,
on the other hand, the initial grid-bias
corresponds to a point such as P2 in Fig.
2b, then it can be shown that the initial
value of the input-resistance, corresponding to zero input-voltage, will be the sloperesistance of the rectifier-characteristic at
the initial point, i.e., AB j BC in Fig. 2b.
This slope-resistance may clearly have any
value from several megohms down to a
few tens of thousands of ohms, depending
on the location of the initial working
point, but under most practical conditions
it will be of the order of a hundred thousand ohms or so. Since this initial sloperesistance may thus be greater or less than
Rj2, it is clear that Re may in practice
approach the limiting value R 12 from
either direction. In the case of Marique's
measurements, for example, the load resistance R! 2 was rather unusually small
(47,ooo ohms), and it is probable that the
initial slope-resistance of the characteristic
exceeded this value.
In the Italian
measurements, on the other hand, it mav
be inferred that the initial slope-resistances involved were somewhat lower than
R/ 2. Unfortunately, neither paper gives
sufficient data to permit of an exact confirmation of this explanation of the contrary initial slopes of the curves of fignres
4 and 5, but it is a reasonably probable
and sufficient explanation of the observed
variations. In either case, it is shown that
the limiting Yalue R / 2 is approached
fairly rapidly as a function of inputamplitude, and if the latter exceeds four
or five volts the limiting value can safely
' S. E. A. Landale: "An Analysis of Triode
Valve Rectification." Proc. Ca.mb. Phil. Sor;.,
Oct., 1929.

T

HE recent thundery tendencies have
made reliable short-wave reception a
somewhat difficult matter, as atmospherics have bet>n unusually troublesomt",
cvl'Il on wavelengths below 20 metres.
As a gl·neral rule, however, it has been
only the 49-metre band which has become
really uncomfortable, and stations on shorter
wavelengths have been sufficiently strong to
come through the static background quit\>
well.
\V'2XAF on 31.48 metres must surely bC'
the "star"' American station at present.
It is a pity that this station does not start
up until 11.30 p.m., as he w~uld certainly
come ovt-r at excellent strength as early as
9 p.m. Rect-nt important outside broadcasts
from the States have bet-n rPceived via
"XAF"' with great reliability, with occasional lnm;ts of quick fading as the only
drawback.
JBH, Nazaki, Japan, on .20.6 metres, now
appears to have conw on the map as a
regular broadcast station. His commercial
teiephon\· has been heard by short-wave
!istt-ners for quite a long time, but he is
now putting out programmes with 20 k\V' ..
including a news bulletin in English. His
regular time of operation is 2.30-3.30 p.m.
B.S.T.
A Glasgow reader takes up the rect-nt
rt-marks, by anotlwr corrPspondent, on the
subjt·ct of "switching on for a short-wave
programme at a given time." This particular reader recalls schooldavs, when sitting up late was discouraged (to put it

mildly). He arranged a remote-control system from his bedside, and having first tuned
in the receiver to W2XAF or \V'8XK would
retire ostensibly to bed and switch on at
I r p.m., or thereabouts.
ThE' same reader has never quite lost the
habit, and on more than one occasion recently has set his alarm clock for 3 a.m.,
switched on the set from the bedside, and
listened to world's championship boxing
matches and similar events.
The chief difficulty seems to be that of
st-curing advance copies of short-wave programmes. The American stations give a
resume at the beginning of each week of
tlw important events to be broadcast, but
others art> not so considerate.
In view of this, the chief charm of the
short waves still seems to bt- the ability to
tune in a station that one has never heard
before, listen to an interminable programme,
and finally have to switch off without
having heard an announcement of any kind.
Perhaps short-wave broadcasting ~ill re
form itst'lf before long!
The writer would be very glad if readers
would send him details of new and interesting stations that they hear, together with
approximatP wavelength and time. Then~
are many unidentified stations still on his
list.
"
MEGACYCLE.

A New McMichael Set
th?
W ITH
n·ceiv<:rs

of making MclVlichad
available to a wider section
of the communitv a new
superheterodyne, known as
MoJt>l
235,
has
!wen
introduceJ at tlw comparatively low figun: ut 12

object

guineas.

McMichael Model 235 superheterodyne.

The new sr·t is striking in
appearance and the cabine-t
is construct,·d of in\;,id walnut.
The three-valve- circuit comprises a triodt·p<:ntode frf'quency changt"r.
HF pentode IF ampliflf·r,
and
doubk-diodr·-pento<le
combine<! ddector <tnd output valve.
AVC is, o£
cours<·. inc\uJed. and an interesting feature of tlu· circuit j, thf' inclusion of
mains suppressors to minimise electrical interference
troubles.
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Jflectrfcal 1Researcb IDurfng tbe 1Refgn
Very Real Problems of 1745
of ~eot~ge 1t.
HEN the old hand at radio ·views one of those super-modern
receivers capable of bringing in half the World's stations at loudW
speaker strength with the turn of a single knob, how often we hear

him remark : " Yes, but in the good old days of multiple tuners and
magnetic-detectors, then wireless was really wireless ! " To cheer the
old hands at radio a correspondEnt sends us the following extracts
from an article which appeare.d in " The Gentleman's Magazine" of
January, 1747, undtr the title," Expaimwts on Electricity."
N Sept~mber, 1745 (~uns th~ arti~le),
being m company with my mgemous
friend Mr. Wilson and having a globe
for making electrical experiments, he
proposed one to determine the velocity
wherewith the electric matter moves thro'
bodies, by means of a wire 450 feet long,
properly suspended, and two piece3 of th2
downy part of a feather nearly equal in
bulk and weight, which were laid on
polished plates of brass adjoined to each
end of the wire ; from these when the rod
of wire was electrified might be seen which
feather was thrown off or repelled first
from either plate. The event, after a great
number of tryals, was, that the difference
in point of time was scarce perceivable so
that nothing with any accuracy could be
determined by either of us for sometime.;
the farthest would seem to move the first
and at other times that which was nearest.
We then proceeded to the firing spirit of
wine warmed in a spoon, which we did at
the farther end of the wire as well as the
nearer; and both with equal facility; and
the shock, snap, and flame, upon approaching the wire at either end with the
finger, were apparently equal; and the
effect was so great as, upon applying the
spirit to the wire, to cause one unavoidably to throw part of the spirit out of the
spoon, the arm being very much convulsed.

I

manner as before; with this I produced a
greater effect than ever ; but yet I cannot
think that the effect of 86o feet was proportionably greater than that of 450 as the
number is. But to be assun:d whether my
fresh success was really owing to the
enlarged length of the wire, or to some
other circumstances, I disengaged the first
piece of wire, which might be about 20
feet long, from all the rest, as I could
easily and readily do so; and having made
the experiment several times over, fir.;t
with the whole length, then with one piece
only, I constantly found that the effect of

found that the force of 5 or 6oo feet of wire
is to all appearance as great as any.
The following queries perhaps may not
be improperly adjoined.
1.
Does not the electric matter move at
least thro' a greater space than 1 ,ooo feet
in a second of time, since it is sensible at
the end of a wire 86o feet long apparently
as soon as at the beginning?
2.
Does not the electric matter move
with an accelerated motion; since, if it
moved with an equal one, as great an effect
ought to be produced from a short wire as
from a long one, if it be true that the effect
is not increased by increasing the quantity
of matter electrified?
3· Can its motion be, in practice, accelerated beyond a certain degree, since, if
it could be increased ad infinitum, it would
always follow, that the farther the wire
was continued, the greater would be its
yelocity and eff~'ct at the end thereof; but

Velocity and Distance
In the following winter, at every favourable opportunity, I try' d to fire spirits,
etc., by means of a short piece of wire 5
or 6 feet long, all the rest being as before ;
but to my great surprize, I never could
produce an accumulation or effect, in any
degree comparable to that we had before
experienced; which, at first I attributed to
the greater moisture or coldness of the air;
but being satisfied to the contrary, I began
to think that our former success was owing
to the greater quantity of solid matter contained in the wire we then made use of.
To satisfy myself in this, I suspended a
smith's am·ille in silk cords, so as to communicate with the eiectrified globe ; but
the force of the electric matter contained
therein, did not appear, upon touching it,
to be greater than before. Hereupon, I
imagined that the great velocity acquired
by the motion of the electric matter from
so great a distance might perhaps be the
cause of it. To try this, I suspendEd 86o
feet of the same wire, and in the same

Mr. Wilson and hi3 assistants en<;a6e1 in a'1 ele:trical
the Pantheon.

the whole length was vastly superior to
that of one piece. I was then desirous to
know, whether a greater quantity of electric matter, being accumulated in a larger
quantity of solid matter, and moving with
the same velocity, might not produce a
greater effect ; to determine this, I suspended the am·i!le as before, which communicated with the farther end of the
wire; but the effect was not s~nsibly different, whether the anville itself was
touched, or that end of the wire the most
remote from it ; nor even whether th-e
anville communicated with the wire or not.
I afterwards enlarged the wire to I ,078
feet, but the effect was not sensibly greater
than that of 86o; however. I am certain it
was not less. I have since try'd Mr.
Wilson's experiment with 86o feet, with
just the same success as before; howe,·er,
I assured myself that there was no real
difference in time of half a second. I have

e:<perim~:J.t

with two S?ark gaps in

it does not appear to be greater in a wire
of r ,ooo feet than in one of 6 or Boo?
4· Doe:; this happen. becaus-e the electric matter meets with anv resistance from
the bodies thro' which (t passe:i, which,
increasing as the velocity of the electric
matter is increasing, till such times as the
resistance becomes equal to the original
moving force, causes the velocity after that
to be continued equal, as would happen
to a stone falling in the air? Or
5· Does it happen by a loss of the electric matter in passing through so great a
distance into the air, and thereby lowering
its original moving force or elasticity, as
much as it gains by acceleration, in passing
through that greater distance?

*

*

.

Such were the problems which perplexed
our forefathers, who, it must be remembered, had no access to The Wireless
TVorld Information Department.
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High Fidelity and
Background Noise
By

"CATHODE
RAY"

Average Listeners Undergo Scientific Tests
do listeners like
as one of the
answers, that turmng the tone control to " low " is a simpler way for
the average (and, therefore, lazy) listener
to reduce interfering noises than the process of filling in Post Office complaint
forms-of which many people don't even
know the existence.
Academic qualifications are not needed
for finding out that background noise is
ameliorated by cutting off the top notesthe uninformed knob-twister soon tumbles
to it when left to himself and his knobs.
All the same, some wise person has left
it on record that " to measure is to know "
(or similar pithy observation); a principle
that underlies all scientific advance. It
affords great amusemE>nt to a certain type
of observE>r when a size 8 hat gravely
announces the iclE>ntical conclusions that
the ordinary man in the street reached a
long time ago. But the scientific investigation of many apparently ot)\·ious things
has often been extremely fruitful.
So
there is no occasion to deride some of the
recent work ot the Bell Telephone
Laboratories enn if it fails to provide any
of the sensational disclosures beloved of
the lay journalist.
They have been finding out how much a
restricted scale of frequencieS--top note
cutting, in other \vorcls-affects the interference due to "n1ush " or "hiss." Now,
the wa v in which the learned scientist with
his measuring instruments sometimes lays
himself open to criticism from his " practical " brethren is that in his enthusiasm
he mav forget that the ultimate judge of
what is wanted is not a Yoltmeter but the
human ear. There are certain things that
in our present state of knowledge seem incapable of being measured with inanimate
apparatus.

I

N

asking

" Why

Boom? "'' I

sugge~ted,

The Human Element
In the famous experiments that the
Bell people carried out, establishing beyond further argument how wide a scale
of frequencies 1s needed to reproduce
sounds faithfully, they employed a considerable number of human beings as their
measuring instruments ; cleverly using
them in such a way as to exclude so far
as possible the tir.esomc prejudices and
wilfulnesses that make human observers
1
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so unreliable and then taking an a wrage
in order to cancel out unusual or extreme
aural characteristics.
In this way they combine scientific
method with direct observation in terms of
the effect on the listener. In the work on
noise interference they again adopt these
methods, taking an average of the observations made by twenty people picked at
random. As a preliminary precaution
they ran a test on these people to find out
the characteristics of their ears.
These
were found to differ fairly widely, but were
considered to be representative of listeners
in g-::neral.
The listening apparatus consisted of an
amplifier and loud speaker system giving
practically a perfect lewl response up to
7,500 cycles per second-something considerably better than the ordinary receiver
of commerce, lmt not so good as the really
high fidelity system the Bell have produced, level up to rs,ooo or so. Into this
(which was call eel " full band ") could
be S\Yitched filters giving a cut-off at 7,000,

accepted frequencies in half, the noise
power likewise goes clown to a half.
If that were all, there would be no need
to pursue the matter farther; the point is
that owing to the peculiarities of the
human ear the reduction in loudness
depends on which part of the frequency
band is cut out. It also depends, to some
unknown extent, on whateYer other sound->
-e.g., a broadcast programme-may
happen to be heard at the same time. The
strength of the noise injected in this way
was under control and measured in decibels (db).

Threshold Noise Level

The first test, after the preliminary
check-over of the human material, was to
find the noise level that could just be
detected by the listeners in a quiet room,
twelve feet from the loud speaker, and
with each of the filters switched on in turn.
The figure varied with the different
listeners, but I am quoting only the
a vera g es
of
the
twenty. They appear
AVERAGE MALE SPEAKING VOICE
' (
rAVERAGE FEMALE SPEAKING. VOICE_
in Column I of the
-HARMONIC RANGE
table ; first, the numPIANOFORTE
ber of db attenuation
VIOLA
that had to be intro,..-.-- -CLARINET
CORNETduced by the volume
r-- -VIOLIN
control t~ cut the noise
r-OBOE
down to the jus'.HUMAN VOICE-=~
audible level.
With
li
HORN~
I
the
full
freq nency
band available this is
8 og1P:§8
nearly
65 db, showing
~ ~~&O~cO~
that the noise issuing
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
from the speaker was
exceedingly
weak.
The gamut of audible frequencies, showing the fundamental
range of musical instruments.
Cutting
down
to
7,000 had very little
s,ooo or 3,500. The last of these is some- effect; the difference, o. I db, is printed
thing like what one gets over the counter. alongside.
Whm the s,ooo c/s filter
A musical programme could be switched was in the difference increased to 2.6
on and controlled in volume; and to avoid db. And when the limit of response was
complications it was chosen for its unvaryTABLE.
ingly mf character.
In addition there was the noise. This
was provided by an amplifiE>r of very high
gain, introducing nna,·oiclable valve hiss
at stn·nr>,th. It is caused bv the random
circulation of electrons in the valve; and, Full
20
20
Band 6·UI
.)8.fl
unlikt' most other sources of noise that
7,000 64.8 0.1 ii8.0 O.!l 17.6 2.4 16.ii 3.5
could bt' thought of, is uniformly dis!\.000 62.;{ 2.6 ;);).2 :3.7 16.!"i 3.ii ll!"i
5.0
:1,500 !\.9.S ii.l
7.2 12.S
tribukcl onr the w[wle frequency band,
17.8 14.!l 5.1
so that if the filter cuts the band of
CELLO~
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High Fidelity and Background Noisecut down to 3,500 the difference was over
5 db. This is more, but not very much
more, than would be shown by an inanimate meter equally sensitive to sounds of
all frequencies.
Next, the music was brought in at a
moderate volume, and the amplifier restored to '' full band ''
conditions.
Naturally, the music drowned the noise
somewhat; in fact, to be just heard, the
noise had to be slightly louder than in the
3,500 condition in test I. But the interesting result is that the presence of the programme causes the filters to have a very
much more marked effect. With the response cut down to 3,500 the noise must
be nearly r8 db stronger to be just audible.
If one unit of noise power corresponded
to the condition with full band, now we
must have 6o units.
Looking at it backwards, we have a bad
receiver, going up to only 3,500 cjs.
There are present 6o unitS--hundredths of
a milliwatt, perhaps~of noise ; but during
an average programme it is barely
audible. Now, we get worked up about
" high fidelity," and as a result of much
effort extend the response of the system up
to 7,500 c/s. A vast improvement in the
reproduction ; but unless som~ho:V the
noise can be cut down to one-s1xheth of
its previous level it will appear louder than
before. Clearly, this is one of the less encouraging aspects of better reproduction.

Heavy Interference
A third test was made, with the noise no
less than 40 db louder, so that it would
be competing with the music for
prominence. With each of the restrictive
filters it was readjusted until the listener
considered it to be just as abominable as
with the full band width. The results
show that the music now has much less
masking effect ; the figures are much more
like those in test I. Therefore, if there
is a really serious amount of noise it is not
abnormally sensitive to the width of the
response.
Lastly, the programme was made 6 db.
louder, the noise being kept as before, and
therefore less in comparison. The results
show that a comparatively small further
superiority in strength of the music reintroduces a large measure of the effect that was
noticed in test II.
Now, as it would be absurd to strive for
the utmost in frequency response if at the
same time a large proportion of noise were
tolerated, it must be granted that the noise
level must be low compared with the programme, as in test IV or, preferably, JI.
In either of these cases an improvement
from bad to good reproduction means that
in some way the sources of noise must
be very considerably silenced ; and, if as
much as is possible in that direction has
already been done, it means that the
strength of the broadcast transmission
must be very considerably increased.
These tests take no account of the fact
that when the audible response is widened
the noise is usually increased, due to sidebands from stations adjoining in wave-
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FREQUENCY

An ordinary receiver has usually a "tailing '' frequency characteristic like curve B;
the special apparatus described is represented by A.

length. So it follows that a still greater
increase in transmitter power is needed to

giw noise-free high-quality reproduction.
Against this must be set an effect of which
the Bell laboratories take no cognizance
~the strong tendency of the listener to
believe that a distant station is being heard
as well as the local. That must be left to
a psychological laboratory, howeYer.
If I have any criticism to make of the
Eel! tests it is this : that they used filters
with almost perfectly sharp cut-off, like
curve A on this page, whereas the ordinary
set always has a gentle slope like B.
Whether this greatly affects the principle
of the thim' I have been unable, after deeD
thought, t~ decide. At any rate, there i's
sufficient room for argument for one to
wiE.h that some further figures had been
icsued to include the gentle slope.

Random Radiations
An Ultra Short Wave Feat

soME. remarkable

results were obtained
dunng the recent 5-metre transmJssJons
from Snowdon, despite the fact that a defective valve in the transmitter made it nec(·ssary to use only one half of the push-pull
arrangement. Signals were well received at
ranges up to 180 miles. In one report I came
across that delightful old phrase which I
thought had passed away long ago. It was
stated that the signal strength was such that
speech could be heard "with the 'phones on
the table.''
Doesn't that bring back
memories to some of you old hands?

......

This Year's Sets

A GOOD many of the new season's models

have already made their appearance, and
most of the rest will be on view at Olympi'l
in August.
Those which I have seen
already contain no spectacular development~.
and I don't think that any are to be expected in the sets which are still to come.
Yet there is no question that the receiving
set of 1935 is a far better instrument, taking
it all round, that that of 1934. Perhaps the
most striking step forward is that you can
now obtain for b 5. or even less, all of the
refinements which U'>ed to be seen only in
very expensive receivers. In other words,
the luxuries of one year tend to becomp the
standard fitments of the next.
The best way of discovering how solid and
how steady is the progress made by manufacturers and their designers is to try a set

ANOTHER WOMAN ENGINEER. Senorita
Angela Fernandez, control engineer at
Union-Radio, Barcelona. It is believed that
Barcelona, Warsaw and Bucharest are the
only European stations having women on
the technical staff.

By "DIALLIST"
uf a yutr or ~o ago against an up-to-datemodel at the same price. The advances then
become striking.

......

What Are Our Needs ?
One way of discovering what improvements are to be expected in the near future
is to see how far present-day receiving sets
of good make satisfy our requirements and
how far they fall short of them. Tuning,
particularly whtre there is a visual indicator, could not be very much simpler than it
is, though wc do !Wf.'d improvt>ments in the
tuning dials which carry names of stations.
Some dials are reasonably accurate; others
are rather far out in certain parts of the
scales.
Some ~imple device. for keeping
dial~ of this kind up to date as new
stations come into action or existing
stations change their wavelengths would
bt> a great boon.
We seem to have
achieved as great a measure of selectivity as
we can put to good use. Background noises
-:nd '' between station '' noises are kept down
111 many sds by the use of special circuits.
In good receivt-rs hum has ceased to be an
an~oy~nce. But reproduction, good though
1t IS, 1s by no means perfPct. A general
criticism that I would make is that few sets
handle spet·ch as well as they handle music.

Reliability

......

TOless
my mind, what we want most in wirereceiving sets is the same kind of

reliabilitv that we bave in other domestic
electrical appliances.
At prt>sent breakdowns are of too frequent occurrt-nce. A
very large percentage of them are due to
valves, and here there is most certainlv
room for betterment. Battery valves arc
pretty good, taking them by and large; in
fact, though I have had hundreds in servic1'
during the past five or six years I have had
very few that devdoped defects after being
in use for a short time. It is in mains valves
that greater reliability is chiefly needed.
Other components liable to give trouble
are fixed resistors, volume control potentiometers and wave-change switches. A chain
is proverbially only as strong as its weakest
link, and one small component, if not up to
its work, can put a receiving set completely
out of action. The development of the wireless receiving set has often been compared

JULY Izth, I935·
with that of the motor car. Cars ceased
long ago to be cranky things, ever liable to
break down, and it is high time that the
wirdt·ss receiving set reached the same satisfactory position. I am not implying that all
rccviving sds ar,~ unreliable ; what I mean is
that i.l1e proportion of those which give
trouble is still a good deal higher than it

37
anyone who has spent exasperating minutes
-as most of us have-in the fiddling business of feeling for the sockets in an awkwardly placed valveholder with the pins of
a standard valve.
These valves are entirely different from
our own Catkin types, since the metal envelope does not form the anode. It is, in
fact, intended to be earthed, when it acts
as a most effective shield. Even the caps
of these valves are of metal, the leads passing through small glass beads sealed into
eyelets of a nickel-iron-cobalt alloy in the
iron base.
It is claimed that they will
oscillate at much higher frequencies than
corn•sponding types with " pinches " and
bulbs of glass.

.. .. .

A Silly Business

ANOTHER of tho~e pirate broadcasters
has het>n at work in thl' London area,
using a wavelength in the neighbourhood of
z85 metres and claiming an Otltput power of
500 watts.
This kind of thing s"ems to me
too sillv for words, for unl<-ss th(· offt>nder
is on t to achieve cheap notoriety lw stands
to gain nothing, but lose a good deal if he is
caught and smartly fined. Nobody wants
these gratuitous broadcasts; they arc just a
nuisance, interfering with the reception of
kgitimat.e stations. For the serious amateur
transmitter there is plenty of room and a big
fH·ld for experiment on the various bands o[
short wavdl'ngth officially available to him.
Let us hope that the G.P.O.'s action will be
prompt and energetic. Any reader who can
assist the authorities in thch search for such
disturbers of the ether peacC' will be rendering good service to wireless in general.
Testing a 250-watt crystal-controlled beacon
transmitter at the Marconi works, Chelmsford, before shipment to Spain. The plant
is to be installed at Cabo Vilano, in northeastern Spain.

should be.
Certain American manufacttircrs, by the way, have a very sound way
ol. marketing their receiving sets; the price
includes a complete kit of spare valves. I
am not at all sure that it would not pay our
own people to work on the same lines, with,
of cmrrse, an appropriate increase in the
prices of their sets .

. .. ..

Clever Mounting for Valves
THE new all-metal tubes which have been
developed by the General Electric
Company of America, and described first
in this country in The Wireless World in
April last, ha~·e a mounting system which
solves many problems. Ten different types
have been made, ranging from a triode to
complicatt·d types such as the pentagrid.
All of them, no matter what the number
of their pins, fit into the same 8-sockd
holders.
The pins are placed at C'qual
distances apart, but in the centre of the
ring of pins there is a large pin, with no
connection to the " innards " of the valve,
which is provided with a key. To put a
valve into its holder all that you have to
do is to fit the centre pin into the large
socket made for its reception.
You thl'n
rotate thC' valve until the key finds its
groove.
This done, the valve is pushed
home.
The beautv of the system is, first of all,
that OIH" tvp~ of valveholder suffices for all
kinds of valves, and, secondly, that any
valve can be inserted into its holder in an
instant, no matter how out of the way the
corner in which the latter is situated. This
second point will be readily appreciated by

......

Woman and the Microphone
THERE an~ those who would like to hear
women acting as announcers once n1ore
in the B.B.C. studios. Among them is Mrs.

Hamilton, one of the Governors of the
B.B.C., who strongly urgr·s the claims of
her sex. It is a thorny problem. This is,
I believe, the only country in which women
announcers are not employed at the moment.
Those who would like to see them here stress
their popularity in other countries. But we
have already tried one woman announcer,
and the opinions expressed by listeners were
verv definitely <tgainst continuing or repeating the experiment. It is a curious fact that
the bulk of the protests received at Broadcasting House came from women listeners.
If we arc to have them we shall certainly
have to find some better designation than
''woman anuotmcer,'' which is far too much
of a mouthful.
'' Announceress '' is not
very pretty; '' Aunouncerette '' sounds
frivolous. Have n•aders any suggestions to
make?

••••••

Gigantic American Sets
THERE seems to be hardly any limit to
the number of valves th~tt American sd
desigtH-rs can Incr,rporate in their ciussis.
I have lll'Vt'l" hamlled one of the rl'al giants
containing over a score, but 1 ha V<'· tbed
both I I- ·and Ij·valve n·cciver,;, allfl very
interesting pieces of apparatus thev arl'. [n
some of the biggest sets comp;trati\·dy f(·W
valves arc U~(·d for the actual anmlificettiou
of signals-there is a definite lin~it to tlv_·
amount of magnif1ca tion that eau lw employed usdully in any receiver. Tlw rest
arc set to do all kinds of interesting jobs.
In one rect·iver, for instance, an oscillator
amplifier is used in order to prevent creeping
on the short waves. Then it is a common
practice to ha\·e separate pown packs for
the wireless set proper and for the output
stages. An untunecl valve is sometimes employed purt'ly as an aerial coupler, and
another valve may act as a "'squelch,"
whosE' business is to cut out noises when one
is passing from station to station.

America Tal~es
The Plunge
By MARTIN COOEL

343 .. Line
Television :
60 Frames

a Second

MR.Radw
DA VIJ? SAHK_OFF, President of the
Corporatwn of Amencct, has
announced plans for fwld tests of highdefinition telcvision-343-line, 6o franws per
second-to begin as soon as possible next
vear.
. It is generally believed among American
radio observers that the British and
German activities in visual broadcasting
are forcing the hand of the R.C.A. So
much publicity has been given to European
television. notably in connection with the
forthcoming tests' of E.l\I.I. and Baird in
London, th-at the R.C.A. has felt compelled
to make a start.

A n\:w inter-company committee, comprising experts of R.C.A. and its various
subsidiaries, has been formed under the
direction of Dr. \V. R. G. Baker, VicePresident and General Manager of the
RC.A.-ViL"tor division ol R.C.A.
'' Nobodv knows hem· long it will take
to iron out some of tlH: deep wrinkles in
tel(·vision as we know it to-clay," Dr. Baker
said, following a meeting of the R.C.A.
Committee. " \Vc have made a great deal
of progress in our research laboratories
during the past three years.
\Vhile the
difficulties are many, we are confident of
the ultimate results."
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364

An AC Superhet with a Novel Tuning
Indicator
FEATURES.- Type.-Table

model superheterodyne for AC mains.
Circuit.-Heptode frequency-changer
-J•ar.-mzz pentode IF amplifierdouble-diode detector - hiJ:h- slope
pentode output valve. Controls.(1) Tuning. (2) Wa1•erange and onoff switch. (.3) Volume. Price.11 guineas. Makers.-A. C. Cossor,
Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N ..5.
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HIS receiver, although essentially
simple in design and construction, and consequently moderate
in price, incorporates all the features necessary for satisfactory performance under modern receiving conditions.
The use of a high-slope pentode in the
output stage has permitted the simplification of the second detector stage, which
consists of a double-diode without the
usual accompaniment of a triode amplifier.
Ample volume is obtainable with this
arrangement from radio signals, but there
are many excellent gramophone pick-ups
lhe output from which would be hardly
sufficient to operate the output stage
directly without some additional amplification. To overcome this difficulty the IF
amplifier is converted into an LF amplifier when the waverange switch is turned
to the" Gram." position. The anode circuit of the frequency-changer is shortrircuited and the output from the pick-up
is injected in series with the grid circuit
of the first IF transformer; at the same

time the amplified output in the anode
circuit of the '' IF '' valve is transferred
directly to the volume control potentiameter by switching in a fixed condenser
joined to the top of the output IF transformer primary.
On the radio side an inductively-coupled
band-pass filter is included between the
aerial and the heptode frequencychanger.
Both this valve and the IF
amplifier are automatically controlled by
bias derived from the diode in the second
detector which is connected to the primary
of the IF output transformer. Delay voltage is obtained from the bias resistance in
the cathode of the output valve. The
signal diode is connected to the secondary
of the output IF transformer, as usual,
and the volume control potential itself
constitutes the load in series with this
diode. A resistance-capacity HF filter :s
included in the grid lead to the output
valve. Tone correction in the anode circuit of this valve is fixed, and consists of
a single condenser in parallel with the

primary winding of the output transformer.
On a good outdoor aerial the number ot
foreign stations receivable on this set will
)11ore than satisfy most people's requirements, and if the reserve of sensitivity is
not sufficient to bring in some of the more
obscure and distant low-power stations
there will be no cause for complaint in the
volume and reliability of those stations
which are normally regarded as of good
programme value.
The selectivity is such that in Central
J_ondon the Brookmans Park transmitters
account for the loss of not more than two
channels on either side of their normal
settings. On long waves the reception of
the Deutschlandsender was noticeably
above the average, though there was at
'Jne time some side-band interference from
Droitwich and Radio-Paris, which, in the
absence of a variable tone control, could
r.ot be eliminated.
~he A VC functions. perfectly satisfactorily, and although there were a fair
sprinkling of second-channel whistles,
both on long and medium wavelengths,
only one, coinciding with Brussels No. r,
was of any serious consequence.

Clear Reproduction
The quality of reproduction 1s very
pleasant to listen to, and while extreme
high and low frequencies rnay be missing,
the uniform output in the middle register
gives clear speech, and all the essential
foundations of musical reproduction without the drawbacks of background hiss anJ
unnatural boom.
The cabinet design is well balanced and
the loud speaker grille of woven material is

J

MAINS

A double-diode witho!!t the customary trio de amplifier is use:l in the se coni detector stage an1 the IF
for gramophone reproduction.

am;Jli'i~r

is

us~ l

as a first LF

stag~
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Cossor Model 364distinctive. The most interesting feature
of the set, however, is the " thermometer "
tuning indicator. The medium- and long-

THERMOMETER TUNING

adjustment is. readily accessible. There
are sockets for the addition of an external
loud speaker, but the aerial and earth connections are made to a pair of screw tcr-

SCALES

RECTIFIER VALVE
44 2 BU

IF
FREQUENCY
CHANCER VALVE
41 MPG

example, and we will suppose •that we
wish to calculate the value of two resistances in parallel, one being zoo ohms and
the other 500 ohms. Referring to Fig. r,
the first step is to draw a base line XY
of any convenient lmgth. Then from
any point A perpendicular to XY draw
a line of length zoo units. It should be
noted that any scale can be used, and
in this case it is convenient to choose two
inches or two centimetres to represent zoo
ohms. The next step is to dra \\" another
perpendicular of length 500 units ; this
may be at any point C along XY, but
the greatest accuracy is obtained by
making the distance AC of the same order
as that of the lines AD and CD.
Ha \·ing drawn the two perpendiculars,
join BC ;mcl AD, and drop a perpendicular to XY from their point of intersection 0 meeting XY at Z.
Thm the
length OZ represents the value of the
two resistances in parallel, and if AB=
zin. and CD=sii_L. OZ ''ill be I.4Jin.,
so that the two resistanccs in paral!Pl
have a combined value of 143 ohms. If
:ondensers be used in series, the process
1s exactly the same, thus condensers of
zoo fLf'·F· and 500 f<,uF gi,·c a resultant
capacity of I43/'/'F.
If three parallel resistanccs be employed, thl' value of any two of them ;s
found in this ,,·ay, and thl'n this is treated
D

VOLUME CONTROL
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TUNING CONTROL

COPYRIGHT

WAVE-RANGE AND
ON-OFF SWITCH

B

Thin rods working in glass tubes constitute the novel " thermometer " tuning indicators in the
Cossor Model 364.

wan' dials arc Sl'parate and run parallel
with the n:rtical sides of the loud speaker
grille. Each has a glass tube in which a
rod of black material moves up and down,
thus simulating the appearance of a
column of liquid. The indicators work in
opposite directions and are actuated by
the main condenser spindle, the appropriate scale being illuminated automatically by the waverange switch. The settings of the principal European broadcasting stations arc indicated on transparent
strips which arc readily detachable and
may be replaced in the event of future
alterations of wavelength. The dials also
carry figures indicating approximate wan·lengths, but the intermediate graduations
appear to "ban' been included only from
the point nf view of appearance, as they
are not accurate sub-divisions of the
spaces between the numerals.
The chassis lavout is neat and the construction and finish arc sound. The rectifier valve is mounted on top of the mains
transformer and the mains voltage
----------------------------------------------
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minals which many people will prefer to
the more usual plug and socket connections.
Fig. I.-Method of calculating the value of
two resistances in parallel.

Parallel Resistances
and

as a single resistance and its value when
combined with the third can be found by
repeating the process.

Series Condensers
A Simple Method of Graphical
Calculation

E

VERYONE who takes more than a
passing interest in wireless has felt
the need to calculate the value of
two or more condensers connected in
series or of resistances in parallel. The
,-aluc i5, of course, given by the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of the
individual values and is quite easy to
compute provided that a slide-rule or a
conversion table is at hand. This is not
always the case, however, and the writer
recently came across a little-known nonmathematical method which is both easy
and convenient. It requires no apparatus other than a rule and pencil.
The method is best illustrated by an

A

Higgs Receivers

FOl '1{-V.\LVE
supc·rhl"lerodyne with
QA VC is the principal model in tlu•
Ja·w st·a~o=t's progr<ul1nH·.
This receivPr in
tablt--nHHil"l form costs 11 i gn~. and is available
for AC m a ins only (:\Iot!d ,\5(>H.) or as a univc·rsal AC DC sc·L (:\!odd l TS()R). The: inclusion o! QA \"C in a n·ceiver at this price is noteworthy, and the tuning dial is also a feature
whicl1 "ill wdl repay im·c·stigation.
The
circuit consists of <t band-pass filter preceding an octodp irPquetKy changer, and inlloi\Td bv a single IF st<tgc, ;1 double-diode detector and a high-slope output pentode.
A
radio-gratnnphone vPrsion is availab1{' at
If)~ gns. tor AC mains onh·, but a universal
model can ;dso be supplit·d ·to special onkr for
an additional 2} gns.
A batten· version of the table model is
housed in a· similar cabinet and closely follows
the mains chassis in spccifie;Ition. 'the price
of this model, the B56R. ia I I gns.
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Ll steners Guide
THE NAVAL REVIEW

for the

THE Royal Naval Review
broadcasts undoubtedly take
precedence over all others
during the coming week.
Cruisers, aircraft carriers,
destroyers, sloops, submarines,
convoy ships, auxiliar;es, torpedo boats, picket boats,
trawlers-in fact, representative craft from every type
which forms the Royal Navy,
will be assembled at Spithead
on Tuesday next, July r6th, to
be reviewed by H.M. the King.
This will be the third time that
His Majesty has reviewed his
N:1.vy.
THE ROYAL SALUTE

In accordance with tradition,
the King's yacht, the "Victoria
and Albert," will steam out of
Portsmouth Harbour and, as it
approaches the lines formed by
more than r6o men-of-war, will
be greeted by the Royal Salute
fired from the ships' guns and
played by the ships' bands.
At the conclusion of the review the Fleet's air aim will
fly past.
The broadcast commentaries
are to be given by Commander
D. A. Stride and Lieut.-Commander R. Woodroffe, from the
deck of the '' Royal Sovereign," and, as readers of The
Wireless
World aIr ea d y
know, they are using th.e
B. B. C.'s "Boat Race" shortwave transmitter, a receiver
being located on the mainland
near Southsea Castle.

FOUR "MIKES" AND BOAT
RACE TRANSMITTER

THE commentaries begin at
2.5 p.m. when the Royal yacht
is leaving Portsmouth. The
peak moment occurs at 4 p.m.,
when the
'' Victoria and
Albert ''
steams past the
"Royal Sovereign."
Four
microphones will pick up the
Gun Salute, the music of the
bands, and the cheers of the
crews, and ,the .progress of the
yacht will "be judged by rise
and fall of· the accompanying
sounds. At 5.20 the King will
return down the line of battleships, while the microphones
pick up the roar of the 'planes
belonging to the Fleet air arm
as they fly past.
To complete the day, Commander Stride will have the
difficult job, at rr. 15 p.m., of
describing the fireworks. and
illuminations.

"THE RED SARAFAN." Listeners can spend another night in a
of pre-war Russia on Monday (National 8 ), when the
guests wi~l i_nclude Olga Alex~eva (sopr~~o), Alexander'Strelsky (tenor)
and Vladtmtr Lealoff (balalaika). Emtho Colombo will conduct the
Rd Sarafan Orchestra.
The above photograph was taken during
the first evening at "The Red Sarafan " in May last.
re~tlurar. t

THE ROYAL NAVAL REVIEW on Tuesday next provides the broadcast of the week. From the deck of the "Royal Sovereign " Commander Stride and Lieut.-Com. Woodroffe will describe the Review
in detail, and four microphones will pick up the gun salutes, cheers
of 1h~ ships' crews and other characteristic sounds. The photograph
gives a picturesque glimpse of a section of the Fleet at anchor.

STRANGE INSTRUMENTS

THERE should be novelty and
charm in the International Folk
Music Recitals which will be
given daily next week, beginning on Sunday.
These studio broadcasts have
been arranged in connection
with the International Folk
Dance Festival which is being
held in London from July 15th
to zoth under the patronage of
the Queen.
Listeners to these programmes will hear songs and
instrumental dance tunes performed by visitors from Brittany, Italy, Norway, Poland,
Switzerland, and many other
countries.
The Swiss players (Monday, National) will provide
yodellers and a performer on
the alpenhorn-an instrument
so large that it would seem
~ecessary,~o use_Maida Vale or
No. ro studw.
Italian and Bulgarian folk
music will be heard on Tuesday (National), the latter consisting of selections on such
primitive instruments as the
Gaida, the Kava!, and the
Gusla. Even their names are
satisfying.
ALL-RUSSIAN

\VHERE Russian entertainment is concerned it would
seem that one either likes it
or does not, to judge from the

correspondence received at
Broadcasting House. Listeners
in the former category are
highly appreciative of the new
broadcast feature, "The Red
Sarafan. '' Telegrams were received after the last broadcast
from all over England, many
of the senders being Russians
who thrilied at the experience
of " Yisiting " a restaurant ha ving the atmosphere of their
own country in the clays of the
Tsar.
The special guest at next
M on day's
entertainment
(National, 8) will be the singer,
Marina Yublova, and other
visitors will include Olga
Alexeeva (soprano), Alexander
Strelsky (tenor), and Vladimir
Lealoff (balalaika).
Emilio
Columbo will be pr:esent with
his " Red Sarafan" Orchestra,
and mine host, as before, will
be Captain Vivien, Marquis de
Chateaubrun.
·~>

"MUSIC OF MEN'S LIVES"

FAY Co.MPTON is starring as
'' The Mother'' in Compton
Mackenzie's Silver Jubilee feature, "The Music of Men's
Lives," to be broadcast on
Tuesday (National, 8.15), and
Wednesday (Regional, 8-45).
A typical Compton Mackenzie
theme will be woven into this
panorama of popular entertainment during the last twentyfive years, and the result should
be a first-class entertainment.

'
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Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad
TURNING THE PAGES

No oppressively learned acquaintance \Yith literature is
necessary to sa,·our the jolly
·pages of Sandy Powell's
Albums, the third yoJume of
which is to be opened at 6".30.
on Wednesday next (National).
Here is ideal entertainment for
a hot (or cold) July evening,
and the dramatis personce for
next week include: Afrique,
INTERNATIONAL FOLK MUSIC RECITALS. Peasants of Brittany
The Radio Three, Van Dusen,
will be heard in a recital on the bombarde and the biniou (seen above)
Peggy Whitty, The Harmonica
in a B.B.C. studio on Sunday. (Regional, 6.15.)
Band, Frank Lorden, Harry
Bidgood and his band, and, of 9 p.m. on Sunday and the music by the Radio Orchestra
course, Sandy Powell himself.
same station, on Wednesday at 8.15 on Monday. A Beetqt ·9-45, gives excerpts from hoven-\Vagner concert by the
Massenet,'~
opera,
"Don Brussels No. r Symphony
A SOCIAL COMEDY
Qmxote.
Orchestra will be heard at
AMONG the few well-known
8 p.m. on Wednesday.
.
authors who have taken the
SWEDISH SONGS
trouble to write exclusivelv for
Swedish music is a treasure NOVELTIES
broadcasting is E. M. Delafield,
whose radio play, "The Mul- house of folk songs, many of
Stuttgart:·
B I a c k bird,
berry Bush," was first broad- which have become famous all Thrush, Finch an 1 Starling
over the world.
Some ex- programme
cast in August, 1933.
(Friday,
July
This '' social comedy '' is amples will be offered listeners rzth, 8.ss).
to be repeated in the National to-morrow evening (Saturday)
Munich: Relay of village
programme at 8.15 on Thurs- at 6-45 in the Motala pro- ball from the Bavarian Alps
(Monday, July 15th, 9 p.m.).
Brussels No. II: Scenes in
a cabaret in the International
Exhibition (Monday, 8 p.m.).
Leipzig:
Musical
'' firE:works '' with a Balalaika
Quintet
(Thursday,
July
r8th, 8.ro p.m.).

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK
FRIDAY, JULY 12th.
Nat., 8, Henry Ainley in " Hassan."
~Harry Roy and his Band.
Re g., 8, Medvedeff' s Balalaika Orchestrn. 8.30, " Seeing Life"
(Ernes! Longstaffe).

Abroad.
Hilversum, 8.10, Symphony Con·
cert by the Hague Municipal
Orchestra.
SATURDAY. JULY 13th.
1\:at., Royal Rcview at Aldershot.
'\]Test Match Commentaries from
Leeds. ~F red Hartley and his
Novelty Quintet. '\]Music Hall.
Reg., Organ Recital by Maurice
Vinden. ~ .. Sinbad the Sailor."
~TAmbrose and his
Embassy
Orchestra.

Al>road.
Radio-Paris, 8.30, Opera : " Falsta!f " (Verdi).
SUNDAY, JULY 14th.
Nat., Pianoforte Recital by Berkeley
'~]The Hague Singers,
Mason.
conducted by ]. Vranken.
'\!Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra. Soloist : Oda Slobodskaya.
Reg., B.B.C. Military Band. '\]International Folk Music Recital.
B.B.C. Orchestra (C), and B.B.C.
Chorus (A).

Abroad.
Munich, 8, "Soldiers "-a musical
radio play of the 16th and 17th
centuries.

MONDAY, JULY 15th.
Nat., Test Match Commentaries.
'\]International Folk Music Recital, 8, "The Red Sarafan."
'I]French-Canadian Programme.
Reg., Leslie Bridgewater Quintet.
'I]B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra.

Abroad.

GLASS HARP

Kalundborg, 8.15, Scandinavian
Music by the Radio Orchestra.
TUF.SDAY, JULY 16th.
Nat., Test Match Commentaries.
'1]2.5, 4, 5.20 and 11.15 p.m.
Royal Review.
'\]International
Folk Music Recital. 8.15 "The
Music of Men's Lives."
Reg., New Georgian Trio. 'I]B.B.C.
Militarv Band. '11Pianoforte Recital by William Murdoch.

NEAPOLITAN DANCERS will be heard in songs and folk dance music
in the International recital on Tuesday. (National, 7·45·) Recitals
of international folk music are being given throughout the week.

Abroad.
Stuttgart, 8.10. Operetta: "Fanny
Elssler " (Johann Strauss).
WEDNESDAY. JULY 17th.
Nat., Sandy Powell's Album Ill.
'\]International Folk Music Recital.
'11B.B.C. Orchestra (C)
conducted by Malcolm Sargeant.
'11T ransatlantic Bulletin.
Reg., B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.
8.45, "Music of Men's Lives."

day nt:·xt with a strong cast.
Cecil Scott-Paton takes the
part of Yarrow, the schoolmaster. Evans, his junior, will
be played by Glen Byam Shaw,
Dolly Mostyn by Mary Byron,
and Pauline by Jenny Nicholson.

Abroad.
Brussels I, 8, Beethoven-Wagner
Concert by the Symphony Orchestra.
THURSDAY, JULY 18th.
Nat., International Folk Music
Recital. 8.15, " The Mulberry
Bush " (E. M. Delalield). 'I]Leslie
Bridgewater Quintet.
Reg., B.B.C. Orchestra. '~]Variety,
directed by Ernest Longstaffe.

Abroad.

OPERA

.

Deutscblandsender, 8. 10, Old and '
I
new dance tunes.
I
I

!.--------------------- -------------··

To-night Rousseau's one-act
comic opera, '' Le devin du
village," will be given by the
Berne Municipal Orchestra at
9. ro and relayed by Beromiinster. Excerpts from Wagner' s " The Valkyrie " figure
in the Toulouse programme at

gramme by the celebrated Frosokoren choir, conducted by
An·id Hernth.

Those who have not heard 1.
" glass harp " should tune in
the late night variety programme from Munich at I I
o'clock on Tuesday next.
Bruno Hoffmann will play this
curious instrument, accompanied by the Radio Four, a
vocal soloist and a small
orchestra. Hoffmann's glass
harp consists of tumblers of
varying sizes, carefully tuned,
played with a moistened finger.
THE AUDITOR.

r----------------------------------·

ORCHESTRAL CONCERTS

Some good orchestral concerts are promised during the
next seven days. To-morrow
night (Saturday) at ro. ro the
Vienna Symphony Orchestra
will be heard under the direction of Herr Webern, the violin
soloist being Schneiderhahn.
French ballet music will be
given by the Symphony
Orchestra at Brussels No. r <it
8 p.m. on Sunday.
Kalundborg promises Scandinavian

'

'''

30-UNE TELEVISION
Baird Process Transmissions.
Vision, 261.1 m. ; Sound, 296.6 m.
MONDAY, jULY 15th.
11.15-12.0 p.m.
lsolda Maya (dances) ; Jean Colin
(songs) ; Doris Hare (songs) ;
Max Kirby (songs and dances) ;
The Two Toys (dances).
WEDNESDAY, JULY 17th.
11.0-11.45 p.m.
Ga vin Cordon (bass-baritone) ; '
Maisie
Seneshall
(diseu~e); I'
Maxim T urganoff (Russian tenor) . II

..

,' __

I
I

------------ ......... --------------- __,
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HINTS and TIPS
is inevitable that the ganging of a
I Tcircuit
to which reaction is applied
should be affected by manipulation of the
reaction control. This is because the input
impedance of the valve concerned undergoes a change, which alters the effective
stray capacity across
Reaction and
its grid circuit. From
Cirr..uit
this it follows that the
operation of trimming
Alignment
the
circuits of a
straight receiver should always be carried
out with the reaction control set as close
as possible to oscillation point. By doing
this one is assured that the circuits will
always be correctly aligned when maxrmum sensitivity is most needed.
CE to the fact that the valve heaters
are directly in series with the mains,
universal AC-DC and plain DC receivers
arc inclined to suffer from a rather high
lenl of background noises. But there is
no doubt that sets of this class which
include built-in mains
Mains
HF filters are noticeHP
ably quieter in this
Chokes
respect, and where
this
refinement
is
rbsent its addition is almost certain to be
a worth-while investment.
To be effective the fllter should consist
of two chokes and two condensers connected as shown in Fig. I. It is not abso-

D

Fig. I.-An anti-interference filter specially
suitable for universal or DC sets. The condensers Cr and Cz may have a value of
o.or mfd. or more.

lutely essential to procure special chokes
for the purpose, but those amateurs who
contemplate making use of components
intended for other purposes arc' war m·l~
not to forget Ohm's Law. For cxamph',
the usual radio type of HF choke is quite
useless: an average specimen may have a
resistance of over 200 ohms, and two of
tlwse, assuming 250 milliamps to be quite
a normal mains current, would deprive
the set of 100 volts of its power supply!
Howen·r, it is a simple matter to wind
one's own chokes, using insulated wire of
about No. 26 gauge, and it is often
possible even to use long-wave plug-in
coils without alteration, as their inductance may be near enough to the required
value. The resistance of each, however,
should preferably not exceed 10 ohms.

Practical Aids
to Better
Reception
Incidentally, the filter need not necessarily be fitted on the chassis nor even
inside the cabinet--in fact, a possibly
more effective position would be at the
distribution box from which the leads
feeding the set are taken. But in many
cases current for lamps, etc., is taken from
the same point, and to avoid excessive
voltage drop, chokes of exceptionally low
resistance might be needed.

the appropriate type of neon lamp should
be chosen accordingly.
It will usually be convenient to check
condensers in situ by means of a pair of
leads and test prods, interpreting the
be ha vi our of the lamp as follows : a
momentary flash as the prods arc applied
indicates a l'ood condenser; a continuous
glow, a "dead short"; no glow at all, an
lM 0

,----,I

_L

,.

L

I
I

I

a "cneral rule the anode current
A Spass~d
by all the valves in a receiver
should remain constant, irrespective of
tuning or the strength of incoming signals.
Grid or anode-bend detectors are exceptions, as are output valves employed in
quiescent systems such
Varying
as OPP or Class " B."
It G: also well known
Anode
that violent current
Current
fluctuations take place
in the anode circuits of ovt>rloadcd amplifying or output Yalves; but this. far from
being a normal condition, is an indication
of incorrect working.
It is sometimes useful to know that an
appreciable, though often slight, change
of oscillator anode current takes place as
the tuning of a superheterodyne is varied.
Amplitude of oscillation is never quite constant over the whole range, and this inconstancy accounts for the change.
Variations ar.e usually quite gradual,
and any abrupt change conveys the warning that there may be a fault. All this
applies to the oscillator section of combined frequency-changers as well as to
separate oscillators.
circum~tance

is a fortunate
I Tcondensers,
unhke

that fixed
res1stances, seldom
vary seriously from their rated values
and consequently the need for capacity
measuring instruments seldom arises outside the laboratory. Nevertheless it is
-extremely useful to
possess s-ome means of
Testing
quickly testing the
Condensers
condition of a condenser, for the two
common faults, internal short-circuits and
disconnections, give no visible indication
of their presence, and when they do occur
are apt to pron· irritating.
In this connection it may not have
occurred to many readers that~ neon glowlamp lends itself admirably to testing the
state of condensers. The simple comwctions
of a tester of this kind arc given in Fig. 2 ;
V represt'nts a source of voltage of 100
Yolts "r more, which may be Pither DC
mains, rectified AC, or an HT battery, and

t___ f1._________
-='

Fig.

2.--

A neon lamp tester for condensers.

o~wn circuit ; whill' spasmodic tlashing
shows a kak or partial '' short.'·

a ITC('I1t "Hinb ancl Tips" paraI Ngraph
it was stated that, although it
j,; had practice to discharge an LT accumulator cell below the safetv limit, no
great harm j,; likt-ly to be cion;. if it is put
on charge immediatelv.
'
-As a footnote, and
as a further warning,
Ill-treated
it may be pointed out
Accumulators
that
battery
users
should m·ver. succumb
to the temptation to make ust' of the recuperatin· property of secondary cells~a
property that exisb, but not to such a
marked extent as with drv batteries. As
an example, a cell that is,quite incapable
of producing sufficient t·mission from the
valves may, afttr a period of rest, give a
further few minutes of tolerable working,
but, if allowed to do so, will be seriously
injured.
'

a great many readers may have
A Sfound,
a long '' electrician's '' screwdriver makes an excellent "feeler" to
assist one in diagnosing faults while a set
is switched on. But it is also a fact that
by careless use of the tool in this way
many a valve filament
Insulating
has - bn·n destroyed,
a
and those who have
not yet been chastened
Screwdriver
by experience will be
wise to guard against accidents of this sort
by insulating the shafts of their screwdriYCrs. This may be done very effectively
merely by slipping on a length of largediameter systoflex sleeving so that it
exposes no more than about an inch of the
blade itself; should it be desired to do so
at anv time. the insulation can be removed.
in a second.
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Educational Drive
SIR JOHN REITH will not be
beatt>n. His recent allegcl·
tions concerning the dilatory attitude of educational authorities
m broadcasting matters was
simply the prelude to a determined campaign to put educational broadcasting well to the
fore «mong B.B.C. activities.
Zero hour, I understand, occurs in the autumn, and plans
are already well advanced for
making the schools radio-con~cwus.

Paid Secretary
One of the first steps will be
the appointment of a paid secrC'tary to the Central Council for
School Broadcasting, and the
choice will probably fall upon a
well-known personality· in educational circles.
This appointment will enable
Miss Mary Somerville, the present secretary, to devote the
whole of her time to the practical direction of school broadcasting.

Technical Help
Not all the B.B.C. energies
will be devoted to the broadcasting sidP. B.B.C. enginPers have
been instructed to help in developing and improving the
standard of recPption in schools.
It is not generally known that
the B.B.C. will readily send an
engineer to any school to discuss
the type of receiving set best
suited to the particular conditicms.

BROADCAST
BREVITIES

mitt er is at fault ; local ~hielding
must play a considerable part i:1
such phenomena.

Unsatisfactory
Explanation

The B.B.C. contend that
many listenf'rs were working
with a very narrow " margin of
safety '' when the station was on
the
373.r-metre wavelength.
\Vith the rise in wavelength and
slight aerial alterations, reception in thtc case of these persons
fell just below the strength at
which the programmes could be
really enjoyed.
l have an idea, how<:'ver, that,
ecorwmical as they arc, Scotsmen do not listen In such a precarious manner; the B.B.C. explanation is more likely to incense than to satisfy.

"L. G." and the
Microphone
!TR LLOYD GEORGE will
broadcast in \Velsh on
Thursday, August 8th. The occasion will be a relay of the Royal
National Eisteddfod of \Vales,
which takes place at Carnarvo:1
this year from August sth to the

1.V~
~,

IOti'lo.

i'IH. Lloyd George, who is Con-

on this occasion to address his
own people in their own tongue.

Back Your Fancy

J

ACK PAYNE, who 1s now
holiday-making in Francl',
has bought several racehorst·s.
It is hoped that Henry Hall will
follow suit, so that listeners will
soon be able to back their fancy
in the Foxtrot Stakes.

Locum-tenentes
I understand that several fii'Etrate bands will come to the
B.B.C. studios while Henry Hall
and his Band are at Olympia
during the week August 19th to
the 24th, and again while they
are holiday-making from August
26th to September 9th.
No choice has yet been made.

Short-wave Voices
THERE are now four Empire
announcers at Broadcasting
House-Messrs. Schewen, Gray,
Dougal! and Richardson-ancl I
am told that they were chcsen

To assist schoolmasters a comprehensive questionnaire is also
available, together with a list of
recommended sets for school use.
All these facts will be reemphasised in the campaign of
microphone and Press publicity
which is to give school broadcasting a New Deal in the
autumn.

A pparcn tl y a cough, when
broadcast to the Empire, is
fraught with the deepest significance.
A Nigerian listener
wrote recently saying that he
had had a party of natives listening to an Empire transmission.
They were not greatly interested
until the announcer cleared his
throat-" then a scream of approbation rose from the audience."
A planter in Assam had the
same experience with a group of
head-hunters. "The announcer
clearing his throat," he wrote,
"made them wriggle with excitement.''
«6')

~c..:?)~

National Anthems

In a letter to the Federal Communications Commission, Mrs.
Virgmia E. Jenckes, the Indian;,
woman ntember of Congres,;,
points to the impressiveness cl
the British Empire broadcasts
which end with ''God Save the
King '' and the French shortwave relays which are rounded
cff with the "Marseillaise."
" It is a regrettable fact," she
writes, "that the 'Star Spangkd
Banner' is seldom heard.''

characteristic caution,
W ITH
Scotsmen are only just be-

It was revealed to me last
week that B.B.C. engineers, in
consequence of protests from listeners, have actually carried out
field strength measurements in
the streets of Glasgow. They
have found that reception from
Scottish Regional may be good
in oiw street and bad in anothl·r,
though it would be hardly fair to
deduce from this that the trans-

Makes the Whole World
Kin

Hint to America

Scots in Trouble

Tests in Glasgow Streets

It was rather galling to learn
afterwards that the name was
· · Gone-clry.''

FRO!\l time to time it is urge(!
that the National Anthem
should figure more frequently lll
the B.B.C. broadcasts.
Thr;
Americans are now deciding that
the '' Star Spangled Banner ''
should be heard on the air mor"
regularly.

A New Deal

. ginning to complain of variations
in signal strength which had
their beginnings five months
ago,
when the
wavelength
changes took place.
Scotsmen complain, and the
B.B.C. does not deny the
charge, that reception is patchy,
particularly in the Glasgow district.

By Our Special
Correspon~ent

Fill High the Glass
VESUVIUS BROADCAST. Through the enterprise of the Columbia
Broadcasting System of America, listeners in the U.S. last week heard
a multi-lingual commentary from the crater of Vesuvius besides the
actual sounds of the volcano. This picture was taken on the edge
of the volcano.

stable of Carnarvon Castle, will
be attending his forty-second
Eisteddfod in his own borough.
The broadcast will be concerned with the Chairing of the
Bard, the most picturesque
('Vent of <' crowded week. The
Chair is awarded each year for
an ode written in strict \Velsh
mdrl', and is the Blue Rib<.:nd :)f
Welsh literature. It is now a
tradition for Mr. Lloyd George

because their voices were regarded as specially suitable for
transmission on short waves.

A Teaser
One of the Empire announcers
was recently pr<'sented with a
news itt'm about a race which a
horse name:d '· Gonedrv '' won.
The proper prommciation had
to be decided upon instantly.
'' Go-nedry '' or '' Gon-edry ''?

THE first suggestion that the
pleasure to be derived from
a B.B.C. programme will be
enhanced
by
resorting
to
alcoholic
refreshment
comes
with the announcement of
Julius Buerger's programme,
"The City of Music," which
will be heard on July 24th and
25th. This potpourri will take
listeners through 150 years of
Viennese music-folk
songs,
waltzes and carnival melodiesand the compiler " hopes that
British listeners . . . perhaos to
the accompaniment of a gl~ss of
Tokay, will be able to join in
the singing."
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Foreign Broadcasts in English
you criticise foreign stations
W HYforshould
giving news in English? You are
not compelled to listen.
You have had
always a reliable news service from the
mediumand
long-wave
stations
of
Engl~nd.
For some years many English
people in the British Empire have had to
rely solelv on Paris Radio Coloniale for their
ne~s. \Ve owe this station a great debt;
we freely acknowledge it. Even to-day,
speaking. generally, Paris is a more reliable
station than the Empire station; the news
they give from Paris is far better as news;
it is utterly unbiased, too. If you dislike
the propaganda from some stations, then
please say so; but do not include all fore1gn
stations.
F. H. JOHNSTON.
Assam.

Records and Recording

IN recent issues s_everal readers have btcen

making suggestwns for the Improvement
of the ubiquitous lateral-cut gramophone
record. I have been very interested in the
yarious points, and I am now encroaching
on your space to put a few details of a
major development m the gramophomc
world.
It is with reference to hill-and-dale, contour, or vertical recording, and I submit
the following
information with some
diffidence as, probably, many of your
readers are already conversant with this
development. But it may be new and of
interest to others.
In America, where the development
originated and found most of its applications these aforementioned phono-cut d1scs,
so-called because Edison used the hill-anddale system of recording for his old phonograph· cylinders, have "been in. u~e ~
considerable time for
d1agonahsatwn
purposes in broadcasting and, in certain
instances, for " clubbing " on to soundfilms.
A noteworthy example of their use for
dubbing or re-recording on to the soundtrack is in the film " One Night of Love."
In this production the singing sequences,
featuring Miss Grace Moore, were dubbed
from hill-and-dale cut discs on to the soundtrack, and, as also, the scenes were recorded
in an acoustically design<c>d studio and not
in the average film " set," the excellent
sound-quality was the evident result.
The records used are of the tlexible kind,
made (from a cathode-sputtered wax) of
cellulose acetate and thus practically noninflammable, and the radial pitch of the
grooves can be made so small that the
playing-time is from fifteen to twenty
minutes for a twelve-inch disc at 331 r.p.m.
A speech-to-surface-noise ratio of more than
6o decibels is obtained, and a 30 decibels
greater intensity or volume variation than
that of the standard record is possible. The
frequency range is two octaves wider, and,
as the discs are reproduced with a very
light moving-coil pick-up, total weight less
than r oz., fitted with a permanent diamond
or sapphire stylus or needle, the record wear
is negligible for many thousands of
playings.
Undoubtedly these discs have great
possibilities,
but for commercial and

economic reasons it is a debatable subject
whether they will be produced in this
countrv.
DONALD W. ALDOUS.
Ilfor.d, Essex.

Modulated Test Oscillator
THE instrument described in Tile Wireless W or/ d of Ma v r 7th can well form
the nucleus of a higher grade instrument.
The following suggestions may be interesting to your readers desiring to improve the
original design.
The presence of harmonic voltages in the
anode circuit of an oscillator is not conducive to frequency stability. Moreover, an
oscillator with good waveform is generally
more stable than one with greatly distorted
grid and anode currents.
The Colpitt's
arrangement has an advantage in tpis respect over certain other types, since the
paths between anode and filament and grid
and filament ofler low impedance to harmonic voltages.
A paper entitled "A Recent Development
in Vacuum Tube Oscillator Circuits," by
]. B. Dow (Proc. I.R.E .. December, 1930),
showed that, by properly proportioning the
voltages applied to the anode and screen
of a screl'n-gritl valve, the oscillator frequency could
be
made almost independent of changes
in supply voltage.
The application of
this system to the
Colpitts arrangement results in excellent stability for
all normal purposes.

appreciable business could be done in this
line.
Naturally, diligent co-operation between the different radio-part manufacturers
is essential.
I shall certainly be very glad to cooperate with any manufacturers wishing to
take advantage of the situation and increase
their sales, either as a service repair depot
or distributor, or both.
LAWRENCE AZZOPARDI.
294, Rue D"Aboukir,
Mustapha Pasha,
Alexandria, Ramleh-Egypt.

Cinema Talkie Quality
HAVING read with considerabk interest
the recent correspondence· appertaining to the quality of talkic reproduction,
I am impelled, after returning from a visit
to the cinema, to pen a protest against the
doctrine of those who ascribe to the view
that the quality of sound reproduction is,
in the main, satisfactorv.
The vocal and orchestral items leave, in
my opinion, a very great deal to be desired,
the degree of distortion being such that :my
commercial firm marketing radio apparatus
with t·quivalent reproduction would to-day
stand as much chance of survival as the
proverbial snowball in Hades.
\V'e haw· been informed that the sound
apparatus is to-day so designed as to make
overloading, with its companion distortion,
out of the question; this !wing the case,
Wl' cast our ~uspicions on tlw film folk with

Diagrammatic example of the
stabilising feature
applied to the Colpitt~ arrangement.
The resistances Rs, Rp, and the grid leak
Rg, have some effect on the stabilisation
point. Experimental methods best determine this point for different valves.
In this arrangement the anode is at a lower
potential than the screen, as in the Dynatron arrangement. R. E. BLAKEY.
Evcrett, Edgecumbe, and Co., Ltd.
London.

British Wireless Abroad

YOUR
J unc

" Editorial Comment " in tpe
14th issue could not better
describe the situation in Egypt.
Provided yopr suggestions are followed,
manufacturers desirous to extend their
business overseas have in this country a
fine opportunity.
For one thing, the radio amateur and
home constructor is long since dead in Egypt
for lack of parts. Now and again parts may
be found with the dealers, but the prices
are such that thP most enthusiastic constructor is immediately discouraged.
Despite all that is written in Eng\antl
a bout the high cost of radio parts, the
amateur in Egypt would be only too glad
to resume his hobby if he could obtain parts
at prices as charged for by the dealers in
the United Kingdom, and I assure you that

their recording methods, but here again we
have had advanced the plea that the present
system is above suspicion.
Where, then, does the fault lie~
If the manufacturers and film producers
really think that to-day the results of their
efforts arc acceptable, apart from masculine speech-and this often sounds like the
captain of « steamer trying to make himself hearcl above a gale-then I can only
assume that they are extreme! y tolerant in
their viewpoint as to what constitutes good
quality.
I am a ware that the technicians and experts will protest that rnv rt"marks arc
totally inaccurate and possibly grossly
exaggerated, but, if my own particular radio
receiver were capable of no better reproduction than the results passing for music
that I have just heard, I should be very
strongly tempted to take an axe to it.
Let us look at what can, and has been,
done with the gramophone amplifier, constructed by noteworthv df'signers, expressly
intended for household entertainment.
Is it not possible for the film producers
and makers of sound apparatus, with all
their vast resources in the matter of finance
am! brains, to bring into the cinema quality
at least equal to that of home equipment?
Hounslow.
C. HARDINGHAM.
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New Apparatus
Reviewed
Recent Products of the Manufacturers
MAGNUM MULTI-CONTACT SWITCH
HE multi-contact switches made by
Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd., Magnum
House, 296, Borough High Street, London,
S.E.I, have hitherto been fitted with pearshaped cams which did not allow any one
set of contacts to remain closed in two or
more positions,
the contacts opening
momentarily, then closing as the next position came into action.

T

adjustment for value is made by sliding
along a metal band, which, when the correct
rcsist2.nr" for the particular set has beea
dt"tt·rmined, can be clamped sc·ctm·ly in
vosition.
- Tht· resistance is protected by a perforated
metal cover, and input and output leads arc
fitkd, the former terminating in a standard
s-amp. two-pin plug, whilst the latter has
an American-type fiat-prong two-pin plug
and socket adaptor.
The rcsista.nce element is of very generous
size, having a large area for heat dissipation,
and it is exceptionally well made and
fiuishecl. The standard model has a rcsistanct· of 350 ohms and costs r 2s. 6cl., but nonstilnclarcl sizes can be obtained for Ijs. each.

BULGIN

Magnum three-position wave-change and
filament switch for battery sets.
A new shape of cam is now being fitted
which obviates this momentary opening
and closing of a contact, such as that for
filaments, etc., when changing from one to
another position of the switch.
The model illustrated is a wave-change
two-pole make-and-break model incorporating a pair of filament contacts, these
having the new shaped cam. It 1s a threeposition type, and costs 2s. 6d.

B.A.T.

LINE

RESISTOR

HE majority of the U .S.A.-madc main£
receivers are designed for 1 IO yolts
supply, and when these are used in this
country where the supply voltages arc
mainly between zoo and 250 volts, nther ''
series resistance or a step-down transformer,
according to the type of set, must be interpo3ed between the n·ceiver and the power
point.
.
Cland"~ Lyo:1s, Ltd., 40, Buclongham Gate,
London, S.W.I, has introduced a variable
resistance for use where this method of absorbing the surplus voltage can be employed.
It is rated to dissipate about 85 watts,
and will carry indefinitely 0.5 amp. without
an undm· temperature rise. The resistance
wire is wound on a heat-resisting former, and

QPP OUTPUT CHOKE

THIS new component of A. F. Bulgin &
Co., Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, Essc·x,
has been designed especially for use with
QPP output valve;; in which both sets of
dcctrocics are assembled in the one bulb
such as the Marconi and Osram QPzr
the Hivac QP:qo.
·
. It is wound on an iron core of adequate
s1ze, and hCJ.s a total inductance of 27 henrys,
its DC resistance being 320 ohms.

anc;

Challis high-voltage mains transformer for
cathode ray tube exciter units.
This scheme of connections is quite satisfactory, for the transformer will be ern ployecl
w1th a half-wave rectifier.
The primary is tapped for mains supplies
of 2oo to 2 50 volts at 50 c j s, and the price
is fixed provisionally at 45s.

The Radio Industry

THEcourseH.l\l.V.
London showrooms are in
of reconstruction; from the technical point of view the arrangements being made
for clemonstratwns promise to be exceptionally mt(•restmg, as. the architect has plannecJ,
m collaboratiOn with the engineers, a system
,,f mclqwnclent built-in aerials connected to a
senes of sound-proof rooms.

Bulgin LF3r
tapped QPP
output choke.

T

-0-

The winding is tapped at the exact centre,
and in addition further tappings arc provided for matching loud speakers of 7,500
ohms and Io,ooo ohms impedance.
It is enclosed in a frosted aluminium case
designed for baseboard or sub-chassis mounting; insulated terminals are fitted, and the
price is IjS. The list number is LF31.
\Vhen tested in a circuit the choke was
found to be perfectly satisfactory, and we
can confidently recommend it.

MAINS

CHALLIS TRANSFORMERS, LTD., 41,
King Edwarcl Road, Rugby, has sent in
for examination a mains transformer designed
for use in exciter units for cathode ray tubes.
This model would be rated at approximately 50 watts output; it gives 3,ooo volts
RMS for the HT rectifier, and it has a taping at 2 ,ooo volts for tubes req.uiring the
lower potential.
There are two 4-volt LT windings, each
rated for 4 amps. On full load these two
windings gave 3.85 and J.gr volts respectively, whilst with 3-amp. load their voltages
were 3·93 and 3·99 RMS.

-0-

-0-

-0-

As most readers are aware, Milnes H.T.
supply umts are orclinarily arranged for recharging from a 6-volt accumulator, to which
the cdls are connectecl by means of the charge~l_Ischarge switch m parallel groups of four.
I he system IS, however, a flexible one, and for
the benefit of those who have available sources
of higher DC voltage it may be pointed out
that batteries are available for charging from
12-volt accumulator (e.g:, a car battery) and
from house-hghtmg or similar plants of from
18 to I ro or even higher voltages. Possibilities
in this direction are clearly set out in a leaflet
available from Milnes Raclio Co., Ltd., Victoria
Works, Bingley, Yorks.
<2>

CHALLIS TELEVISION
TRANSFORMER

Claude Lyons' B.A.T. variable line resistor
for I Io-volt mains receivers.

The high voltage secondary was only a
5hade ever 2,000 volts in one case and 3,000
volts in the other, with a slightly greater
current load than the 5 mA. for which it is
rat"d.
In the case of this winding, one end is
joined to frame, whilst the tapping and
the other end of the winding are taken to
porcelain piilars to ensure adequah~ insulation in view of the high potentials at these
points.

0

<->

<S>

A recent paragraph regarding Chryslcr cars
may have givc,n a false impression.
The
makers do not tit any particular car radio

<·quipnwnt to their models, and bny<'rs of the
cars have complete freedom of choice as to
the type selectPcl.
~ew Joos~-leaf
~lusi<lll in Section

sheets arc available for in-

7 (Con1munication Engineermg Instruments) of tlw catalogue issued by

l\luirhc-ad and Co., Ltd., Elmcrs End, Beckenham, Kent.
Mr. Leslie S. Smith has re-signed his position
as sales manager of Sunbeam Electric, Ltd.,
and has been anpointf'd general manager of
Sunbeam Wireless Service, of ro, The Pavement, Clapham, London, S.\V.4.
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FOUNDATIONS
OF WIRELESS
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

Part XXVII.-The IF Amplifier

Filters

••

HE selectivity and quality of the modern superltet. are both go~'erned largely hy
the characteristics of the IF amplifier ; these in turn are determined hy the nature
of the band-pass filters which are its most important components. This instalment
deals at length with the behaviour of coupled circuits of the types customarily
employed.

T

T

HE intermediate-frequency amplifier can be defined as that part of
a superheterodyne that lies between the frequency-changer and
the second detector. It is really a fixedtunc high-frequency amplifier which derives its signal not from the aerial direct,
but from the frequency-changer, since
this is the point at which the IF currents
first appear. Just as in the case of the;
HF amplifier, our present problem consists largely of the design of the tuned
circuits inYolved.
At the comparatively low frequencies
used, tuned-circuit design is much easier
than at the original signal-frequency in
the sense that it is easier to produce coils
of low resistance-or, more properly, of
high L / r ratio. As we ha Ye clearly seen
(Part XX), it is this ratio that determines
the sharpness with which a circuit tunes.
We can therefore expect to make a superheterodyne
more
selective than
a
"straight" set with the same number of
tuned circuits.
The two most-used intermediate frequencies arc 450 and IIO kc Is, or values
not far remoyed from these. Experience
shows that the Yalues of L/ r set forth in
the table below can be achieved, even with
comparatiwly small coils, with the

ponents connected, in the finished set,
across the tuned circuits.
Frequency
(kc,s).

I

Type of Coil.

Llr.

4:)()

t--:olid wire, air eore

t[i to

:10 X JO-G

4:>0
4:)0

Litz., air con~
Li tz., iron ('Ore
Holid ·\-vi re. air (·ore
Li tz., air core

40 to
70 to

so

IIO
110

r,o

i>O

to l>O

Up to 140

O\'erall resonance curves for four cascaded
tuned circuits, one curye corresponding L1
circuits of L I r = 140, and one to circuits
of L / r = 25, these being the highest and
lowest figures in the Table. The curves,

,.
10 0

..
,

Those who remember t'arlier Parts will
realise that these figures are necessarily
approximate, rising or falling with the
physical dimensions of the coil. In addition, they depend on the value of L, growing less as this is increased owing to thr
fact that the series resistance r equivalent
to dielectric loss or other forms of parallel
damping is proportional to the square of
the inductance.
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A Typical Example

It is not easy, unless one is very familiar
indeed with the implications of the~e
figures, to draw any immediate conclusions
from them. We will therefore assume thaL
wr are callrd upon to design the IF coils
for a superheterodyne that includes one
stage of IF amplification. A typical circuit for the relevant
part of the receiver
-----------------1------~--------------~+HT
is given in Fig. 141,
where it will be
seen that each of
the two IF couplings includes two
tuned
circuits,
making four in all.
One at each point
would suffice to
provide the necessary coupling between valves, but
as we know (Part·
XX) that the larger
the
number
of
tuned circuits th•.'
better the comproFig. 141. Skeleton diagram of single-stage IF amplifier. VI is the frequency-changer, V2 the IF amplifying valve proper, and V3 the detector.
mise between selectivity ami high-note
various types of winding indicated. The reproduction, this minimum is doubled.
figures make rough allowance for the
To get an idea of the meaning of the
damping effects of valves and other com- Lj r valm;s just given, we will draw two

f--- t-- 1---

f= f=
t-r--r--- r-1--- 1---

-f\- f-

_j_

I

\

L
o- 1

15

1\
I
10

I\
0

kcjs OFF

10

RESONANCE

15

+

Fig. 142. Overall resonance curves of four
tuned circuits in cascade. (a) Llr ~ 140.
(b) Lr = 25.

drawn from the data-curve,; of Fig. ro8
(Part XX), are reprocluced in Fig. 142.

Selectivity-at a Price
The inner one, corresponding to Lfr=
shows the most impressiH: selectivity
-but abo shows the most appalling Ios,;
of high notes. At 3 kc, s off tunc (J,OOO
cycles audio) the response is little more
tl1an one-thousandth of that corresponding to the carrier (and the lowest notes).
The outer curve, corresponding to L I r =
25, is more reasonable, being nearly roo
times down at 9 kc ,1 s; selectivity will be
good, while at 5 kc 1 s (s,ooo cycles audio)
the response is still one-tenth of that for
the bass. E wn this curve, if realised in
a receivrr, would giYe Yery "boomy" and
deep-toned reproduction of music, badly
lacking in the lifc-giYing high notes.
140,
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The curves of Fig. 142 have been
worked out on the assumption that th~
tuned circuits are in cascade, by which is
meant that each retains its own individual
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each of which has L / r = 40. If the coupling between them is very weak, so that
the reaction of one circuit upon the other
is negligible, we get, for the two circuits
in cascade, the innermost resonance curve
I of Fig. I43· This shows a reduction of
voltage to Ig per cent. at ± 4 kc Is from
resonance, and to 4·5 per cent. at ± 9
kc / s. The weak coupling further ensures
that even if a large voltage appears across
the first coil, that across the second will
be extremely small.

1-- -1--- 1---

Maximum Energy Transference
·--

.,-::= t:::F ~

selectivity which, by using a large enough
number of pairs of circuits, might be made
sufficiently high. In practice it is found
that resonance curves of this type are very
hard to realise, for differences in the L I r
values of the two circuits generally lead
to a curve in which one peak, being predominant, is brought exactly to resonance.
while the other is represented by no more
than a slight irregularity on one side or
the other of a steeply falling curve. On
the whole, it is safest for a designer to
content himself with trying to get a peak
only a little wider than that of curve 2,
which represents the case of critical coupling and maximum gain.
A pair of coils, coupled so as to broaden
the peak of the resonance curve in the wa v
shown in Fig. I43, is called a filter O'r
band-pass filter.
More elaborate structures, containing more than two tuned cir-

As the coupling between the two coils
is
increased by bringing them closer to:]
gether, the voltage across the secondary
>
J
.
increases and the peak of the resonance
"">
/
1/ I
1-- :--f=
~
curve broadens, until at critical coupling
:"i
the curve takes the shape shown at 2 in
""0:
- 1-::= ~-- 1---1-- <--- ~
11o"'Fig. I43· The re1--- 1-- 1--f--· 1 1--sponse at ±4 kc/s
5
--,-~ 11'p! 1--1--- !----1--has now risen to 44
per cent., thereby
1---· - - f--- r-!-"'~-"
improving
t h ;:
transmission
::f
V
high notes, but at
X
o· 1
1
30
20
10
0
10
20
the cost of a reduction
in
selectivity,
kcfs OFF RESONANCE
I+
Q
/
the response at ± 9 ·
::>
0
/
0
kc,
snow
being
9-4
Fig. 143. Resonance curves of two tuned
V
a:
circuits, each L;r ~ 40. (1) Cascaded :
p~r cent.
At this
X!r = o.
(z) Critically coupled Xlr = I.
coupling the volt(3) Coupled to give overalJ band-width
age
across
the
/
5 kc's.
Xjr = 2.04. (See formula 5.)
secondary is half
o· 1
lOO
1,000
10
'
resonance curve, unmodified by th'c that which would
"TIMES DOWN", OR RATIO OF RESPONSE AT RESONANCE
presence of tht: others. But to pass energy appear across the
TO THAT n CYCLES OFF TUNE
through the intervalve couplings of Fig. primary used as
simple
tuned-anode
I4I, some coupling has to be provided by
Fig. 145. Design-curve from which resonance curve of any critically
coiL
which this energy can pass from circuit I
coupled filter for which L,'r of the coils is known may be plotted.
With
still
closer
to circuit 2, and from 3 to 4· Juxtaposition of the coils implies that this is claw: coupling the voltage, at exact resonance, cuits, can be built up, but in ordinary
by mutual inductance, the second coil acros" the secondary begins to fall a little. wireless practice the use of tuned filters is
lying in the magnetic field of the first. while the joint resonance cur\'e takes oa generally restricted to a simple twoThe process is analogous to that by which the shape shown at 3· The rounded peak member combination such as that
energy is transferred from an aerial to ;t of curve 2 has now split up into two separ- described.
tuned winding by coupling to the latter a ate peaks with a trough at the actual
Controlling Band Width
few turns of wire connected between aerial resonant frequency itself. The response at
± 4 kc / s is now g8 per cent. of the maxiand earth. But in the present case there
\Ve have seen that the resonance curve
is a difference-both circuits are tuned to mum, while at ±5 kcls it is equal to that
the frequency of the currents supplied to at exact resonance. Selectivity has neces- of a single tuned circuit is determined ensarily dropped further, the response ,,t tirely by the ratio L I r. In a filter we have
them.
a second variable in the coupling between
In such a case each circuit reacts upon
± 9 kc /shaving risen to 23 per cent.
the other, and each modifies the other's
It would appear that curve 3 offers a the coils, which determines the degree of
"spread" round the peak. This coupling
resonance curve. There emerges a new suggestion for a wry satisfactory design.
joint resonance curve, with characteristics It provides a rising response up to 5 kc / s may take several forms, of which the most
that we have not yet discussed.
from resonance, thereby compensating for usual are shown in the diagrams of Fig.
Let us take the case of two tuned ci r- probable losses in other portions of the re- 14.4. If \Ve denote by X the reactance of
cuits (one intervalve coupling in Fig. qr), ceiwr, while at the same time giving the coupling element (Cm, Lm, or the
mutual inductance M), then the effect of
the coupling in modifying the resonance
M
,....-A--..
curve from that proper to the same to circuits in cascade depends upon the ratio
X;
r. If, therefore, we know the sharpc
ness of tuning of the individual circuits,
as given by L / r, and also the effect af
coupling, as given by X I r, we can plot
Cm
the complete resonance cuve of a filter.
The formula necessary for this is given at
the end of this Part.
.
.
Without, however, going so far as to
plot the whole curve, we can fairly readily
(u)
(b)
(C)
find out some important points. Two circuits are critically coupled when the coupFig. r 44· Three common types of tuned filter. Coupled in (a) by Cm, common to both tuned
ling is so close that the peak of the cun·e
circuits; (b) by Lm replacing Cm ; (c) by mutual inductance M between the coils themselves.
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Foundations of Wirelessis just on the verge of breaking up into
two separate peaks. This occurs when
the coupling reactance X is made equal
to the high-frequency resistance r of
either of the circuits (assumed identical),
or when the relative coupling X/ r is made
equal to unity. Naturally, the higher r
is made the broader will be the peak, since
ra1smg r flattens the tuning of each individual circuit and at the s<nne time involves an increase in X to maintain
coupling at the critical point. A rapid
estimate of the width of the peak can be
made by dividing L/r for the circuits concerned into 0. rs, which gives the number
of cycles off tune at which the response
has fallen to half that at resonance.
Thus for two circuits of Ljr=so, critically coupled, the curve would fall to halfheight at 0. IS/ (so X ro-") = rso,ooo I so
cycles~3.0 kc/s off tune. Data for plotting rapidly a complete resonance curw~
for the particular case of critical coupling
are given in Fig. I45· Here "times
down'' at n cycles off tune is plotted
against the product n x L / r, the latter being in fundamental units (cycles, henrys
and ohms). The curve applies to the
simple case where the two tuned_ circuits
are identical ; in the case of any difference
between them an approximation at least
could be had by taking a mean value for
L j r. This figure fulfils for a filter what
the design curves in Part XX do for circuits in cascade.
1,000
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Fig. q6. Showing how " rabbit's ears "
develop when an attempt is made to broaden
the peak by closely coupling coils of high
L:r.
L. r = qo.
X,'r = 79 !formula 2).

In the third (peaked) curve of Fig. 143
there are two peaks at about 3! kc/ s
either side of resonance. A curve of this
type is just as easy to plot from the full
formula as one for critical coupling, but
short cuts are less simple. Owing to the
difficulty of realising such curves, we will
do no more than refer the reader to
formul<e, at the end of this Part, which
give the number of cycles off tune at which

the peaks occur, their height, and the
number of cycles off tune at which the
final fall of the cun·e outside the peak
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Fig. I47. Resonance curve of filter suggested as suitable for IF amplifier of Fig.
qr. L, r = 40. Xjr = I.25.

brings the response down again to equal
that at resonance.
Attention i~ particularly drawn to the
impossibility of combining a flat-toppeu
curve with high selectivity by closely
coupling a pair of very low-resistance circuits. Fig. 146 shows the curve of a filter
in which each circuit has L I r = 140,
coupled to give peaks at 5 kc / s off tune.
Apart from the fact that the tuning of each
circuit reacts upon that of the other to
such an extent as to make the realisation
of the curve a matter of extreme difficulty,
the great height of the peaks will lead thf;
user of the finished superheterodyne so
to tune his oscillator as to put the IF
carrier, not in the trough, where signais
will be quietest, but on one of the peaks,
where the output of sound will, in the
case shown, be twenty-five times as great.
\Ve will suppose, therefore, that in
supplying coils to the amplifier of Fig. 141
we shall content ourselves with a low L / r
ratio anu a relative coupling little tighter
than critical. This will give us a curve
that is not too selective for acceptable
quality while keeping away from practical
difficulties in tuning. Suitable values arc
L/r=40, X r= 1.2 to 1.3, which give us
(for one filter) the curve of Fig. 147. This
is practically flat to zt kc / s off tune, after
which it drops away to a little less than
half-height at ±5 kc, s. At ±9 kcls it
is nearlv ten times dcnvn. Two such filters
in cascade will give a resonance curve
typical of that of the IF amplifier of the
average modern superheterodyne.
The gain to be expected from the IF
stage is very readily calculated. Since !t
depends on the dynamic resistance
,.,"L' 1r of the tuned circuits, it can
(theoretically) be raised to any desired
value by choosing a sufficiently high value
for L, of course keeping L / r constant at
the chosen value. Let us suppose that
the intermediate frequency is no kc Is,
and that with an IF valve of slope 2.5
mA 1 V. we want a gain of 250 times from
grid of IF valve to grid of detector. Since
the coupling is close to the critical value

the gain from grid to anode of the coil, over
one coil only, will have to be almost
exactly double this figure, making soo
times. Dividing this by the slope of the
valve gives the dynamic resistance required for the anode coil, which is, therefore, zoo,ooo ohms. Knowing that L/r=
40xro- 0 , and 2"/L'/r=200,ooo ohms,
we readily deduce that L must be ro.s
mH., bearing in mind that /=IIo kc/s.
This inductance we shall han to tune with
199/</IF., including strays.
If the pentagricl has a slope of 3 m A 1V.,
the conversion conductance will be 1.5
mA/V., giving a gain of about (zoo x 1.5)
/2 = 150 times, reckoning from HF on
mouulator grid to IF on grid of IF valve
Since this, in turn, amplifies 250 times.
the owrall gain from signal on grid of
pentagrid to second detector will be
250 X 150, Or about 37,500 times.
APPENDIX.
Filter Formulre.
The resonance curve of a filter i' given by:
=
( \'~)'
\

(t _ lii8n'p.'):!
+ (25.2nJ.') 2
1 + q·
l + q'

. . (I)

where Vo = voltage at re8onanee
V = voltaQ;E' at 11 cn·!es off tune
}' ~~ L ·,.(in henrys' and ohm~)
q =relative eoupling X !r, or ratio of
(·oupling rPat'tan('E' to <·oil re~i~tance.

Critical Coupling oecnrs when q = I (see Fig. 144).
This gives rnaxinuun voltage on set·ond eoiJ, this
voltage _being half that whid• would have appeared
on the first end had rt l>f'Pll the onl v one n,;prL Still
doser coupling reduces voltage bu.t litth•.
-

Peaked Curves.

(q grE>ater tha11 I.)
If peak is n c·,vdes from rc-~ona.nce,
q' = 1 + li)8p'n'
and height of peak is given by:
y
1 + q'
Vo
2q

•. (2)

.. (3)

(1''e by finding q. by formula (2), fmm known
L,'r and desired n : then find
o from formula (3).)

v, \'

Approximate short cut in a sing!<' stage: height
of peak

11

V
Vo

eyc·les out from re~onance i:-:~ ~i ven by :
l5RII'p' + 3
_ _4___
.. (4)

Overall Band-width.
If it is desired that, at n eveles from resonance
the pt>ak shall have beE'n pa~sC'd and the voltag~
shall have fallt>n again to the level of thP trough 'at
resonance, n1ake:
.. (5)

The_ rest. of the cmve can then be sketched by
findmg ·n for pE'ak from (2) and height of peak
from (3).

CATALOGUES RECEIVED
I\Iidgkv
liarmcr,
Ltd., l>ukt·s
Road.
\\"estern Avt·nue, London. \\'.J, havt• devdoped a Ilf"\\" condenser microphone and
three-stage pre-amplifit·r, particulars of which
arP contained in a rpct"ntly publisher! kaflet.
Tiw nt"w microphone is n[ extremely small
dinwnsi!lns ami should cause little distortion of
tllf' sound fic·ld at high fn·quencies.
Full tPchnical Jf'tails. including a frequency
n·spnnse curve·. oi rlw ne:\\· :\Iagnavox " ThirtyThn'l' '' loud spcakf'r an· given in a booicld
pubJi,;hl'd b1· Benjamin Ekctric, Ltd., Brant~
wood Works. Tariff Road, Tottenham, London,
N.I]. The specification o{ the Model" Sixty~
Six " is abo included.
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Electrical Interference
A Disgraceful State of Affairs
lll:' Poc;t Office, despite its
a\·owed policy of giving the
utmost ser\·ice to the public, is
failing in a responsibility to
wireksc; Jic;tenerc;.
It is years now since ~1 ttention was
dra\vn h\' Tltc ll'ire!css JForld to the
growing illlisancc of electrical interference which mars the enjoyment of
broadcast programmes.
In Xovember, H)j2, The JJ"irclcss
l!"orld suggested that the Institution
of Electrical Engineers should call a
committt'e to consider what steps
should he taken to reach agreement
between the various electrical interests,
so ac; to pave the way for legislation on
the subject of interference. At that
time it could not be foreseen that that
bodv would fail so lamentablv in
carr~ymg out the task which it
voluntarilv undertook. After nearly
three ve<trs it looks as if the onlv
achievement of the Committee h<{s
been to f'tght a \'Cry successful rearguard
action against the wireless public in
cleft·ncf:' of the electrical industry which
has been unwilling to ach~it any
responsibility for interference and has
resented the idea that it should be
called upon to introduce remedial
Ineasurc,;.
It goes much against the grain to
state tht' position so bluntly, hut what
othc·r conclusion C<lll we arrive at when
t ltt' y·ears go by and nothing is clone.
::-;o long, too, as the I.E.E. Committee
c·xists, so long will it be impossible for
the l'o:-;t Office to act themselves beclllc;c tlwv han~ representatives on
the committee.
In :\on·mhcr. HJ_)..?, Sir lan Frascr
in the House of Commons asked the
Post mastcr-Ceneral if, in view of the
recent demonstratiQn by the Post
Ofticc at the National l{adio Exhibition

T
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COMMENT
that practically all kinds of electrical
interference with wireless reception can
now be inexpensively prevented, he
will take the first opportunity of securing power to enforce the reasonable use
of interference-preventing apparatus ?
In reply it was stated that such
legislation "will be considered."
\Vhat has happened since then i~
that all sorts of people have found that
the problem is beset with difficulties,
hut we venture to suggest that most of
these are of their own intentiona 1
invention.
It has been argued that before legislation could be effective, it would be
essential to define precisely what degree
of interference should be regarded as
offensive. When we experience direct
sound nuisances from our neighbours,
do we have to set up apparatus to
measure the sound before we can take
anv action? Surely the Post Office
engineers arc competent to decide in
such matters. Yet we find that in the
case of electrical interference, elaborate
methods of arriving at a measure of
the interference are being evolved and
argued about as if legislation could not
he proceedecl with in the absence of
some such agreed formula.
It is high time that the bare problem
should be looked at again, dissociated
from all the frills which have accumulated around it and that the representativc·s of the Post Office should resign
from the I.E.E. Committee, so that the
Post Office may be free to introduce a
simple I \ill making unreasonable interference illegal and giving the Post
Ofticl' authority to control it.
Surely the e!'cctrical inclustrv will not
say that they have not been given both
the time and opportunity to offer to
the Po;;tmaster-(~eneral an agreed plan.
Thcv ha vc been shmvn everv consicki-ation and have failed t.o J)rocluce
resnlb. There is now every justification for the Postmaster-Ceneral to take
the matter into his own hands.
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The

Modern
Qua Iity Receiver

ByW. T. COCKING

Latest Developments Applied to the Superheterodyne

T

HE standard of performance demanded from a wireless receiver
is continually becoming higher,
and both constructor and purchaser grow more exacting. A few years
ago a highly sensitive and selectiYe set
gi·ving moderately good quality was considered ideal, and manv could see little
scope for improvement.· The receiver of
to-day, however, must be in no way inferior as regards sensitivity and selectivity,
and it must gin· a much closer approach
to perfection in the matter of quality of

.'

~--------

'

JN

Such a performance is best secured with
a superheterodyne, and the requirements
in regard to selectiYity and qualitv can be
met only by including variable selectivity,
as explained in detail in a recent articlt-. 1
It was pointed out therein that this is bes~
obtained at an intermediate frequency of
some 465 kc 's, but this would not force
us to employ this frequency if it were not
that it is advantageous from another point
of view.
The elimination of secondchannel interference, and most of the kindred whistle-producing types of inter-

-------------------- ____________ ..., ___ ------------------------------------------------------

the following article all the essential improvements
a·vai!ab!e for inclusion in the design of a modern
superheterodyne are listed and discussed from a
technical point of ·view_ It will be found
that all these desirable refinements have
been incmporated in the design of the
"' H'ireless World' 1936 Monodial A.C.
Super" to be described in next week's
zssue

response except \Yhen the receiYer is employed within a few miles of a transmitter.
The strong signals from a local station can
be responsible for many whistles, and to
overcome them it is necessarv to use at
least three tuned circuits at' the signal
frequency or else to employ ycry efficient
coils with highly accurate ganging, and
probably also special balancing arrangements. which are liable to be trickv ill
adjustment.
·
Now, if we use an intermediate frequmcy of 465 kc / s, each prc-sdector circuit affords roughly four times the protection against second-channel interference,
so that with two signal-frequency circuits
the liability to spurious responses is something like one-sixteenth of that at no
kc/s. With coils of awrage efficiency

reproduction ; in addition, automatic
volume control is considered an essential
fitting, with a visual tuning indicator
hardly less so, while quiet automatic
Yolume control is becoming quite important in a reallv sensitiYe set.
The specification of an up-to-date reccin:r, therefore, reads somewhat as
follows:(1) Sensitivity adequate for distant reception with a poor a<>rial (about IO,u V)_
(2) Selectivity commensurate with the sensitivity(3) Quality as high as possible in all circumstances, IPading to (a) a minimum of amplitude distortion, (b) for local reception an even
response up to 8,000 c;'s.

(4) A minimum of internally generated background noise_
(5)
Freedom from
spurious
responses
(second-channel interfer<>nce and the like).
(6) A VC system designed for fading reduction.
(7) Efficient muting between stations, i.e_,

QAVC
(8) Visual tuning indicator which is both
rapid and dead beat, while in addition such
important factors as reliability, ease of adjustment, consistency of performance, and cost
must receive attention_

General view of the 1936 Monodial receiver
chassis_ The dial face and control knobs
have been removed to disclose the arrangement of the components_

ference, depends upon the proYision of an
adequate degret: of pre-selection, and the
higher the intermediate frequency employed the easier it is to obtain the
requisite pre-sekction.
It is common to find that \vhcn the intermediate frequency is of the order of
no kc Js, two tuned circuits preceding the
freqnmcy changer prO\·icle sufficient selectivity for the a voidance of spurious
1
Variahle Selectivity. The )J'ireless World, July
5th, 1935.
.•

two pre-selector circuits with an interm.cdiate frequency of 465 kc / s are roughly
equivalent to four with a frequency of IIO
kc /s.
Each additional signal-frequency circuit
employed adds to the complication of a
receiver, and makes its adjustment more
difficult, and if it be possible to obtain the
desired performance with two circuits it is
not desirable to employ a larger number.
Two circuits with an intermediate frequency of 465 kc Is pro Ye in practice to
meet present-day requirements admirably.
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are t\\·o different ways in which they may
be used: they can be connected in tlw
form of a band-pass filter coupling tlw
aerial to the frequency-changer, or they
may be used as two single circuits with a
signal-frequency HF amplifier.
Our choice here will depend upon thr
scnsitiYity which we nel~d. for although W(·
can obtain as much amplification as \\l' liko_·
at the intermediate frequency, background
hiss is a matter of. great importance. Th•:
noise gt·nerated in a recciYcr comes from
Yarious source,:;. Thermal agitation in the
conductors forming the first circuit st'ts :t
limit to the maximum usable amplification.
but in many cases valve noise predominate-". There arc many defects in a valv:·
which can lead to rwist', but assuming such
defects to be absent, the signal to rwist·
ratio increases as the ratio of the square
root of the anode current to the mutuJ l
conductance. It is obvious that we need
only consider the first \'alve, for if the
signal and noise in this stage an· comparable in strength, the noise introclun·d
by the second stage will be negligible.
Now, the conversion conductance of a
frt'quency-changer is considerably lower
than the mutual conductance of an H F
\'alve, and its anode current is rare~\·
much smaller. The conversion conductance normally obtained is about o ..'i
mA/V, whereas the mutual conductance
of a modern HF pentode is some 3 m A I V.
or even more. The use of an HF stagt
preceding the frequency-changer is thu-;
likely to increase the signal to noise ratio
by some five or six times--an incn·asc
which is well worth while.

obtained \\ith a highly efficient single
stage.
Our recci,·er now takes shape as a
~ignal-frequency HF stage with two preoekctor circuits, a freqncncy-changer, and
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IF Stage Gain
If we are wise we shall not attempt to
obtain a high degree of amplification from
such a stage, and shall content ourseln·s
with a modest gain of some zo times, for
unless we do this we shall be liable to meet
trouble with overloading of the frequencychanger when receiving stations separated
from a local by only a few channels. ·w('
shall find, therefore, that a higher degree
of IF amplification is needed than might
at first be thought necessary. At a low
frequency it would readily be possible to
secure adequate amplification with a single·
IF stage, for stability is easy to achie\'e
at such a frequency, and four tuned circuits provide adequate adjacent channf·l
selectivity. At 465 kc Is, however, six
tuned circuits arc needed, ancl adequak
amplification cannot then be secured with
a single stage. If stability is to be maintained with two high-gain IF stages, very
extensive screening and decoupling is
essential, and the resulting amplification i,;
far higher than is necessary. It prove,;
better, therefore, to employ two stage,;
giving only a moderate gain of some 30
to 40 times per stage with which it is by
no means difficult to obtain complek
stability. A total IF gain of about r,ooo
times is easily realisable in this way and
compares very well with the figure of 400
tinws, which is about the best that can be
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however. The use of DC Amplified A VC
is usually inconvenient and is open to the
objection that the characteristics may
change appreciably with different valves.
IF Amplified AVC does r:.ot have these
drawbacks, but increases the risk of instability in a set having a high gain;
moreover, since the amplification is at th<~
intermediate frequency it might just as
well be included in the chain leading lo
the detector. We thus find that special
amplification for the AVC circuit is not
strictlv necessary, provided that the last
IF stage is not controlled. If this stage
be controlled, it will inevitably overload
on a strong signal and serious distortion
will result. The HF, FC, and first IF
stages, however, can be fully controilccl
\\ ithout any clanger, for the rst IF valve
will never ha,·e to give an output exceeding about 0.5 volt. The second IF valve
may have to give an output of 30 volts
or so on a strong signal, and this is impos~ible at a high grid bias.

I/
g

"'

g

"'

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

This illustration shows how the amplification
varies throughout the W'ireless World 1936
Monodial AC Super. The bottom curves show
the gain from the aerial to the grid of the HF
valve while the next gives the amplification
as far as the frequency-changer. The difference in shape between this curve and the
next is accounted for by the variations in conversion conductance of the frequency-changer
with frequency, and as the gain of IF amplifier
is effective at all frequencies this represents
the final shape. It will be seen that the predetector gain reaches a figure of ovf'r half
a million and that the variations in the gain
with frequency are unusually small.
1\\'o ] F stage,; embodying six circuits
tuned to 465 kc, s and providing variable
sdcctivity. The detector will naturally be
a diode and this portion of the set with
the LF amplifier need not differ in any
way from normal practice. The AVC system must recei \'C careful consideration,

The question of the delay voltage employed is of great importance, and it can
be shown theoretically that the higher the
delay \'oltage tl-Jc better the action of
AVC, provided that the sensitivity is adequate. The use of a large delay voltage,
however, results in the last IF valve being
called upon to deliver a very high output
voltage and it is difficult or impossible to
obtain a valve which will give the necessary output without distortion. Practical
experience, therefore, shows that the us~
of a small delay voltage, or even none at
all, leads to much better results. A localdistance switch usually becomes unnecessary and with normal degrees of fading
the control is aurally as good. The
volume from different stations may vary
slightly more, however, but this is unirn- ·
portant in view of the differing degrees (If
av~rage modulation
depth employed,
wluch prevents equal volume being
obtained from all stations whatever the
AVC system.
Now, any highly sensitive receivf;r
\\ hich is equipped with AVC is very noisy
when it is not tuned to a signal, for the
sensitivity is then at its maximum and full
output is secured from atmospherics and
man-made static. Tuning, therefore, is
apt to be a noisy process, and some means
of antomatic-ally reducing the sensitivity
when the set is mistuned from a signal is
highly desirable. Many highly complex
OAVC systems have been evolved but
;Jthough ·entirely satisfactory from a 'theoretical standpoint, they are often expensive and very difficult to adjust correct! y
without laboratory apparatus. A simpler
systrm which involves the use of only one
additional valve has consequently been
evolwd, and although it has not all the
features of more complex systems it has
proved in practice to be go per cent. as
good.
The additional valve is arranged to bi·1s
the detector so that it is inoperative in
the absence of a signal having a level
greatt-r than a certain predetermined
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value. This vaiYe i~ controlled from tht~
A VC system of the receiver and when a
strong enough signal is tuned in the detector bias is rerno\'E'd and the set functions normally. Tuning is then rendered
much plea,.;anter, particularly at times
when few station~ arc operating, for the
rcceiYer is silent except when tuned to a
station.
Th:c accuracy 11·ith IYhich tuning is
carried out affects the quality of reproduction to no small degree, and as many
find difficulty in determining the optimum
setting bv ear, a visual indicator is considered rl'ecessan· in the modern receiver.
The simplest fo~m of indicator is a milliammeter, but unless a good quality, and
hence expensive, instrument is used, it
does not greatly help tuning, for the
needle oscillates so that it is difficult to
determine its reading, and even if it can
be persuaded to remain steady by careful tuning, any stray atmospheric is liable
to set it swinging· again. The neon tuning indicator does not suffer from the
same defects, and as it has a more pleasing appearance, it forms a more suitable
fitting to a high quality receiver.
It will thus be clear that the modern
receiver demands far more skill on . the
pa1i of the designer than older sets, not
merely because a more exact performance is demanded, but because so many
extra refinements are included.
Every
additional circuit embodied naturally increases the possibilities of a breakdown
and this must be offset bv a more accurate
<]('Sign and a more careful choice of the
component parts.

In Next Week's Issue

The Wireless World

1936 MONODIAL AC SUPER

T

HE requirements of selectivity and
quality are mutually incompatible,
and it follO\YS that any receiver
having a fixed degree of selectivity
1s necessarily a compromise, the quality
being lower than it need be for local reception aml the selectivity hardly adequate to suit the m·eds of the most distant
stations. The precise compromise adopted
varies in different receivers, but compromise is inevitable unless the set is so
designed that the selccti\'ity can be varied
at will to suit the particular receiving conditions existing at any moment.
Variable Selectivity and QA VC
The 1936 Monodial AC Super includes
variable selectivity in a very effective
form, with the result that although a very
high standard of quality can be obtained
when required, the selectivity can be increased at will by means of a single pan'"]
control when interference renders this
The sensitivity is of a very
necessary.
high order, being less than IOfJ.V, and is
consequently adequate for distant reception even \Yhen the aerial is not of the

best, moreover, the high sensitivity renders the AVC system efficient in reducing
fading whether the average signal input
to the set be high or low.
Through the use of an intermediate frequency of 465 kc / s second channel interference and kindred whistle producing
forms of interference are much less prevalent than is the case \Yith a low frequency, and under all ordinary conditions
of use the possibility of their presence is
negligible. A simple but effective QA VC
system is incorporated which acts to
eliminate the noisy background so often
found when tuning receiHrs including
·automatic volume control.
The signal
level at which the system operates is adjustable to suit local conditions of background.
The valves are arranged as a signalfrequency amplifier, a triode-hexodc frequency changer, t\YO IF stages, and a lowfrequency amplifier resistance coupled to
the output pentode.
Diodes are used
both for the detector and for AVC, while
a ~eparate triode provides the muting
actwn of QA VC. The panel controls arc
few in number and, apart from the wavechang<; and radio-gramophone S\\"itches,
compnse only· the tuning, the selectivity,
and the manna! \'Olume controls.
LIST

OF

PARTS

Afltr the particular 111al.·c of component used in the
~riginaln_wdel, suitable altcmatice products are given
1n some znstances.
RECEIVER UNIT
1 Threeagang condenser, 0.0005 mfd.
Polar " Minor ,
(.J.D., l'tilit.l")
1 Tuning dial assembly and drive
Formo 11 Snail "
(l'olar)
3 v·ariablc-selectivity IF transformers, 4r:r) kc I!(
Wearite WW/IFT
1 Aerial coil
Bulgin C6
1 HF transformer
Bulgin C7
1 OsciUatov coil, .JC5 kc/s
Bulgin CS9
4 Va!.te holders, 7-pin
Clix Chassis MounUtg Type
1 Valve holder, !l-p1r1
Clix Chassis Mounting Standard Typn
1 Valve holder, :1-pin
Clix

Chassis Mounting Standard Typ•

(Bt.:lling-LL.. _,)

1 6-way Connector
1 5-way

c~"Jre

with

twin

70/:~6

1Goltone)

The top of the Wireless World 1936 Monodial receiver unit. Only where necessary have
connections been carried above the chassis.

lt>ads

Bryce
Harbros

1 S·pin Plug
Bulgin PJ
(British R;Hlio f;r,tmophone l'o.l
1 Neon tuning indicotor, .J.-pin base
Cossor 3184
1 Holder for above
Bulgin VH25
4 Ebonite shrouded terminals, A. E, l'irk-np (2)
Belling·Lee " B "
1 Screened valve connector
Bulgin P64
1 Screenej valve connector
Bulgin P65
1 Screw-on valve adaptor
Bulgin P68
5 SPST switches
Bulgin SSOB
2 SPOT switches
Hulgin S~1B
2 Lengths of rod, ~)Ill. ~nHI llin., !or <.d,on•
Bufgin
2 Knobs
Bulgin K14B
2 Knobs
Bulgin K16B
2 Reducing slee-.s fur ai>m·e
Bulgill
1 Tapered volume control, 1 nH:'/?IJhm
Reliance GL T
(FPJTanti, Clandc Lyuns, l\Jngnum. ltotlJ(:I'mel)
1 Poten.tiometer, 10,000 obme
Haynes Radio
(Kabi, Watrnel)
1 Pottntiometer, 50 ohms
Kabi Hum Balan~er
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NEW

Fixed condensers
~

fl.llUill mt'd. tuhlllar

I

0.01~,

T.C.C. 3CO
T.C.C. :wo
T.C.C. 250
T.C.C. " M "
T.C.C. "M''
T.C.C. " M "
T.C.C. "AT"
T.C.C. 561

mfd. tubular

11 11.1 mfd. tul>ul:ll'
1 11.0001 mfd.

::
~
~

u.ooo~ mftL
O.OO<JG mfd.

:>u mid;, 12 \OILs, clt·r·trnlyli"
I ~ mttl:;. ~00 volt~, dectrolytie
I t" mLL:.. 460 YOlts JH':tk. (·\ertrolrlic
T.C.C. 802
(1Ju\,ilin 1 Ferr~mti, Uraham J•';trish,· Pl•ak, Pol.lr·

S.S.ll, T.M.C. llydra)
Resistances, 1 watt
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubiiier

1 100 ohm.-;
1 ;,oo ohm:-.
~.noo olnn.;
1 ::"1.000 t•\nn..;
;) 10,000 ohill:->
~ 20,000 ohm::~

;;
~

30,0(o!J (..!l!nl~

4 ;,~).(ltHl olnu c;
1 111!1.000 o!Jm-.:.
1 :2:J0.00tt nhms

Dubilier

1 1 mn~ohm
:~ 2 mr·dohnH

Dubilier
Dubilier

1 ·~,[,(){) ~J!J fll ~
1 7 .OUO ulllll'-'

Dubilier
Dubilir;r

Resistances, 2 watts
Resistances 3 watts
t 7.0ou nl1m.-;
(.\tnplioll, Rryce,

Erit~.

Ft·rr[lnli.

BOOI(S

The 1\Ieasurement oi Inductance, Capacitance
and Frequency. By Alberl Canipb<·ll and
Ernest C. Childs. Pp. xxiv+4Stl. l\lacmillan ~tnd Co., St. l\lartin's Stret·t, London, \\'.C.2

30s. m:t.

This is a most valuable work of referenc<'
which can be thoroughly recommended to all
wireless experimenters who are in search of
in fnrma tion concerning low-frequency measurcments. The senior author, l\Ir. Albert
Campbcll, formerly head of the Electrical
1\Ieasurements Division of the National
Physical Laboratorv, is well known as :1
pio-nPer in the field of alternating currc-r,t
measurements. He is a very skilful t'xperimenter, and, what should appeal to reader,of The T.:Vi?eless World, he has carried out

ductance~. which the title of the book suggests.
The descriptions are throughou~
clear and concise. There is more mathematics in the book than a purely practical
man will like, but it is as el"mentary as it
is possible to make a thorough treatment oi
the subject.
L. H.
Photo~ Electric

and Selenium Cells: The Operation, Co!l,trurtion am] t:seo;.
By T. J.
Fii.lrling.
l'p. qo and 7-1 illustrations.
Chapman and llall, Ltd., 1 r, Henriett~t
Stn·f'!, London,

\\'.C.2.

Price Gs.

The science of photo-electricity naturally
lend;; itself to <·xpnimental \\·ork of a mo.ot
intcn·sting a ncl iascinati ng c haractf·r, and
many keen amateur,; arc following up the

Dubilier
(:rallam F:H·i~h.

Pnlar-"K .~.F .. \\"atmd)

Clande Lyons,

Hammarlund double trimmers
3 Stand-off itlsulators

Rothermel STD220
Rul~in SW45

The maim equipment, rectifier
and output stage> are assembled
a~ a sep«rate unit
~oz.

'Sn. lG . .Zoz. ~o. :~n Liunf'd rnppl'r \\ irf'. 12 leugths
:-ly!->Lo!lt•:\

etc.

_

Harbros

5 Lengths screened sleevmg
M£ tal chassis ~ ompkte \\ illl scrcY. s. Tints :-thd \\·asht·r-;
C. A. C.
Valves:~

Y:\1P.t,

XH, 1 \\'0!1, 1 ~1Hill. 1 ~11.4

Osram

(~-Iarconi)

POWER UNIT
1 Valve holder, 7-pin
3 Valve holders, G-p in

Clix Chassis Mounting Type

Clix

Chassis Mounting Standard Type
(llelling-I.ee)
Bulgin P3
S·pin Plug
(Hritbh ltadio Gramoplwne t'u.)
Mains transformer with screcnPd primary
Challi.:;
l'rimary; 200/250 volts, 50 cycles. :-:.e~~:mllari~·:-;
!J:l0-0-3:10 volts 120 m.A., 4 volts 2.5 amp. l.l., 4 voll:j
i,/7 amp. l'.T., -l volts 2 amp. C.T.
( B.S.lL, Hritbh Radio (~ramophmw Co.. Hryct·,
HeaYhl·rll. t'1aude l.yons, l'armeko, 1:.1.. Uich aHd

Bun~ly, Sound Sale~,
1 Smoothing choke

Varlf'y, Yortt·\iou

'' f•ariteJ

Davenset 106
as ~la ins Tr;lTbfurnH·r abo\ l')

( AJLeruatives ~amc
Fixed condensers
1 O.l mftl. tul>ul<tl'
1 50 rnfd~. 50 volti', rlectrolyLir
1 4 mfds. 460 volts peak, eleetrol) tic
~ s mfd~. 4GO volts peak, eleetrolyt.le
(Duhilil't', Fcnanti, Uraham Fari~h.
N.S.F., T.~I.C. Jl)·tlrn)
Resi~tances, 1 watt
~ 100 r I. m.;

T.C.C.
T.C.C.
T.C.C.
T.C.C.
l)c:tk,

250

521
802
802

PoL\1'·

Dubilier

Dubilier
1 l1JIJ,(100 uhms
(Amplinn. Bryf'r, Eric, FPrrant i, Graham Fari~b,
Clathle L)'Cllls, Polar-N.S.F., 11 atnwl)
2u1.. ~n. lH, ~o1.. ~o. 20 tinned copp('r \\in·. I.J lc·ngt ~~~
:-;y~toflex, etc.
Metal chassis complete with scrrws, nuts and

\\'n.-.lu·r~

C.A.C,
Loud speaker, 1,%0 ohms field resist anrP r~ nd t T'an=-formrr for N -ll valve
W.B. Type EM/W
Valllti: I N41, 1 ~Hll4
Osram
(lllarccni)

important researches in a private laboratory
which he built with his own hands and with
the use of apparatus which was almost exclusively home-made.
He designed the
fundamental standard of inductance now in
use at the National Physical Laboratory,
a massive piece of apparatus weighing a
hundredweight or so, and constructed of
statuary marble; his own private standard
io wound on a jam jar. All this is by tlw
way, but it provides some indication of what
may be exprcted from this book. It is
authoritative, and within its range compleL·
and up to date. Its scope is consideral>ly
widrr than the title might suggest, although
radio- frequency measurements are not
treated in any great detail. The standard
methods of measurement are described am!
a short account of some recent work is given,
but it is for low-frequency measurements
that it will be found most valuable. In this
field it is probably more complde than any
existing book. There are, for example, folH'
chapters dealing \Yith the AC potentiometer,
o.ne of these being devoted to phase-splitting
Circuits.
More than twenty freque-ncymeters are discussed; and there are \-aluablc
chapters concerning the construction and
testing of transformers for measurement purposes of all kinds. These are in addition to
the more obvious chapters on the construction and measurement of condensers and in-

subject. The book under review is written
especially to meet the needs of those experimenters who have as yet only a limited
knowledge in this direction. It is couched
in simple language and deals in a practical
way with the action of photo-cells and with
a wide range of applications, including television, industrial applications, advertising,
talking pictures, etc.
Chapter XII, which makes interesting
reading, is entitled "Ingenious Applications," and describes a number of applications les~ widely known than those dealt
with in other chapters.
0. P.

.-----------------------------------------------:
'
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BLUE PRINTS

'

For the convenience of constructors full-sized blue
prints are avaibble of the following popular Wireless
World sets th<1t have been fully described for home

construction., price IS. 6cl., post free.
AC Short~wave Converter. (Two-range unit
~~de;'9t~, r1~i5.so metres.) April 12th
(Long-range
Permeab.ility .Battery Four.
~~c:ti;; ~·t t~ ~:vo HF ~tagrs.) May 24th

1 1 3

QA Receiver. (AC Four-valve HF and detrctor Ullit designed to wo.xk with Pushpull Quality Ainpliflcr.) Feb. 8th and
15th, 1835.
Push-Pull Quality Amplifier. (AC resistancecoupled double pu-.h-pull dcsi~nNl for the
ftnest qualit; of reproduction.)
Feb~
22nd, 1935.
TllC'sr can be oblainC'd from the Publbhcrs, Iliffe and
So as Ltd., DorsC't Housf', Stamford St., London, S.E.I.
1
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Current

Tepics

Pirates

Sponsored Programme

H_E Postmaster-General s;tid
T
1n the House of Commons
last week that during the first
five months of this year 1.447
persons were convicted on the
charge of installing or working
wireless apparatus without the
appropriate licence. He had no
reason to think that the penalties laid down in the \Virelcss
Telegraphy Act, 1904, were madequate.

THE depths of banality were
reached by a French station
the other clay in a programme
sponsoring a new moth killer.
As a musical background to the
sales talk a gramophone record
played Chopin's Funeral l\Iarch.

Listeners' Strike
THE threatened strike of Norwegian listeners has collapsed. It will be remembered
that listeners threatened to
abandon their receivers if the
announcers persisted in using
what is regarded as an archaic
mode of speech. Unfortunately
for the strike committee, however, it has not bePn possible to
obtain the zs,ooo signatures
which had been hoped for. The
strike is " off" indefmitely.

Radio Posters
pRIZES of 3,ooo and 2,ooo
francs are being offered by
the Paris Societe pour b Diffu··
sion des Sciences et des Arts for
po~ters in connection w1th the
autumn wireless Salon. Competitors must be of French
nationality.

American Woman Radio
Engineer
THE challenge of Europe's
women radio engineers has
been taken up in America.
Station KGIR, Butte, Montana,
is distinguished by the touch of

- -----------

\ Events of the Week
l
zn Brief Review

i

I

I

'

Broadcasting for Papua

How Germans Listen
GERMAN
licences
totalled
G,s89,454 on July 1st. This
n u m b er
included
458,213
iicences issued free of charge.

A Polyglot Station
WHICH is the must truly
polyglot station in Enrope?
Huizen and Moscow give talk:;
in a large number of languages,
and Italy is also developing itco
services in this direction. It is
believed, however, that Stuttgart holds the palm, as its evening broadcasts are given in English, French, German, Spanish,
Italian, Dutch and Polish.

M

A Radio President

Old Wireless Sets

Ltd.

ISTENERS cliscnrding old
sets in favour of new onc·s
are appealed to by the l\Ia uchester and Salford Socit>ty fur
the Provision of \Virckss Sds
for the Bedridden Poor, which
equips local hospitals '' ith !ecciving
apparatus.
Persons
wishing to help are asked to
communicate with the Hon.
Secretary, l\lr. J. A. Boyle, 17,
Alton Street. Quecn"s Pari;:,
l\Ianchester.

L

A Visit to Cossors

ME;\IBERS
Chapter

of the London
of the International DX'ers Alliance are
visiting the Cossor works at
Bighbury on Thursday next,
July zsth. FnrthET particulars
may 1 ; obtained from the hon.
secretary, 1\Ir. H. l\I. Blaber,
'), Stanton Roacl, \Vest \Nimbledon, S.\V.zo.

Television : A German

Transatlantic Television

View

ACCORDING to Dr. C. B.
J ollitie, chief engineer of
the American Federal Communications Commission, it is doubtful whether Europe is really
ahead of the United States in
tdcvision development (write's a
\Vashington correspondent).
Recently the engineer of the
Commission visited the 1ele·
vision laboratories of R.C.A.,
Philco, and Farnsworth.
The
three laboratories are working
on difierent standards.
Each
has, or \vill have, an experimental
visual
broadcasting
station with sound accompaniment, but only laboratory receiving sets will he able to tune
in the pictures. A campaign is
now afoot to get the competing
la1Joratorics to combine to the
extent that the same standards

THERE can be no better
bridge of peace between the
peoples of the world than tcle·vision, according to Hnr Hadamovskv, director of German
hroaclc-:1sting, in a broadcast
talk on July 9th from all German stations. He appealed for
an exchange of tde\·ision experience between Great Britain
and Germanv.
Herr Hac(amm-sky qid that
Paul Nipkow 's invention of the
Nipkow Disc in 181\4 was equal
in importance to that of Gutenberg in relation to mod<,rn
printing. Discussing recent developments, he considered that
the British had proceeded with
German thoroughness, while the
Germans had developed the
British gift of impro\·i-ation.

YET ANOTHER.-MissBarbara
Sprague,enginet'r and announcer
at KGIR, Butte, Montana. She
has been " in the game '' since
1930, but is also a good cook.

a feminine hand on the dial, the
hand being that of l\Iiss Barbara
Sprague, who, in addition to her
work at the controls, announces
the women's hour programmes
and conducts a theatre column
of the air.
:.\Iiss
Sprague
secured
a
st"cond-class telegraph operator's
licence from a Washington radio
college in 1930. · After acting as
chief engineer and manag.~r of
the Illinois station she went to
Kentucky, and two years ago
obtained her present berth. Her
fellow engineers appreciate the
het that slw is also a good cook.

'

'''
''
'

'

._ __ ----------------------------------------------------------- ·-------- -----!

IG.l'\ATIUS l\IOSCTCKI,
• the re-elected Pn·siden:
of the Polish Republic, is
famous as an electrician. His
achievements include the improvement of the Lcyclen Jar
and the development of th·~
condenser. A large number of
1\Ioscicki coudensers arc employed at the Eiffel TO\vcr
broadcasting station.

pAPUA.!\S will shortly enjoy
the Australian broadcasting
programmes
t h r o u gh
the
medium of a roo-watt relay
station to be erected at Port
l\Ioresby,
operating on
z2r
metres.
The station will be
erected al1(] operated by Amalgamated \Vireless (Australasia),

-----:

may be available on which outside experimenters can work.
The R.C.A. 343-Iine picture~
at ('" f ra mcs per second cannot
be picked up by a Philco receiver nor can a Philco transmission be tuned 111 with instruments now produced by tiH:
Farnsworth concern.
That the American radio industry has its eyes foct:sed on
the new art is inclicatt>cl by the
recurrence of trade names in
which the word '' television · ·
is introduced.
It is now tlv;
"Blank Radio and Television
Company" in the case of several
large nianufacturers who formerly refused to countenanc· ·
any mention of tele,·ision.
i,~rom
Canada
come2
tht'
report that \V. H. Peck is testing 120-line mechanical scannin..:
apparatus in 1\Iontreal.

No More Cold ?
\VHEN broadcasting and th·.;
wt>ather are mentioned in
the sa1ne hrca th it is usually in
order to blame the former for
the latter. In Sweden, however,
a ·,-.::~er praises radio for its
])('ndin'nt infhlPnce
on
the
dim a tic
conditions
of last
winter, which was unusually
mild, asserting that it was perfectlv natural that the atmosulw;·e ohould be "armed up,
ha,·ing regard to tlw amount of
dcctric CltJTent (szc) forced into
tLe air by the broadcasting
sta tiuns.

Not Good Enough
CAUSTiC criticism ot Iri,h
Free St:lte broadcast programmes has no"· reached the
Dail, and several Deputies hanc
bt-en urging the need of improncd programmes.
The Free State has only
twenty licences per thousaml
population as compared with
151 per thousand in Denmark
and 138 per thousand in Great
Britain.

The People's Set
FEARS that the
German
"People's Set," which is
issued at a specially reduced
price, would atiect the sale of
ordinary
receivers have, to
some small extent, bee-n j ustificd. In 1933 ordinary sets sold
to the tune of I, 130,083, while
344,3II " People's Sets" were
sold. In 1934, it is revealed,
the sale of ordinarv sets was
1,042,521,
wherea~
811,019
"People's Sets " were sold.
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A New Idea in Short-wave Amplification
An Unusual Circuit Using, a Screen.-·grid Valve

T

HE new system of HF amplification descrtbed in this article
is particular[v mitable for the short-wm•es and furthermore,
enables a useful gain to be obtained at those very hi'gh frequencies
u•here the more usual forms begin to jail. This scheme might ha·ve,
therefore, interesting possibilities on the ultra-short zcaves for
telez.•ision reception
F a glass ro~ i~ ru~bed with a, ,dry si!~
handkerchief It Will become electnfied " with a charge of positive electricity. In Fig. r such a charged glas:;
rod is shown brought near to one end of a
long metal conductor mounted on an insulating pillar. The positive charge on the
glass rod exerts an attractive force on the
electrons present in the surface of the conductor, and, being free to move \\ithin
the limits of the conductor, these electrons
accumulate at the end nearer to the rod,
producing a negative charge at this end,

I

..._ + + +
+ + +

++
METAL

)+

++

POSITIVELY CHARGED
GLASS ROD

INSULATOP_________...

==
Fig. r. -Simple experiment demonstratin~
electrostatic induction.

and, in consequence, an equal positive
charge at the other. The total negative
charge so produced will be of somewhat
smaller amount than the positive charge
on the glass rod, but will increase fairly
uniformly as the rod is brought closrr and
closer to the conductor. Similarly, it will
decrease in amount as the glass rud is
withdrawn. If the glass rod is taken sufficimtly far away the electron distribution
on the conductor will be practically restored to its original uniformity. Clearly,
if the reel is moved to and fro, up to the
conductor and away again, there will be a
corresponding to-and-fro motion of the
electrons in the surface of the conductor.
The motion of the glass rod will, in fact,
produce an alternating current in the conductor~ The process was originally known
as "induction." Indeed, that is still the
only existing name for it, though the term
is more usually employed for the S0mewhat similar pi-ocess whereby a current is
produced in a conductor by means of the
magnetic, as distinct from the electric,
field.
The distinctive feature in the simple induction process described abo\ e is that a
current is caused to flow in the conductor,
not by the actual transference to it of electrons fro;n some external source, such as

a battery or a heated filament, but by the
movement of a charge in the neighbourhood of the conductor.
Now consider a simple diode arrangement such as that shown in Fig. za. With
a positive potential on the anode, the
emitted electrons will travel straight from
filament to anode, and will constitute the
ordinary anode current. Suppose, howt'Wr, that the electrons arc emitted with
a fairly high velocity and the anode is
made negative with respect to the filament.
Then the state of affairs will be somewhat
as illustrated in Fig. zb. That is to say,
the repulsive force exerted on the electrons
by the negative anode will retard the forward motion of the electrons down to zero
velocity and then drive them back to the
filamer;t. The anode current will cltarly
be zero, and the nett current in the diocie
space will also be zero. There will, howewr, be a steady distribution of negative
charge in the diode space, which \\ill produce, by the process of induction described
above, a corresponding (though not an
equal) positive charge on the anode (sllperimposed, of course, on the existing steady
negative charge on the anode clue to the
applied negative potential)_ Now suppose
that in some way (for example, by m'eans
of an alternating radio-frequency E:\IF
applied to some other electrode in the
system) the amount of the charge in tht•
diode space is made to vary. The induced
EMITTING
CATHODE

ANODE

EMITTING

C'T"OO<

=·~~
- + -

·------~
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.- With a positive potential on the
;mode of a diode the electrons emitted from
the filament travel as shown in (a), but if the
anode is made negative the electrons are
repeiJed and return to the cathode a> in (b).

positive charge on the anode will vary in
consequence, and in synchronism with the
variation of the diode space charge, as
in the analogous experiment described_
This variation of the anode charge will be
brought about by an alternating tlow ot
current to and from the anode in the
external circuit. The mean anode current

will remain zero as before, but there will
now be a superimposed alternating component of the given radio frequency, and,
if the external circuit comprises a radiofrequency load or impedance, a corresponding radio-frequency \'oltage will thus
be produced across this impedance by the
variation of the diode space-charge, without the actual transference of electrons
from the cathode to the anode_
This, portrayed in a somewhat crude
and elementary way, is the essential
mechanism of a new method of radio-frequency voltage amplification, particularly
suitable for short wawlengths, which is
described by C.]. Bakker and G. de Vries,
SMALL NEGATIVE
POTENTIAL

Fig. 3· ---Circuit arrangement of a screengrid valve for use as an H.F. amplifier on
short waves as explained in the text.

ot the Philips lamp factory, in a recPnt
edition of the Dutch periodical '' Physica _''
A tetrode valve is used, with normal
control-grid bias, a fairly high positiw
potential ( roo-zoo volts or so) on the scree a
grid, and on the anode a potential sufficiently negative to reduce the anocl·
current to zero, giving electron paths of
the form illustrated in Fig. 3· Uncle;- these
conditions the screen-grid-anode sp1.cr~ <:an
be thought of as a diode in which t+ctrons
arc emitted from the cathode (i.e., the
screen-grid) with unusually higl1 wlocity,
the amount of the emission being controllable, moreover, by means of an auxiliary electrode (the control grid). \Ve thus
have essentially the conditions postulated
in reference to Figs. za and zb, <tr1l if a
suitable (i.e., high impedance) load i~ C(!rtnected to the anode, an amplified :epro-·
duction of radio-frequency signal voltages
applied to the control grid should be obtained across this load.
The theory of the subject, which is given
fairly completely (though not very lucidly)
in the paper referred to above, shows that
the "induction" current will be proportional to frequency, and will be associated
with an apparent internal resistance,
located, in effect, in the screen-grid-anode
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so metres. They imply, moreover, that
direct coupling between anodes and succeeding grids is permissible and practicable in consequence of the.negative anode
potential--a \·ery useful constructional
feature. They are to be congratulated on

A New Idea in Short-wave Amplificationspace. These features are shown in Table
I, which records calculated and measured
values of amplification given by a tetrode
valve with anode
cm. distant from the
screen grid.

r.s

TABLE 1.
Wavelength (metres)
..
Load impedance RL (ohms)
Internal resistance Hi (ohm,;)
Amplification (caleulated} ..
(measured) . .

"

..

...

....
..

..
..
..
..
..

6
7,000
6,000

9
8

It will be found that if the " induction "
current is calculated from the above data
on the basis that it is proportional to the
quantity

+

RL
R, x amplification
RLRi
it is, in fact, directly proportional to frequency. This feature makes the system
particularly suitable for high frequencies,
where the more usual forms of circuit tend
to lose their effectiveness.
Thus, at a
wavelength of six metres, the induction
current, calculated as above, is about
2.8 mA. per volt applied to the control
grid, and the problem of getting a considerable amplification at this wavelength
is reduced to that of securing a load circuit
of sufficiently high impedance-a matter
which was discussed at some length in a
recent issue of this journal. 1

Practical Tests
Another and rather surprising feature is
that for a given load impedance at a given
frequency the amplification increases with
the distance between the screen grid and
anode, assuming that the anode potential
is so chosen that the electrons are turned
back from close proximity to the anode,
as shown in Fig. 3· This appears to be
mainly due to a decrease of apparent
internal resistance as this distance is increased, as shown in Table 11 (measurements at 2S metres).
(In the original paper, by the way, the
distances are given as centimetres, but a
comparison with Table I suggests that this
is almost certainly a misprint for millimetres. A tetrode with scre~:n-grid at a
distance of IS cm. from the anode would
be, to say the least, rather special!)
In conclusion, the author!' state that
they have constructed a complete radio
receiver embodying three stages of "induction" high-frequency amplification,
and that it has been operated wry satisfactorily at wavelengths between 15 and
1 New Types of
"hort-wa>e Tmwd Circuits,
pp. 290-292, JV ireless World, l\Ian·h 22nd, J9;J;,.

2•i
40,000
100,000
21
20

li'i

15,000
35,000
1:3
15

:;o
125,000
400,000
43
42

having introduced, and thus far exploited,
yet one more potentiality of the versatile
tetrode-one which is likely to lead to
further interesting developments and may
find useful application to short-wave
television.

Random
Radiations
By "DIALLIST "
A Service Recorder

A

SUGGESTION by a reader, who is a
radio-service man, that there would be
a wide field for a device automatically
recording the number of hours that a set
was in use seems to me to be an excellent
one. I understand from the Editor that the
letter will be published. For AC mains sets,
at any rate, the design and construction ot
such a device should present few difficulties, since it could be made on the lines ot
an electric clock-or rather a cross between
a clock and a speedometer. It would come
into action only when the set was switched
on, and its record of hours would be cumulative. A meter of this kind would be "·
boon both to the set user and to the manufacturer, for with it in use there could be
no dispute about the number of hours that
a set had been running. As it is, when a
breakdown occurs within the guarantee
period, the victim is always prone to believe
that a set has hardlv been used, whilst the
Sf'rvice man is apt "to hold quite different
views on the subject.
Quite apart from
this it would enable paterfamilias to keep a
record of the amount of work that the wireless set was called upon to do from week to
week by himself and by members of the
household.

.. ... ..

B.B.C. Changes

ALL

of the men who will take over the
big jobs under the recent reo:-ganisation
at the B.B.C. are "live wires," but none
of them can have a proper chance of showing what he can do unless the B.B.C.
obtains a larger share of the receiving
licence fees than it does at present.
As
mattns now stand the Post Office and the

'!'ABLE JT.
Distance (millimetrPR)
..
Load impedance (ohm') ..
Internal reRistance (calculated}
Amplification (ealeulatcd) ..
(measured) ..
"

..
..
..
..
.

.

..
..
..
..

..

:l.2
40,000
2,000,000

ll

40,000

!

9

(j

tiOO,OOO
ll

40,000
2i)0,000
18

7

11

]()

12
40,000
150,000
20
21

15

40,000
100,000
21
20

income tax people engulf a considerable
amount of the money, whilst a large proportion of what is left is assimilated by the Exchequer. The result is that the B.B.C. receives but 4s. gel. out of the ros. paid for
each liceuce.
It should have very much
more, and it must do so if it is to make it
real success not only of the Home and
Empire programmes, but also of the high
definition television service.
One would
think that a start might well be made by
the remission of income tax paid, which
last yPar amounted to well over £roo,ooo .
If the B.B.C. received, as it should, at least
7s. 6d. out of each ros. it could give us all
the year round programmes up to the
J u b1lee standard.

......

Wireless at Sea

THE recent enquiries into the losses o!
certalll BntJsh merchant ships at sea
have served to emphasise the vast debt
that seamen owe to the invention of radio
telegraphy. But for the presence of transmitting equipment the entire crews of every
one of these ships would probably have
perished. As it was, only one ship went
down with all hands, for wireless was able to
bring aid to the others in the nick of time.
And even the crew of the ill-fated Millpool
might have been sa\·ed had not the gale
and terrific sea that were raging brought
down the main-topmast and with it the
transmitting aerial. The operator managed
to rig up a makeshift aerial, but his signal~
were so weak that the two ships that were
in the vicinity were unable to get bearings
with their direction-finders for some little
tinw. Thus it was that they arrived on the
scene just a little too late to save the crew.
The landsman hears about marine wireless
chiefly when the newspapers report tragedies_ of this kind.
He perhaps hardly
reahses how enormously wireless has helpf'd
to avert them.
There is probably no
oct>an-going ship afloat that is ever out of
rani'e of one or other of the time signal
transmissions which are a great help to
navigation. On nearing the coasts of civilised countries use can be made of the radio
beacons and of the direction finding ser·
\·ices. Thus, even in the thickest weather
ships are no longer blind when in narrow
waters. Last, but not least, the gale warn·
inl!s sent out by the great stations are c1l
inestimrrble value. ·

.. ....

On the Grand Scale

o~E of the best pieces of work done at the

.

recent I.B.U. Conference was the adopof ;! plan for intPrnational lecture~
which will be ht>ard simultaneously in all of
the twenty-two countries repr{'seni.ed. The
underlying idea is that each country should
in i urn provide a series of such lectures bv
its greatest men in fields such as science ancl
art. They are to take place several times in
the course of each year, and Great Britain
has acceptPd the invitation to provide one
series within the next twelve months. The
l<tnguage difficultv is, of course a consider·
rr ble one. Speakt"rs in English,' French and
German milfht have fairly large audiences in
rrnv European country, but thev could not
hope to reach rrny but a comparatively small
proportion
of their possible
hearers.
Though the lectures will probably be givl'n
m one of these three languages in the first
instance, it seems likely that translations in
the " local" language will have to be broadcast if the great mass of listeners is to obtain
the benefit of this important international
movement.
tHm
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The Good Old Days
Again~
By" CATHODE RAY"

M.

BLERIOT had much greater
cause for satisfaction when he
flew across the Channel twentysix years ago than you have when you
do it now, even though it be your first
flight. In spite of that, the vast majority
of those who go to Croydon for a trip
across the water would be unlikely to
accept an offer of Bleriot's original monoplane for the purpose. They would still
stream into the vast thorax of the
'' Heracles. ''
Of the people who motor from London
to Brighton in the course of a year, a few
millions go by the most modern cars they
can get hold of, because modern cars are
very unlikely to conk out on the first hill
or burst into flames ; and a few dozen go
by Old Crocks of Edwardian or even Victorian vintage, for the reason that any
mutt can get there in a machine with
synchromesh gears. The attraction of the
historical models is the range of unpredictable experience that they open up.
A still smaller number of people do not
go to Brighton or Southend or Blackpool
at all ; they go to Mount Everest or the
Antarctic Continent simply because in
those regions they stand more chance of
arriving where no man has ever been
before. This policy is diametrically opposed to that of the Brighton contingent,
who would be disappointed to find no one
there. Progress in flying or motoring or
population may be either meat or poison.
It all depends on the point of view.

Opposed to " Safety First''
There arc the same two sorts of people
interested in wireless. Perhaps wireless is
distinguished by its large proportion of
the explorer class. But there are still
plenty who buy a receiver rather than
make one because they like to know that
there is a manufacturer's guarantee of reliabilitv enclosed.
And there arc more
peopleo who send messages to the far corners of the earth via the great Post Office
radio stations than those who try to get into
touch through a home-made ro-watter.
The former type of person becomes interested in a thing whrn it brcomes entirely
reliable. That is just when the latter loses
interest in it.
The experimenter is lured by the fascination of the unknown. Fifteen vears
ago even the few professionals were rather
hazy about wirelrss. And only scraps of

their knowledge filtered through into
readily obtainable print.
The amateur could work away, never
knowing quite what was going to turn up
next. He would find his messages, sent
out on wavelengths that were confidently
declared to han only a local range, picked
up in America and Australia. One got a
tremendous "kick" out of receiving dots
and dashes and cli,;covering from them
that a cargo of bananas was being held
up in a fog.
Building a set wa,; not a matter of
assembling a lot of components; one first
had to design and make the componentscut the condenser vanes and turn the
washers, solder together flash-lamp refills
to make the HT battery, and wind the
intervalve transformer ,\·ith infinite care
and patience as well as a mile or two of
wire. There was nothing standardised
about wireless sets in those days. But it
was all very interesting.
Now the thing has become a factory
product, designed to fractions of a penny
by sordid commercialists. Simply to read
through 'the continuous flow of published
information would be a full-time job. To
the Mount E\'erest type of experimenter
this is anathema. He must have freshclean snowfields, undefiled by the foot of
man. To him the field of radio is as inspiring as a football pitch after a season's
play in bad weather.
The pioneer must always go into virgin
country, where it is the unexpected that
happens. Ordinary radio having become
so densely populated, he has migrated to
television, which still has unexplored
areas. The real dark ages are already
past, of course ; but for a little while television mav not be without interest even
to the more fanatical experimenter.
Six-metre \Yavelength receivers are not
yet turned out like sausages, at the end
of a production line ; one can still explore
them quite pleasantly with the reasonable
hope of discovering something new.
Aerials, too; the last word has not vet
been said on the subject of the best s'ort
of ultra -short-wave aerial for domestic
use. There are some very effective types
of multiple aerial used for commercial

systems, beam and otherwise ; most of
them a shade elaborate for home use; but
something might be done along these lines
in view of the relatively small dimensions
needed at these wavelengths.
ordinary broadcast-wavelengths
An
quality-enthusiast has to face the apparently insoluble problem of selectivity.
Ultra-short waves seem to leave one a clear
field for developing high-quality reproductions, but what about stability and ease of
control?
And there are other things to work at.
It is not an exact repetition of history,
however. Television, after all, is only a
newly opened-up tract of a large, wellknown province. So, instead of being one
of a small group, all starting from pretty
nearly the same mark, the amateur experimenter is headed by a crowd of professional experts, working in well-equipped
laboratories, with a solid foundation of
accumulated information and experience
on which to base their effmis.

The Question of Cost
At the equivalent stage in the broadcasting of telephony, valves were expensive enough-about zss.-for what would
now be considered fit only to send back to
the makers; but, compared with iconoscopes and other paraphernalia of television, they were within reason.
There are other obvious drawbacks in
television from the amateur pioneer standpoint. Though it is a timely outlet for the
more violently adventurous spirits, it is no
signal for a general abandonment of the
field of sound reception and all that is
associated therewith. While there are the
individuals who challenge Everest and
Antarctica, there are the thousands who
find adventure nearer home. More profitable adventure for the most part, perhaps.
I, personally, cannot make myself believe that things will ever be nearly so
thrilling as they were in the good old days
of rgzo. Older men (wirelessly speaking)
think the same thing about rgro, or rgoo.
Those who are now young will doubtless
look back wistfully at the good old days
of 1935·
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Universal Test Meter
Design and Construction of a
Measuring Instrument Covering all
Radio Requirements
By
EltNEST
1\1. l\IARTIN

Front panel of the instrument. That of the original
model described measures
only Sin. x 6in.

I

T is the purpose of this article to gi vc
data for the design of universal
instruments, and, in particular, constructional details of a model having
a reasonable degree of accuracy which has
been made up and calibrated by the writer.
The model to be described covers seven
ranges of both AC and DC volts (I,ooo
ohms per volt), seven ranges of milliamps
from I mA. to I,250 mA., also three resistance ranges o to I,ooo ohms, Ioo,ooo
ohms, and I megohm, without external
batteries. In the AC volts position the
meter may be used for various output
ranges without the need for isolating it
from the receiver. Lastly, in conjunction
with an AC supply of 200-250 volts, two
r:mges are a\·ailable for testing condenser:;
Tip to ro mfds., a direct reading ,lf
capacity being indicated by the meter. In
all there are 33 · ranges covered by one
t·otary switch.
Most readers will already have a
moving-coil meter of o-I mA. range, as this
is necessary if accurate readings are to be
expected, and it is required to know the
internal resistar::e of the moving coil in
order that our calculations can be made.
This information is usually obtainable
from the manufacturers of the meter.
Assuming this resistance to be I8o ohms
(which is the resistance of the meter used
by the writer), it will be apparent that,
in order to drop a voltage of I Yolt DC.
J.. series resistance of 8zo ohms is required
to bring the total resistance to I,ooo ohms.

Now, on the basis of I,ooo ohms per \'Olt,
it is a simple matter to calculate the
various series resistances to be used for the
other ranges required. Thus for. the ne~t
range of 5 yoJts, a 4,ooo-ohm resistance .Is
placed in series, and. so on as. shown m
Fig. r. As these res1stances will be used
for the AC volts ranges as well, they
should be non-inductive, and may conveniently be the usual I-watt carbon type

moving-iron type of AC meter will not be
represented as having the same value
when rectified and measured with a
highly sensitive moving-coil instrument.
This is because the moving-iron type of
meter, which is insufficiently sensitive for
modern requirements, has the desirable
quality of indicating RMS (root mean
square) values, whereas the sensitiye
moving-coil type indicates the aYerage
value, which is lower than the RMS value
by a ratio of I : I. I r. This means that
the indicated reading must be multiplied
by r. I I in order to obtain the correct
result.
Another characteristic which must be
taken into account is the current density
of the instrument rectifier. This takes th;>
form of an increase in the rectifier resistance with a decrease of the electrical load,
and accounts for the departure from :t
linear scale in the usual commercial types
of universal meter. The characteristic
may be better understood by reference tn
the curves shown in Fig. 2, which giv~
the RMS voltage drop expressed in milEvolts using the Westinghouse instrument
rectifier type MBSr.
Various manufacturers of universal
meters have endeavoured to overcome
these defects by the use of separate multipliers and an extra scale for the AC ranges.
It will be appreciated that this method is

THIS article shows how a ~-ersatile measuring instrument, capable
of measuring all exceptionally wide range of voltages and currents,
as XJ.:ell as resistance and capacity ·values, xcas built up by a reader with
a single o- 1 mA. meter as a nucleus
of fairly low tolerance, say, ±5 per cent.,
or even 2 per cent. or lower if possible.
In order that the meter may be used for
AC measurements, an instrument rectifier
is required, and it is here th\lt some unusual characteristics are obserwd. For
instance, after connecting the rectifier in
the circuit of an ordinary DC yoJtmcter, i~
may be found necessary to apply an AC
voltage of 278 volts in order to obtain a
full-scale deflection on the Z,'iO-\'olt range.
Furthermore, an AC potential of I39. ,·olts
(being one-half of the aboYc applied AC
voltage) may not produce a corresponding
half-scale deflection of the meter needle.
It is obvious, therefore, that altematingcurrent values as indicated by the usual

expensin· in Yicw of the fact that the
resistances must be non-inductive and
extra space must be allo\\'Cd for their inclusion in the instrument. Moreo\Tr, it is
possible to cause serious damage to a meter
of this description if DC is applied to the:
AC portion.
:-.low in order to minimise the effect uf
the current densitv characteristic of the
instrument rectifier~ a condenser is used in
the model umler discussion as a series
reactor for the low range instead of thr:
usual resistance. It will be seen from
Fig. 3 that this constitutes an impedance
circuit in which the capacitive reactance is
•J0° ont of phase with the meter and rectifier resistance, which is represented by the

JL'LY I9tfz, ll)J5·
quency at which the instrument will be
operated, and it is assumed that this is the
usual 50 cycles, which is being generally
adopted as the standard periodicity. If.
ho\Yever, the frequency used is 25 cycles,
the capacity will need to be doubled, and
in the case of roo cycles the capacity
should be half that shown. This can easily
be arranged, if required, by the inclusion
of series-paral:el switching. but has been
omitted from the model under discussion.
The standard 50 cycles having been
decided on, in this case the capacity of the
condenser required is found to he approximately o. 75 mfcl. This should reaJly be
variable, :;o that when a knmYn voltage
of 5 \olts AC is applied, the capacity can
be adjusted to giH· a full-scale deflection.
As there is no a\·ailable variable cor1denser
of large capacity. recourse must be made
to the addition of small fixed capacities
until calibration is correct. This adjustment \\'as not actually found to be critical,
the writer using a 0.5 mfd. and a 0.25 rrifd.
connected in parallel.

Universal Test Metershort side of a right-angled triangle. The
impedance which is obtained by dividing
5, ooo by the form factor of r. I I is shown
by the hypotenuse, and, of course, the
third side represents the reactance, and
we find from the formula X= Vz" ~ R"
that the reactance is approximately 4,350
ohms. A;.; will be noticed from Fig. 3,
slight ,·ariations of the resistance side will
ha,·e little effect on the length of th?
hypotenuse, whereas the Yariations of the
total circuit resistance would be considerable if the elements of the circuit were
added and represented by a straight line.
For example. let us suppose that :1.
4,500-ohms resistance is used in series for
the 5-,·olt AC range. Reference to th12
graph in Fig. 2 gives the Yoltage drop at
half-scale reading as approximately 700
m V., which represents an internal resistance of about 1,300 ohms. The resistancP
at full-scale reading approximates to 950
ohms, so that there is an increase of 305
ohms, or 6.6 per cent. of the total resistance. Now, if the resistance side of our
impedance circuit is increased by a similar
amount of 305 ohms, the length of the
hypotenuse is only increased by 86 ohms
or r.8 per cent., and it becomes apparent
that the use of a condenser as a reactor
enables us to obtain readings that conform
very closely to uniform scale distribution.
To continue, we now obtain the value of
the condenser to be used from the react-

ance formula, which is X=

2rr

Extending the Range
Having clone this, \H' next consider the
means employed for adjusting the higher
ranges, because, as stated before, it is
necessary to pao,s more current through
the meter when measuring AC values than
is required for DC values, and as the same
resistance,; are to be used as for DC voltages ·this is accomplished by means of bypass condt~nsers across these resistances.
The fact that another triangle is formed

fC~o"fd
m .).

It is here that a point arises as to the fre-

by this arrangement for each of the higher
ranges causes us to consider why a parallel
reactor is not used for the 25-\·o!t range,
but it is pointed on't that, whereas the
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Fig. ·2.-Typical curves of RMS voltage
drop in rectifier and instrument with Westinghouse Rectifier Type MBS1. Full line,
100 mV. movement ; dotted line, soo mV.
movement.
(Reproduced by permission
of Westinghouse Brake and Signal Company.)

reactance is the same, the resistance side
of the triangle has been increased by
20,000 ohms. It is, therefore, found that
the resulting impedance is sufficient for
our purpose, but that in the case of ranges
above 25 volts the addition of small
capacities becomes necessary. Calculations and experiments showed that these
approximate to o.oq mfd. each for the
125-VOlt and 250-volt ranges, 0.006 mfd.
for the soo-volt range, and 0.002 mfd. for
the I,25o-volt range, and they may be
variable or pre-set, to assist in the calibration of the various ranges. It must be

+
MBSl
WESTING HOUSE
INSTRUMENT
RECTIFIER
AC

Re =4.3980

3,5000

'-------------------oTEST LEAOSo-------------------J

+

Fig. I.-Schematic diagram of connections ; the spindles of the two rotary switches are ganged.
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Universal Test Meterremembered, of course, that the note
above regarding the frequency at which
the meter will be used also applies to these
by-pass condensers.
It will thus be seen at once that the,
inclusion of the reactor condenser for th.•
s-volt range :,erves also effectively to block
the passage of DC when the instrument is
used for output measurements.

DC Current Measurements
HaYing completed the design of the DC
and AC volts ranges of the uniYersal
multi-meter, the next stage is to consider
the means of measuring DC current.
There are two systems in general use, the
first of which utilises separate shunt resist-·
ances, each in turn being switched in
parallel across the meter to extend the
range to the required value. The application of Ohm's law enables us to calculate
these shunts, for we know that our meter
movement resistance drops 180 millivolts
at I milliamp; therefore, to extend the
range to, say, 10 mA., a shunt resistance
is required to drop the remaining 9 mA.
at r8o mV., and this is indicated by the
formula R = E / C as being 20 ohms.
Similarly, a separate shunt for the 100 mA.
·range would be indicated as approximately
1.8 ohms and so on. This method, while
being satisfactory from a technical point
of \'iew, is inclined to be expensive, and
also increases the bulk of the instrument.
The method used by the writer is knowu
as the divided shunt, and, as the name
implies, consists of one shunt only calculated for the next range, which in this case
is 5 mA., and tapped off at various points
for the other ranges. Ohm's law, as

shunt, I" equals current range required.
Thus, for example, we find that for the
next range of 25 mA.,-X=45}ii=9 ohmo,
which is the amount of shunt resistance
required for this next range. The remaining 36 ohms will, of course, be in series
with the meter. Similarly, the next ran€,;c
being 125 mA., the formula shows us that
45d 5 = 1.8 ohms, which now becomes the
shunt resistance for this range, and the
serie.s resistance is increased by 7. 2 ohms
to 43.2 ohms. The other tappings arc
calculated in the same way, and reference
to Fig. I shows these as o.g ohm for the
250-mA. range, 0-45 ohm for the soo-mA.
range, and o. 18 ohm for the last range of
1,250 mA. This completes the theoretical
design of the DC mA. ranges.

and its value for practical purposes may be
400 ohms or thereabouts. A series resistance of 15 ohms, in conjunction with a
roo-mA. shunt of approximately r.8 ohms,
completes the circuit for measuring resistances from o to I,ooo ohms.
The explanation of this is, that to pass
IOO mA. at 1.5 volts the IS-ohm resistance
is required to give a full-scale deflection
on the meter. It does not follow, ho\Yevcr, that the series resistance itself must
have a value of 15 ohms, because there are
other factors whic~ have to be taken into

4 soo';.,E
Oc~
..
UJ

~g

u;

~a:

Winding the Shunt Resistance
For practical purposes the total shun:
may be wound with a large gauge of
wire if desired, although the writer has
used separate filament resistors (with
turns taken off to bring the resistance to
the correct value) joined in series, it being
only necessary to have a large gauge of
wire for the lower values of resistance
which are used for carrying the heavier
currents. It will be noticed that no provision has been made for the measurement
of AC current. This is because it would
mean complication of the switching by the
inclusion of a current transformer, as it is
not possible to employ shunts acwss the
instrument rectifier owing to the possibility of temperature errors and inaccurate
readings due to the current density characteristic as already explained.
The ohmmeter or resistance measuring
portion of the universal multi-meter next

Mounting of components on the
underside of the control panel.

'""

....
.,;:

REACTANCE

X

43500

Fig. J.-A condenser is used as a series
reactance, 90 deg. out of phase with the
meter and rectifier resistance.

account, such as the resistance of the
associated wiring and joints and the zero
adjustment potentiometer. In practice,
therefore, it is advisable to make the series
resistance variable, the method of calibration being to connect a standard ohmmeter
of known accuracy across the test leads,
the battery connections of the meter under
test being shorted together to complete the
circuit, and the series resistance then
adjusted to indicate on the standard meter
a total circuit resistance of 15 ohms, I ,500
ohms, and 15,000 ohms in each case; the
zero adjustment potentiometer should, ::Jf
course, be rotated to its middle point.
Now, on the I,ooo-ohm range, if anolhr•r
I5 ohms is included in the circuit the reading drops to half-scale; thus we find that
the centre point for calibration purposes is
determined by the series resistance. The
scale can now be calibrated by plotting
the current values indicated by dividing the
amount of series resistance plus resistance
required into I ,500 (which is the voltage
drop multiplied by I,ooo). For example,
to obtain the point of calibration for
5 ohms, we add this figure to the series
resistance of 15 ohms, and fmd that
.!;;~o =75, which is the mA. reading whiclt
will be indicated if a resistance of 5 ohms
was being measured.

Measuring High Resistances

detailed above, gives the required resist- _ comes under discussion. The circuit used
by the writer comprises a potcntiometer
ance of this shunt as 45 ohms.
Now to find the various tappings along across a battery, with on/off switch incorporated for breaking the circuit when not
this resistance the formula used is X= R ~~· in use. This control is for the purpose of
adjusting the voltage of the 1.5-volt batwhere X equals the shunt tapping retery and, acts as the zero ohms adjuster,
quired, R equals the resistance of the

Having plotted these readings on our
scale for ·the o to I,ooo range, the calibration will hold for the further ranges, it
being necessary only to multiply by roo
or I ,ooo, according to the range in use.
If it is desired to read o to ro,ooo ohms.
the shunt resistance would need to he
20 ohms, the mA. range being now IO
mA., and the series resistance increased to
150 ohms, so that the centre reading on
the scale now becomes 150 ohms, the indicated figure being multiplied by ten. Thl'
writer has for preference and convenience
omitted this range from the model, and
made the next range o to roo,ooo ohms by
cutting out the shunt and inserting in serit's
an increased resistance of I ,500 ohms,
adjusted, as explained, to obtain a full-scale
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Universal Test Meterdeflection of I m A. at I ·5 volts. The
readings on our scale must now be
multiplied by IOO and the cea~xe poit't
becomes I,soo.
A further battery of about I3.5 volts is
switched in on the I-megohm range to
bring the total voltage to IS volts, and
the IS,OOO ohms series resistance complete~
the circuit, and also indicates that the
centre point now being IS,OOO the indicated readings must be multiplied by
1,000.

dependent on the reactance of the condenser will take place, resulting in a
reduction of the reading on our scale, anrl
by the use of various formul~ already
mentioned the various points for calibration may be obtained for plotting on thr:
scale. A much simpler method of calibra-

potentiometer of 30 ohms and a I-mfd.
condenser.
The current variation for
diff~rent AC supply voltages is now
between 65 and 85 mA., and is taken up
in this case by the lower value of potentiometer, !he two, of course, being ganged for
convemence.

Capacity Measurements
The writer, in common with others, has
r,flen experienced the need for checking
the vahie of a condenser, and with this
demand in view it was decided to incorporate in the meter under discussion some
means of accomplishing this.
The most simple method of utilising :L
source of AC supply in series with a shunt
circuit and the condenser under test
appears to sohT the difficulty and has bem
incorporat;:d. Unfortunately, 1t is not possible to test electrolytic condensers by this
means owing to the possibility of damaginr.:
·Lhem by the ·11)nlieci AC. However, for all
other t}·pes th~ tester has been found to
be very satisfactory, and so a brief
description will be given. Dealing with
the first range of o.ooi mfd. to o. I mfd.,
reference to Fig. I shows that this portion
of the circuit comprises two resistances nE
J.soo and I95,ooo ohms in series, with :1

Another view of the interior of the meter.

tion, however, is to measure several condensers of known capacity and plot the
readings obtained.
For testing condensers of a value higher
than o. I mfcl., the reactances of which art·
lower, it becomes necessary to reduce th-e
amount of resistance for the shunt circuit
and to pass a correspondingly higher current; the circuit is accordingly made up of
the so-ohm resistance in series with a

It is now necessary to plot another scale
for this range in the same way as already
described, and our model is now complete.
Such an instrument as has been here
described. while possibly not attaining to
the B.S.I. standard, is, however, a really
satisfactory job, capable of giving good
service, and it is hoped that readers will
find no difficulty in making it up from the
particulars and diagrams supplied.

New Lampex Receivers
A Comprehensive Range at
Moderate Prices
.prog~amme

leading receiver. in the
T HEof the
Lampex Radw and Electnc Co.,
Actual-~ize

scale as used on the author's
instrument.

potentiomder of 2,ooo ohms and the AC
mains supply of 200-250 volts. The circuit is broken at the te,;t terminals for the
inclusion of the condenser to be tested.
Assuming the test points to bt· shortcircnitec.l, J current will flow through the
circuit, which varies from I mA. tu 1.25
mA., depen(Lng on the voltage applied.
The meter and instrument rectifit>r, together with the series reactor for the 5 volt:>
AC range, is connected across a portion
of this circuit which develops 5 volts, viz.,
the 3.500 ohms resistance, and the ann of
the potentiometer. The potentiometer ~"
for the purpose of compensating for the
above current Yariations, and thus serves
as the zero adjuster for capacity.
Now if the condenser to be tested is
inserted in the circuit, a voltage drop

Phantom House, Brewery Road, London,
N.7, is the "Superhet Six," which is designed for AC mains only At 12! guineas
this receiver incorporates an HF pentode
signal-freq ut>ncy amplifier, heptode frequency..changer,
pentode IF amplifier,
double-diode-pentode second detector and
separate pen{ode output valve. The basic
chassis will also be available in a radiogramophone at 22 guineas, or with outoma tic record changer, 29 guineas.
The Lampex '' Band Pass 4 '' is a
"straight" receiver which will be obtainable in AC or universal form at 8! guineas.
A hand-pass tuner precedes the HF amplifier
stage, which incorporates an HF pentode
valve. This is followed by an HF pentode
in the detector stage and a pentode output
valve. As a radio-gramophone the price of
this model will be 15 guineas, or 22 guineas
with automatic record changer.
The
"Triple
Pen"
receiver is a
" straight " set designed for AC; mains,
and, as the name implies, pentode valves

The Lampex· "Superhet Six."

are used in the HF, detector and output
stages. The loud· speaker is, of course, of
the moving coil type, and the price of the
set is 7 guineas.
Two battery sets complete the range, the
"Phantom S.G.3" at 7 guineas and the
" Phantom Minx" at 4 guineas.
The
former is an HF-detector-LF set incorporating a permanent magnet moving coil loud
speaker and the latter a det-2.LF receiver.
The prices of both sets include HT and LT
batteries.
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Listeners' Guide
Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad
ON THE SCREEN.
Henry Hall and the
B.B.C. Dance Band
as they appear in
the new B.I.P. film,
"Music Hath
Charms,'' now in
preparation at
Elstree. The film is
based on an original
story by L. du Garde
Peach.

BISLEY

THE greatest event m the
marksman's year-the King's
Prize at Bisley-is the subject
of a running commentary tomorrow afternoon (National)
by Captain E. H. Robinson,
himself a King's Prize winner.
Competitors come to Bisley
from all over the British Empire.
The King's Prize of
£250, a gold medal and gold
badge is the riflemen's championship. It is shot for in three
stages. The first consists of
seven shots at zoo, seven shots
at 500, and seven shots at 6oo
yards, and in this there are between a thousand and twelve
hundred competitors.
The
leading three hundred pass on
to the second stage, which is at
300, 500 and 6oo yards, ten
shots being fired at each distance. It is the leading roo
who shoot the final stage tomorrow afternoon at goo and
I,ooo yards. Fifteen shots arc
fired at each range.
MUSICAL EVENTS

ONE of the most important
musical events in the B.B.C.
programmes this week is the
broadcast by the London Symphony Orchestra on Sunday
evening
(Regional).
Sir
Hamilton Harty conducts the
No. 7 Symphony in C by
Sibelius.
On Monday Antoni Sala
('cello) and Katherine Goodson (piano) are to give a Beethoven and Brahms recital (National).
A pianoforte recital of Russian works by Glazounov,
Scriabin and Prokofief will be
given on Wednesday (Na-

tional) by Lilias Mackinnon.
On the same evening in the
Regional programme Leslie
Reward will continue his
'' Why I like
series
with a talk on Moussorgsky
with illustrations by the
B.B.C. Midland Orchestra and
Roy Henderson (baritone).
IMPERSONATION

"NAVARRE" is so good that
we may soon have Maurice
Chevalier impersonating "Navarre " impersonating Maurice
Chevalier. " Navarre" comes
to the microphone on Monday
evening (National) to give lifelike imitations of such famous
artists at Richard Crookes,
Chaliapin, Tauber, Chevalier,
Gigli, and Harry Laudcr.
The B.B.C. should find
"Navarre" quite a useful
person to have about the place
when funds run low.
Another excellent impersonator, Beryl Orde, will be heard
the following evening in a
sketch with Eddie Pola with
~---------------------------------7

30-LINE TELEVISION

:
:

1
:
:
:
:

Baird Process Transmissions.
Vision, 261.1 m.; Sound, 296.6 m.
MONDAY, JULY 22nd.
11.15a.m.-12pm.
Leslie Goossens (modern creative
dances);
Deborah Britonoff
(modern character dances) ; Rose
Quong (the Chinese actress) ;
Vivien Lambe!et (soprano).
WEDNESDAY, JULY 24th.
11.0 a.m.-11.45 a.m.
Hungarian Goulasch : John Hendrik
and Harriett Bennett (songs) ;
Derra de Noroda, assisted by
Richard El!is (authentic national
dances) ; Ray and Geoffrey
Espinosa (dances);
Georgie
Harris (comedian);
Sydney
Jerome' s Orchestra.

''
''

the title, "Hollywood Headlights.'' This time it is film
stars· who will be re-created,
and those who have heard
Beryl Orde's previous broadcasts know what uncanny replicas may be expected.

1

0

<?

<V

" CITY OF SONG "

BACK again to Vienna we
shall fly on Wednesday (National, 8.30) and Thursday
(Regional, 8) for Julius Buerger's potpourri, '' City of
Music." We shall be taken
back J50 years to hear the
famous Strauss waltzes, and
excerpts from
Mozart's
"Magic Flute " and the works
of Beethoven and Schubert,_

CROONING AT FIFTEEN

THERE will be palpitation in
the National studio at 8.30 on
Monday when a number of
new artists provide a variety
programme,
'' Our First
Broadcast,'' under the direction of Lawrence Baskcombe.
They will include Tom Drew,
Bob l:i i e Farnell, Stanley
Kirkby, George Lane, and a
fifteen-year-old crooner, Joan
Rawlings.
ALL THE WINNERS

ANONA WINN, the Australian
star, will be heard again on
Monday (National) with her
" Winners." This act has become so popular that the
" Four Winners" are now
Six. Perhaps we shall eventually hear Anona Winn with
a complete band.
ALICE AGAIN

L---------------------~-----------~

Beaumont,
Clare
Harris,
Athene Seyler, Waiter Hudd,
Philip Wade and Russell
Thorndike. The singers \vill
be John Armstrong and A! ice
Moxon. The B.B.C. Theatr-e
Orchestra will be conducted
by Hely-Hutchinson.

VICTOR
HELY - HUTCHINSON's
charming
incidental
music will be one of the features of Cecil Lewis's production, " Through the Looking
Glass," to be broadcast on
Monday next (Regional, 8)
and Tuesday (National, 8.rs).
This adaptation of Lewis Carroll's world-famous fantasy
was- last broadcast in 1930.
The cast for next week's performance is a large one and includes Ralph Richards, Diana

SERGE KRISH, whose Septet
is one of the most popular light
orchestral combinations in the
B.B.C. programmes. They will
be heard on Tuesday (National).

According to the compiler the
music will strive to depict
Vienna's lovely laughing girls,
the festival of the new wine
which is drunk in the little
houses at Grinzing, and the
carnival side of this city of
song.
It is hoped that listeners will
catch the infectious spirit of
the music and join in the ~ongs.
The music will be provided
by the B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra, conducted by Stanford Robinson, and the soloists will be J oan Coxon (soprano), J an van der Gucht
(tenor) and Thorpe Bates
(baritone).
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for the Week
! HIGH~~~~-~~-~~~--~

LOCKING UP AT THE TOWER

!
FRIDAY, JULY 19th.
!
i Nat., 7.45, International Folk Song ~
and

:

More Pages from Sandy Powell's l

!

Dance:

Norway.

8.30, ~

}

t;bsJ3·.c.'grct~!~:(c). C.ncert
l Reg., 8, Concert by Band of the (
:
Garde Republicaine (relayed l

j

~ ~:r~y ~~~~-.. &:~.''Je~!!i!d).l-

! Abroad.

l
~

: Stockholm, 7.30, Symphony Con- :
cert in the Town Hall Gardens.
SATURDAY, JULY 20th.
:

!

l

N~o.Jshe c~;ng;~t!~~:~e Bifi~?l:

j

Wimbledon. ,-;Geraldo and his :
Orchestra in "Dancing Through." l
Reg., F red Hartley and his Novelty l

1
~

~~~:~· ~~!;· f!;eag:n2:;

l

(Henry Hall and B.B.C. Dance ~
;
Orchestra.)
:
\ Abroad.
!
: Prague, 9.4S, Paul Dukas Memorial l
{

~

Programme.

:
SUNDAY, JULY 21st.
: Nat., Bernard Crook Quintet.
~
~Medvedeff' s Balalaika Orchestra.
:
~BB. C. Theatre Orchestra and
:
Chorus in British concert.
' Reg., B.B.C. Military Band. fT roise

his

Mandoliers.

l
:
~
~

,
l

9.20, ~

:

and

[
;

London Symphony Orchestra, :
conducted by Sir Hamilton Harty. :

l

! Abroad.

; Toulouse, 9, C.ncert version of l
'
" T osca " (Puccini).

~
MONDAY, JULY 22nd.
:, Nat., Celebr;ty Trio. 8.30, Variety:
,
" Our
First
Broadcast."
~Anona Winn and her Winners.
~ .. Navarre " : Impersonations.
: Reg., 8, Lewis Carroll's "Through
:
the Lookin!l Glass." ~B.B.C.
:
Military Band with Frank Titter~

ton (tenor).

: Abroad.
; Warsaw, 9, Polish Music by the
:
Station Orchestra.
•
TUESDAY, JULY 23rd.
; Nat.. B.B.C. Midland Orchestra.
~Ceremony of the Keys. ,!Serge
;
Krish Septet.
; Reg., Alfredo Campoli Trio.
l
~Harold Ramsay's Rhythm Sym! phony.
! Abroad.

.
l

! Brussels,
'

l
\
l

!

!
;
;
l
l
~

;
;
:
''

l
l
;
;
l
~

l

No. I, 9. Symphony ~
Concert from the International '

~

!
l

Exhibition.

:

pianoforte

:
:

Mackinnon.
8.30, " City of l
Music."
'I:Leslie Bridgewater l

:

Quintet.

APPARENTLY time does not
stale the Ceremony of the
Keys as a broadcast item, and
on Tuesday evening National
listeners will hear it again.
The ancient ceremony will be
carried out by the Chief
Warder of the Tower in conjunction with the 3rd Battalion
Coldstream Guards.
Apart from its historic appeal the broadcast offers a fine
study in acoustics.
With a
little imagination the listener
can almost see the guardsmen
as they approach the Bloody
Tower and finally proceed to
the Main Guard.
HISTORIC THEATRE

THE Argyle Theatre, Birkenhead, from which there will
be a variety relay on Wednesday (National), was first
opened in r868, when it was
primarily an hotel.
There is in existence an old,
yellow-leawd ledger listing the
names and salaries of thousands of variety artists, some
of them now "world-famous,
such as Harry Lauder, George
Robey, Wilkic Bard, and
Charles Chaplin, who made
his first appearance there. It
is known that George Forrnby,
senior, receiwd thirty shillings
a week when he first appeared
at the Argyle.

ANON A WINN and some of her " Winners.'' Since this picture was
taken the party has increased to seven, and may one day become a band.

lay a Summer H.evue from a
seaside resort, Bygdo Sjobad,
which is probably known to
many British tourists.
BATHING.

"BATH at Home," Hamburg's programme at 8.10 on
Monday next, is not concerned
with soap and water but with
sun-bathing facilities in the big
city.
DOWN A SALT MINE

THE Germans excel at outside broadcasting. What promOUT-OF-DOORS
Two interesting open-air ises to be a good programme
broadcasts are offered by Scan- will be a broadcast from Leipdinavian stations. To-night at zig at g.ro on Monday cele7.30 Motala will be relaying a· brating the r ,oooth anniverconcert by a large symphony sary of the Kali Salt Works at
orchestra in the Town Hall Stassfurt. Listeners will be
Gardens, Stockholm.
To- given sound impressions of
morrow (Saturday) at 8 p.m. work going on several hundred
the Norwegian stations will re- feet below the earth. There

l

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24th.
' Nat., Variety from the Argy\e ~
J Theatre, Birkenhead. ~Russiaa l

recital

by

~

! by Leslie Hewarcl
~Albert ~
:
Ketelby Concert from Buxton. ~
'l Abroad.
;'
: Brussels, No. I I, Recital of Schubert l
l
songs by F r.!<leric Anspach. l
'l
l
THURSDAY, JULY 2Sth.
(

: Nat .. Fred Hartley and his N(Welty ~
l Quintet.
~Creta Keller with ~

''

(

a Quintet accompaniment.
'
'I]B.B .C. Orchestra, conducted by
John Barbirolli. •
l

l

l
: Reg.. 8, •• City ot Music... ~
;!_______________________________
,!"Ribbon Road~ from the Air." _.,!

!

<1>

<"",;>

<1>

RADIO FAULT FINDING

IN Berlin's second great
puzzle programme at 8.ro on
Tuesday listeners will be invited to spot mistakes in orchestral selections, vocal items
and dramatic sketches. The
programme will be staged on a
railway journey from Berlin to
Leipzig.
BAVARIAN EVENING

A PROGRANll\!E full of melody
and rhythm is promised by
Munich and Stuttgart at 10.30
on Tuesday when an hour-anda-half will be devoted to typical Bavarian folk music.
There will be yodelling, and a
" Schrammel " orchestra, a
favourite musical combination
of Southern Germany and Austria, which consists of a violin,
viola, double bass and zither.
WHERE ENGLISH SCORES

Lilias ~

l Reg., "Why I Like Moussorgsky," l

l

will be humorous relief and
musical accompaniment.

" CITY OF MUSIC.'' A vivid glimpse of Vienna by night. The picture
shows a group of Tyrolean musicians at the Burgtor.

A VERSATILE syncopated
song
trio
will
broadcast
from Copenhagen ~n W ednesday, July 24th, at 10.25 p.m.,
viz.,
the
Degen - KornerBehrens Trio. Selections will
be given in Danish, Swedish,
Spanish, German and English,
and, as a Danish correspondent
remarks, will probably corroborate the view that the English
language, with its large number of monosyllabic words, is
still the best for syncopation.
THE AUDITOR.
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Philco

MODEL 98

An All ..wave Superheterodyne
for AC Mains
FEATURES.-Type.-Table-model AC superheterodyne for short, medium
and long waves.

Circuit.-HF pentode signal-frequency amplifier-heplode

ircquency-changer-HF pentode IF amplifier-double-diode-lriode second cletcclor
-push-pull pentode output valves.
(1) Tuning.

Full-wave valve rectifier.

(:!) Volume and on-off switch.·

Price.-21 guineas.

(3)

Tone.

Controls.(4) \rfaverange.

Makers.-Philco R.adio ancl Ttle1•ision Corporation

of Great Britain, Ltd., Aintree R.oad, Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex.

I

N the literature describing this receiver
the makers lay special emphasis on
the advantages and attraction of
and in
short - wave reception,
these circumstances it is only natural to
look for something out of the ordinary in
the performance on the short waveband.
It is safe to say that expectations in this
direction will be fulfilled, for the superheterodyne circuit includes a signalfrequency HF amplifier which has a
special type of intervalve coupling to ensure efficient amplification on the short
wavelengths.
The set will work well on any good outdoor aerial, but special provision has been
made for the use of a screened aerial of
the transmission line type in localities
where external interference is excessive.
The aerial tuner consists of a single tuned
circuit with inductive coupk1g to the
aerial, and a wave trap, tuned to the frc-

quency of the IF amplifier, is also included.
The coupling between the HF amplifier
and the frequency-changer is of the tuned
grid typ~. The HF amplifier is a variablemu pentode, and the anode current to this
valve is used to operate the shadow tuning
indicator.
The frequency-changer is a
heptode and the IF amplifier, which functions at 460 kc / s, is an HF pentode of the
same type as that used in the first stage.
The second detector is a double-diodetriode in which the diodes are connected in
parallel and fed from the secondary of the
output IF transformer.
Suitable filtering isolates the DC component of the rectified current which supplies the AVC bias to the preceding three
stages. The volume control in the coupling to the triode amplifiying portion of
this valve is tone compensated. An unusual feature is the provision of a jack

tor the pick-up connections, which results
in considerable simplification of the waverange switching.
The output stage comprises two pentodes in push-pull fed through a transformer from the LF portion of the second
detector.
The three-step tone control
consists of an arrangement of by-pass condensers between the grids of the push-pull
valves. The moving-coil loud speaker incorporates a hum-bucking coil and its
field is used for smoothing the output from
the full-wave valve rectifier.
The chassis, which is mounted on
rubber, is notable for its clean finish and
neat wiring, while the mains transformer
is of unusually generous proportions. The
waverange switches arc of the rotary type
with double contacts, and it is obvious
from their construction that unlimited service may be anticipated without trouble
from contact noises. The tuning dial is

r----------4TI}---------~--------------------------~----~--~------------------------~

Notr?le features cf the circuit are the use of push-pull pentodes in the output stage and a special ioack for connecting a gra

6s
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calibrated in kilocycles, and while actual
stations are not marked the allocation of
frequency bands to transmitters of various
types is indicated, and will be found
specially useful on the short waveband. The
waverange switch automatically illuminates the appropriate dial and throws a
sharply defined pointer on to the scale.
Immediately above the tuning scale is the
shadow tuning indicator in Yvhich the
minimum width of the shadow indicates
the point of maximum signal strength.
Throughout the period of the tests the
general livelines; on the short waveband and the exceptional strength of
many of the Continental short-wave services leave no doubt whatever of the
ability of this set to pick up really longdistance transmissions, and now that the
reception of American short-wave programmes is gaining in regularity and reliability the prospective purchaser can be
assured of a wide scope in his choice of
inter-Continental programmes. The range
covered by the short waveband is from
18 to 5·7 megacycles (16.7 to 52.6 metres)
and the adoption of a signal-frequency
amplifier removes the double tuning point
which is so often a source of confusion in
sets employing a simple autodyne arrangement.

Long- Wave Selectivity.
As a normal broadcast receiver the
Model g8 can more than hold its own with
receivers of similar specification designed
for the medium and long waves only,
and the selectivity, particularly on long
waves, is of a high order. It is seldom
possible to receive the Deutschlandsender
in Central London "·ithout some sideband interference from Droitwich and
Radio-Paris, but in this case no trouble
from this cause was experienced and
with the tone control in the brilliant posi-

TUNING INDICATOR
fREQUENCY CHANCER
VALVE 6 A 7

OUTPUT VALVES

4 2

WAVE-RANGE

VOLUME CONTROl
AND
ON-OFF SWITCH

SWITCH

The chassis is mounted on rubber corner blocks and all valves carrying HF currents are screened.

tion the high selectivity did not result in
woolliness of tone.
On the medium waveband less than two
channels were lost on either side of the
local London stations and, although there
was some tendency to sideband shriek unless the set was accurately tuned by means
of the shadow tuning indicator, there y.,·as
complete freedom from any objectionable
second-channel whistles. In our judgment the best quality of reproduction is
obtained with the tone control in position
two on the medium waveband and in position one on the long waves. Position
three should only be necessary when severe
local interference is experienced on the
short waveband, and some sacrifice of
quality is only to be expected in these cirstances. Normally, the reproduction is
notable for its brightness and clarity, and
the quality of speech and the singing voice
is very realistic. The bass is there without
being obtrusive, but it is in the low frequencies that overloading is first noticeable when the output limit is exceeded.
On the medium waveband the first position of the tone control is too brilliant for
all but low volume levels, but it is just
right on the long waveband, where it
adequately replaces sideband frequencies
which are cut by the higher selectivity.
The Philco l\fodel g8 may be said to
represent the best modern practice in allwave receiver design, and the short wawband will contribute as much in the way
of additional stations of good programm-e
value as it does in the added interest· of
really long-distance reception.
~.,...
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TilE RADIO INDUSTRY
situated
showrooms,
CO::-<VE]I;IE]I;TLY
readily acce10sible from all parts of London,
have now been opened by A. F. Bulgin & Co.,
Ltd., at G4, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I;
a complete range of Bulgin products is available there for inspection. Telephone, Central
2/5 I.

Incidentally, this item of news is taken from
the current issue of the Bulgin Monthly Bullet lll, a useful little publication of which copies
are available to readers who care to apply to
the firm's headquarters at Abbey Road, Barking, Essex. The current issue deals, among
other topics, with Television Prospects, a Shortwav" Superlwt<>rodyne, and Tuning Indicators.
The proposecj issue of a book of circuit diagrazns is JJ1nounced.
<y

<V

<V

<!>

l\larconi's \Vir~kss Telegraph Company has
concluded an arrangement with the British
Racliost:lt Corporation, wlwreby it acquir<'s
rights under present and future "Stenode ·•
patents, including licensing rights for Stcnode
broadcast receivers.
This impli<·s definite
recognition of the commercia] po~sibilities of
Dr. Hol>inson's invPntion, which, technicaJlv
speaking, undoubtedly makes an importan<t
contril>ution to the science of receiver design.
<S> .'v
<!>
0
TIYO new Atlas mains units are announced bv
H. Clarke & Co., Ltd., Ceorgc Stn:et, Patricroft, l\lanchestcr. Model ACz is a compact
eliminator for AC mains, providing an output
of 12 milliamps at 120 volts, with intermediatt·
tappings at Go ami go volts. A \\'estinghouse
J<'ctifler is included. Model DC2o is a companion instrumutt for ne supplies, but gin·s a
little higher current output.
0

..:;:"y-

,-y.

-<!->

The prices of Drydex batteries in the BltH',
Y cllow, Orange and Brown Triangle series h~t ,·c
been substantially reduced.
<S>

<?

<!>

0

Although 'the firm of F. E. Codfrey (Radio),
Ltd., of GJ-G7. Chenies Mews, ToHeuham Court
Road, London, \V.C.r, is best known as constructors of special apparatus to customers'
'.pecitications, it is also able and willing to prepare original designs. The services of the firm
should thNeforc be valuatle to inventors and
othus having ideas which require to be worked
into practical form.
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
In the Corridors
NEVER since the primeval
age of British broadcasting
has the B.B.C. announced so
many new appointments as last
week. Such a general post will
take place on October 1st that
the corridors of Broadcasting
House will be thronged with
bustling officials looking for their
new oflices.
This will be a grand opportunity for the Pressmen to
catch a few victims off their
guard.

Sir Stephen Tallents'
Special Mission
The most spectacular move is
the importation of Sir Stephen
Tallents from the Post Office,
where he has done notable work
as Public Relations Officer.
Many people thought he would
follow Sir Kingsley Wood to the
Ministrv of Health, but it has
been d~creed that Sir Stephen
should turn his steps to Portland Place.
Actuallv it is considered unlikely that Sir Stephen ~ill
spend very much time at Broadcasting House; more probably he
will tour the country on a new
mission, viz., building up goodwill and, incidentally, assessing
listening reaction to the programmes of the B.B.C.

London
Headquarters.
The
appointment of Mr. C. A. Siep·
mann to Director of Regional
Relations may help to mend
matters, especially as Mr. Siepmann has had a long and varied
experience in the service of the
Corporation.

That Black List

A

LOVELY tale went the
rounds last week to the
effect that the B.B.C., in its
efforts to make the programmes
suitable for children of all ages,
was exhibiting lists of "forbidden words " in its studios. I
can imagine nothing more calculated to encourage a lapsus
lingum than the sight of a string
of naughty epithets dangling before one while speaking into th~
microphone.

Red Ink Regulation
Actually, a list of instructions
has been prepared which deals
in general terms with the topics
which it is desirable that artists
should omit from their material.
The most important point,
and it is emphasised in red ink,

Another important clause is
that personal messages must not
SIR STEPHEN TALLENTS photographed
at his desk at the
Post Office. On October Ist he transfers to
Broadcasting House as
Public Relations Officer
of the B.B.C.

be transmitted through the>
microphone. Many artists still
cherish the illusion that thev
will be permitted to sav a kind
word to Auntie Aggie in ~Middles
brr,ugh or Uncle Bertin Bolton.
Captain Eckersley used to
tell in the old days of a Danish
singer at Savoy Hill who could
not be persuaded to lower hi~
voice and thus avoid blastin~
the microphone. The singer's
reason for bawling at the top of
his voice was the hope that his
love song would be heard by his
wife in Denmark.

The last personal message
through a B.B.C. microphot•c
was given by Richard Tauber
three weeks ago to the composer, Franz Lehar, who, by
arrangement, was listening in
Vienna.

I
much
doubt
whether
listenen really care whether Mr.
R. H. Eckersley and Mr. Glad5tone Mnrray become Assistant
Controllers
or
Controlling
Assistants; what they want to
know 1s whether these impressive changes will
bring
about an improvement in the
programmes.
As watcher over the spoken
word Mr. Gladstone Murray will
superintend talks, school broadcasting, religion, and the news
bulletins
while
Mr.
Roger
Eckersley will have the last
word in music, drama and
variety.

Radiolympia Plans
WILL television be necessary
at Racliolympia? The exhiLition authorities are erecting
a theatre there which will have
the largest proscenium arch in
London and the stage will be
correspondingly big.
This is much better than television, which gives an image
only three or four inches wide.
John Sharman will again be
m charge of the arrangements.
Performances, each lasting two
hours, will take place daily
during the run of the exhibition, from August 14th to 24th.

Foreign Relations

A Good " Bill "

Beside being the Director of
Programme
Planning,
Mr.
R. E. L. Wellington will, I
understand, take charge of the
Foreign
Department,
which
maintains liaison between the
B.B.C.
and
its
colleagues
abroad.

For some time there has been
considerable feeling in the provincial centres over the alleged
gr·andmotherly attitude of the

His Reason

Tauber's Message

All That Matters

Pacifying the Provinces

is that "no change must be
made in a programme after it
has been passed at the final
rehearsal."

BROADCAST EDUCATION.Miss Mary Somerville, who received the O.B.E. for her work
in connection with school broadcasts, photographed last week
outside Buckingham Palace
after the Investiture.

Year by year it is emphasised
that August is a bad month for
recruiting artists-as though the
variety profession has no unemployment problem in the dog
days-but, nevertheless, there
is always a good "bill." For
this year's Radiolympia John
Sharman has definitely secured
Elsie and Doris Waiters, the
Two Leslies, Norman Long,
Tommy Handley, Lily Morris,
Elsie Carlisle, Sam Browne an•l
Sydney Baynes' Band.

Girl Dancers
A famous London troupe of
sixteen girl dancers will also
appear.
Henry Hall and the
B.B.C. Dance Orchestra will
appear in person during the
week of August rgth to the 24th.
We are promised that 1935
Radiolympia, compared with
last vear's, will be a little more
colo~rful, a little faster, and
still more entertaining.

The " Proms "
NEVER do I remf'mber so imposing a list of soloists as
that for the I935 Promenade
Concert Season. All the stars
of the musical world will be
heard--Elisabeth
Schumann,
Conchita Supervia, Stiles Allen,
Oda Slobodskaya, to name only
a few.
The pianists include
J\.Ioiseiwitsch, Harriet Cohen,
Harolcl Samuel and John Ireland.
Among the violinists will be
heard Szigeti, Sammons, and
Isolde Menges.
Lionel Tertis
will bring his viola and Piatigorsky is one of the 'cellists.

One-man Concerts
All the concerts in the eight
weeks' season (August roth i.o
October sth) will be broadcast
on National or Regional wavelengths. Sir Henry Wood will
be conducting for the forty-first
year in succession.
·Charles
Woodhouse will be principal
violinist and Berkeley Mason
organist and accompanist.
The programmes follow the
traditional lines. Monday night
is \Vagner night, and Fridays
are dedicated to Beethoven.
Bach and Brahms alternate on
Wednesdays.
I notice an increasing number
of one-composer concerts. There
will be a Schubert concert on
August zgth and Saint-Saens
Centenary concert on September
3rd, and a Liszt concert on
September wth. Several nights
will be devoted exclusively to
Russian music.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not

ho~d

himself responsible for the opin:ons of his correspondents

Morse Code Records

I

WOULD like to bring to the notice of
all who are struggling with the Morse
Code (W.W., June 14th, 1935) three
Columbia records, Nos. 3262-3-4.
These
are a complete course of instruction in the
Morse Code, and, together with the booklet,
are an indispensable aid to the learner.
DONALD W. ALDOUS.
Ilford, Essex.

A Radio Hour Meter
HAVE read with intnest "Diallist's"
I remarks on the subject of " How Many
Hours," ancll think it is time a more definite
means was designed to indicate the number
of hours a wireless receiver is used by 1ts
owner. I am not in the habit of writing to
the Press, this being the first time I have
done so, but my calling as a service engineer
brings me into touch with the people I am
sure you must have been thinking about
when you wrote that article in The Wireless
World.
The question of how many hours a set
has been in use always arises when one is
called in to service a receiver' and l feel
sure most listeners greatly underestimate the
time. Often when a customer has had a
set in his or her possession for a month or
six weeks, they often tell me that the set
has only been used for about twelve hours
in that time.
My own opinion in this matter is that
most receivers are worked from eight to ten
hours a day.
The solution to this problem can only be
brought about by the fitting to all mains
receivers of an instru!'nent that will accurately record the number of hours a receiver is in use. This, I think, could be
made on the principle of the electric clock,
with the number of hours shown in the
same way that miles are shown on the mileometer of a car. I feel sure that an instrument of this kind would be a blessing to
both the set manufacturer and the listening
public alike.
] . BARRELL.
London, N. r r.

High-quality American Receivers
AGREE with Mr. Mistovski that the best
is not obtained from divided-channel amplification by the eventual commonisation of
frequencies in a later audio stage. Nevertheless, I would refer Mr. Mistovski to the
Wlreless Engineer of February, 1935,
wherein some information on this subject
can be deduced from an article by Mr. A. C.
Bartlett, l\I.A.
The 20-watts output from the HowardGrand receiver is not obtained by Class B
amplification, but by Class A prime amplification.
Mr. Mistovski seems under the impression
that all Class B systems are definitely in a
subordinate class. This need not be the
case, and I would refer him to papers by
H. L. Shortt in Radio Engineering, of April
and 1\iay, 1935, and a further paper by
Apstein in the same journal, April issue.
Mr. Misto\'ski states he fails to see how
the Howard-Grand recci\·er is capable of the
same quality of reproduction as The Wireless World Quality Amplifier. l\lay I sug-

I

gest he reads my letter again, and he will
find I definitely stated I had great doubts
as to the Howard-Grand reproducing with
the same absolute fidelity as The Wireless
World design.
Laboratory measurements recently conducted by the writer on both the HowardGrand and The Wireless Wo;!d design conclusively prove The Wireless World design
to be superior in every respect.
Further tests have been made on The
Wireless World design and the HowardGrand receiver since my letter appeared in
print, each receiver being checked without
loud speaker and with loud speaker.
Throughout these tests an RCA-type Tl\1V
5zE oscillator, which has a range of 20I? ,ooo cycles, was employee!.
When the
speakers were in circuit the same audiooscillator and Rayleigh disc method were
employed.
The results prove without any doubt
whatsoever the absolute superiority of The
Wireless World design. R. E. BLAKEY,
Everett, Edgecumbe and Co., Ltd.
London, N.W.g
IT was with much interest that I read the
letter of your correspondent, Mr. Joughin,
in last week's issue.
At the moment I am using a five-valve
battery super het with delayed A VC and
diode detection with QP 240 output coupled
to a good-sized moving coil speaker.
Regarding wet HT (hired), my experi<:nce
ha'i beer: a very unhappy one, and I am
now using nickel-iron cells and charging
them at home from car batteries.
So far it seems that my outfit represents
about the best that ran be done for the user

I say frankly that you cannot get firstclass quality with battery receivers except
under excessive current consumption conditions with Class A amplification.
I have yet to hear a battery receiver as
good as my own. But it is miles short of
what a really critical ear would call high
quality.
That it is bearable and a very pleasant
noise even is true.
I know this is controversial, purposely so,
however, as I should like to hear other
opinions.
Even with my present current consumption my receiver chews up wet HT in two to
three weeks.
Dry batteries are, of course, out of the
question for the quality man, even for GB
use.
Improvements and modifications can, of
course, be introduced, and we can implicitly
rely on The Wireless World to attend to this
matter.
But we are stuck at the output stage, and
here we seem to have reached a deadlock
until the valve and speaker manufacturers
really do something for battery users.
London. S.E.r3.
F. SMITH.

All-wave Receivers Overseas
CONGRATULATIONS on your Editorial
regarding all-wave receivers, contained
in the issue dated June 14th last.
Up to date the British manufacturer's
conception of an all-wave set can only be
classed as laughable when they are compared with an American-made machine.
There have been exceptions, of course, but
in the majority of cases these have been
ruled out by price.
Comment on your remarks regarding service, spares, etc., would he superfluous.
Dr. Afifi Pasha, when in the U.K. with the
Egyptian Trade Mission, stressed the samt-•
point regarding British radio (and cars).

GERMAN POST
OFFICE TELEVISION. The new mobile
column, which comprises fourteen separ-'
ate vans. There are
two transmitters and
the power supply is
derived from two 135
h.p. Diesel engines.
Tests with the equipment are to be carried
out on the Bracken
mountain.

of batteries, and quality is certainly \'Cry
high. The HT is always 180 volts on starting, dropping to about 170 in about four
hours. The Wireless World designs seem to
me the ultimate that can be achieved with
existing apparatus.
But here is the point.
I recently heard a Wtreless World AC
Monodial with five watts amplifier output,
coupled to two hand- made energised
speakers. And, believe me, the results wPre
so vastly superior to any battery receiver
(quite apart from volume) that I almost lost
interest in battery receivers for good.
\Ve must realise that quality and output
are proportional to power mput and the
speaker response which is ".l'o mainly dependent upon field watts.

Your reference to half-hearted exportation of apparatus which was non-competitiv•~
was very timely and to the point. The day
when "British Made" stuck on any old
thing was a sales aid is very much past.
Customers, these days, look for something
that will exactly fill their needs, and not
something that "might."
My advice to any manufacturer who is
contemplating a machine incorporating
short-wave tuning would be to buy a
medium-priced American-made machine ancl
seriously study its performance, especially
on the radio, as distinct from the A.F. sid('.
May I make a few suggestions as to the
type of machine required, these suggestion:;
being made after over eight years· listening
experience on the short waves, and also
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68
wavelengths should be taken into comidera.
tion.
·
Dials should be of the " full vision " type
and calibrated on all V>avelengths.
For the majority of overseas countries
.ong-wave tuning is not absolutely necessary, and only tends to added switch complications.
Servicing.-Easy access must be aimed at,
and it can be mentioned here that a set full
of multi-purpose valves does not make servicing any easier. For one thing, there are
too many valve connections for the service
engineer to memorise, and continual reference to service instructions consumes too
much time.
Generallv, all the U.S.A. machines are
very exte1;sively advertised, and manufac-

Letters to the Editorfrom trade experience with U.S.A. and other
machines?
First, the bugbear of image reception, i.e.,
reception of any one transmission at two
points on the dial, must be eliminated. This
indicates at least one tuned signal-frequency
stage and its associated valve prior to the
frequency-changer. Utilising one of the
multi-electrode frequency-changer valves as
the first stage is useless.
A high-speed time constant A VC system
should be aimed at. What is good on
medium waves is not necessarily so at, say,
13 metres.
Selectivity, even on the short waves, is
a necessity, and ease of tuning on the same•

turers, to get a footing at this late date, must
be prepared to give the overseas agent:.<
liberal support in this matter.
Fully detailed 'service instructions shoulc1
be supplied with the first batch of machines
shipped, as it is quite possible for apparatus
to become deranged in transit.
Finally, it would perhaps be worth while
mentioning that several of the Dominions
arc becoming interested in the export of this
type of machine.
The onlv excuse that can be offered for :1
letter of this length is my interest in seeing
British-made rect:i vers more than holding
their own with the products of rival countries.
P. A. SHEPHERD.
Cairo, Egypt.

Radio Data Charts-VI.
Transmission of Sidebands by a Tuned Circuit
By R. T. BEATTY, l\'l.A., B.E., D.Sc.
N Fig. 1 a tuned circuit LC is driven by a weakly coupled
untuned input circuit.
Let the value of the input radiofrequency EMF be kept fixed while its frequency varies by a
few kilocycles per second on either side of the tuning frequency. Then the output EMF is a maximum at the tuning or
resonance frequency and falls off as the exciting frequency
departs from this resonance value.

I

A

E:___j

c

INP:---1

Fig. I.-A simple tuned
circuit.

OUTPUT
EMF

8

We thus get a resonance curve ~Fig. 2) which shows at a glance
the selectivity of the circuit or circuits employed. The shape of
the resonance curve depends on the value of m, the voltage
magnification of the. coil.
m=zrrfL/R, where
£=resonance frequency in' cycles/sec.
L =coil inductance in henrys.
R=HF resistance of coil it~ ohms .

circuit considered as a rejector circuit, i.e., the resistance at resonance between the points A and B. (Fig. r). Note that m= (dynamic
resistance) I (coil reactance). Coil magnifications of from roo to
200 can be obtained with well designed unscreened solid wire
coils when the coupling to the previous circuit is· loose, but with
commercial screened coils m may fall to 20 or 30. With closer
coupling some of the energy in the tuned circuit spills back into
the previous circuit and the result is as if the coil resistance were
increased so that the coil magnification is decreased.

Tuned Circuits in Series
We may have a tuned circuit in each inter-valve stage. H
all such circuits are similar and do not react with each other
(as is the case when they are separated by screen-grid valves)
the resultant resonance curYe can be calculated. In fact if with
a single tuned circuit the output voltage falls from unity at resonance to 0.5 at 4 kilocycles off resonance, it will fall to 0.5'=0.25
with two similar circuits and to 0.5"=0.125 with three circuits.

Fig. 3.-A typical twoelement band-pass filter
circuit.
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The abac enables us to read off the voltage resonance curve
for r, 2 or 3 similar tuned circuits and for convenience a scale
of decibels has been added.
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KILOCYCLES PER SECOND OFF TUNE

Fig. 2.-Resonance curves for a system of three simple tuned circuits
and a system of two critically coupled band-pass filter circuits.
m= 30. A= 1,soo metres.

In other words, m= (coil reactance),' (coil resistance). The
term " dynamic resistance " of a coil is sometimes used. This
quantity is [ 2rrfL J2 / R and measures the impedance of the- tuned

The shape of the resonance curve is improved by use of a filter
circuit instead of a single tuned circuit. A filter circuit gives
higher transmission of the sidebands from th·" wanted station and
cuts off an adjacent unwanted station more completely. In
Fig. 2 :1 filter system is compared with a system of simple tune1
circuits. l.Tp to 5 kilocycles off tune the filter system giYCs better
transmission, while at 20 kilocycles off tune it attenuates by
15 decibel,; more than the simple tnned system.
The performance of a filter circuit depends on two quantities:
(1) the coil magnification m=2dL/R; (2) the coupling 2rrfM/R
(Fig. 3) where lVI is the mutual inductance between the circuits.
Whether the coupling is by coils as in Fig. 3 or by capacity or
by both, ;m eqnivalcnt circuit can always be drawn similar to
that in Fig. 3*. For crmpling greater than unity the output volt-

* For the design of filter circuits see The Wireless Enryioeer, October
1932, p. 546.
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RADIO DATA CHART FOR DESIGNING COILS FOR A GIVEN SELECTIVITY.
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TRANSMISSION OF SIDEBANDS _BY A TUNED CIRCUIT
'"'Wireless World
COPYRIGtH

age at n:sonance is the same as for a single circuit of inductance
L and resistance R, but peaks appear in the sideband region so
that the curve has a double hump. If the coupling is less than
unity the efl!ciency of transmission falls off. On the whole it is
preferable to use critical coupling (coupling equal to unity) and
the a bac is constructed with reference to filter circuits which are
critically coupled so that 2rrFM/R=r.

Examples
(r) A single tuned circuit is used on a wavelength of 300

metres. The coil magnification is roo. What are the relativevoltage outputs at 2, 5 and ro kilocycles/sec. off tune?
Taking the voltage output signal on tune as unity we get o.g28,
0.707, 0-447 for the relative outputs at the given off-tune frequencies.
(2) Two similar critically coupled fiUer circuits in series are
used on a wavelength of 6oo metres. The coil magnification is
50. What are the output losses in decibels at 2, 5 and ro kilocycles I sec. off tune ?
· 0.22, 6.03, 24.6 decibels below the level at resonance.
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Foundations
of
Part XXVIII.-

By
A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

Wireless

Detection and A VC

UTOMATIC ~·olume control (AVC) aims at desensitising the IIF or IF amplifier of
. the receiver progressively as signal strength increases, thus maintaimitg constant volume,
irrespective of the strength of incominr: signals. The operation of the various systems-plain,
delayed, amplified, and corrected-are explained in this Part.

A

T

HE freq uency-changcr and th(;
intermediate-frequency amplifier
are, theoretically speaking, the
only stages peculiar to a superheterodyne. There is no reason why detection and LF amplification should not
follow exactly as in a straight set, with
the sole difference that the anode-cathode
bypass condenser of a triode detector will
need to be larger to allow for the lower
carrier frequency.
Although a few superhets do end up
with a grid detector and output stage, it is
becoming usual to take advantage of the
high available pre-detector amplification
to provide automatic volume control
(A VC). The principle of this is that the
carrier reaching the second detector provides, by virtue of the process of rectification, a steady voltage which is used to
bias back the earlier amplifying \·alves, so
reducing their gain. For this reduction in
gain to be effective it is evident that the
peak \·oltage of the signal reaching the
detector must be able to rise, without producing distortion, to a value equal to the
bias required to reduce the gain of preceding valYes to a low figure. This voltage may amount to IS volts or more ; it is
quite certain that no detector other than
a diode can possibly handle voltages of
this order.
Fig. I48 gives a simple AVC circuit, in
which the diode V 2 serves both as second
detector and as generator of the A VC
\'oltages. The signal applied from the
secondary of the IF transformer· T across

anodc allll cathode of V2 is rcctif1ed in
the usual way with the aid of the condenser C and the leak R, the latter being
in the form of a potentiometer from which
any desired portion of the total LF voltage across it can be conveyed to the LF
amplifying valve. The flow of electrons
through R on their way from anode to
cathode of V 2 makes the " live " ( unearthed) end of R negative to an extent
substantially equal to the peak voltage of
the applied HF signal that is driving the
current. This voltage is fed back to the
grid of V I, the filter made up of RI and
CI being interposed in the path to prevent
carrier - frequency
and low-frequency
voltages from being
also fed back along
0
the same path.
If we make the
>"' 6
1- 4
assumption that a
<(
bias of IS volts on
UJ
Cl
VI (and other pre<( 2
!:;
0

>

Fig. 149.---AVC curve
for system of Fig. 148.
Note that if 5 V. at Vz
is wanted for full output, the AVC is unnecessarily I i m i t i n g
output on all inputs
from 20J.LV to 10 mV.
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detector valves not shown in the diagram)
will be required to reduce their amplification sufficiently to enable them to handle
local-station ~ignals, it is evident that
when the station is tuned in, the peak IF
voltage applied to V2 will have this value.
Further, it is evident that any station inducing a lc~scr voltage in th.e aerial will
give rise to some lower voltage at V2.
If the degree of LF amplification folvolts (peak) of
lowing V2 is such that
signal is required at that valve to provide
full output at the loud-speaker, it will be
impossible to obtain full-strength signals
without at the same time applying 5 volts
of bias to all pre-detector valves. It there
are two of these, and each has its slope
reduced to one-tenth of its maximum
value by the application of this bias, the
sensitivity of the set will be one-hundredth
its maximum Yalue.
This
means that all stations weaker than this

of

-

1--

3

2

s

Fig. 148.-Skeleton circuit of simple AVC
arrangement. The DC voltage produced by
signal rectification by V 2 is used for control
bias.

arc prevented from gtvmg full output,
e\·en though the set would have adequate
~ensitivity to recein them properly if it
were not for the interposition of the A VC
system.
Fig. 149 shows, diagrammatically, the
type of relationship between input signal
and voltage at V 2 that would be given by
a circuit like that of Fig. q8. As soon as
the initial insensitivity of the detector is
overcome, the recti fie~! voltage applied as
bias begins to reduce the sensitivity of the
set, so that the climb in output with rising
input becomes very slow. The dotted line
shows how the output voltage would rist·

10mV

lOOm V

AERIAL TERMINAL

if, in the absence of the A VC system, the
amplification of the set remained constant
irrespectin~ of the signal applied.
It is fairly clear that the full useful
sensitivity of the set could be regained if
the LF ampliJication succeeding the detector \\Tl'l! raised until I \'Olt at V 2 provided
sign;d l'nough to load up the output valve.
for at this \·oltage thl' A VC has barely
begun to rt'cluce the sensitivity. But if
this were clone, \\T should find that at the
other ('11d of tlll' scale the output would
rist· to excessive values, for IS volts bias,
and \Yith it I5 volts of signal, would still
b(' produced by tuning in the local station. In spite of the AVC system, drastic
use of the volume-control would still be
required on tuning from a near to a distant station, for the ratio of maximum to
minimum output would be I 5 2 , or 22S
to r.
If we can arrange that the signal-Yolt-
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Foundations of Wirelessage is always greater than the AVC voltage, we can reduce this ratio very considerably.
Suppose
that the signal is
allowed to rise to 5
volts before the AVC
system
begins
to
operate; then, as IS
volts of bias will still
be wanted for the local
station, the signal it
gives at the second
detector will be 20
Fig. 150.-Modification of
Fig. 148 to produce delayed AVC.
Until the
peak voltage of the signal
exceeds the positive bias
on the cathode of Vz, the
A VC systeqt does not
begin to operate.

r

HT+

Rl

_____.-:ro

GRIO OF
FREQUENCY-CHANGER ETC.

volts. On the assumption that the postdetector gain is so arranged that s volts
at the detector fully loads the output
valve, we now have a voltage ratio of
4 to I from loudest to faintest station, or
a power output ratio of r6 to I, in place
of thc22S to r of the circuit of Fig. J48.

Delayed AVC
This very consiqerable improvement
can be realised in practice by the circuit
of Fig. rso. So far as the signal-circuits
are concerned, this is identical with Fig.
J48. Detection now takes place at one
anode Dr, of a double-diode valve, the
leak being returned, as before, to cathode.
The signal is also applied, through the
condenser C2, to the second diode D2,
whose leak R2 is returned to the earthline.
By means of the battery shown,
the cathode of V2 is made positive with
respect to earth, with the result that rectification at D2 does not commence until
the positive peaks of the HF signal run
this electrode up to a voltage at least
equal to that applied to the cathode.
lf we make the cathode of V 2 positive
by 5 volts and apply as-volt (peak) signal
we can then adjust the post-detector gain
t:ntil the rectified output just loads up the
/
/
/

lOO~tV

from the A VC system, which then immediately starts work and tends to prevent
any further rise. For a set so adjusted

the A VC curve, carried on to 15 volts bias
(=20 V. signal minus s V. delay) will be
of the type shO\Yn in the lowest curve nf
Fig. I5I.
The two other curves represent the
r e s p o n s e of sets
having delays of roV.
and
rsV.
respectively, and it will be
clear that as the delay
increases so does the
perfection of the AVC
system.
With r:;V.
delay the signal rises
Fig. 152. -Amplified
AVC,
with
delay.
Initially positive, the
catoode of V2 is driven
down to earth potential
by
the
grid
bias
generated by rectification at D1. At this
point Dz begins to
draw current, and AVC
starts work.

10mV

1mV

output valve. With this signal the AVC
diode D2 is just about to begin to rectify;
the signal is therefore allO\Yed to build
up to full output without interference

lOOmV

HT+

R4

R3

R2
E

TO GRID OF
FREQUENCYCHANGER ETC.

from rsV. to 30V.-a 2 to I ratio onlyfor the required increase in AVC bias from
zero to IS volts. Higher delay evidently
inYolves decreasing the post-detector gain,
so that the overall sensitivity of the set
drops in proportion to the delay.
The simple AVC
system of Fig. 148
is practically never
used, owing to the
disadvantages described, but delayed
AVC produced as
in Fig. rso is used
in the majority of
modern sets.
In

INPUT TO AERIAL TERMINAL

usually to the cathode of the output
valve.
Owing to the desirability of a large delay
it is quite common to allow the signalrectifier to supply the output valve direct,
without intermediate amplification. If a
high-slope indirectly-heated pentode is
used, requiring about 4!V. peak signal,
and a delay-voltage of rsV. is provided,
the output valve will be fully loaded on a
carrier 30 per cent. modulated. Alternatively, the delay may be decreased a little,
and enough amplification provided after
the detector to allow a low-slope pentode
or even a triode to be used as output
valve. In this case it is usual to employ
a double-diode-triode which, as its name
implies, combines a double diode for
detection and AVC with a triode for subsequent amplification, all being built into
the same bulb.
When it is desired for any reason to
work with a signal of the order of r volt
at the detector, it is usual to provide
amplified A VC, in which the rectified
voltage is amplified before being fed back
to earlier valves. This is done with the

Fig. 151.-AVC curves
for circuit of Fig. 150.
Note that the larger
the delay the flatter
the curve, as explained
in the text.

place of using the battery shown, the
cathode of the double d!ode is made positive by connecting it to some point of suitable potential elsewhere in the circuit-

Cl

Rl

-lOO V

aid of a double-diode-triode in some such
manner as shown in Fig. rs2. As before,
the signal is rectified by the diode Dr, with
the leak R returned to cathode. The
signal is passed for amplification to the
grid of the triode, to which is connected
the '' live" end of R. The amplified
signal is applied in the usual way to the
grid of the output valve.
The cathode of the DDT is connected.
through a resistance R3, to a point some
roo volts negative with respect to the
general earth-line of the set. R3 and R4
arc so chosen that with no bias on V2 other
than that generated by grid-current
through R the cathode is some 30 volts
positive with respect to earth. When a
signal is rectified by Dr the resulting
steady negative voltage, as well as the LF
signal, reaches the grid of the triode. This
negative bias reduces the anode current of
the valve, thereby reducing the voltagedrop across R3 and tending to make the
cathode negative. If the a,mplification is
thirty times. a one-volt signal on Dr will
drive the cathode from +30V. to earth
potential. A further half-volt will drive
it down to - rsV. The d:ode D2, connected to earth through the high resist-
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Foundations 0'1' WirelessBy correct choice of Yoltage and resistance
ance Rz, takes no current so long as the values it is possible to make the system
cathode is positive, but as soon as the as a whole pass the same LF voltage to
cathode reaches earth-potential current the output Yalve over a range of input
begins, the impedance
cathode - Dz drops to
a negligible value,
HT+
and Dz follows the
cathode downward in
potential. Signals up
to r V. on Dr therefore
generate no AVC bias,
and the set remains at
1-+'"""'""'--'1'--I.J-+OUTPUT
full sensitivity, but by
VALVE
the time the signal
reaches ri V. the full
bias of rs V. is produced on Dz and fed
back to earlier grids in
the usual way.
Thus, by this system, the very level
E
A VC
curve corresponding to a 30-volt
delay in Fig. rsr can
be produced from a rvolt signal.
TO GRIDS OF
By suitably increasEARLIER VALVES
ing the positive potential of the cathode of
Fig. ISJ.-Corrected AVC, with delay, using DD pentode. The
the DDT, and increaspentode, used as an LF amplifier, has its grid returned to the AVC
ing the signal voltage
line, so that as the rectified signal increases the LF gain falls
to correspond, almost
in compensation.
perfect A VC can be
produced. It is possible to have a ro- voltages running from that necessary to
volt delay (cathode at + rso V., amplifica- overcome the delay up to that which will
tion 15) followed by a rise in A VC volts produce zo ;-olts bias for the AVC line.
to the required 15 on increase of the signal The delay-voltage, and hence the minifrom ro to I I volts. The AVC curve for mum signal before level output is attained,
a system of this sort is a very close has the convenient value of about 2 volts.
approach to the ideal, in which the dotted
line of Fig. 149 or rsr would be followed
up to the point at which full loud-speaker
strength was reached, after which there
A New Range of High-grade
would be no further rise in output, no
Extension Units
matter how greatly the input were increased.
\'Vith the ohjl·ct of raising the standard oi

Celestion

A VC in the LF Amplifier
In all the methods of AVC so far discussed the signal at the second detector
must rise, if only a little, to provide the
increasing bias for the earlier valves. So
long, therefore, as constant LF amplification follows the detector perfect AVC cannot quite be attained. If, however, one
of the LF valves has its gain controlled
by the AVC system it becomes possiblt> to
compensate exactly for the inevitable rise
in signal at the detector.
A system of this sort is sponsored by one
of the valve-makers, whose circuit is
given, with minor modifications, in Fig.
153. In essence, the circuit repeats that
of Fig. rso. Dr is the signal rectifier, the
required portion of the rectified signal
being passed through a condenser to the
grid of a pentode in the same bulb. Dz
provides ordinary delayed AVC, the dday
being provided by the voltage-drop across
the cathode resistor. The grid-leak of the
pentode is returned, through a resistancecapacity filter, to the AVC line.
As the AVC voltage increases, the gain
afforded by the pentode is reduced, just
as is the gain of the pre-detector stagt>s.

Speakers

quality in cxtensivn loud speaker units a
ran~e uf hir.;h-grade Celestion cabinet
models has been introduced :for the coming
Sl'a~on.
A new permanent magnet of
massive construction has been adopted in
all models 'io 1 hat the sensitivity as wl'!l
a-; the 'luality of reproduction will be at
least cqua l to that nf the original loud
speaker f1tted to the set.
!i('W

Cabinet of the new Celestion Junior Auditorium high-grade extension loud speaker.

After a careful survey of the average
matching conditions required by the leading makes of receivers a universal matching
control has been designed which also serves
as a volume control. A horizontal slider
at the back of the unit is provided with
nine contacts, in addition to an off position,
and the control knoh can also be rotated to
meet the re(l uirements of either high or low
impedance outputs.
The ~mits, with their transformers and
switches, are all mounted in rigid die-cast
housings and a very simple and attractive
type of cabint>t has been adopted which will
harmonise with any stvle of furnishing.
The leading model is the Junior Audi·
torium at £7 I)S., with a win. diaphragm,
and this is supported by the Senior 9 and
Standard 8 cabinet models at £4 ws. and
£3 ros. respecti,·ely. The chassis of all
these models can be supplifd separately and
there is an energised version of the Junior
Auditorium chassis at L4 I)S., as well as a
Senior Auditorium at 15 guim·as for DC
and r8 guineas for AC mains. The tange
is completed by the Junior 8 chassis at 35~-,

Chassis
of the
Junior
Auditorium
Model.

which makes use of the new type of permant>nt magnet, but is not supplied with
tlw new matching device.
The distribution of the new models is in
the, hands of Cyril French, 29, High Stn·et.
Hampton \'Vick, Kingston-on- Thames.

The Wireless Vocabulary
TAKIN(; them all round, the specialis1·d
words that we use when talking or writing about wireless arc a·pretty mixed lot, and
some of them seem to be rather bad misfits.
I .oud spcakt·r, for instance. This expres·
sion was invented as a shortened form of
loud-speaking telephone. It was perfectly
applicable so long as the instrument was
chictiy usE'd for reproducing speech, but it
hardlv set·ms a suitable description of tlv:
devic•.' employed in our wireless sets for d!'·
lin·rillg music more often than the spokf'n
word. You can hardly speak an orcht'stral
number or. a vioiin solo!
Tlwt1 th<:n: j, that curious expr!'ssion
"high-tension" battery, which we seem to
ha\"l· borrowed from the French. Tension,
with its idea of stretching, is very little used
in English nowadays with any such sense ;
" high-pressure; " or " high-potential " battl·r,· would he a better description. "Valve · ·
wa:- a ;.;•"·d enough tl·rm for the diodf' "r
ft,r the triod .. wh\"n used as a detf·ctor; lmt
it dcwsn't tjuite suit the high-frequency or
!tn,·.fn·qm·ncy amplifier. To give one othPr
instance, the term "rectifil·r," which is usPr\
both of the valve which converts radio into
audio frequencies in the receiving set, and of
that whiL-h changes alternating current from
thl· mains into dirt>ct, is liable to lead to ,,
certain amount of confusion.
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Interference
Urgency of Remedial Measures

S

OME of our readers may ask

why it is that we attach so much
importance to the reduction of
electrical interference. Those
who .adopt such an attitude must be in
the fortunate position of living in a
district where such troubles arc absent
and can have no conception of the
appalling noise which some listeners
have to put up with and which in many
cases, we fear, the listener believes is
inevitable and therefore accepts as
" part of the wireless."
\\'hat is, perhaps, even more surprising than the apathy of the authorities, to which we drew attention last
week, is the small amount of interest
which individual set manufacturers and
the H.adio lVIanufacturers Association
appear to pay to the problem. To the
manufacturers it should be of the
greatest pos!'ible importance. Of vvhat
use is it for them to produce sensitive
and high quality sets so long as the
listeners' reaction to them is likely to
be only disappointment ? Any set
designed for good response at the
upper frequencies suffers more from
electrical noise than one of poorer
design, because at low frequencies the
intensity of the programme is sufficient
to mask the interference but is no
longer able to do so at the high frequencies, where the sound output is
\\·eak.
The menace of electrical interference
is growing all the time. The most
modern appliances, even for domestic
use, arc often very bad offenders, and
the use of <.'lectricity is increasing at a
phenomenal rate. To take steps to suppress it now will be much cheaper than
will be the case if there is delay. Even
now it can hardly be hoped that
legislation could do more than provide
for all future electrical installations

to be interference-free and to bring
about a reduction in the cass:- of existing
apparatus over a reasonable period.
Our former esteemed PostmasterGeneral Sir Kingsley Wood introduced
many improvements into the public
service which the Post Office renders.
'Ve hope his .successor in office will
lose no time in tackling this question
of electrical interference with broadcast
reception, which has become a matter
of concern to millions of listeners.

A New Monodial
An Outstanding Modern Design

T

HE TriRELESS WORLD Monodial series of receivers has
achieved well merited fame, and
the best testimonials of their performance come from thousands of
readers who have made them.
We feel confident, therefore, that the
1936 Monodial Super, described in this
week's issue, will rival its predecessors
in popularity.
Every modern improvement in superheterodyne design has been critically
tried out in the Wireless World laboratory, and the present design is the
result of incorporating every worthwhile idea available.
One of the most important features
included is variable selectivity, \vhich
is so essential in a receiver where really
high quality is required from the local
station with ability to receive distant
transmissions without interference from
adjacent stations.
Automatic volume control ~'ith silent
background when tuning from one
station to another is achieved, and a
visual tuning indicator serves to ensure
that accurate tuning is obtained.
There are many other points of
interest \Vhich will be discovered by
those who study the design, and as
regards quality, even response on local
reception is provided for up to 8,ooo
cycles.
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/936 Monodial AC Super
A Highly Sensitive Qua lily Receiver
with Variable Selectivity
and QAVC

I

j

..

T

HE characteristics of a receiver
intended to give the best results
under the widely varying conditions involnd in any but local
reception have been discussed in detail in
recent issues of The Wireless World, and
it was shown that variable selectivity is
essential to the attainment from every
station of the highest standard of reproduction possible under the particular
interference conditions existing at the
moment of reception. \Vithout variable
selectivity, the quality is usually poorer
than it need be or the interference is
greater, for a fixed degree of selectivity
can suit only particular conditions.
Variable selectivity is most readily
obtained at an intermediate frequency
which lies betvveen the two wavebands
devoted to broadcasting, and such a frequency has the further advantage of
reducing the amount of pre-selection
necessary for the elimination of secondchannel interference, even under poor
receiving conditions. A signal-frequency
HF stage is desirable in order to keep
background hiss at a minimum, while an
efficient frequency - changer operating
under optimum conditions is important.
The complete circuit diagram of the
receiver unit is shown in Fig. I, and it
will be seen to include a total of six valves

•

, In this view of the receiver, the
escutcheon for the neon tuning
indicator can be seen immediately above the dial.

1

R2 1o.ooo n

of which one is employed for signal-frequency amplification and another for the
frequency-changer. Two vah·es are used
in the IF amplifier, the first providing
amplification only and the second both
amplification and automatic volume
control. The fifth valve is a combined
detector and LF amplifier, while the sixth
provides the muting action of QA VC.

The Signal-frequency Circuits
The HF valve is an HF pentode of high
internal AC resistance and mutual conductance, and it is preceded by a single
tuned circuit. the coil of ,,·hich is tuned
by one section C3 of the three-gang condenser. The medium- and long-wave
coils are connected in series in the usual
manner, and on the medium waveband
the long-\Yave section is short-circuited by
the switch Sz. Separate windings are used
for the aerial circuit, and here, again, the
long-wave coil is short-circuited on the
medium waveband by the switch Sr. A
condenser Cr of o.oooz mfd. capacity is
included in series with the aerial and serves
to reduce the effective coupling to the
correct degree for this recei,·er. The use
of this condenser also permits the circuit
conditions to be readily changed by
altering the value of Cr should the use of .

Fig. I.-The complete circuit diagram of the rece:
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an unusual type of au·ial render this desir- is really two valves in a single envelope- cuits, and the various condensers shown
able. The cathode of the HF valve is a hexode acting as a mixer and a triode on the diagram are necessary to achieve
earthed, and the grid potential is derived functioning as an oscillator, the coupling this. Wave changing is accomplished by
from the AVC line through the 20,000 being electronic. The oscillator circuit is Ss and S6, which are actually incorporated
ohms. resistance Rr, the o.r mfd. con- entirely conventional, its apparent com- in a single switch. When S6 is closed Ss
denser C2 acting to complete the tuned plexity being due merely to the gauging is open, and vice versa, and S6 closes at
the same time as Sr, S2, S3, and S4. This
circuit and to provide decoupling in con- arrangements. It is of the grid leak type,
the grid condenser C9 having a capacity is for the medium waveband, and it will
junction with Rr.
The coupling between the HF and fre- of o.ooor mfd. and the leak Rs a value of be seen that the medium wave coil
quency-changer valves is by means of an so,ooo ohms. The coil is so designed that between terminals I and 2 of the coil
as~emblv is then connected
HF transformer having a
directly-to the earth line. This
secondary circuit identical
attainment of the highest standard of both selecth•ity
with that preceding the HF
coil has an inductance of
and
quality demands the possibility of ·varyiug the
valve, and tuned by the
JI.Sp.H. as compared with
selectivity to suit recei-ving conditions. Recent articles in " The
second section C7 of the gang
r63.s,uH. for the signal-frequency coils, and it is tuned
condenser. As in the case of
lVireless J.Vorld" have dealt at length zoith the necessity for
the first valve, the grid potenby the third section Cr3 of
•cariable selecth·ity and it is included in this latest model of the
the gang condenser-a .sectial of the frequency changer
JJ1onodial. In addition, the features include an efficient AVC
is derived from the AVC line,
tion \vhich has connected in
and the decoupling composeries with it the padding consystem together u•ith an automatic muting circuit for inter-station
densers Cro and Cn. Of
nents C6 and R3 are given
noise-suppression, while an unusually high degree of pre-selection
identical values in order to
these Cro is an adjustable
is used to avoid difficulty from heterodyne xohistles.
ensure accurate ganging. The
trimmer with a maximum
primary of the transformer
ea pacity of some 240 p.p.F.,
has fewer turns than the secondary, in the reaction coil does not need switching,
while Cn is a fixed condenser of soo ,u,uF.
order to keep the stage gain at a reason- so that the anode circuit of the valve is By the use of the two condensers in this
ably low f1gure and to restrict the stray quite straightforward, decoupling and the way the range of capacity is limited, and
capacity effective in the secondary circuit. maintenance of the correct Yoltage being while it is possible to adjust it to exactly
M'ave-changing is accomplished by the secured by means of R6 and Cr8. The the required value, it is impossible for the
two switches S3 and S4, which short- 2,ooo ohms resistance R4 is included in circuit to be very widely out of adjustcircuit the lo.ng-wave sections of the order to prevent large changes in the ment. If a single trimmer of high capacity
primary and secondary respectively' while amplitude of oscillation with the tuning.
were employed, this would not be the case,
The details of the tuned circuit in the and the initial adjustments would become
the anode of the valve is decoupled by the
ro,ooo ohms resistance R2 and the o. I
oscillator grid circuit will repay careful more difficult. The parallel trimmer for
mfd. condenser Cs.
f'xamination. This circuit mnst at all this waveband is not shown on the circuit
For the frequency-changer the new times be tuned to a frequency 465 kc / s diagram, since it is a part of the gang contriode-hexode valve is employed, and this higher than the two signal-frequency cir- denser and appears across C13 just as the
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The muting valve is controlled from the AVC system and operates to bias the detector negatively in the absence of a signaL
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other trimmers appear across C3 and C7.
On the long waveband S6 is open and
Ss closed; the oscillator inductance is then
rg6.5 /'H. as compared with 2,rgo 0H.
for the pre-selector. No provision for
ganging on this waveband is considered
necessary in the signal-frequency circuits,
in accordance with the usual practice, but
both the series and the parallel capacities
must be changed in the oscillator circuit.
The parallel capacity must be increased
by some 157 N'F., and the trimmer Cu
of 240 I'I'F. maximum capacity is accordingly switched in circuit. The padding
capacity required is less than on the
medium waveband, so that it is possible
to insert the long-wave condenser in series
with it and thus save switching. The combination of condensers Cq, Crs, Cr6, and
CJ7 is employed. Of these, the two first
are trimmers, but only one is used as such.
the other being screwed up and used as a
fixed condenser. In addition to these, a
capacity of 0.0007 infd. is needed, and as
this is not a standard value two condensers
in parallel are used, Cr6 of o.ooos mfd.
and Cr7 of 0.0002 mfd.

The IF Amplifier
Coupling between the oscillator and
mixer is obtained in the valve, and the
intermediate frequency appears in the

hexode anode circuit, in which is connected the primary of the first IF transformer, decoupling being ol)tained by
means of the 2,000 ohms resistance R7

and the o. r '"mfd. condenser Cr9. The megohms is taken to negative HT.
A
secondary of the transformer feeds the filter stage comprising the r megohm
first IF valve through a 500 ohms resist- resistance Rr3 and the o.ors mfd. conance Rn, which serves to prevent para- denser C22 is connected as closely to this
sitic oscillation; the
l owe r end of th,~
tuned circuit is returned to the AVC
I in e,
decouplillt;
being provided by th,·
roo,ooo ohms resistance R8 and the o. I
mfd. condenser C2o.
Another transformer
of identical characteristic couples the
hYo IF val\'es, of
which the tirst is an
HF pentode and the
second the combination of an HF pentode and a duodiode. This second
stage is not controlled for AVC pmposes, so that the
Fig. 2.-The power unit is of conventional design employing a highefficiency pentode output valve.
low potential side of
the
transformer
secondary in its grid circuit is returned to valve as possible ill order to prevent feednegative HT ; as the cathode is taken to back effects occurring along the A VC line.
the earth line which is about 3 \'Olts posi- It will be seen that in the absence of a
tive with respect to this point, a fixed signal the first four vah·es all ha Ye the
negative grid bias of some 3 volts is same initial bias, and that this voltage
is applied also as delay to the AVC diodes.
obtained.
The two diodes in this valve are strapped When a signal is tuned in these conditions
remain unaltered until the output of the
second IF valve exceeds about 3 volts
peak. Rectification then occurs in the
diode circuit and a potential appears across
R14 in such a direction as to make the
diode anodes negati,·e with respect to
negative HT. The grids of the first three
valves are connected to the diode anode~
through the decoupling system, so that
they acquire the·same potential. As the output of the
second IF Yalve increases.
therefore,
the
potential
across RJ4 increases, and
also the negatin bias on
the controlled valws with
the result that their amplification decreases. If on! y
weak signals ,,·ere im·oh·ecl
the second IF stage
could be controlled
in addition to the
others, but this is
not permissible with
a strong signal for
sc\·ere overloading
\Yotild bt' likely to
occur.
The next valve in
the chain is a duo-diodetriode which functions not
only as the detector but also
In this view of the receiver the
as an LF amplifier. The
muting valve and its control can
coupling bchveen the IF
be seen in the right-hand corner,
valve and detector is by
and the initial sensitivity control projecting through
the s:de of the chassis.
means of an IF transformer,
which, like the other two,
together and used to provide the AVC has variable conpling behveen its coils
voltage. They are fed from the anode The three transformers are mechanically
circuit through the 0.0002 mfd. condenser linked together and the coupling can conC23 and their load resistance R14 of 2 sequently be altered by a single panel
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larger rectified output while still employcontrol for variable selectivity. The t\YO ing a transformer of standard rating.
So far no mention has been made ot the
diodes of the duo-diode-triode are strapped
together and act as the detector. The lo::td triode valve which is associated with the
resistance RIS of 0.25 megohm is re- detector. This gives the muting action of
turned directly to the cathode and the OAVC and silences the set when it is not
by-pass condenser C25 is given the usual hmed to a station. The cathode of the
value of o.oooi mfd. In place of the HF detector is returned to negative HT through
choke normally employed in the filter cir- resistances totalling some 42,000 ohms so
cuit a resistance RI6 of so,ooo ohms is
used in conjuction with the o.oooi mfd.
condenser C26. The resistance proYides
adequate filtering and is less expensive
than a choke.
The LF potentials which appear
across Rr5 as a
_/
result of detection
1re communicated
to the grid of the
triode section of the
valve through the
o.I mfd. condenser
C27 and the volume
control Rr8. This
Yolume control is
given a Yalue of I
megohm, for in
order to avoid detector distortion on
deep modulation it
is necessary for it to
have at least 2.5
times the value of
the detector load
resistance. The control functions both on radio and on gramophone, .the change-over being effected by
S8, while .s7 removes the screen voltage
from certam valves to prevent interference
from radio signals when operating on
gramophone.
The panel controls are clearly shown in

1936 Monodial AC Super-

The Muting Circuit
Grid bias for the LF \'alve is obtained
from the voltage drop across the 2,000
ohms resistance R2I in its cathode circuit ;
this resistance is shunted by a so mfd.
electrolytic condenser C28 in order to avoid
feed-back effects. In the anode circuit a
so,ooo ohms coupling resistance is used,
and the grid of the pentode output valve
(Fig. 2) is connected to the anode of the
LF valye through the O.I mfd. coupling
condenser C32.
Decoupling of the LF
valve is provided by the .'iO,ooo ohms
resistance Rrg and the 8 mfd. condenser
C30. The output stage is entirely conventional, using one of the high-efficiency
pentodes giving an output of some 3·5
watts for a very modest signal input. The
mains equipment also follows the usual
practice, an indirectly heated rectifier
valve being used with a 4 mfd. resen·oir
condenser C36. Initial smoothing is provided by Cln and C35, and fmal smoothing by the loud speaker field winding and
C34. The loud-speaker field must have a
resistance of I,250 ohms.
The rectifier valve is an 1\lU I4 in spite
of being fed only with 350 volts from the
mains transformer. This valve has been
selected because it has a lower resistance
than one of 350 volts rating only, and it
can consequently provide a somewhat

adjustable by R23, and a wide range ot
control is obtained. At one end of the
travel of the slider no muting at all occurs,
while at the other only a powerful local
station will release the detector.
The
aormal condition, of course, is such that
with the set tuned to no signal background noise is just eliminated.
In common with all QAVC systems there
is a certain range of signal strengths over
which senre distortion occurs, corresponding to the signals for which the muting

this photograph, while the IF amplifier is
visible on the right.

that its potential is about 45 \'Olts positive.
The anode ot the muting valve is taken
to the detector cathode through ~IS and
RI6, totalling 300,000 ohms. and its
cathode is taken to the slider of R23. Its
grid is joined to the A VC line.
Now, in the absence of a signal the grid
potential of this triode is the voltage existing between the slider of R23 and negative HT, and its anode is taken through its
load resistance to the detector cathode,
which is positive with respect to the triode
cathode. The muting control R23 is adjusted to give potentials such that the
triode passes anode current. This current
passes through RIS and RI6, and the
triode anode is consequently negative with
respect to the detector cathode, and as the
diode anodes are joined to the triode
anode: through Rr6, they are negati\'(:
with respect to their own cathode. The
detector has thus a negative bias and 1s
inoperative.
When a signal of sufficient intensity is
tuned in the triode grid receives additional
negative bias from the AVC system, and
this reduces the triode anode current to
zero, and- so removes the negative bias
from the detector and permits it to funcThe precise signal
tion normally.
strength at which the system operates is

valve only partially releases the detector
bias. This range of signals is small, and
with the normal adjustment corresponds to
very weak stations indeed ; stations, in
fact, whose level is so near that of the prevailing background noise that their programmes would, in any case, hardly prove
of entertainment value.
The tuning indicator is of the neon type.
As can be seen from the circuit diagram,
one electrode is returned to the earth line
through a 2 megohms resistance RI2, and
another is taken to the detector cathode to
secure the requisite positive potential. The
control electrode is joined to the first IF
valve anode circuit, the change of voltage
across Rg with changing AVC voltage
causing an alteration in the glow from thE
tube.

High Tension Supply
The voltages for operating the valves
are secured in the simplest manner from
a voltage divider across the HT line of
some 250 volts. This comprises the resistances R24, R25, Rz6, R27 and R28, and
supplies of IOO volts for the screens of the
HF and IF valves are available as well as
70 volts for the frequency-ch<mger screen,
and 3 volts for grid bias. This latter
potential has been made adjustable by
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1936 Monodial AC Supermeans of a pre-set type of variable resistance R27 in order that compensation may
readily be obtained for the effects of the
inevitable variations in valves and components. \Vere a fixed resistance to be
used, abnormally low amplification might
be found in some sets and instability in
others, and the inclusion of this resistance

renders it possible to adjust the amplification to the same degree in all receivers.
Turning now to the power unit, a pentode output valve is used and resistancecoupled to the preceding stage, the grid
condenser C32 being given a capacity of o. I
mfd. and the grid leak R3o a value of o.r
megohm. Grid bias is derived from the
voltage drop across the roo ohms resist-

ancc R31 in the cathode circuit which is
shunted by a 50 mfds. electrolytic condenser C33. A roo-ohms anti-parasitic
rcsistann~ is included in the anode circuit.
(To be continued.)
A complete list of the component parts
required to build this receiver will be found
on a later page in this number.

CURRENT TOPICS
Events of the Week zn Brief Review
Car Wireless
HEN car wireless was first
in traduced many people
jumped to the conclusion that it
would constitute a new risk on
the roads, but the Minist<"r of
Transport, after investigating
the position very carefully, has
decided that there is no evidence
at prt>sent to
justify such
anxiety.
It is rather surprising, therefore, that in a speed limit case
heard at Leeds the other day the
Chairman of the Bench, according to a report, should have said
that it was ridiculous to have a
wireless set in a car, and that
the defendant should get rid of
it.

W

Warning

to

Broadcasters

THE Unitt'd Statt's Governnwnt has recently threatened to withdraw licences from
a number of broadcasting stations because they have allowed
advertisements to be broadcast
for a slimming preparation regarded by the medical profession
as unsafe. It is even suggested
that this may be the prelude to
efforts to institutf' a reguhr
censorship of sponsoncd matter
broadcast from stations all over
the United States.

Further information may be
obtained from Dr.
J.
H.
Mitchell, F.Inst.P., the Research Laboratory, The British
Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
Rugby.

In the Grandstand

FRENCH amateurs are finding all the excitements of
a race in comparing the British
and German licence figures.
According to our Paris correItaly Supports Musicians spondent some anxiety has been
caused by the fact that GerTHE Italian broadcasting or- , many is again ''creeping up ·'
ganisation, it is stated, has
on the British figure. One of
decided to make a considerable
our French contemporaries exreduction in the numbt'r of
claims: "Allons, Messieurs les
transmissions from discs nr
Anglais, un petit effort! Gardez
other forms of recorded mavotre priorite ''
terial, the object of this being to
stimulate employment of musiA New Interval Signal
cians who are at present out of
RADIO
COTE D'AZUR is inwork.
troducing a new musical
All-wave Wireless
interval signal, which ta].;tes
the form of a few bars of a
CCORDING to an estimate
celebrated hymn, and afh·r each
of American sales of wiretransmission this will now b:'
less receivers, 6o per cent.
heard, the final transm1sswn
of all the sets sold in 1934
closing down with the "Marand So to go per cent. of those
seillaise. ' '
sold so far this year wPre of the

A

Leipzig and Cologne
Interval Signal
July
SINCE
abandoned

rst Leipzig has
the well-known
B-A-C-H int<·n·al signal, and has
adoptPcl a series of thrc~~ chords
in D J\Iajor instead. TlwsP are
produced by the well-known
musical box apparatus used at
most German stations.
A somewhat similar signal has
been adopted by Cologne.

Institute of Physics
THE Board of the Institute of
Physics, at the request of a
number of Corporate memlwrs
resident in the Midlands, has
created a Local Section of the
Institute in the Midland area.
The districts represented are
Birmingham, Leicester, Nottingham and Rugby. It is intended to hold the inaugural
meeting early in October, probably in Birmingham.

Scandinavian Radio
Dispute
TROUBLE is expected at the
coming meeting of Scandinavian radio organisations, at
which the Swedish "Radiot janst " will be criticised for
breaking
a
mutual
pledg-e
among the broadcasters not to
pay moneys in respect of sporting commentaries.
"Radiot janst " is alleged to have paid
for the right to give a running
commentary on the SwedishDanish annual football match.

For Overseas Swiss
SWITZERLAND is to "borrow" the League of Nations
short-wave station at Prangin-s
for special programmes intended
for Swiss Nationals overseas.

A

Wireless Noise

CORRESPONDENT
whose letter was published
recently in the Yorkshire Post
makes a pitiful appeal for noise
abatement, and wishes that the
Anti-noise League could comt:
down his street when all the st"ts
are in full blast while the owners
are outside talking and laughing,
trying to make themselves h(·ard
above the din.
Another listener, writing to a
South
Wales
paper,
asks
whether it is legally possible to
have peace in the countryside
now, and complains that a
neighbour keeps him '· entertained " by means of a loud
speaker in his garden all day
long.
Does this constitute a
nuisance?

Transmitters in the
Making

NO BAN ON TELEVISION. The Berlin Exhibition
Authorities are not following the British example.
There will be television receivers on show at the German exhibition.
The picture shows a new set produced by the Fernsch Company. Tuning
is pre-set to the wavelengths of the sound and vision transmissions.

all-wave type, and it is estimated that there arc at present
three million all-wave n·n'ivers
in use in the United States, out
of a total of some bventy million
homes equipped with wireless.
Short-wave listening 1s an
established institution.

"Wireless World" Classified Advertisements
CLASSIFIED advertisements
for our issue of August gth
can only be accepted up to first
post on Friday, August 2nd, as
August Bank Holiday nccessita tes earlier closing for press.

woRLD
developments
in
broadcasting arc refl ccted
in the great activity now going
on at the J\'Iarconi works,
Chclmsfo!'d, where no ft:>wer
than ten medium and longwave broadcasting transmitters
are going through the shops and
test rooms.
The largest of these is a
220-kilowatt long-wave transmitter for Lahti, Finland. A
20-kilowatt station for Jerusalem is now undergoing final
tests, and a ro-kilowatt transmitter has been sent to Rio de
Janeiro.
Three small relay transmitters
are being sent to Sweden, and
two others will go to Cairo and
Alexandria.
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Interesting Austrian Receiver

Reflex Circuit Employing a W estector
is always instructive to compare the methods of Continental
Iin Tthis
designers with those to which we hm'e become accustomed
country, and this example of Austrian practice re-veals
many points of interest and novelty.

T

HE " Fidelio " receiver made bv

Messrs. Kap"ch and Soehn'.::
A. G., of Vienna, is a three-valve
superheterodyne covering short
'vave:; from r8 to 55 metres in addition to
the usual medium- and long-wave ranges.
A W estector is used for second detection
and the IF amplifier is reHexed, acting
also as a first LF amplifier before the
pentode output valve.
The frequency-changcr is an octode and
i" preceded bv only a single tuned circuit
in the aerial. Nevertheless, the selectivity
is found to be quite adequate for local
conditiom and the medium-wave coil i:;
wound on a closed iron core.
The IF
transformers, which are tuned to 450 kc / s,
are similarly constructed and the comparatively high frequency chosen keeps
the medium waveband free from selfgenerated whistles.
The circuit arrangements for reflexing
the IF stage are probably the mo::t
interesting features of the set.
The
type WX6 W estector is feel from
the secondary of the output IF
transformer az1d the load resistance R,
shunted by the usual by-pas,.; condenser
is connected to the IF valve cathode,
i.e., slightly positive with respect to earth.
HF filtering is provided by Rr to Cr, and
the LF component is coupled to the
volume control by Cz and thence to th~
grid of the reflex valve by C3 and R3.
Additional filtering of HF is provided by

R4 and C4, and in order that the cathode
return circuit shall have a low mpedance
to both LF and HF currents a 12 mfd.
electrolytic and an o. I mfd. non-inductance p;lper condenser, are connected in
parallel across the bias resistance. The
DC component of the \111estector output
is feel to the octode grid for automatic
volume control, the reflex valve being
"decontrolled " for obvious reasons.
The amplified LF component in the
anode circuit of the reflex valve is fed to
the output valvr through C5, and any
remaining trace of HF is filtered by C6
and R6.

Ganged Volume Controls
A volume control R7 in the grid circuit
of the output valve is provided in addition to that arranged in the detector circuit, both being driven by a common
spindle. Both volume controls follow a
logarithmic law, but in the opposite sense.
The first potentiometer gives the largest
variation of resistance for a given angular
movement at the '' full volume '' end in
the usual way, but with the control quite
" down," there would still be an appreciable amount of LF at the grid of the
output valve owing to the high gain of the
reflexed valve and the residual curvature
of its characteristic which causes partial
rectification. The volume ccmtrol in the
output stage is, therefore, arranged so as

to give the maximum percentage change
of resistance at the " low volume " end,
where the first volume control practically
ceases to be effective.
Volume control
could, of course, be effected by a variable
condenser in the aerial circuit, but by this
method the efficiency of the A VC is greatly
impaired. By the arrangement used the
AVC is permitted to work over its full
range up to the maximum sensitivity c.f
the set at 6-8 micrm·olts /metre, irrespective of the aclj ustment of the volume
control.
The output from the pentode is shunted
by a variable resistance-capacity tone control and the moving coil loud speaker is
provided with a hum-bucking coil. A
full-wave rectifying valve supplies the HT
current which is smoothed by the loud
speaker field and a ro-mfd. dry electrolytic
condenser.

lw

1¥

Interesting features of the Austrian "Fidelio " superheterodyne are the reflexing of the IF stage and the use of dual-ganged volume controls.
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The mains transformer, according to
Continental practice, is tapped for the voltages of IIO, 130, 150 and 220 volts, adjustment being made Yery easily by inserting
a screw with an insulattd head into the
appropriately marked tapping. The transformer primary is protected by a 750
milliamp. fuse and balanced by two o.or
mfd. condensers in series,
,The large rectangular tuning scale is in-

di~ectly

illuminated and a long vertical
pmnter traverses the three wave-range
scales which are calibrated in wavelengths.
The names of the principal short- and
long-wave stations are marked horizontally
along the appropriate scales, but the
medium-wave stations, of ·which a considerably larger number are given, occupy
the centre of the dial and are arranged in
six sloping columns to facilitate accurate
selection.

Policing the Short-waves
Brussels Checking Station Gets to Work
EALISING the growing importance Jt
short-waves for broadcasting purposes the International Broadcasting
Union has commissioned its listening post at
Brussels to prepare monthly graphical
records showing the results of careful
measurement of short-wave broadcasting
stations' wavelengths.
It will be remembered that the Brussl'ls Checking Post has
been officially requested by the European
governments to "police" the wavelengths
of European medium and long-wave
stations.
It is an entirely new departure for the
International Checking Post to commence
work on the short waves. As th<'y gain experience the number of stations checke_d at
Brussels will, no doubt, augment considerably.
The graphical rt'corcls of the June
measurements includes roughly 6o clearly
identified stations (33 are Europt-'an), the
range covered being from 13.92 mdres to
50.59 metres.
The bands reservt>cl for broadcasting are
specially marked,
but frequt>ncies of
stations working outside these have also
been measured. The "graph " shows that
the short-wave stations have not yet
attained that precision of operation of
which most of the medium broadcasting
stations can boast.
The table starts with a station on 50.59
metres, J\Ieclellin (Colombia) H]4ABE. HVJ
(Vatican City) on 50.3 metres shows certain
wavelength variations, but nothing like the
Pernambuco Radio Club transmitter which
varied between 6010 and 6038 Kc in the
course of the month. (49-92 mdn's and 49.69
metres) Vienna OERz on 49·4 metres (6,070)
also showed a tendnJCy to varv its wave by
S<"\'eral kilocvcles.
Lisbon c·sL, normally
operating near 48.78 metres' was suddenly
discovered on 48.37 metres on June 18th.
The Scanclinavian station, Jeloy LK]1,
was operating in the neighbourhood of 31.35
metres on June 3rd, but tlwn became quite
a steady transmission in the m·ighbourhood
of 31.49 metres. Lisbon CT1AA was
measured on 31.27 metres at the beginning
of th<.; month, towards the middle on 31.23
metres, and on two davs it was discovered
operating in the neighbomhood of 25.37
metres.
But apart from tlwse transmitters which,
after all, are only smalh-'r ones, the big
stations like Daventry GSL, Wayne (NJ)
W2XE, Zeesen DJC, Pitzburg W8XK,
Bound-Brook (NJ) W3XAL, were perfectly
steady transmissions ; so also was Moscow
RW59 on 24.99 metres.
From the above readers will see that the
Brussels Checking Station do('s not only

R

receive European stations, but a number
of more remote stations as well.
Shortwave listeners will, no doubt, realise that
to measure the frequency of a given station
and to identify it by means of its transmission at a distance requires very excellent
reception, and it is, no doubt, for that
reason that the number of stations recorded
this first month is not very great.
The Brussels decision to issue frequency
"graphs" of the worlrl's short-wave broad-

Recording the results of a month's check on
wavelength measurements at the Brussels
listening post.

casting stations measured at a distance
seems to be one of the first steps towards 'l
Lucerne plan for the short-waves.
Thi~
will, no doubt, be discussed at tht> JH·xt
telegraphic conference, which is to be hdcl
in Cairo.

Short-wave Broadcasting
Listening "Round the Clock" to America
HAVE had further evidence that
readers really do switch on their shortwave receivers to listen to individual
items. As a matter of fact, that one
chance remark a few weeks ago aroused
quite a chorus of comment.
One reader has suggested a new pastime
which should commend itself to those who
can go without sleep for an unlimited
period. Briefly, the idea is to see for how
many hours the non-stop reception of
America is possible. By careful choi-ce of
wavelength, and a good knowledge of th~~
stations that are active at certain times,
one would imagine that it should be possible
to go on for a month or so.
The snag,
however, is the " dead " period between
8 a.m. and noon, when one has to be very
lucky to find a station sufficiently strong to
follow perfectly.

I

The Non-stop Programme
On an ordinary day one can start with
\V3XAL (16.87 inetres) at 2 p.m., changing on•r to \V8XK ( 19.72 metres) at 3 p.m.
\V8XK continues until 9.30 p.m., but
WzXAD on 19.56 make5 a pleasant change
betwePn 8 and 9 p.m.
By some feat of magic, \V8XK appears
to start up on 25.27 metres at the same
second at which he closes clown on 19.72,
and that gives us another 5! hours, which
brings us to 3 a.m. From then onwards,
many of the 49-metre stations continue
until one is within measurable distance of
breakfast, at which time the sensible
listener will decide that enough is as good
as a feast, and call it a day.
Calibration of short-wave receivers has
always been desirable as an aid to the easy
identification of stations.
Nowadays,

however, so many of the short-wave broadcastns are content with working 011 ir!'quencit>s somewhere near those pub!isht>d
in the official lists that one cannot tell q nit•:
what is happening.
Many of the Colombian stations, in particular, seem to exchange call-signs in the
best "Hilversum-Huizen " manner, and
one never knows whether the station Oil,
say, 49.15 metres really is H]4ABL.
H
may be H]3ABH one night and H]2ABA
the next! From our point of view, howenT, one Colombian station is verv much
like all the rest, and it is not a v"erv important matter.
··
\"!hat is important is that it is quite impos,:ible to r<ly upon a calibrated receiver
and the most accurate of tunillf.' ''raphs tor
definite identification of a station that
In;:tkes no annonncernents.

A iurther \vorrv

is introduced by the growing tendency o;J
the part of short-wave stations to relay
each other's programmes in an unofficial,
lighthearted way.
A Colombian recently heard was relaying \V zXAF for hours without making any
aimouncement whatever; and, in one extn"mc case, a certain station was heard relaying another which, in ·turn, was taking
its propammc from a third!
N nv static.ns heard and reported include
HHzS, Port-au-Prince, Haiti, on 49-41
mdns; XEBT, M<'xico City, on 50 metrt>s;
CSL, Lisbr;n, on 48.82; TI-PG, San Josf',
Costa Rica, on 45.81; and H]4ABA, MPdf'llin, Colombia, in the 25-metre bandnot on his published wavelength of 25.6 m.
The 19-mf-'tre band seems to be morP
"organised " than any of the others, and
is about the only broadcast band on which
a reliable calibration can be made.
MEGACYCLE.
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The "Universal '' Receiver
chassis as a whole should be accessible
only after rEmoval of a back cover which
necessitates prior removal of the mains
plug. The chassis fixing bolts must be
covered up. The grub screws securing the
control knobs must be sealed up with wax.
The metal escutcheon plate, if any, must
be insulated and preferably earthed. The
aerial and earth connections must be
isolated by an inductive coupling.
Then~ are receivers actually offered to
the public with external loud speaker terminals or sockets connected straight to the
output valve.
Some "designers" are
clever enough to avoid this crime, but
think all is well if they provide a chokecoupled output, the loud speaker being
joined through a condenser. If the condenser is large enough (as it should be) to
pass a so-cycl'" note to the loud speaker
with negligible reduction, it is also capabl.·
of administering a healthy so-cycle shock.
The same applies to gramophone pickup terminals. Direct connection is too obvious a blunder. But it is not always realised that the large condensers that arc
necessary for bass response are nearly as
good a shock conveyer as a direct connection. None of these connections-earth.

Versatile-But Vulnerable at Several Points
By "CATHODE
RITERS who use inverted
commas freely without justification irritate me. The significance of the above title should
therefore not be overlooked. As a form of
punctuation inverted commas indicate
merely that what lies between them is a
quotatio~L
On the generally adopted
assumptwn that what oneself writes or
says is correct and what other people writ,:
or say is wrong, or at the best dubiou~.
they have come to mark the writer's attitude to the expression enclosed.
No, I do not believe that the "uniYersal,'' or AC /DC receiver justifies its
title-if it means that the AC-only type ut
set is done for. True, it is possible to produce a remarkably good " universal " set,
which not only can be plugged into DC
supplies or into AC of any frequency \vithout alteration, but can be used on anv
domestic voltage above 190 without adjustment of tappings.

W

--1

NOT MORE
THAN 0"01 mf~

RAY''

the smoothing problem is a very nasty one
altogther, for in dodging the sort of hum
one gets on a particular type of supply
mains, one is very likely to run int<)
another sort. It is extraordinarily difficult
to guarantee exclusion of modul<i'tion hum
in all situations and conditions. lYiain,;borne interference is more liable to gain an
unwelcome hearing.

Transformer Makes for Safety
And then there is the qurstion of safety
--or absence of it. Apart from anything
else, the power transformer in the AC receiver justifies its existence on this scon·.
It helps in two ways. It sets a limit to the
amount of power the mains can pour into
any fault that develops on the recrivet'
side. Even a dead "short " cannot caus,!
such a big splash as the uninterrupted
flow from the mains direct.
And it enables touchable parts of the

I

TERMINALS ON
SECONDARY SIDE

INTERFERENCE
FILTER

Some of the points to watch in an AC --DC receiver.

Against this seemingly decisive advantage over the exclusively AC type, which
needs voltage adjustment and does not
cover both 25-cycle and higher frequencies
in one model, is an array of disadvantages.
Other things being equal, the paralld
valves of the AC set are more reliable and
live longer than the series valves of the
Valve makers are less
" universal."
happy about the latter ; and particularly
about the rectifier, which leads a veritable
clog's life. While the undesirable voltages
are thus higher, the beneficent voltagr,;
that provide efficient operation are lower.
The loud speaker magnetising coil ;_,
unable to serve a u~cful purpose as a
smoothing choke and is merely an extra
drain on the smoothed supply. In fact,

set to be kept safe. It is almost always
found necessary, or at least desirable, to
connect the chassis and metal work generally of any set to the common negative line
of the circuit, and it is customary for all
this to be earthed and thrreby made safe
to touch.
To follow this custom in a
"universal" set, where the circuit parts
are bound to lw in direct connection with
the mains, is to risk level odds that DC
mains will be dead shorted, or almost a
certainty that AC mains will be shorted,
and in anv case to contravene the electric
supply c;mpany's regulations.
If the
chassis is not earthed, it runs the same
odds of being fully live.
The only safe thing to do is to make all
the possibly live parts inaccessible. The

aerial, speaker, pick-up-should be made
through condensers larger than o.OifLF.
Which means that the best plan is almost
always transformer coupling. Another
thing to think out carefully is an interference suppressor ; the usual o. I condensers
or larger may cause sparks to fly.
Experiments are quite used to getting
shocks from the mains. But there arC'
St'\'eral points to remember. One is that
young children or people in poor health
may not come off so well. Another is that
in certain circumstance~such as moisturr and firm contact-even a robust
person may be elrctrocuted by a couph~ c•f
hundred volts.
Yet another is that a
shock harmless in itself may knock one';
hand against a sharp edge.
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Empire Broadcasting
Praise and Criticism from Singapore

RITING from Singapore, our contributor dt:fcusses
W
good and bad aspects of the present Empire broadcasting system from the standpoint of the man for whom
the transmissions are intended. He praises the B.B.C .'s
technical achievement but condemns its programme policy ;
discusses the typical British short-wave receiver and deplores
its shortcomings in the face of American competition ; and,
finally, gives some personal reflections on what a " Tropical
Specification " should include.

I

T is difficult even for the most enthusiastic of short-wave listeners at
home to realise the great progress
that has been made in short-wave
broadcasting during the last two years.
·There arc probably no short-wave broadcasting stations anywhere in the world of
any considerable power which radiate
transmissions specially intended
for
reception in the British Isles. Even the
short-\Va\·e relays of American stations are
mainly concerned with putting out their
commercial advertising to the more remote

Wave~er:gths,
aerials and
countries.
times of transm1sswn are adjusted
throughout the twenty-four hours to ensure reception during the evening hours in
successive zones around the world. The
seasonal effects which trouble the home
listener who tunes-in American stations
are eliminated for the Empire listener by
the adjustments made at the sending end
for his benefit.
As a result of these efforts on his behalf
the Empire listener is able to obtain remarkably reliable reception of a good

By "HEPTODE"
The B.B.C. plans for expansion of the
Empire Service provide for three wavelengths to be used.
A year's listening in Singapore has
shown that the B .B .C. transmissions are
by far the most consistent in strength.
There are periods of the year when this
or that foreign station is received at
greater strength than the B.B.C. transmissions, but it is always a passing phase,
and soon the B.B.C. stations are the best
received again. There is no doubt that
the B.B.C. engineers are well ahead of all
others in the development of short-wave
broadcasting. Nor do they seem disposed
to rest on their laurels, for tests are constantly being made upon which listeners
are asked to report. The B.B.C. Empire
Service is an undoubted success from th!:'
technical point of view.

Foreign Competitors

The B.B.C. engineers are well ahead of a!l others in the development of short-wave broadcasting.
Nor do they seem disposed to rest on their laurels. Above is a sunset view of one of the Empire
'' arrays '' at Daventry.

parts of the American continent, and their
transmissions take place during the working hours of their medium-wave stations.
How different is the case of the Empire
listener in the owrseas Dominions and
Colonies! His aerial is the target for the
short-wave
high-powered,
directional
transmissions sent out by the broadcasting
authorities of half a dozen European

selection of European programp1es. The
B.B.C. zone system for supplying programmes at suitable hours to different
parts of the Empire and the use of more
than one waYelength simultaneously
transmitting the programme has become
the model for most of the European broadcasters. The B.B.C. always use two
wavelengths; Berlin normally uses three.

Foreign countries have not been slow
to realise the propaganda value of this
truly international form of broadcasting,
and their short-wave stations all originate
programme material in foreign languages.
So universal has become the tongue of the
British Empire and U.S.A. that English
is largely employed. News bulletins in
English are given by all the European
short-wave stations, and most of them are,
to put it mildly, inspired. The Empire
Service must reach a far greater Englishspeaking foreign audience than can be
reached by the medium-wave transmitters
at home. This aspect of Empire broadcasting should be considered by those
critics who complain that money from
Home licence fees should not be expended
for the benefit of the Empire listeners.
Even The Times suggested in a recent
leading article that the serYice should be
" placed on a less unilateral tlnancial
basis.'' If other countries find it worth
their while to broadcast to the British
Empire on short waves, surely it is up to
Great Britain to proYide a service without Empire financial assistance. EYen if
the service were to be financed from
British general rewnue and not from the
B.B.C. funds the British listeners would
still be paying for it.
Broadcasts of events of national importance, the news bulletins and items
from the normal B.B.C. programmes are
wry much appreciated overseas, but with
few exceptions the special programme
material compiled for the Empire Service
is of a low standard and unworthy of
British broadcasting. People who have
been in England in recent years and know
the high standard of the B.B.C. pro-
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grammes are amazed at the mediocre
material which is considered sufficiently
representatin of Britain to be broadcast
internationallv.
While reco;·ding offers a means of distributing the maiJj B.B.C. programmes at
times to suit the zones of the Empire
Service it is objected to by many listeners.
These objections are based slightly on
technical. hut mainlv on psychological,
ground,;; and the B.B.C., respecting the
wi:;hes of the bulk of their owrscas

Empire Programme Department itself.
For many years the Empire car market
was in American hands. British manufacturers failed to study the requirements
of the 0\·erseas consumer and gave him
what they thought be ought to want.
Recent expansion in British car exports is
due in no small measure to a change in
this attitude on the part of our manufacturPrs. The state of the Empire market
for short-\Yave receivers is n·ry similar to
that of the overseas car market some years
ago. American short-wave and all-wave

The most essential feature of a dwrt
wave broadcast recei\·er is that it should
possess adequate amplification. Equally
important is it that really effective A VC
should be provided to counteract the fading which is always present. The use of
a delay voltage for AVC is a compromise
which can well be avoided in short-wave
sets provided sufficient amplification i:;
available, and some of the latest American
sets use a single Jiode for both second detector and AVC rectifier. QA VC is useless
for short-wave work, for any signal is
liable to fade below the leYCl necessary to
operate the muting device and the programme becomes punctuated with short
periods of silence. If the operating voltage is adjusted to overcome this trouble
the object of the QA VC circuit is defeated.
1n an all-wave receiver fitted for QA VC on
medium waves, JKOVision should always
be made for switching out the " Q " part
of the circuit for short-wa\·e reception.

Selectivity and Calibration
Selectivity is even more important when
1istening on short waves overseas than it
is for medium-wave reception in Europe.
The short-wave broadcasting bands are
becoming more and more crowded and
morse stations encroach right up to the
limits of the broadcasting bands and even
stray into them from time to time. Selectivity requirements are now beyond any
Most of the efforts of the Empire Programme Department are valiant attempts to make bricks
without straw. Our contributor would make an exception in the case of the B.B.C. Empire
type of receiver except a superheterodyne,
Orchestra, the very effective combination seen above. Eric Fogg is the conductor.
and there are many snags awaiting the
designer of short-wave superheterodynes.
listeners, try to provide as j1Juch " live "
recei\'ers, by reason of their excellent per- It is very important that two-position tunprogramme material as possible. In order formance and low price, dominate this ing should be avoided, for this can occur
to do this an Empire Programmes Staff is market. Despite much advertising, in
even with ganged tuning circuits on short
maintained. with a director and pro- which exaggerated claims are often made,
waves unless precautions are taken to
ducers. It is clear from listening to the British sets ha\'e a Yery small sale beavoid it. Single-position tuning is secured
special Empire items that the funds avail- cause they cannot bear comparison in perable for this department must be very formance with the American sets using in American sets by using so high an interlimited. Payment in the entertainment from eight to twenty valves. It is time mediate frequency that when the oscillator
world is based upon ability to entertain, our manufacturers began to make sets condenser is set to the position which
so that most of the efforts of the Empire suitable for this growing market, and would give a second point of reception, the
Programme Department are valiant ceased to rely on misleading advertise- signal frequency tuning circuit is suffiattempts to make bricks without straw.
ments, preferential tariffs and patriotic ciently out of tune to prevent any signal
buyers to dispose of sets of out-of-date energy reaching the grid of the first
detector. Even then strong signals break
design.
" Live " v. Recorded Programmes
The car manufacturers had an excuse through and a stage of signal frequency
If it were necessary to put up with a in the horse-power tax for their tardy amplification is fitted in their latest sets
lower standard of programme in order to realisation of the possibilities of the over- as a complete cure for this defect.
Most British short-wave superheteroget " live," and not recorded, pro- seas market. Perhaps the higher price of
grammes, there would be perhaps small British Yalves may be suggested as an ex- dynes have two-point tuning because the
grounds for complaint whilst finances are cuse for the radio manufacturers, but low intermediate frequencies of medium
limited. But this is not the case. These there is an important difference between wave practice are used for short waves.
special items produced by the Empire these two cases. The horse-power tax was One such set has a dial which is calibrated
Programme Department are only radiated a matter over which the car manufacturers in wavelengths for one tuning point ; the
" live " in one of the six daily periods of had no control, but the radio set manufac- other point is completely ignored even to
transmission, and then recorded for subse- turers are also valve maimfactnrers, the extent of there being no mention of it
quent use in the other five periods. As and the remedy would appear to be in . in a voluminous book of instructions.
This method of elimination of two-point
a result of this, the gain in hours of their own hands.
" live " programme transmission is very
A short-waYe broadcast receiver must tuning is not likely to appeal to the pursmall. If recordings have to be broad- haw a performance comparable with that chaser! Another British manufacturer of
cast why ;;hould they not be made from the of a high-class medium-wave receiver, and high repute urges, in the instructions issued
best items of the normal B.B.C. pro- it must be just as easy to operate. Very with a short-wave Kit set, that two-point
grammes? Thf're are often excellent items good results can he obtained by the use tuning is an adYantage because interferfrom the home programmes which are put of a well-designed short-wave converter ence present on one tuning point can often
out in transmission IV because it happens in conjunction with an up-to-date medium- be avoided on the other, quite owrlooking
to coincide in time with evening in wave receiYer, but the listener who that :;uch interference is caused by the twoEngland.
Recordings of these items depends on short waYes for all his recep- point tuning !
would be better material for the other tion does not want the extra apparatus.
British designers must disabuse themperiods of Empire transmission than The most popular set is undoubtedly the selves of the idea that in an all-wave set
recording of the strawless bricks of the
all-wave receiver.
listeners will accept a standard of perform-
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ance on short waves inferior to that on
medium waves.
Toe often an excellent
circuit for medium waves is modified to a
most inferior arrangement when switched
over to short waves.
This may suit the
Home listener who wishes to supplement
his medium wave reception with an occasional excursion into the short waves, but
it is useless for the overseas listener who
depends on short wa\'es for his only entertainment.
A very large number of overseas listeners live in tropical or sub-tropical countries, and sets should be designed with
their requirements in Yiew. SensitiYity on
the wave bands below 20 metres is of great
importance in the tropics, for it is down
there that the worst of atmospherics ccas~~
to trouble the listener to short wave broadcasting. Yet it is a fact that British receivers are both less sensitive and more

difficult to tune on these wa\'e bands than
are their Ameriran riYals.
"Tropical
SpeCification " must not stop at the provision of solid wood cabinets in place Jf
ply wood.
The electrical specifrcation
must be " tropical " as well. Rubber
covered connecting wire must be used in
place of insulated sleeving of the bakelisecl type, which deteriorates rapidly m a
hot moist climate and has actually been
known to become a sufficiently good
conductor to enable a filament to light
through it. In diode and AVC circuits
where high resistances are used th('
greatest care should be taken to usE condensers and other components which will
not allow leakage under tropical conditions. Fine windings in HF chokes and
in LF transformers are very prone to
break down due to damp causing corrosion in the tropics, winding should be of
heavy gauge or well impregnated.

It is curious to note that a slightly overloaded mains transformer can be used to
advantage in the tropics in that its heat
keeps the set dry.
Short-wave broadcasting has a great
future as a medium of Empire and international intercourse. The B.B.C. engineers have placed Britain in the forefront
of the development of transmission technique. The B.B.C. Empire Programme
Department must reconsider their present
policy with a view to giving the Empire
the best possible entertainment and to
securing for Britain the largest proportion
of the world radio audience. Finally, the
British manufacturers must produce
efficient sets at a reasonable price which
will be worthy of the excellent technical
service provided by the B.B.C. They
should remember that the market for such
sets is not limited to the boundaries of the
British Empire.

Radio Data Charts-VII.
The Design of Iron..cored Chokes and Transformers Carrying AC Only
By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.
RON-CORED chokes and transformers are used in interval\'e stages to carry on the LF signals, and by use of a
circuit such as is shown in Fig. I, in which a large capacity
C is placed in series with the choke L, the choke can be
made to carry AC only and is thus freed from the complications
which ensue when DC is superposed upon the AC signal It is

I

main consideration is one ot efficiency ; we are concerned with
copper and iron losses, but inductance does not enter explicitly
in the design. A stage transformer, however, is either a voltage transformer working on small signals, in which case losses
are negligible, or a current transformer when used in the output stage, in which case losses are of secondary importance, since
it is essential to work at low flux density to a void the generation
of harmonics. In both cases the AC resistance of a valve is in
series with the primary, and signal strength can only be maintained by making the inductance of the primary large enoi1gh
to swamp the valye resistance.

The Design of Chokes
In any choke which is working at a pr('scribecl flux density
the inductance is proportional to the volume of iron in the core
and also to the square of the turns of wire per unit length of
iron path. The winding, as a rule, does not extend along the

Fig. I.-Simple intervalve coupling in which separate paths are provided for the DC and the LF signal currents.

desirable to arrange for this parallel feed type of circuit when
possible, since the effect of DC is to diminish the inductance
of the choke for AC signals, because the tiny magnets of which
the iron is composed are forced .to lie head to tail in parallel
chains when DC flows, and accordingly are constrained and less
free to vibrate in response to the AC signal.
Since the purpose of the choke is to deliver an AC audio signal
to the following valve it is essential that the reactance of the
choke at the lowest audio frequency should be three or four
times as great as the AC resistance of the valve in Fig. I. This
condition ensures that a reasonably larg__e signal is developed
between the terminals of the choke, and accordingly the problem
of design is chiefly concerned with the production of a sufficiently
large self-inductance.
It should be noted that the problem of designing a choke or
transformer to be used in conjunction with a valve is essentially
different from the problem of designing a mains transformer.
A mains transformer is a current transformer with its
primary directly connected to the source of supply, and the

n

Fig. 2.-Dimensions of Stalloy stampings referred to in the text where
an example of the method of using the chart is given.
·
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whole of the iron circuit but is limited to the middle leg of the
core, and \Ye do not mean the actual turns per unit length of
the winding ibelt, but the total turns divided by the mean length
of the magnetic path.
Accordingly, it is convenient to use the quantity L I n"V, where
L =inductance,
n =total turns length of iron path (turns per unit length),
V= Yolume of iron.
If \\T build a number of chokes of different shapes and sizes,

using the same kind of core material in each Case, and working
at the same r.m.s. flux density, then Lln"V will haYe the same
value for all these chokes. The value of L I n"V depends only
on the permeability of the iron at the flux density employed.
In c.g.s. units we have
L I n"V x 10" = 4"PI i:o= r.zs6,u,
where L=inductance in henrys,
n =turns per cm.,
V =volume of iron in cubic ems.,
!l = a.c. permeability,

RADIO DATA CHART FOR DESIGNING LF TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
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while in British units
Lln"V x I0 8 =4rr x 2-54tt/I0=3-I93/-!·
where L=inductance in henrys,
n=turns per inch,
V =volume of iron in cubic inches,
fA= a.c. permeability.
The following table gives data taken from figures supplied by
manufacturers of magnetic materials and expressed in British
units.
L
- - X 105
n 2V

All Tests at 50-

---

I

~B small
Stalloy
Stalloy
~B= 60
Extra Special Stalloy ~B small
Extra Special Stalloy ~B = 60
Radiometal
-H = 0.0.3
Radio metal
~H = 0.4
~H = o.o.;
Laminic
Laminic
~H= 0.5

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

Examples

1.0:!2
:!.76
1.48
:l.40
6.15
14.56
5.43
6.15

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

formers, but in a powerful output stage with a 2s-watt valve
the minimum signal catered for is so great that the larger value of
~B or -H may be r:hosen, thus allowing a considerable saving
in magnetic material.
Chokes and transformers in which no DC flows and in which
the magnetic core is a continuous circuit without gap are used in
inter-valve stages with parallel feed, as in Fig. r, and also in
balanced output circuits, such as push-pull, where the DC flows
in two separate coils arranged so that no steady magnetic flux
is generated. Mains transformers are also in this class, but the
method of design is different and they have been treated elsewhere.*

In the above table ~ B = 6o means that the root mean square
value of the alternating flux density is 6o gauss (lines I cm 2 ), while
....... H = 0.5 means that the r.m.s. alternating magnetic force is
o.s gauss (or in modern terms, oersteds or gilbertsjcm.).

Some Explanatory Notes
The above table refers to tests made at so cycles per second;
at higher frequencies L decreases, so that the reactance 2rrfL is
the product of two terms, one of which (f) is increasing while the
other (L) is decreasing. But in all materials f rises more rapidly
than L falls, so that the reactance, if calculated for so c.p.s., will
take care of itself at higher audio frequencies.
For each material two values of ~ B or ~ H are given. The
smaller value should be used in design, since if the inductance
is sufficiently large for a small signal its increase for a large
signal will have a negligible effect in increasing transmission
efficiency and accordingly amplitude distortion will be small.
The above remark is always true for interstage chokes and trans-

r.-Stalloy stampings of the dimensions shown in Fig. 2 are
available, togethe1 with a reel of No. 30 S.W.G. enamelled copper
wire. If the stampings are assembled to a thickness of 2.5in.
what is the inductance of the choke when fully wound?
From winding tables the turns per sq. in. =5,370 .
Area of window=0-4S sq. in .
:. Turns = s.370 x o.4s = 2,420.
Length of mean magnetic path (dotted in Fig. 2)=3-9 in .
.'.Turns/inch (theoretical)=2>420/3-9=62o. Allow IO per cent.
for packing space, former, etc.
.'.Turns/inch (actual)=n=62o x 0.9=558 .
Area of one stamping=I.95 sq. in. Thickness of core=2.5in.
. ·. Volume of iron (allowing IO per cent. for insulation thickness)= r.95 x 2.s x 0.9 = 4-39 cub. in.= V.
For Stalloy at low excitation (see table).
L I n"V x ro' = 1.022
and n=ss8.
V=4-39·
Hence, from Chart L = r4 henrys.
2.-If the core is replaced by one of the same dimensions made
of Radiometal, what is the inductance?

n~ x w-;=6.rs

(from table),

n=ssB I
v= 4 .39 t as before).
Hence, from Chart L=84·S henrys.

I

f

* Radio Data Charts. Chart No. 24.

The Wireless World 1936 MONODIAL AC SUPER
(See pages 74-78)
LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
After the particular make of component used in the
original model, suitable alternative products are given
in some instances.
RECEIVER UNIT
1 Three.gang condenser, 0.0005 mfd., C3, C7, C13
Polar " Minor ,
(J.B., Utility)
Formo •• Snail ..
1 Tuning dial assembly and drive
(Polar)
a Variable-selectivity IF transformers, 4f.5 kc I•
Wearito WW;IFT
Bulgin C6
1 Aerial coil
Bulgin C7
1 HF transformer
Bulgin C59
1 Oscillator coil, 465 kcts
4 Valve holders, 7-pin
Clix Chassis Mounting Type
1 Valve holder, 5-pltl

Cllx Chassis Mounting Standard Typa
1 Valve holder, U-pin
Clix Chassis Mounting Standard Typa
(Jleliing-Lee)
Bryce
1 6-way Connector
Harbros
1 5-way Cable wit it twin 70 So I<ads
(Ooltone)
1 5-pin Plug
E:<lgin P3
(British Radio Gramophone Co.)
1 Neon tuning indicator, 4-pin base
Cossor 3184
1 Holder for above
Bulgin VH25
4 Ebonite shroudcd terminals, A, E, Pick-np (21
Belling-Lee •· B "
Bulgin P64
1 Screened valve connector
Bulgin F65
1 Screenej valve connector
BuJgin Po8
1 Screw-on valve adaptor
5
2
2
2
2
2

SPST switches, S1, 52, 53, S4, 57
SPOT switches (55, 56), SS
Lengths of rod, ~1u. ana 111n., for above
Knobs
Knobs
Reducing sleeus for above

Bulgin SSOB
Bulgin 581 B
8ulfi:in
Bulgin K 14 B
Bulgin K16B
Bulgin

1 Tapered volume control, 1 megohm, R18
Reliance CL T
(Ferranti. Clande Lyon•, Magnnm. Rothermel)
1 Potentiometer, 10,000 ohms, R23
Haynes Radio
1 Potentiometor, 50 ohms, R27
Kabi Hum Balancer
(Kabi, Watmel)
Fixed condensers
2 0.0001 mfd. tuhular, C25, C26
T.C.C. 3UO
1 0.015 mfd. tnbuhu-, C22
T.c.c. 3oo
ll 0.1 mfd. tubular. C2, C4, C5, C6, CS, C1S, C19,
C20, C21, C24, C27
- T.C.C. 250
1 0.0001 mfd., C9
T.C.C. "M"
3 0.0002 mid., Cl, C17, C23
T.c.c ... M"
2 0.0005 mfd .• C11, C16
T.C.C. "M"
2 50 mt'ds. 12 volts, electrolytic, C2S, C31
T.C.C. "AT"
1 2 mfds. 200 volts, cll~ctro1_vtic, C29 T.C.C. 11 AT"
1 8 mfds. ~60 volts peak, elec-trolytic, C30 T.C.C. S02
{Uubilie:-, Ferr~-mti, Graham Farish, Peak, Pol.tr·
~.S.l•'.,

·r.~I.t".HJdra)

Resistances, 1 watt
1 100 ohms, R28
1 5(10 ohms, R11
3 2,000 ohm'>, R4, R7, R21
l R.OOO ohms, R10
3 10,000 ohms, R2, R9, R17
~

20,000 ohrns, R1, R3

2 30,000 ohms, R6, R22
4 50.000 ohrns. R5, R16,
l 100,000 ohms, R8
l 250,000 ohms.

R15
1 1 wegohm, R13
2 ;l megohms,

R12,

R14

R19,

R20

Dubilicr
Dubilier
Dubiliar
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dub iller
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubilier
Dubiiier
Dubilier

Resistances, 2 watts
Dubilier
Dubilier
1 7,000 ohrns. R26
Resistances. 3 wa !Is
1 7.UOO ohms, R24
Dubilier
(Anqtlion, Hryce, EriP, [•'rrr;lnti, Graharn Farish.
Claudc Lyon:;, Polar ~.R.F., \Vatmr·l)
2 Hammarlund double trimmers, C10, C12, C14, C15
Rothermel STD220
3 Stand-off insulators
Rulgin SW 45
2oz. No. Hi, 2oz. ~o. 20 tinned copper wire, 12 lengths
1 2,500 oluns, R25

Systoftex. etc.

5 Lengths screened sleeving
Metal chassis complete with
Valves:

~

Harbros
:-ert-w~.

nut.-; and

washer~

C.A.C.

V:\Il'4G, 1 XH, 1 1\"IHO, l }l!llq, 1 :\1 lA

Osram

(;lfarconi)
POWER UNIT
1 Valve holder, 7-pin
Clix Chassis Mounting Type
3 Valve holders, 5-pin
Clix Chas~is Mounting Standard Type
(Belling-Lee)
1 5-pin Plug
Bulgin P3
(British

Radio Gramophone Co.)

1 Mains transformer with screened primary
Challico
Primar·y; 200 ;250 volts, 50 cycles. ~ecoudaries;
350-0-350 volts 120 m.-\., 4 volt~ 2.5 amp. C.T., -:1 volts
G/7 amp. C.T., 4 volts 2 amp. C.T.
( B.S.R., Britisjr Radio Oramophonr Co.. BI',VCt"',
Ht:'aybPrd, Clande Lyou.-.;, Parmt>ko, ILl., Ri<'h anti
llundy, Souud Sale.-;, Varley, Vortt·xiou, \\'t'al'ite)
1 Smoothing choke
Davenset 106
( .\ltcrnatives ~arne as Mains Transformer above)
Fixed condensers
1 0.1 mfd. tuhnlar. C32
T.C.C. 250
1 JO mfd."'. 50 volts, dt·rtrolytie, C33
5 T.C.C. 521
1 4 mfd::-. -HiO volt:-;

peak,

(•it·etrolytic,

C36

T.C.C. S02
2 8 mfd:-:;. -WO volts penk, dt·ctrolytie, C34, C35
T.C.C. S02
(Dubilkr, Ferranti, Oraham Fari~h, Pe~Ak, Po:ar~XF., T.JI.!'.Hydra)
Resi&tances, 1 watt
2 100 ohm::;, R29, R31
Dubilier
1 100.000 ohms. R30
Dubilier
(Amvlion, Bryt'e. Erie. FPnanti, r.rahnm Fan~!J,
Cl"lllle Lyaus, l'olar-N.S.F .. 1\"atmel)
~uz. Xn. 10, ~01.. No. 20 tinned copper wire:_ G lengths
Sy;;;tu!1ex, ttc.
-"crew~. n:1ts and w;1~IH r-,
C.A.C.
Loud speaker, 1,2.50 ohms tield re-sistance anrl tram:.
former for N4l valve
W .B. Type EM/ W
Valves: I J';"n, 1 ;\llJ14
Osram

Metal chassis complete with

<~Iarccni)
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UNBIASED
Bird Takes the Blame
often vouthful human nature
H O\-\'deliberatel_y~
turns knowledge gained
A recent instance of
to base uses !
tbi::; sort of thing has been brought to
my notice in which a misguided youth,
after sucking dry the brains of the
"\N.\"r'." Information Department concerning tl.ux: density, ampere turns. and
other things necessary to the construction
of a loud-speaker field magnet, has used
the knowledge thus gained for a sinister
purpose.
According to a letter I have received
from his sorrowing mother, he has constructed an electro-magnet of prodigious
dimensions and great weight-lifting capabilities. She would, she states, be justi-

Ostracised ostrich.

fieu in her complaints, even if the only
offence were the taking of a considerable
quantity of mains juice to operate it, but
this is not all.
He has suspended the magnet amid the
thick foliage of a tree which overhangs tlw
footway, and the wires feeding it with
current come down the hollow trunk and
under the surface of a flower bed and so
into the house and up to his bedroom,
where he sits, switch in hand, on watch
behind a partially drawn curtain.
An ostrich's egg of mellow vintage is
supported in an iron wire loop, which is,
in its turn, held by the magnet. When any
luckless user of the footway comes along.
the watching youth immediately cuts off
the supply of current to the magnet, and
the result is, of course, obvious. The iron
loop, like the high-diver's bicycle at the
seaside, is, of course, held by a checkstring, although in any case it would pass
unnoticed in the offensive debri::; of the
over-ripe ostrich's egg.
It is true that such a thing would have
been possible, and, indeed, probably was
done, in pre-electrical days, by means nf
a controlling string passing to the bedroom
window, but the youthful perpetrators of
those days were at least prepared to take
their due punishment, as, of course, the

evidence of the controlling string would
This product of our
be inescapable.
modern education methods, however,
prefers to hide behind concealed electric
wires and leave an unfortunate bird to
take the blame and be the innocent target
for irate letters to the local Press on the
remissness of local councils in not ruthlessly weeding out all birds' nests from
overhanging trees.

the interference was observed just "as much
by those who had not fitted suppressors as
by those who had done so.
In another case it was observed that interference ceased mysteriously whenever
chamber music was beiRg broadcast, and
an investigation revealed the curious fact
that the local dealer was an unfortunate
chamber music addict, being a complete
slave to the pernicious habit of listening lo

it.

By
FREE GRID

Circu1nstantial Evidence
often been alleged that epidemics
I Tofhasinfluenza
and other diseases are deliberately started by vendors of patent
medicines, and by unscrupulous members
of the medical profession, for their own
sordid ends.
Something similar, I am sorry to see,
has been alleged against radio dealers, or,
at least, I would hasten to add, against
certain black sheep amongst them, for
nobody is more conscious than myself of
the high moral plane occupied by the
awrage radio dealer-almost as high, in
fact, as that of the manufacturer. De
quibus nil nisi bonum.
The allegation which has been brought
to mv notice is that troubles from manmad~ static have increased a hundredfold
since the appearance on the market of the
first interference suppressor. I do not
mean to insinuate, of course, that these
suppressors are ineffective, for the reverse
i::; the case, but the need for them has been
observed to increase simultaneously with
the supply.
In one particular instance a correspondent has written to inform me that loud and
persistent interference commenced on the
same day that the local wireless dealer up
the road had filled his window with a large
consignment of anti-static devices which h·.~
had picked up cheap at an auction sale;

I make no further comment.

the trouble ceased on the same day that
the last consignment of them were sold.
The dealer in question, when approached
on the matter, made the rather obvious
point that the reason for the cessation of
the noise was the effectiveness of the devices he had sold. Unfortunately, however, for him, the abrupt termin'!-tion of

Much as I dislike circumstantial evidence, I cannot help bearing in mind what
a learned judge said- about the correct
inference to be drawn when several things
all point in the same direction. I will,
however, make no further comment upon
the matter but leave the whole question
to you, as the jury, to decide.

Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerych wyrndrobwllllandisiliogoga,goch Outdone
HAVE often chidden the B.B.C. for
their slovenliness in dealing with the
names of foreign towns, and readers may
remember that some time ago I was publicly thanked by a native of Szczebrzeszyn
for drawing attention to the lamentable
mispronunciation of a B.B.C. announcer
when dealing with this old-world city in
the News Bulletin.
This being so, it is with shame and consternation that I find that I myself have
been guilty of an even more gross form of
slovenliness in dealing with the name of a
foreign town. According to an indignant
letter which I have just received from
South America it appears that some time
ago I referred in these columns to '' the
short wave transmissions from B.A."
I am pleased to learn, however, that I
am not alone in my trouble, for my correspondent goes on to complain that the
officials of the B.B.C. are equally guilty,
since they invariably refer to this great
city as Buenos Aires. "I and my fellow
citizens would esteem it a very great
favour," concludes my correspondent,
"if you and the B.B.C. could see your
way clear to give this city its full and
proper appellation of Ciudad de la Santissima Trinidad y Puerto de N uesta
Senora de Buenos Aires, instead of the
undignified abbreviations which you have
hitherto adopted."
Will B.B.C. announcers therefore
please make a note of this and put in an
application for the necessary overtime. I
wonder, by the way, what can be the full
name of the town for which both the
B.B.C. and myself are guilty of using the
abbreviation Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerych wyrndrobw llllandisiliogogogoch ?

I
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Listeners' Guide for the \)
FIFTEEN· YEAR -OLD
COMPERE

MEMORABLE HISTORY.

THOSE whose history has
become a little rusty will welcome an opportunity of polishing it up by listening to the
excerpts from '' ro66 and All
That," to be relayed Regionally from the Strand Theatre
to-night (Friday). At IO. IO
listeners will hear Act II, which
includes the music that accompanies the exit of Que:on Elizabeth ; afterwards follows the
police court scene in which
Columbus stands trial on the
charge of discovering America
and Guy Fawkes on that of
failing to blow up the Houses
of Parliament.
At 10-45. after a short interval, the second relay, Act
Ill, introduces the inseparable
royal couple, "Williamanmary," and, finally, the Napoleonic war episode in which we
shall hear Nelson, Wellington,
and Napoleon singing a diverting song demonstrating the
difference in their postures and
the similarity (with a difference) in. their hats.
The compere will be Naunton Wayne.
SPORTS COMMENTARIES.

THE sportsman is well
catered for during the next
seven days. Running commentaries by Colonel R. H. Brand
and Major C. L. Cooper-Hunt
on the Challenge Round of the
Davis Cup will be relayed from
the Centre Court, Wimbledon,
at intervals on Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday (National).
From Old Trafford, Manchester, on the same days will
be heard, Nationally, commentaries on the fmr;th England v.

Many figures of history are easily recognisable in this scene from
the revue " 1066 and All That." Relays of this most amusing farce
from the Strand Theatre are to be given in the Regional programme
to-night.

South Africa Test Match bv
Captain H. B. T. Wakelani',
who is well known to listeners
for his spirited Rugger broadcasts.
LAST JUBILEE GALA.

ERIC MASCHWITZ stages the
last of the Jubilee Galas on
July 27th at 8 p.m. (National).
This all-star programme will be
headed by Noel Coward, the
famous author and composer,
who will give a potpourri
from his own works. He will
by
Gertrude
be
assisted
Lawrence.
EXTREME HEIGHTS.

Erna Sack, who is reputed
to have the highest voice in the
world, will sing some of the
numbers which have made her
famous, and listeners will, I
am sure, be astonished at the
ease with which she reaches
extreme heights. Comedy is
in the hands of Charlotte
Greenwood, whom many will
know for her humorous work
in Hollywood films.
Listeners with high-fidelity
receivers will be able to appreciate the tonal purity of the
cornet solos by Jack Mackintosh, of the B.B.C. Symphony
Orchestra.
As in the last Gala, two orchestras will be in the studio.
Brian Lawrence, who is best
known to listeners for his singing, will bring his dance orchestra, and there will also be
Stanford Robinson conducting
the B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra.

HUGHIE GREEN has reached
a maturity in dramatic style,
which seems incredible in a
youth of fifteen.
He and his Gang return to
the microphone on Monday in
the National programme in
"Music-Songs and Laughs."
Since their first performance in
a B.B.C. studio they have
scored an uninterrupted success. The feature undoubtedly
owes its success to the showmanship and versatility of
Hughie Green himself, who
seems to have all the knowledge and resource of an experienced artist. He is a brilliant compere.
FOR MOTORISTS.

SOLOMON.

THE pianoforte recital on
Sunday at 9 (Regional) is to be
given by Solomon, who held
the record one year for attracting the largest audience to the
Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool.
BACKWOODS
ENTERTAINMENT.

THE effects department will
be in full strength for the production of L. du Garde Peach's
"Advanced Sparks," which
includes every kind of motoring
noise-pleasant and unpleasant
-that may be imagined. This
entertainment, which shows du
Garde Peach at his wittiest,

BIG BILL CAMPBELL, of CooCoo-Noodle fame, will be on
the air again for another
typically Canadian programme
on July zgth (National), entitled '' The Rocky Mountaineers.'' The scene will be set
in a lumberjack's bunk-house.
Bill Campbell takes the role of
Old Zeke Winters, and will be
heard with, among others,
'' The
Singing
Mountie ''
(Jerry Fitzgerald), supported
by the Bunk-house Boys.

Uoel Coward, who heads the all-star
"bill " of the Jubilee Gala on Saturday night, will be assisted by Gertrude
Lawrence (left), here seen in the name
part from the B.I.P. film "Mimi."

may be heard on July 30th
(National) and 31st (Regional).
The music to this most amusing
book has been written by
Ernest Longstaffe and is reminiscent of Puccini and Handel to
emphasise the humour of the
situation during a visit to a
garage.
The cast includes Alma
Vane, Kenneth Ellis, John
Rorke and Don Carlos.

8t}
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Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

r-------------·-------------------1
'
'
! HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK l

l'
i
:
:
:
:
:
:

FRIDAY, JULY 26th.
l'
Nat., 8.40, The Mystery of the i
Seven Cafes.
:
Reg., 8, "The judgment of Paris." :
9.30, Violin Recital by Louis ~
Godowsky. 10.10 and 10.40, '
Acts 11 and Ill of " 1066 and All
That " from Strand Theatre.

: Abroad.
: Vienna, 8, Vienna Philharmonic
J
Orchestra from Bruckner Festival.
''
SATURDAY, JULY 27th.
''' Nat., 7, The Central Band of H.M.
''
Royal Air Force. 8, jubilee Gala.
Reg., 8, Recital : Doda Conrad
(baritone) and Marie Korchinska
(harp).
Abroad.
Leipzig, 8.1 0, Old and New Operetta
Music.
SUNDAY, JULY 28th.
Nat., 7.15, Recital: Megan Foster
(soprano) and Gwendolen Mason
(harp). 9, Albert Sandler and the
Park Lane Hotel Orchestra.
Reg., B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra with
Leon Goosens (oboe). 'fBoyd
Neel String Orchestra.
Abroad.
Cologne, 8, Gala Concert of johann
Strauss Waltz Tunes.

''

'

''
'''
'

:

<!>

APPRECIATIONS
received
after the broadcast of Brian
Michie's first "Variety of
Music" were so encouraging
that a second date has been
allotted to this form of entertainment. On Thursday, in
the Regional programme, at
g, Brian Michie will, as compere, introduce among others
Clive Erard, Jack Lorrimer,
Ronald Hill, Doris Hare, and
Freddie Gardner with his
Rhythm Five.
The B.B.C.
Theatre Orchestra will be conducted by Mark Lubbock.
This programme consists of
short turns by a succession of
artists with variety as diverse
as ultra-classical and barrelorgan music. Act follows act
with little interruption, thus
emphasising the variety.

MONDAY, JULY 29th.
Nat., Ben ]onson 's Chloridia from
the Open Air Theatre. ~Hughie
Green and his Gang. 9, The
Rocky Mountaineers.
Reg., 8, The Buxton Spa Orchestra.
~Leslie Bridgewater Harp Quintet.
Abroad.
Kalundborg, 8, Kalman and Lehar
Concert : The Radio Orchestra.
TUESDAY, JULY 30th.

'''
''

vue: "Advanced Sparks." 9,
New Georgian Trio. ~Organ
Recital by G. D. Cunningham.
:I Reg.,
B.B.C. Chorus (A), ~B.B.C.
I
Orchestra. 9.45, Speed: Dance
way
: Abroad.Test Match.
: Deutschlandsender, 8.40, " An
:' Electra -Technical S u m m e r
: Night," Dance Music by the
I
Robert Gaden and Otto Dobrindt
I'
Bands.
I
I

<;;>

THRILLS which are not to be
found in many modern stories
of mountain fastnesses will be
provided by J ames Hilton 's
radio adaptation of his novel,
"The Lost Horizon." This
will be revived on Aug. rst

I

:

J
WEDNESDAY, JULY 31st.
: Nat., B.B.C. Military Band. ~Traise
l and his Mandoliers. 8.30, B.B.C.
:
Orchestra (C), conducted by
i Frank Bridge. '\!Chamber Music:
l' Narrator : Mrs. T obias Matthay.
, Reg., Alfredo Campoli Trio.
: ~ .. Advanced Sparks." ~ictor
l Olof Sextet.
: Abroad.
: Brussels 11, 8.30, Concert from the
J
Palais des Beaux-Arts.

'
I
I

I

'I

''
''
J·

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1st.
Nat., B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.
~ .. The Lost Horizon."
Reg., B.B.C. Midland Orchestra.
9, A Variety of Music.
Abroad.
Toulouse, 9, Concert Vcrsion of
" Sigurd " (Reyer ).

Regional listeners will have the
opportunity of enjoying the
thrills, and spills, of dirt-track
riding on Tuesday at 9·45·
when an eye-witness account
of the fourth official Speedway
Test Match between England
and Australia will be
given from the West
Ham Speedway Stadium.

Typically Canadial). mountain scenery. In a programme on Monday
(Nat.), Bill Campbell, with others, will· entertain from a lumberjack's
bunk-house.

(Nat.). The abduction of an
aeroplane, the wild flight over
the Himalayas, happenings in
a hidden valley in wild Tibet,
capture, escape, and final
tragedy, all go to make up this
thrilling drama.

Operettas : '' Betrothal by
Lanternlight"
(Offenbach),
Beromunster, to-night at g. ro.
Abraham's "Ball at the
Savoy" is included in
Vienna's broadcast to-morrow
(Saturday) at 7-35·

ANCIENT AND MODERN

<v
<V
CAMP RELAYS

A CONTRAST will be provided
in the Kalundborg programme
on Saturday by the inclusion,
from 8 p. m., of a broadcast
from the old wayside inn,
Tradballehus, near Vejle,
when Danish folk songs and
dances led by two old fiddlers,
one of whom has reached the
npe age of seventy, will
be heard. At the close of this
programme, at II, follows
modern dance music by
Donde's band from the Hotel
Royal, Aarhus.

1

<V

THE
Jubilee
Camp of
Danish Boy Scouts near
Copenhagen provides a campfire broadcast from Kalundborg on Sunday at 8.30.
All German stations on Wednesday at 8.15 will relay an
evening celebration in the
Hitler Youth Camp by members of the German Girls'
League camping on the amber
coast of Eastern Prussia. This
is the coast where amber is
found and does not refer to
the colour.
THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT

OPERAS AND OPERETTAS

AMONG the operas in this
week's
programmes
from
abroad are Mozart's "Don
Giovanni" (Munich, Wednesday, 7), relayed from the Residenz The-;-.ter, Munich, where
the composer conducted some
of his own works. A concert
version of "Sigurd" (Reyer)
is featured by Toulouse at 9
on Thursday.

THROUGHOUT the day on
August rst Swiss stations will
be celebrating the Swiss
National Holiday by appropriate programmes.
THE AUDITOR.
;- ----------------------------------

:

'

30-LINE TELEVISION
Baird Process Transmissions.
Vision, 261.1 m.; Sound, 296.6 m.

MONDAY, JULY 29th.
11.15-12.0 p.m.
Laurie and Tom Devine (Dances),
The Lucerne Skaters; John
Rorke (Songs) ; First Television
Broadcast of Kitty Masters,
Dance Band Vocalist : Sydney
]erome' s Quintet.

''
'''

!
l---------------------------------1
:

/,.

THE LOST HORIZON

I

I

THE Silent Service rarely
makes its appearance before a
studio microphone, but on
Monday, in the National programme, Schoolmaster C. T.
Lee, B.Sc., R.N., conducts the
Portsmouth R o y a I N a v a 1
Singers in a programme which
includes some well-known sea
shanties.
Under the conductorship of
Trevor Harvey the B.B.C.
Chorus (Section A), with Geza
Frid at the piano, will include
in their programme of songs
on Tuesday works by Kodaly,
which are being heard for th,~
first time in England.
A VARIETY OF MUSIC

'' Nat., Spanish Light Music by the
'' B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra. ~Re

J

CHORALES

.'

..
''

I

WEDNESDAY, JULY 31st.
11.0---11.45 p.m.
Illustrated Natural History TalkT elevision of Birds, Animals,
Reptiles and Fish, introduced by
Mr. D. Seth Smith (The Zoo
Man) from the Zoological
Gardens.

!... ..............

"'--------------------------.!.'
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McMichael
235
Fine Quality in a Moderately
Priced Superhet
FEATURES.-Type.-Table-model superheterodyne for AC mains. Circuit.-Triode-pentode frequencychanger-var.-mu pentode IF amplifier-double-diode-pentode combined second detector and output t•all'e.
Controls.-(7) Tuning. (2) Volume and on-c;.ff switch. (3) Waverange. (4) Tone. Price. ~1'! guineas.
Makers.-McMichael R.adio Ltd., Slough, Bucks.

T

HIS is the first superheterodyne to
be produced by McMichael at as
low a figure as rz guineas, and
while
economies have
been
effected by the simplification of the circuit
and chassis construction, no compromise
has been made with the quality of reP.roduction or general finish, for which this
firm already has a justifiable reputation.
The quality of reproduction is, in fact,
outstanding, and apart from any other
aspect of the performance should justify
the interest of the discriminating buyer.
The essential qualities of clarity and fullness of tone, which are often difficult to
reconcile, are both present, and the bass
response is amazingly good for a set of
such moderate dimensions. The quality,
in fact, is reminiscent of a moving coil
unit working in conjunction with a flat
baffle of considerable area. Such a result
might lead one to suspect cabinet resonance, but if the designers have evoked its
aid in any \vay it has been used with skill,
for there is no obvious resonance in the
bass or middle register.
A noteworthy feature of the performance is that the good quality is not confined
to the local stations, and it is quite easy

to deceive anyone who is not in a position
to see the dial into thinking that the reproduction from many of the principal European broadcasting stations is coming from
the local transmitter.
Although at the price the set cannot
be expected to be fitted with circuits for
inter-station noise suppression, the manner
in which all the worth-while programmes
stand out from the background is reminiscent of the performance of receivers in
which this refinement is included.

Long -wave Performance
Another commendable quality of the
performance is the uniformity of the sensitivity over both wavebands, and once
again the excellent long-wave performance
which we have noted in previous
MclVlichael sets is in evidence. The selectivity is also exceptionally good on long
waves, and, with the tone control turned
down slightly from the " brilliant " .position, reception of the Deutschlandsender
free from side-band interference and at
quite exceptionally good volume is
obtained.
·
On the medium waveband in Central

London adjacent-channel selectivity was
obtained on the Brookmans Park National
transmitter, and if this is not possible on
the Regional programme the interference
does not extend over rnore than r~
channels on either side of the normal
setting.
Second-channel interference is negligible,
and it was only after careful search that
two feeble self-generated whistles were
detected in the vicinity of 485 and r,zoo
metres.
The automatic volume control keeps a
firm hand on the more powerful stations
to prevent overloading of the outpi1t stage,
but there was perhaps a wider difference
between the volume from London Regional
and, say, the Midland and West Regional
transmitters 'than we have noticed in other
sets of similar type. H owewr, for all
normal listening it is easy to find an average setting for the manual volume control
which adequately co\·ers these differences.
Only three valves are used in the superheterodyne circuit, and the triode-pentode
frequency-changer is preceded by a bandpass filter in which the coils are mounted
at a suitable distance apart on a common
cylindrical former. The filter includes a

The employment of a double-diode-pentode in the output stage reduces the number ot valves in the circuit to three.
coupling is incorporated in the band-pass input filter.

An image suppressor
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McMichael 235neutralised circuit for suppressing secondchannel interference. A variable-mu pentode IF amplifier follows the frequencychanger, and its output is fed to the diodes
of
a
double-diode-pentode combined
second detector and output \'al\'e, one
diode being employed for signal rectification and the other for the A VC bias. The
output circuit of the pentode incorporates a variable tone control, and th-~
secondary of the output transformer includes a jack switch for connecting an external loud speaker of the low-impedance
type. When the plug is first inserted both.
the internal and external loud speakers arc
in operation, but when the pins are pushed
fully home the internal loud speaker is
disconnected.

Random RaJiations
By "DIALLIST"
Television Delays
HOUGH I don't for a moment cavil at
T
the choice of the Alexandra Palace as
the site of the London high-definition television transmitting station-particularly as
it will mean far better reception in my
locality than could have been hoped for
from the Crystal Palace-I can't help feeling it a pity that the existing Baird station
should not be brought into temporary use
for the provision of a television service. So
far as one can see, a good many months
must elapse before we can hope for the-first
transmissions from the Alexandra Palace.
Very considerable alterations will have to

other of the studios to be given a trial before
the m'cophone in one of these hours. In
the studioo ~here is a Master of Ceremonies
complete with gong, and listeners are asked
to record their verdicts by telephone. If
any turn is obviously hopeless the gong goes
and the microphone switch is turned over.
Others are left entirely to the judgment of
listeners, and when a strongly favourable
vote is received the amateur artist stands a
good chance of obtaining a contract.
There's a good deal in the idea; it does,
for instance, provide programme directors
with a mine of possible material in which to
delve. For my part, though, I hope that it
will not be tried in this country, for one
impression that one gains from the average
variety programme as broadcast here is that
we already have to listen to far too many
performers who are amateurs at the game.

......

The Naval Review

J \VAS not able to hear the entire

REGIFIER
44 2

IF AMPliFIER VALVE
M VS /PEN.

VOLUME CONTROL
AND
ON-OFF SWITCH
TONE CONTROL

TUNING CONTROL

A long narrow chassis is dictated by the lines of the cabinet, and the moving-coil loud
speaker is built into the chassis to form a single unit.

Provision is also made for a gramophone
pick-up, and here again a switch type of
jack makes the necessary alteration in the
circuit. The inpu-~ is taken directly to the
grid of the output pentode, and although
the amplification factor of this valve is
high, it is advisable to make use of a highoutput pick-up of the piezo electric type.
The cabinet is of original design, and
the long, narrow chassis dictated by its
form lends itself to a simple type of channel
construction with open ends. As the loud
speaker is mounted on the chassis it is a
simple matter to remove the complete unit
for inspection and test.
The rectangular tuning scale is illuminated from behind, and each dial is hand
calibrated with sloping lines drawn at the
back of the scale which intersect the
printed station names on the front.
The
exact setting of each station is clearly
visible when the dial is illuminated.
There can be no doubt that this set
marks a distinct advance in the quality
of reproduction offered in moderatelv
priced sets, a factor which alone should b-e
sufficient to ensure its success.

be made in the building, and the installation
of the two transmitting plants and of the
aerial system will all take time. A further
point worthy of consideration is that the
service area of the Crystal Palace station is
not problematical; a contour map of field
strengths from this station was published
in The Wireless World some time ago. If it
could be brought into use to give a temporary service I have not the slightest doubt
that the results would be beneficial. Public
interest would be stimulated, and the radio
industry would have full opportunities for
experimental work. Even an hour of television programmes on two or three evenings
of the week would be welcome as a sample
of what is to come later on.
~

Amateur Hours

....

AN entirely new idea m brcadcasting
comes from the United States of
America. where those who look after the
programmes of the big " chains " are
always on the look-out for novelties. They
are now conducting "Amateur Hours," a
~cheme which is proving, for the moment at
at any rate, very popular with listeners.
Anvone who thinks that he is a born broadcaster has only to communicate with one or

broadcast of the Naval Review at Spithead-one must do some work sometimes !-but
what I did hear was most impressive. The
B.B.C. were wise in choosing two naval
officers to do the job, for only commentators
who i<now all the ropes could possibly help
listeners to capture the proper atmosphere.
Commander Stride and Lieutenant-Commander Woodroofe gave us a fine word picture between them, and our best thanks are
due to them.
As I anticipated, the technical side of the
broadcast did present some difficulties.
Owing to the use of the short-wave link
there was a certain amount of fading at
times, though never when I was listening
was it serious enough to interfere much with
the relay. The only thing that didn't seem
quite to "come off" whilst I was listening
was the fly-past of the Fleet Air-Arm. We
were told that we would hear the noise of
the planes as they swooped in salute, but
actually only a faint murmur came throu.gh
from their propellers and exhausts in most
cases. The Ospreys, very fast machines, did
manage to produce a faint roar, but the
others were disappointing from the listener's
point of view. One would have thought
that, in view of the Outside Broadcast Department's experiences of relaying air
events, something better might easily have
been achieved.

......

The King's Priza

THERE is one broadcast that I scarcely
ever hear, for the very good reason that
I am usually not very many yards away
from the man who makes it-thought I have
no part in the business. This is the running
commentary on the final stage of the
King's Prize for rifle shooting which is relayed
from Bisley on the last day of the National
Rifle Aswciation's meeting. It is one of
the best done of the sporting commentaries,
for the difficulties to be overcome are very
great. There are fifty targets, each with
two competitors firing alternately upon it.
The whole firing line extends for about zoo
yards, and it must be a very hard business
for the commentator to keep listeners in
touch all the time with what is going on.
Thanks to an excellent system, which in·
eludes chain of messengers to and from the
"Land Liner" in which he has his eyrie,
he is able to give a remarkably graphic and
thrillin!i account cf the proceedings. For
years now the commentator has been Captain E. H. Robinson, who himself won the
King's Prize more than a dozen years ago.
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BROADCAST
BREVITIES

By Our Special Correspondent

artists, hut it is primarily for
the use of the staff, enabling its
nwm bers to travel from headquarters to such places as Studio
No. 10 and the Research Departments at Clapham and Balham with the minimum of
liday.
TiH· buses will, of course, bccomp still more useful when the
Maida Vale studios are cOinp!t-·tecl.

New Studios

New technique in B.B.C. mast
design, at Lisburn, N. Ireland.

Continental Practice
work of erecting the new
T HEstation
at Ltsuurn, Northern Ireland, is well in hand, and
the inclusion of only one soo-ft.
mast of an unusual type has
caused a certain amount of comment. This is the first time that
the B.B.C. has made a departure
from its standard practice of
using two masts to support the
aerial. In the present case the
mast which is an improvenwnt
on the tvpt>s now in use in
America ;;nd on the Continent,
is utilised as the aeriaL Should
this prove an advantagp over the
present aPrial systems, it i: quite
possible it will bP appltecl to
other stations.

pitation of programmes, etc., it
i3 expected, will be carried out
by Mr. J. Beresforcl Clark, who,
since leaving Manchester, has
done some excellent work in the
EmpirG department, especially
during Mr. Graves' indisposition and subsequent visit to the
U.S.A., Canada and Newfoundland. Mr. Clark will have direct
access to the new Controller,
Mr. C. Graves, incidentally, his
old chief.

The reconstruction of the old
skating rink at Maida Vale into
modern broadcasting studios is
progressing rapidly, and it is
estimated that tlw four studios,
in addition to the orchestral
studio alrPady in use, will be
ready bv the end of the year.
Of tltese. it is almost certain that
Hemv Hall and tlw B.B.C.
Dance Orchestra will occupy
one, with a suite of offices attaclwd. The others will lw utili:'ed for such broadcasts as those
bv tlw Theatre Orchl·stra, Quinlt~ts, and such ensembles.

In an interview, Mr. Gravl·S
said that he was very interested
to nwd in Canada and .Newfoundland a numh~r oJ listt>nPrs
to tlw B. B.C. Empire station
and to listen himself to the programmes for which he has been
responsible since the St·rvice
started in December, HJJ2.
He found that reception was
possible with an excPllent degree
of volum<: and clarity in both
countries.

The Re-shuffle

Representation in the
House

NOTHER appointment yet
l<) tw made in the B.B.C.
reorg<u.Jisation schenw is that of
a suc•:essor to Mr. Cecil Graves,
who was Empire and Foreign
Services Director before his promotion to Controller of Programrnes.
The Empire service will be
handled by one of the Assistant
Controllers, probably Mr. Gladstone Murray, acting, of course,
under Mr. Graves. The corn-

ACCORDING to gossip in th ..
radio world, there is a suggestion that the B. R.C. should
have a Cabinet J\Iinistn 1"
answer all broadcasting queri'·~
raised in the House. On enquity
at Portland Place I lea m that
this is a rumour without foundation.
It has, vou will remember,
often beet{ stressed that W''
should have, as on the Continent, a Minister of Fine Arb

A

As Others Hear Us

who would, of course, be the
one to take Broadcasting in hi,;
portfolio.
If the Ullswater CommittC'e
recomnwnded that the B.B.C.
should be made a Government
department, and the recomnwndation Wl'rt' accl'ptecl, the
Din,ctor-General
might then
becom(' a Cabinet Minister, but,
of course, a Cabinet Minister's
salary is only Ls.ooo a year.

Brighter Morning
Programmes

I

MUST offer mv congratulations to Kneafe Kellcy for
hitting upon the happy idea of
introducing programmes by the
Varietv Orchestra during thl'
mornit1g session on three consecutive Fridays-August 23nl.
3oth, and September 6th. Thi ..;
is cleciclecllv a good mon·, a,; it
tends to (·nli vcn thE· morning
progra mml's.
It is i.o lw hopt>d that this innovation m a v continll(·, and a..;
an alt.t·rnati.;_.l. to the Varit>ty
Orchl'stra wll\· not Stanforct
Rohiilsnn
an;l
the
B.B.C.
Tht·a tre Ore lwstra?

Dance Music Control

D AME
busv

RU:\IOUR has been
again.
Her latest
story is. that tlwre is to be <
Din;ctor of Dance Band :V1usic,
who will have control of botlt
studio and O.B. clauce bands.
This spt·culai.ion may hav,~
arisen out of the fact that from
October 1st the new Variely
Director will take over control
of relavs by outsidf' dance
batvh. ·l\Ir. ;\laschwitz, I know,
want.' to trv and prevent th,,
recurrence of the same tun•
SE'\'l"ral times in one clay.

" Lisburn Testing "
I think it is safe to say that
this the last but one of the station~ to be erectPd under the
original scht·nw of high powt"r
transmitting stations, will come
on the air in the Spring of 1936.
The n·maining station is that
to he built at Newcastle.

B.B.C.'s Bus Fleet
not be gl'tlt'rall y known
I T may
that the B.B.C. runs a fleet
of buses, to a vt>ry comprehensive sclwduh·, between Broadcasting House and its many offshoots. It has !wen stated that
the fleet is at the disposal of

MODERN

STUDIO

DESIGN.~Budapest's

largest orchestral studio
arrangements for television transmissions.

recently

completed

includes
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New Apparatus Reviewed
Recent Products of the Manufacturers

Reliance power potentiometer rated for 15
to 20 watts maximum
dissipation.

RELIANCE POWER POTENTIOMETER
THE RELIANCE MANUFACTURING
Co. (Southwark), Ltd., 8, Westbury
Road, \Valthamstow, London, E.I], include in their range of variable resistances
and potentiometers a model described as
the P.I.W. designed for power work and
having a rating of between I5 and 20 watts
maximum
dissipation.
The
standard
models range from 5 ohms to 5oo,ooo ohms
with a tolerance of plus or minus five per
cent. and all are wire-wound, the winding
being supported on a bakelite former and
frxed in position by an elastic compound
that allows for expansion and contraction of
the wire yet always maintains the turns
securely anchored.
This model is made with graded or linear
resistance elements and also tapped if required. In the 'tandard models the spindle
is insulated from the moving contact, but
it can be electrically joined thereto should
this be required for any particular purpose.

new and interesting short and ultra-short
wave components.
By a slight modification, the air-dielectric
trimmer of 65 m-mfds. has been converted
into a real midget variable condenser of this
capacity. The modification comprises extending the rotor shaft, but it is adjustable
from either end, as before, by means of a
slot in the end of the spindle. In its new
form it costs 4s. 3d. complete with knob
and escutcheon plate.
A miniature reduction drive mechanism,
described as a Slow Motion Head, is a new
development. It gives a 9 to I reduction,
is made of brass and designed for pa:nel
fitting. From the back spindle a flex:ble
coupling drive can be taken to the condenser, or volume control, which need not
be in line with the slow-motion mechanism.
It is an extremely useful fitment for use
where difficulty in reconciling circuit requirements with a pleasing panel layout is
encountered in planning a new set. The
price is 3s. 3d.
There is a new IF transformer for 450

Group of new Eddystone components, including 450 kc1s IF
transformer,
slo·.v-motio:-~

n1idg~t condenser,
h~:1d,
flexible
ext~mion spindle

co-..:pler an1
and HF chokes.

The P .I. W. potentiometer is essentially
a precision component for the workmanship
is of the best. A long stout contact arm is
fitted, one end rides on the edge of the
resistance element, the other bears against
a pick-up ring joined to the centre one of
the three terminals.
The action is extremelv smooth, and in
view of the large diameter-the bakelite
case measures 2!in. across-precise and
reliable potential division is possible.
Prices range from gs. to 15s. gd. each,
which is very reasonable considering the
high-grade nature of the component.

NEW EDDYSTONE COMPONENTS
TRATTON AND CO., LTD., Eddystone
Works, Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham 5, has just introduced a number :Jf

S

kc Is circuits, having Litz-wound coils and
air-dielectric trimmers. lt is enclosed in a
rectangular metal case 3in. x 2in. x 3iin.
high, and costs 13s. 6d. We hope to give
further details of this later when our tests ·
are completed.
The other items comprise two HF chokes,
one for 3 to 10 metres and the other for 5
to go metres, costing IS. 3d. and 2s. each
respectively; a flexible coupler using a ring
of DLG material costs Is. 6d., whilst a 4in.
extension rod Jin. in diameter and fitted
with brass end-pieces, is available for
Is. 3d.
A new adjustable insulated
bracket for condensers and the like costs
IS. 6d.
On the whole, a very interesting selection
of new components, many of which will
find application in television receivers.

SHAFTESBURY "BIO-TRAN"
MICROPHONE
new
T HEveloped

" Bio-Tran " microphone deby Shaftesbury Supplies, 224,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.z, is an
improved version of their transverse-current
microphone, the latest modification made
being the introduction of a third electrode.
With this is used a special microphone transformer, described as the Z model, and
having a tapped primary winding; the
polarising battery is joined between the

Shaftesbury new " Bio-Tran " microph one
and shrouded Z type transformer.

tapping and the new electrode in the
microphone.
These changes have resulted in a considerable reduction in the microphone's resistance; thus it operates at a lower voltage,
and during our tests it worked extremely
well from a 2-volt battery.
With this
voltage a current of 20 mA. passed through
the microphone, while four and six volts
give polarising currents of 40 and 6o mA.
respectively.
The new model is definitely more sensitive
than the earlier pattern and it has a better
frequency response, giving a good output
up to Io,ooo c Is, this being the upper limit
of the audio scale explored. The low-fre.
quency output is good also.
Tests on orchestral passages and on speech
fully confirmed the good opinion we had
formed from the response to pure tones.
The background hiss is exceptionally low,
which is all to the good, despite the fact
that actually less amplification will be
needed with this model, since it gives a
larger output than its prototype.
On the whole, it is a sound and wellmade instrument, being beautifully finished
in chromium plate, and it costs 55s. only.
The special Z type transformer is available at Ios., shrouded as illustrated, or
7s. 6d. as an open type.
Stands, chromium plated to match, cost
15s. for a table model and 27s. 6d. for a
floor type.
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FOUNDATIONS
Part XXIX.OF
Power for the Set
WIRELESS
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

HIS is the concluding instalment of a senes of articles which
HE discussion of some of the
has
dealt with the theory of wireless reception from its basic
many possible schemes for profoundations of elementary electricity and magnetism to such modern
viding automatic volume control,
refinements as AVC and quiescent output systems. This Part explaius
with which the last Part was
mainly concerned, concludes our analysis
the principles underlying the use . of mains power for energising a
of the operation of the various sections of
recezver.
a recen·er.
So far we have taken for granted the
Valves designed for mains operation large by battery-set standards, are not by
existence of the various sources of power
for the set, generally assuming that bat- are of two types ; those intended for AC- any means uneconomic.
Where DC mains are used, or where it
teries are to be used. While there are an driven sets and those meant for the newer
enormous number of battery-driven sets " universal " sets that mn indifferently is desired to dispense with the transstill in service, the modern tendency is t:.> from AC or DC. In the former class the former, the heaters of all the valves are
make use of the supply mains where these heater usually consumes r amp. at connected in series across the mains. For
4 volts, though a 2-amp. heater is now be- the sake of economy the valves an: deare available.
There are no fundamental differences coming quite usual for output valves. The signed to operate - at a low current
between mains-driven and battery-driven power used for heating is thus 4 to 8 (usually 0.2 amp.), and the voltage across
sets, but in matters of detail differences watts, or twenty times as much as is used each at this current Yaries from 13 to 40
are many. They arise through three main in battery valves. These 4-volt AC valves volts, according to the wattage it is
causes. First, power from the mains is are tlsed with their heaters connected in deemed necessary to dissipate in the
cheap, while that from batteries is rela- parallel, the power for all the valves in a heater. The larger voltages, of course,
tively extremely expensive.
Secondly, set being taken from a transformer which are required by the valves taking the
valves designed for mains-driven sets 8teps the voltage of the mains down to largest anode current; i.e., the output
tend to be considerably more efficient the required figure.
valves. A resistance of the right value to
than their counterparts for
drop, at 0.2 amp., the voltage
battery sets.
The third disby which the mains exceed
that required by the valves is
tinction depends on the fact
that in a mains valve the
included in the circuit as at R
cathode is independent of the
in Fig. 154 (b).
heater, while with battery
In · this arrangement the
vah·es the filament does duty
power in watts consumed by
for both heater and cathode.
the filament circuit as a whole
This apparently small differis equal to one-fifth of the voltence accounts for quite a large
age of the mains, irrespective
number of small points in
of the number of valves. Witli
design.
more valves R is reduced, so
In a battery-driven set the
(a)
that less power is dissipated in
filaments of all valves are conit and more in the valves.
nected together in parallel, and
The greatly superior area of
the necessary power to heat all
a
cathode
as. compared with a
MAINS
of them is derived from a
filament, together with the
~ingle 2-volt accumulator cell.
fact that the whole of it is at
R
The filament current taken by
the same potential, enables
the valves depends on the
the mains valve to have a
anode current they are likely
slope nearly double that of a
to be called upon to deliver ;
corresponding battery valve.
o.r arrip. is usual for detector
Further, the greater rigidity of
HTvalves, screened valves for HF
a cathode allows the grid to be
amplification may take o.rs to
brought closer to it, this con(b)
0.2 amp., and output Yalves
tributing further to high slope.
usually 0.2 amp. at least. The
One may, in consequence,
Fig. 154.-Diagram (a) shows method of heating filaments of battery
power used for heating the
quite
fairly expect a mains set
valves or heaters of AC valves in a 4-valve set.
All valves require
filament of a valve is therefore
to
be
considerably more senthe same voltage. In diagram (b), which shows DC or universal valves
from 0.2 to 0.4 watt, or a little
with heaters in series, all take the same current. Note that in spite
sitive than a batten' set of
of different potentials of heaters all cathodes can be joined to HT-.
corresponding design."
more in some cases. An average accumulator will supply an
In the case of a battery set
Allowing for loss in the transformer, the it is usual to pro;-ide a separate battery
ampere for some 20 hours on one charge
(a "20 ampere-hour" cell); this is equi- heaters of a 3-valve set (r6 watts) could for providing the voltages at which the
valent to running a 3- or 4-valve set for be energised for fifty hours for the cost grids of the Yarious valves are set. The
some 40 hours, which may represent a of one " unit" (kilowatt-hour) of elec- positive side of this battery is connected
tricity, so that the currents taken, though to the negative side of the filament
week or a fortnight of ordinary use.
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Foundations of Wirelessha ttery (LT- ) , and the grid return leads
of the various valves are connected to
>uitably-chosen tappings on the battery,
as shown in Fig. 132 (Part XXIV).

Self-bias Circuits
Bias in a mains set is derived in all cas•c:>
from the HT supply. If we insert a resistance (R, Fig. 155 (a)) between the
cathode of a valve and HT negative, the
whole space-current I of the valve' has to
flow through it. In so doing it makes the
cathode positive by IR volts with respect
to earth. If now we return the grid 1o
earth, as in the diagram, it will be neg'ltive to the extent of IR volts with respect
to the cathode.
The condenser C is placed across R
because the latter is included both in the
anode-cathode and in the grid-cathode circuits of the valve. Amplified signal currents in the anode circuit, in flowing

the same bias, some saving of components
results by connecting all their cathodes
together and inserting R and C in the
common cathode circuit, as in Fig. 155
(b). (In this circuit anode and grid resistances stand for couplings in general.)
A 1 tern a tively, R
may be placed in
the common negative lead of the set ;
this is useful where
the valves to be
biased are controlled by the AVC
system,
for the
change in their
space cmrcnt is a
s m a 11 proportion
only of the total
current of the set.
It is the ease of
providing generous
anode currents in a
A
A
mains set that gives

When using the mains power is abundant :md cheap ; the problem lies in making
use of it. The fifty-cycle alternations of
AC mains, if allowed to reach the signal
circuits of the set by any path, will produce a so-cycle note (deep hum) in the

A

V~
INPUT

L\

HT+

/V\/"\L\,C\

OUTPUT CURRENT
HALF-WAVE

OUTPUT CURRENT
FULL-WAVE

(a)

(b)

Fig. 156.-Half-wave and full-wave rectification. In (a) V acts
literally as a valve, suppressing alternate half-waves ; in (b) there are
in effect two transformer secondaries, phased so that the pulses through
VI come between those through V2.

the latter its main
advantage over the
battery set.
The
ordinary HT battery, usually of roo
to 120 volts, is <lll
expensive item. At
best its life is not
long, and the voltage it gives drops
well
bt'low
the
nominal v o I t a g ·.!
very early in it.>
life: Furthermore,
the expense of thes'"
drv batteries rises
very rapidly with
c
R
increasing current ;
HTa battery called
upon to deliver
(b)
20 mA. will m,t
have anything Jik,~
Fig. ISS-- -Diagram (a) shows a true self-bias circuit, where the
half the life it
passage of anode current through R makes the cathode positive with
would
have
if
respect to HT--- ; in consequence, the grid is made negative with
respect to cathode.
In diagram (b) all valves are similarly biased to
delivering ro mA.
an equal e>:tent by the voltage drop across R in their common cathode
One mav rccko!l
lead.
that a ur1it of electhrough it, will therefore introduce a tricity costs from thirty to fifty shillings
signa-l-voltage back into the grid circuit. when supplied by an ordinary dry batThis voltage is in opposition to that due tery, whereas from the mains it would
to the original signal; "degeneration," <>r probably cost less than one shilling
reduction of amplification by n:wrse re- even after allowing for all incidental
action. therefore, occurs. By making C losses. One sees, therefore, that only low
large enough (50 mfds. is common) this power can be dissipated in the anode cireffect can be entirely avoided exct>pt for cuits of a battery set if costs are not ·,o
the verv lowest audio-frequencies.
become prohibitive. Only low power, in
When several valves in a set require consequence, is available to drive the
speaker, and the output valve has to be
1 The "space current " is the total of all currents to anode, screen, suppressor, and any other kept always on the verge of overloading
for the output. of sound to be acceptable.
electrodes there may be.
(a)

-I

speaker. Before we can use it we therefore
have to convert the current completely
from alternating current to direct.
This conversion is known as rectification, and is performed with a twoelectrode valve. Fig. 156 shows, better
than could any amount of description, how
half-wave rectification (at (a)) and fullwave rectification (with two valves, as at
(b)) are carried out. In either case the
result is a series of pulses of current all in
the same direction, which we can equally
well describe as a direct current with an
alternating current superposed upon it.
Freedom from hum can only be had if the
alternating component is completely suppressed.

Smoothing Circuits
If we place a condenser of large capacity
across the resistance R a good deal of the
alternating current will be diverted through
the condenser. As a result the current
through R is smoothed, taking on a waveform such as that in Fig. 157 (b). This, it

~
UNSMOOTHED

-------------

(a)

WITH CONDENSER ACROSS R (b)

-A-S-:(b:-:)-W_I_T_H-:-L-&-=0-A-0-DE_D_ (c)
(FIG. 158) (PURE 0 C)

Fig. I57.-Showing how the alternating
component can be removed from the crude
rectified current.

JULY 26th, I935·
Foundations of Wirele,\ISis evident, is a much nearer approach to
pure direct current, which would be represented by a horizontal straight line. By
adding a· choke and a second condenser to
the circuit, as shmvn in Fig. rs8, the small
residue of alternating current is almost entirely remon·d, and the system of that
figure can very satisfactorily be· used to
supply anode current to a set.
It is to be noticed that the full-wave
rectifier V, containing a cathode and two
separate anode~;, draws its filament or
heater current from the sarne transformer
that proYides the anode current. For the
heaters of the various Yalves in the set
proper still another winding would be used,
a common primary winding energising,
through the iron core, as many secondaries
as may be required for the entire receiver.
In a battery set suitable ,·oltages for the
screens of SG yalws, and for any other
points requiring less than the maximum
voltage, can be obtained by connecting to
suitable tapping-points on the battery.
Since there is only one voltage available in
a supply unit such as that drawn. it be-

HT

Fig.

I

59· -Power supply circuit of a typical universal set.

that the current is generated by rotating
machinery it contains a small alternating
component. To prevent hum this must
be remowd ; the smoothing choke and condensers are therefore retained. In this type
of set it is usual to put the speaker field
directly across the mains, since too much
of the anilable voltage is wasted if it is
used as a smoothing choke. Sometimes,
however, it is used
in place of R (Fig.
154 (b)) in series
HT+
L
with the heaters.
Universal
sets,
running
indiffer....
ently from AC or
....
DC·· mams,
are
c
"'
0
arranged as in Fig.
1rsg. As in DC sets
the heaters of the
receiving valves are
HTin series; in addition, there is included in the cirFig. 158. -Complete HT supply system for AC set.
(Note that the
cuit the heater of
set itself replaces the load resistance R of Fig. I 56.)
an indirectly heated
On AC mains this acts as
comes necessary to utilise the voltage-drop rectifier.
across a resistor if lower voltages are a half-vYave rectifier, while on DC mains
required. For screen-grid valves it is usual it is a '' passenger,'' doing no more than
to provide a potentiometer consisting of add a small resistance in the HT line.
two resistances connected in series across Both universal and DC sets are inclined
the whole voltage, and to connect the to be a little limited in output on account of
screen, together with its by-pass con- the comparatively low anode voltages
available; in neither case, of course, can
denser, to the junction point of the two.
For screened pentodes, in which the screen
current is larger and varies less from valve
to valve, it is usually satisfactory to conCOMMON HT LINE
nect the screen through a resistance to the
main positiYC line.
R
In the majority of mains-driven sets the
loud speaker is of the " energised "
moving-coil type, requiring the dissipac
tion of some five to ten watts in the winclings of the electro-magnet used to provide
the magnetic field in which the coil moves.
The inductance of a winding of this sort
is quite high, and it is convenient to place
it in series with the main HT lead in such
a way that the total anode current drawn
by the set passes through the winding and
energises it. It then serves also as a very
satisfactory smoothing choke, taking the
place of that shown in Fig. 158. The voltage dropped across it is made up by increasing the alternating voltage applied to
the rectifier V.
Fig. r6o.--Decoupling a valve from the HT
In the case of receivers intended to be
line is performed by inserting R to block
run from DC mains, rectification is no
signal currents, and providing C to give them
a path back to earth.
longer necessary, but owing to the fact

D

a transformer be used to raise the voltage
above that of the mains.
The HF chokes and small condenser Cr
and Cz included in Fig. 159 are very
necessary in both uninrsal and DC sets;
they prevent high-frequency disturbances
due to electrical apparatus connected to
the mains from reaching the set. In an
AC receiver their place is usually taken by
an earthed screen between primary and
secondary of the transformer.
The impedance to signal-frequency
currents of the smoothing and rectifying
circuits in a mains-driven receiver is considerably higher than that of a battery in
good condition. Since this impedance is
common to the anode circuits of all valves
in the set it tends to couple them all together, and may set up instability of one
sort or another. \Vhen this unfortunate
state of affairs arises decottpling is resorted
to. As shown in Fig. r6o, a resistance
R is inserted in the anode circuit of such
valves as require it, and a condenser C
is connected from the high-potential side
(from the signal-frequency point of view)
of this resistance to earth. Condenser C
then completes the anode circuit for signalfrequency currents, while R prevents any
appreciable portion of these currents from
finding their way back into the anodecurrent supply system. The larger C and
R, the more complete the decoupling.
which depends on the product CR.
CONCLUSION
Already, perhaps, this series has exceeded its original scope and has left
foundations far behind.
Here it ceases,
having applied fundamental theory to all
the main points of receiver design. If
there be any reader so stout-hearted as to
wish for rr:ore he is referred to the reviews
of receivers appearing regularly in these
pages. There, in the circuit diagrams and
in the text, he will find ample material
upon which to exercise his knowledge of
the fundamental principles upon which all
wireless sets are built.
l\' OT E.-I nstalll1t'llls of this
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